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CHAPTER XV
THE LESSON OF THE BREASTWORKS

OBSERVER floating in a balloon half a mile
above Beacon Hill, Boston, on the evening of
the 16th of June, 1775, would have witnessed,
during the ensuing four and twenty hours, one of the

Af

most singular and interesting spectacles of the century.
Restricting his observation to an area bounded by a
circle about five miles in diameter, he would see, in the
space formed by the confluence of the waters of Boston
Bay on the east, the mouth of the river Mystic on the
northwest, and of the river Charles debouching on the
southwest, three hilly peninsulas, lying close together.
They lie on a line running nearly north and south.
The central one of the three is of irregular shape, a
polygon, attached to the mainland by a narrow strip
of land extending south.
The southern peninsula is
wider east and west than it is north and south it also
is connected with the mainland by a neck protruding
on the south. The northern peninsula of the three has
somewhat the form of an Indian arrowhead, its base
being south, its point a little west of north; its point
of attachment with the main being a prolongation of
its apex.
None of the three peninsulas is much over
a mile across.
The central one contains the town of Boston, most
of the buildings being collected toward the south and
east, with wharves jutting out into the harbor. On its
northern limb is an elevation, called Copp's Hill. Of
the southern peninsula, called Dorchester, we need remark only that its hills, known as Dorchester Heights,
command the town of Boston.
Let us examine the northern peninsula more particudilarly. About the middle of its broad southern end,
is
a
below
and
group of
Copp's Hill,
rectly opposite
;
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five hundred wooden houses called Charlestown.
Communication with Boston is had by a ferryboat, the

about

distance across the strait being about a quarter of a
Above Charlestown, north, the land rises to an
elevation of seventy feet in Breed's Hill, which slopes
less steeply toward the east, to rise again slightly at
the southeastern corner of the arrowhead. The shore
on the northeast, or Mystic side, is low, and the mead^
owland has been newly mown. A fence of loose stones,
surmounted by a couple of rails, extends from the rise
of Breed's Hill toward the Mystic, but does not reach
the water by a hundred yards. Back of the fence, and
parallel with it, runs a ditch, dug years ago, probably
to drain the meadow.
North of Breed's Hill, and overtopping it by forty
feet, is Bunker Hill, with a smooth, round summit.
An inlet or backwater, from four to eight hundred
yards wide, forms the western boundary of the peninsula, and extends up to the neck, but is crossed by a
stone causeway communicating with the main, half a
mile or so south of the neck. On the main, some two or
three miles inland, is the town of Cambridge, and
Harvard College. This town can be reached from the
peninsula either by the road over the neck, or by the
causeway. The distance from the southeast corner of
the triangular peninsula, or arrowhead, to the crest of
Breed's Hill, might be five hundred yards, due west.
The hills and slopes are covered with tall grass, and
intersected by fences here and there; only the meadow
grass has been mown; the only houses are those of
Charlestown.
The American army, as we know, has its headmile.

Ward commanding, in Cambridge,
and reaches along an irregular line or arc of a circle
north and south, thus shutting off Boston from the
interior country. We know that Ward is an old and
infirm man, vacillating in mind, and not competent
to manage the anomalous and heterogeneous force of
perhaps twelve or fourteen thousand husbandmen and
mechanics, assembled from four colonies, destitute of
discipline and cooperation, woefully lacking in powder
quarters, General
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and military supplies of all kinds, brought together
by their own volition, led by officers of their own selection, who were all more or less ignorant of tactics,
and prone to follow their independent fancy as to what
should be done or left undone which by courtesy is
called the American army. Ward had not the ability
to manage this army, and it is unlikely that they would
have obeyed his orders in any case.
The siege or beleaguering of Boston was a sort of
summer picnic, partly serious, partly amusing. The
men talked about driving the British into the sea, and
of meaning to avenge the dead of Lexington and Concord; but they had no means of doing anything, except perhaps to keep the British where they were they
had no siege guns, or powder and ball to use in them;
;

their idea, so far as they possessed one, was that in
course of time the enemy might eat up their provisions
and capitulate. But as there was no American navy to
hinder supplies from reaching them by sea, this was
likely to be a consummation long in arriving. If the
British would only make a sortie, and attempt to
force the American positions, then there might be some
fun ; but the British knew their business too well to try
that. Meanwhile, the novelty of the picnic was wearing away, and the farmers did not see why they should
not slip off home and attend to their crops. No one
could prevent their going, if they pleased.
What is the condition of things in Boston? There
are five thousand troops cooped up in the little space,
together with several hundred loyalists or tories; and

the June weather has been exceedingly warm, and is
getting warmer. General John Burgoyne, soldier and
dramatist, has just arrived from England, and with
him Sir William Howe, the new Commander in Chief;
both of these gentlemen had brought their fishing rods
with them, anticipating nothing more serious in the
way of war than a campaign against the trout in the
Massachusetts streams ; and both of them are bored to
extinction by this unexpected confinement.
Poor Gage, with the stain of Concord and of Lexington upon him, is naturallv anxious to do something
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to recover his vanishing reputation; and his distinguished companions in arms have been gazing significantly at the green trees and fields of Dorchester and
Charlestown, as if they longed to get over and stretch
their legs there. Besides, are not these points of strategic value? Gage finally makes up his mind to occupy
Bunker Hill and, later, Dorchester Heights; and by
way of clearing the way, he issues a proclamation that
any rebels found with arms in their hands will be

Howe a dark-complexioned, bilious, indolent,
high-bred, fearless man of six and forty, approves
the plan, and Burgoyne begins to think he may get a
little fishing after all. The date of occupation is fixed
for the 18th. Will the rebels attempt any opposition?
In the opinion of the British council of war, Not they
It happened that about the time Gage formed his
project, the war chiefs in Cambridge had decided that
Charlestown ought to be occupied by the Americans,
and Bunker Hill fortified. The plans of the English
reached the ears of the Americans ; though, fortunately,
the former had no suspicion of the designs of the latter.
The Committee of Safety accepted the offer of William Prescott of Pepperel to do the work with a
brigade of a thousand men. As it was already the evening of the 16th, there was no time to throw away.
After prayer on Cambridge Common, led by Laugdon,
president of the college, the detachment is ready to
start: they have no uniforms, and their accouterinent
consists of a powderhorn, a bag of bullets, and a ration
of bread and meat, or cheese, slung over their shoulders.
They had no canteens, and the working and
fighting of the next four and twenty hours were, in
hanged.

!

done with no rest, no water, and but a single
scanty meal. That would not have mattered, had they
Had they been able to
had ammunition enough.
operate artillery, there is no telling what might have
They did the best they could with the
happened.
means they had and history is of opinion that they did
fact,

;

pretty well.

There

is

a

we descend a

the evening of the 16th and if
lower in our balloon, we may see
404

moon on
little

;
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the detachment crossing Charlestown Neck toward
eleven o'clock. They march as silently as possible, and
speak in whispers. There are three or four armed ships
anchored off the shore, and as the hours pass, we may
hear the cry of the guards, "All's well!" They evidently are not aware of those dark groiips of figures
on the crest of Breed's Hill, where instead of on
Bunker Prescott has determined to make his redoubt.
Picks and spades have been brought, and the men, beThe
ing mostly farmers, are at home in their use.
lines of the fortification are marked out on the turf,
about one hundred and thirty feet on a side, and labor
is begun at once.
These June nights are short, and
unless some protection has been secured by dawn, the
project will be a failure. How they work, those lean,
muscular fellows? each one a Hercules, and a skillful
Prescott, tall, vigilant and calm, oversees
one, too.
and directs all. He has sent some men down toward
the shore to keep a lookout on those ships. He has
barely four hours during which he can hope to be uninterrupted it is not too long for the construction of
a wall over five hundred feet in circumference and six
feet in height. But over nine hundred men are busy at
of a
it, and already the moon throws the shadow
parapet upon the trampled grass. Before four o'clock
the prime danger is averted there is barrier enough to
serve as a shield against the first projectiles. Yet the
position is far from secure; there is no protection on
the flank, and the men-of-war can move up the Mystic
and make things very hot for them. It would be well
to produce the line of fortification down the eastern
slope of the hill, toward the Mystic: that fence and
ditch might be utilized. But more men will be needed
and see! yonder a messenger sets off at a sharp trot
across the Neck for Cambridge; he bears a message to
the venerable Ward, asking for reenforcements also for
more powder. But he is destined to get neither. General Ward has convinced himself that if the British
;

;

:

;

attack anything, it will be his own headquarters and
he thinks he has no more men than are needed for his
.protection. As for powder, there are but about sixty
405
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half barrels of it in New England at this moment. The
men at Breed's Hill must make the most of what their
powderhorns contain.
Ah! that line of lesser darkness along the eastern

horizon has spread upward and brightened; and now
the sentry on the Lively, in the channel southeast
of the redoubt, has caught sight of the men working on
the breastwork, and he gives the alarm. Up tumble
the surprised seamen a gun is hurriedly aimed at the
earthen wall, there is a heavy report, and there goes
the shell. Now another, and another. By this time,
the whole town is waking up, and we see the black and
brown figures of citizens, and the red coats of the
soldiers, hurrying along the narrow streets beneath us
many are climbing on the roofs of houses for a better
view; that little squad of officers who have just appeared on the top of Copp's Hill are Burgoyne, Pitcairn (late of Concord and Lexington, who will be
killed in the attack on that little redoubt before the sun
sets), Pigot, who is to lead the assault up Breed's Hill,
Clinton, and a few more; Howe is still in bed, not to
be cheated out of his last nap by all the Yankees on
the planet.
In bed, too, is Lord Percy, who helped
Colonel Smith run away on the 19th of April and in
bed he means to stay, on the plea of illness, while his
command dies on the slopes in the hot sunshine; he
does not feel well; the noise of battle impairs his
health. After observing the gunnery of the Lwely for
a few minutes, one of the officers on Copp's Hill has
sent for a battery of heavier guns, and now up the
ascent they come, horses and men straining their best
and they are set in position, loaded, a handful of
powder poured on the bunghole and touched off with
a match, and their deep boom shakes the warm June
;

;

;

;

air.

Those men working over opposite are finding out
thus early in the morning what it is to be under fire;
not all of them like it; they are rather shy of showing
their heads above that breastwork. They cannot reply
to the fire; their fowling pieces would not carry half
or a third that distance. But the tall officer Pres406
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cott is if anything more indifferent than ever he leaps
up on the parapet, and begins to pace slowly up and
down it, as if cannon shot were to him no more than
His example puts heart into his alpepper corns.
ready hungry and thirsty men, and they bend to their
digging with renewed energy. But who is that sturdy,
athletic fellow who comes swinging up the hill from
the north, with a sword at his side, broad-shouldered,
deep-chested and vigorous? That is the famous Old
;

Put, the man who killed the wolf, rode a hundred miles
in eighteen hours, rescued a comrade at the imminent
risk of his own life, and has done and will do many
another reckless and generous act. He is even braver
than he is strong, and he will be in a dozen places in
and about the American position to-day, advising,
helping, ordering, striding here and there, gesticulating: he is in his element. The redoubt, and the whole
hill and peninsula, have by this time become too warm
for comfort; the sun is hot enough this will be one
of the hottest days of the year but the sun could be
endured were it not for the continued fire of the ships
(there are four of them at work now), the guns on
Copp's Hill, and the floating batteries which have been
towed up to that causeway on the left, and are sending a flanking fire across the Neck. Several squads of
reenforcements have been arriving by that route; on
the other hand, two or three hundred men have deserted Prescott and returned within the American
lines; they did not want to stay, and he did not care
to have them against their will. They did not know
that in escaping death they were losing immortality.
There is a young man who is to achieve immortality
to-day; that graceful youth, bearing himself modestly,
but paying no more attention to the missiles of death
hurtling through the air and plowing up the turf
about him than to the pattering of a summer shower.
Yes, that is Joseph Warren; he has just received his
commission as general from the committee, but he does
not come to take command here he declines Prescott's
offer; all he wants to do is to fight among the other
men in the redoubt. If Prescott will kindly put him
;
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where the bullets are likely to come thickest, he will
be content for to-day. Just for to-day; and to-night
he will fill a soldier's grave, having been almost the
last man slain in the redoubt.
None will be more
truly mourned or lovingly remembered.
The morning is passing quickly. Look at that athletic
figure down by the ditch and fence on the shore of the
Mystic he has brought two or three hundred men
with him, and they are all at work transforming the
scanty materials at their disposal into a fortification.
They have gathered up the coarse, thick hay in armfuls, and woven it in and out between the rails and
posts of the fence and have brought up another fence
and set it parallel with the first, filling the space between with more hay; and with no more than this for
a protection, and with their flank exposed, they will
crouch and fight all day long, as only men who are
men can. Their leader is John Stark, whom we have
heard of before, and shall meet again trapper, Indian
fighter, scout, pioneer, soldier, hero: he looks them all.
"A fresh man is worth ten tired ones," he was saying
to Captain Dearborn, half an hour ago, as their detachment was crossing the Neck, under a cross fire from the
boats and floating batteries. Dearborn had suggested
that it might be a good idea to move .at a trot along
this exposed tract; but Stark disagreed with him, and
would not be hurried out of his customary leisurely
pace. After all, one is as likely to run into a ball as to
:

;

:

run away from it.
This cannonading is noisy and tiresome, and has
proved much less deadly than noisy but now, it seems,
the time for more interesting and decisive work is
drawing near. Sir William Howe is awake and dressed,
and has announced his intention since he cannot go
a-fishing of leading the attack against the Yankees.
Tt will be more amusing than sitting in the Coffee House
or dawdling about the Province House with that blockhead Gage for a companion. Pigot is to be his second
in command.
How many men will he take? There
are about five thousand in town; he will take about
half of them, including the best regiments in Amer408
;
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ica.
The position of the Yankees is rather strong, and
though it is not to be supposed that they will offer
any resistance worth noting, still one may as well take
force enough to crush them at once and be back in time
for dinner.
Yes; but dinner will be late to-day, Sir
William, and there will be plenty of room at table.
That narrow structure reaching into the water on the
west side of Boston is Long Wharf, and thither the
redcoated regiments are crowding. There is quite a
little fleet of barges to convey them to their destination more than will be needed to bring them back.
The harbor is as smooth as glass; the boats push off
and are rowed northward, skirting the town, toward
that eastern point of Charlestown peninsula which we
have already noticed, named Morton's or Moulton's

Point. The hillock there serves to protect the troops
while landing from the fire of the Americans, though,
indeed, the distance is too great for their fowling pieces.
As will presently be shown, however, the fowling pieces
are not ineffective at from twenty-five to fifty feet.
While the disembarkation is going on, the Lively,
the Falcon, the Somerset, and Copp's Hill thunder
and smoke to distract the Yankees' attention. But
the latter, as we perceive, are lying quiet behind their
works, with no thought of doing anything until there
is something worth doing to do.
It is nervous work
waiting, and the sun, now just past noon, shines
straight down with all his power; but that is worse
for the British than for them. One cannot expect all
the comforts of home in a redoubt with a drilled, thoroughly equipped, confident enemy coming at you with
double your numbers. They are well fed also; boatloads of provisions had been brought over, and before
the soldiers were asked to do anything else they sat
down to as much as they could eat and drink. A soldier with his belly comfortably full is worth two who
are empty. But the sun is more trying to them than
to the lean, athletic farmers who are not trussed up in
ornamental uniforms, with useless knapsacks on their
Their
backs, and who have not got that hill to climb.
work is done; all that remains is to shoot, and that is
409
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easy and exciting. But are those British lobster backs
never going to begin?
Not yet; Sir William will not give the word until

on the ground. He means to make an
attack along the whole line at once; he will lead the
party against the rail fence, because, perhaps, there is
less climbing to do in that direction, and though Sir
William does not mind bullets, he is averse to unnecessary exertion. Pigot will take care of the redoubt;
it will be warm walking, but it will be over in a few
minutes, and by the time the Yankees are driven out
and running for the Neck, Sir William will have carried the rail fence, and will be able to cut them off and
capture or kill the lot. It should all be done in half
an hour. Such is the plan, and the opening stages of
it are carried out with machinelike precision.
John
his full force is

Burgoyne, with his telescope to his eye on Copp's Hill,
turns to his companion and remarks "Howe's dispositions are soldierlike and perfect." As the masses of
:

men in their brilliant tunics, relieved against the green
grass, deploy into line with glittering arms they make
a handsome spectacle. And just at this moment, by
direction of the sapient Gage, the houses of Charlestown, in the foreground, burst into flame, with the
steeple of the meetinghouse in the midst towering up,
a roaring pillar of fire. The breeze is from the southeast, and will drive the smoke toward the redoubt, preventing its occupants from seeing what is preparing for
them below. But just then the direction of the wind
changes, as it sometimes will about noon, and that
advantage, such as it is, is lost.
But the attack has begun: what a gallant sight!
Twenty-five hundred men in regular lines, rank behind
rank, moving forward with the impulse of one; and
they are firing their muskets from the moment of starting. The sun blazing in the blue sky, the explosion of
cannon on all sides, the sharp, incessant rattling of
the musketry, the cheering of the soldiers moving now
on diverging lines, left and right the smoke and flame
of the blazing town, and in the midst of it all the redoubt and the rail fence, quiet as the grave which will
;
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cover

of the combatants to-night. A magnificent
and there are abundant spectators the whole

many

spectacle,

;

surrounding country is its amphitheater; Dorchester
Heights far to the south, Chelsea on the east, Cambridge on the west, and in Boston every housetop and
steeple, and the masts of the vessels in the wharfs, are
thick with people. Well may they gaze they shall see
to-day one of the famous sights of human history.
Upward clamber the redcoats, somewhat annoyed now
by the deep grass, which catches round their ankles,
and by the fragments of fences which they must kick
aside or scramble over, and by the steepness of the
ascent, and by the really outrageous heat of this Yankee
sun, which seems to shine to-day for the rebels. Moreover, they have, many of them, emptied their guns and
cannot well stop to load; but that matters little, for
they will need only the bayonet when they reach the
redoubt. The redoubt is not far off now: why don't
those bumpkins fire? Perhaps they are so frightened
already that they will not fire at all; they are only
waiting to throw down their arms and beg for mercy.
But a man here and there who was on that expedition
to Concord two months ago does not altogether fall in
with this conjecture. The silence of the redoubt makes
;

him feel a trifle uneasy.
Our position enables us

to see directly into the walled
are the Americans doing? They are
sitting or lying in the straitened interior, seven or eight
hundred of them; there is hardly elbow room for so
many ; the first line is crouching against the wall
toward the enemy, peeping over it at the latter, with
Bullets by
their musket barrels resting on the top.
the score are whistling just above their heads, and
ever and anon a big cannon ball goes over them with
a shrill moan or strikes the earthwork with a thud
and a jar. But they have by this time become used

inclosure.

What

to such things

and they have

and mind them much less than at first;
also accumulated a vehement desire to

make a demonstration in their turn. What is Prescott
saying to them as he saunters in and out among the
groups in that quiet, unshaken voice, audible despite
411
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the uproar and the shouting without? "Now, keep
boys ; don't waste your ammunition ; make every
shot tell ; hold your fire till I give the word ; don't pull
a trigger till you see the whites of their eyes, and aim
for their belts. Those redcoats will never reach this
redoubt if you keep cool." Aye, but the tension is tremendous ; a man must hold his breath and think a thousand thoughts in an instant, and yet think only one.
"We'll have them, lads; never fear!" remarks Warren
composedly, looking round with a smile. "Just a moment more ah !" "Fire !" shouts Prescott in a voice
that sends the hot blood leaping through every heart ;
and a sheet of fire pours from that long-silent parapet.
all

cool,

"Humph!" ejaculates Burgoyne, gazing intently
through his telescope; "the bumpkins do seem able
to fight a little after all eh, Clinton?"
"They can shoot, sir, and no mistake," murmurs that
gentleman in reply; "and Howe's men have caught it,
too, as I live !"

At

that

first volley

the entire front line of the British

advance staggered and fell, every man either dead or
wounded. The New Englanders were used to waiting
for game in the forest, and aiming as one does who

knows that if the first shot does not tell there will be
no chance for another. Their eyes were keen and true,
their nerves steady their hearts, now that the long suspense was ended, beat full and strong. They saw that
line of redcoats coming toward them! they saw their
faces, fierce yet anxious, panting, crimson with heat and
glistening with sweat; they saw the whites of their
eyes and then came the word! Down went the regulars of England, with hands uptossed, with sinking
knees, some pitching forward on their faces, others reeling backward, some clutching at their breast, some
writhing their bodies in pain, some collapsing instantly
as death struck true to the heart or the brain; and
heavy groans broke from them, and piercing shrieks
and curses, quickly followed by the silence that is never
;

broken.

They lay

in heaps, like the

windrows down

yonder in the meadow. But as the first line of the
Americans discharged their guns they stepped back,
412
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and the second line took their places, and another volwas poured into the wavering mass with barely a
perceptible intermission. Again every bullet found its
mark another hundred fell. Discipline and the trained
courage of veterans can accomplish wonders but there
are some things they cannot do. Only fanatics, or those
who battle for what they hold dearer than life, can
withstand certain slaughter withstand it and still go
forward. The English regulars, stumbling among the
bodies of their own dead and still falling every moment,
could not prevail. They gave back they turned they
ran many flung away their arms. That parapet, that
had been so silent, that had seemed so easy to overcome, had suddenly loomed up as high as heaven and
as terrible as hell. Before it the pride of England gave
way headlong down the hill they rushed, bearing their
ley

;

;

;

;

;

;

struggling

officers,

furious with shame, back with them,

indifferent to their threats, prayers, oaths, and to the
prick of their swords : back to the sheltering hillock,
to the boats, to the very waters of the placid river. The
helpless terror of annihilation was upon them. Anything to escape!
The smoke lay heavily about the hill till the light
breeze trailed it away. The long slope was a ghastly
sight ; redcoated bodies were lying there by scores, and
within fifty feet of the turf wall they were massed in

heaps.

Some

of

them

still

stirred

;

an arm was

lifted,

a head was raised and sank again. But most of them
lay quite motionless in the broad, pitiless sun. The
farmers were good marksmen.
What are the farmers doing now? A good many of
them are hurt; not a few are dead; but the rest are
fiercely triumphant. They look in one another's smokeblackened faces, they grasp one another's toil-hardened
hands, they cheer and wave their arms. Warren smiles
quietly as he reloads his piece. Prescott walks among
the men saying: "You did well; you can do it again;
you gave them more than they bargained for." He has
the wounded removed to the back of the redoubt, and
the dead are laid close together and their faces covered.
The barrels of the muskets are wiped clean, and the
413
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powder and

much

left

;

ball

rammed home.

but while

it

There

is

lasts all will be well.

none too
The sun

now shines from the west
upon the faces of the British advance for they are
coming again. Yes, unwillingly, as is no wonder, the
has passed the zenith and

veterans finally yield to the passionate exhortations of
and face that slope of death once more.
They must succeed this time. "Only hold on till you're
over the breastwork and you've got 'em they have no
bayonets." "Will you let it be told in England that
you were bested by a parcel of raw country bumpkins ?"
The soldiers swear and grit their teeth; but as they
glance up toward the turf wall and see the strewing
of that slope, a sickening of the heart is mingled with
their rage. Certain death!
and for what?
for the
sake of getting a camping ground
What is the good
of a camping ground if the first use you make of it is
their officers,

;

!

on it? But they must go.
The light infantry also prepare to renew the attack
on Stark's rail fence, where the first attack had been
to die

quite as disastrous as at the redoubt. Those fellows
from Connecticut are hard customers and shoot to a
hair's breadth. They have two breastworks to protect
them now: one, their hay-thatched fence; the other, a
few rods further out, the piled-up bodies of the Britishers.
But soldiers must be soldiers; and Howe has
become quite animated, and is impatient to be off. This
is far better sport, he thinks, than the best fishing in

America.
Charge, then, poor, intrepid creatures of a selfish and
blind tyranny
Men must die for the wrong as well as
for the right. Off they go, and once they are in motion
their spirits revive. The grass has been trampled down
now and the fences too; there are only the corpses to
break the symmetry of the line. Onward firing as before and cheering. Again that ominous silence from
the breastworks but you may catch here and there the
gleam of the sun on the deadly musket barrels that lie
along the parapet. The men in the front rank must
die, and they know it but on
The men in the redoubt do not need to be told to
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hold their fire on this occasion ; they have learned how
to deal with the regulars, and know that what
they
have done once they can do again. It is not until the
red uniforms are within twenty-five or thirty feet of
the muzzles of the fowling pieces that the long, level
tongue of fire licks out, and the slaughter begins. What
use is courage here?
few desperate fellows here and
there have plunged forward and die almost within the
shadow of the parapet; but the mass of them have
halted ; the frantic efforts of their officers to rally them
under the streaming of that unintermittent death are

A

more quickly futile than before; back they roll; those
knapsacks are of some use now as a shield against the
pelting of lead but a better shield is a distance of five
hundred yards, and it does not take them more than
;

many seconds to avail themselves of that. Even
worse has been the experience of the light infantry at
the fence. Nine-tenths of the van of the attack withered away beneath the awful fire; Howe was at one
time left a solitary figure in face of the destruction, not
because his fellow officers had retreated, but because
they were dead. Had the fence rails and the twisted
hay been a wall of tempered steel, there would have
been as little hope of carrying it. Burgoyue, on Copp's
"Never
Hill, lowers his glass and shakes his head.
did I witness such a complication of horror and imporhalf as

He is destined to see
horrors before two years are past, and to
emerge from them only by the surrender of his sword.
The counsels now are those of desperation. Howe
and the remaining officers are all of one mind; the
American positions must be carried if it takes the life
of every soldier in the command.
Beyond a doubt
every life would have been sacrificed and the Americans would have retained their position into the bar*
gain but for the failure of their ammunition. While
that held out they were impregnable; but it was now
at its last ebb.
If the British could be forced to retreat once more before they discovered this fatal fact,
all might be well but it was hardly to be hoped. Most
of the men, had but one round left. Each bullet meant
tance,"

a good

is

his quaint remark.

many

;
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one British soldier the

many

less; but there were still too
redcoats left after these were gone. The defend-

ers of their country settle grimly to their

work and

await the end.
It is now late in the midsummer afternoon, which
has been proceeding through its successive stages of
beauty all this while as if there were no such things
as war and slaughter in the world. The British, admonished by bitter experience, are making their preparations more heedfully than hitherto.
A ship has
been sent up the Mystic until her guns sweep the extension of the fortification east of the redoubt, compelling its defenders to retire within the four walls
but Stark and his men, who have more ammunition
than the others, remain at their fence. Reenforcements
have been landed on the shore in front of burning
Charlestown; and Clinton on Copp's Hill, perceiving
that they seemed to lack leaders, hastens down the hill,
crosses in a boat, and puts himself at their head, orders
or no orders: it is not a time to stand on punctilio.
Six battalions are now moving against the redoubt on
three sides to meet them are seven hundred Americans
and Stark's men. Between the latter and the redoubt
is an undefended space of a hundred yards or more.
The British, before starting on their final charge, are
throwing off their knapsacks, and their officers are instructing them to imitate the Americans in holding
their fire until they can make it effective. No chances
must be taken this time. It is success or death.
To look at Prescott now, or to hear him, you would
think that repulsing the best troops of England was
child's play, to be kept up as long as they chose to offer
themselves for the sport. If a dauntless heart alone
could win a battle, this middle-aged gentleman from
Pepperel who had besieged the walls of Louisburg in
his youth, and is to live to see his country free and independent among nations could overpower the might
of England without other assistance. Warren, too, who
in ten minutes will have been shot to death by an English officer who is his personal acquaintance, appears
;

;

so cheerful

and confident that
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it is

impossible to look

upon him and believe that there is any likelihood of
And what is defeat? The cause which has such

defeat.

defenders as have fought to-day cannot be defeated,
though powder run short and battles be lost. Bunker
Hill fight is a victory already, albeit the British shall
camp among the bodies of their dead to-night.
Up the hill the red lines creep once more, and this
time there is little more firing on one side than on the
other, except for the intermittent reports of the cannon
from the ships. The advance is less rapid than at first ;
most of the men have made the deadly journey once or
twice before, and are weary; besides, they know the
Americans will not fire until the result is certain.
Silence on both sides, therefore, while the distance separating the antagonists grows narrower and narrower.
Never has the fearful suspense been so keen or lasted
so long. Positively it seems as if the bayonets of the
soldiers have touched the rampart before those American triggers are pulled and the fiery devastation gushes
forth. The line wavers at the shock and pauses hesitates; another volley like that last and they will be
done with forever. Alas there are no more volleys to
come. As the officers realize the truth they spring forward with a cheer; they climb the parapet but there
are a few bullets left among the defenders mark that
active fellow who has just dragged himself to the top
of the wall with his sword between his teeth, and is
now on the point of leaping down triumphantly inside
have we not seen him before? Yes, that is Major Pitcairn of the marines, who gave the word to fire at LexIs not that a
ington. He has won his last victory.
his
Lexington farmer who levels his piece and sends
heart?
Scotchman's
to
the
home
last bullet
sanguinary
Down he tumbles headlong. But others come after him,
and for them there are no bullets. They come with
to use
bayonets; but they are almost too exhausted
butt
the
them
and
give
them, and the Americans parry
for a few minutes more. But more come in and more ;
the redoubt is half full of them. Warren has fallen
with his
Prescott, who has been warding off thrusts
in
a dozen
sword, and whose clothes have been pierced
!

;

:

;
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places, though he is untouched, sees that if they linger
they will be cut off in the rear, and gives the word to
retreat; it is four o'clock, and for an hour and a half
In that time over a
the struggle has continued.
thousand British soldiers have fallen, including nearly
ninety officers. More than four hundred Americans
have been killed and wounded, or will be so, before
the last man has passed across the Neck. Further than
that, the enemy had no strength or heart for the pursuit.
Putnam, coming too late with reenforcements,
seizes Prospect Hill on the main and intrenches him-

Prescott, after seeing the remnant of his
safe, presses on to Cambridge and offers,
with three fresh regiments, to retake the position; for
thirty-six hours he has been continually active, but
there is no weariness or discouragement for him. General Ward, however, thinks enough has been done ; there
shall be no more fighting at present. The foes have met
and tested each other's mettle ; and "the rebels are not
the despicable rabble too many have supposed them to
be," remarks poor Gage, who, among the "too many,"
was the most notorious. But his imbecilities and
timidities are over, so far as America is concerned;
in this same year he dwindles away to England, and
we see him no more. His last act before leaving was
to urge the employment of Indians in the war, at any
cost.
The sterner but more welcome figure of Howe
steps into his place.
Concord fight was an act of sublime moral courage ;
the spiritual element in it overtops the physical, though
nothing was lacking to that. Bunker Hill was a practical trial of strength and soldierly endurance, according to the forms of war. The ability of the Americans
to hold their own was abundantly manifested; and it
was easy to see that if they were capable of such steadfastness while wholly unseasoned and undrilled, their
self there.

detachment

chances against England must improve every year. The
American army was indeed destined to suffer many disappointments, delays, reverses, and discouragements
from causes partly to be sought in the men themselves,
but far more in the inadequacy of the administrative
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department, which for a while could hardly be termed
a government at all, and which was till the end of the
war as bad a government in form as any that can afflict
a nation. All things seemed wanting to America except men to fight for her and a captain to lead them.
Those she had, and no nation ever had better. The final
victory was long in coming; but when it came it had
been worth waiting for.

The second American Congress had met at Philadelphia more than a month before the Battle of Bunker
Hill. It was composed of a group of committees from
the several colonies, meeting rather with the design of
conciliating England than of defying or threatening
her; they had no revenue to dispose of, nor executive
authority of any kind; they could consult and give
counsel, but could not decree; in respect of practical
efficiency they were not for a moment to be compared
with the English Parliament. There were three million
people behind them but these people were only potentially a nation ; as a matter of fact, they were thirteen
;

distinct communities, of differing or opposed interests,

whose combination was more geographical than political. What they had in common was love of liberty and
the oppression of England. These two things, acting
and reacting upon each other, must be the means of
their union. But a great many incompatibilities and
incongruities must be done away with before the cement
would hold fast. The task of the Congress was in all
ways one of difficulty. Without power, how could they
act? and by what means were they to obtain power?
The royal governors were gone or going; but nothing
had been devised to take their place. Indeed, in Massachusetts there was blank anarchy; the people were literally governing themselves at great inconvenience, but
with entire preservation of order. But this kind of
thing could not indefinitely continue, least of all with
such a war as was menacing them actually begun. In
spite of the war, however, and of their perception of
the necessity of independence, the final step the definite act of separation from England was contemplated
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by most of the delegates with misgiving or dislike. A
Adams, Franklin, and Washington, saw that
it must come, and even welcomed it; but they had not
support enough to enforce their views. They perceived
that the initiative must proceed from the people, because in no other way could assurance be had that the
people would adhere to the idea of separation.
The members of the Congress, of course, were in constant communication with their constituents, and could
thus have some guide as to what the various communities would favor or oppose so that, although no action
could as yet be taken binding the colonies as a whole,
it was nevertheless possible to arrange certain plans
of action which would not be inharmonious with one
few, like

;

another.

John Hancock had been chosen president of the Conan answer to Gage's act in proscribing
him; and at that juncture a proposition from Lord
North was received which purported to offer all reasonable accommodation as to taxation, while declargress, partly as

ing that

if

the colonies persisted in their obstinacy the

whole force of England would be launched against them.
Had Congress accepted this ultimatum, it would have
warranted the mutilation of the charter of Massachusetts; but the English ministry hoped, by dividing
the colonies on the question, to defeat all chances of
It was thought that Virginia would be
their union.
the most likely of all to favor the proposition and her
;

Jefferson
Legislature was summoned to consider it.
was delegated by them to draft their reply. The paper
traversed every assumption of authority and jurisdiction which England had put forth, asserted in uncompromising language the right of Virginia and all the
colonies to manage their own affairs, called attention
to the fact that to remove taxes conveyed no guarantee
that trade regulations would not be enforced, colonial

forms of government altered, and trial by jury tampered
with; and remarked that filling American towns with
armies and ports with men-of-war was not the way to
bring about spontaneous concessions. Virginia, it was
declared, was bound in honor to share the fate of her
420

colonies; she would leave the matter to the
American Congress, and meanwhile would neither
petition the King nor appeal to England. God should
sister

be the judge of the righteousness of their cause.
Jefferson was deputed to take a copy of these resolutions to Philadelphia. At the time of his arrival there,
a request had been received from Massachusetts that
the Congress should assume the direction of the American army by appointing George Washington its generalissimo. Accessions to the British military forces
in the continent lent urgency to this suggestion; John
Adams indicated the expediency of adopting the New
England forces as the nucleus of a general colonial
army, and spoke of Washington as uniting in himself
the qualifications which made him more fit than any
other to undertake its command. These and other circumstances combined to force the Congress to shoulder the responsibilities of action. They began by bor-

rowing thirty thousand dollars to buy gunpowder, and
by appointing a day of general fasting and prayer. A
committee, of which Washington was a member, was
appointed to organize a continental army; and on the
15th of June, Johnson of Maryland nominated George
Washington as Commander in Chief, and he was unanimously elected by ballot. The next day he accepted
the office in a brief speech; he promised to do his
utmost for the cause, "but," he added, "I declare
with the utmost sincerity I do not think myself
ejqual to the command I am honored with." He seems
to have been alone in that opinion. John Adams, a
man not given to gush, spoke of the great effect the
appointment must have in cementing the union of the
colonies, adding, "The general is one of the most important characters of the world; upon him depend
the liberties of America." Nevertheless, Washington's
modesty was natural and proper. No man, of gifts
however great, could presume to say that he was competent to such a task as this Virginian was called on to
perform. It required powers more than human: it required a fortune, an inspiration, a spiritual quickening,
such as come to no man by natural inheritance, but
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solely as a Divine endowment for the emergency as
arises the "daily bread" of the soul, given "day by
day" to meet the day's occasion. This is the secret of
Washington's greatness, as it is of that of all men
called to perform great uses in the world. The Creator

it

first

builds and tunes the instrument,

making it sound,
in
its
and
all
complete
symmetrical
parts, noble in its
proportions, clean and pure in its materials; molds it
beforehand, in secret ways, for the work it is to do;
and then, when the great hour strikes, He breathes
through it the sublime music which men hear and
obey, but ascribe not to its true Source, but to the
wisdom and address of the man himself. It is the
weakness of most men called great that they have
stooped to share the popular delusion concerning themselves, and have fallen into the pathetic and impious
folly of wearing as their own the robes of glory lent
by the Almighty. It was our Washington's distinction,
as it was afterward Lincoln's, not to yield to this temptation, but to remember that unto Caesar are to be

rendered only those things which are Caesar's, but
unto God, those things which are God's. He was the
same simple, unspoiled man when he retired from an
unexampled public career that he was before he entered upon it; believing that he was the chosen instrument, but confessing that the instrument and He that
uses

it

are twain.

With the appointment

of Washington, the part of
the Congress in American affairs becomes, for the time,
of secondary importance. Washington was, in himself,
the American union the organized, self-conscious nation. A thousand critics have expended their best acumen to solve this man, and bring what is known of
him into accord with the recognized limitations and
characteristics of human nature. For many years he
was pictured as a sort of transcendental prig, a copybook hero, a waxwork model of all the virtues and none
of the frailties of mankind. Then a reactionary school
tried to account for him on the theory that the fond
partiality of eulogy had suppressed all the shadows of
the man, and heightened all the lights, until he became
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monstrous glare of unrelenting and meaningless
goody-goodyuess. He was really a terrible fellow, said
these interpreters, given to frenzied paroxysms of profanity, to unbridled dissoluteness, to furious escapades
but in his saner or more fortunate intervals he performed extraordinary exploits of heroism and genius,
as a sort of recoil from his tremendous improprieties
and immoralities. Others, again, would paint him as
the product and favorite of circumstances; he was
stupid, urbane, and patient, but would have been overwhelmed and crushed by the superior ability of his
antagonists, had not luck befriended him at critical
moments, and the wisdom and successes of his subordinates been credited uniformly to him.
None of these portraits is satisfactory. Washington
had a great, wholesome, manly, out-door nature; physical health and vigor made the animal propensities
strong; but his early self-dependence fortified his will,
and the religious faith and reverence which were
favored by his heredity were confirmed by the thoughts
and observations which visit men of good will in the
vast solitudes of the wilderness, and in the perils and
Providences which are felt more sensibly and perceived
more lucidly, when apart from the distractions of the
"world" of crowded and fickle communities. Solitude
makes a low type of man lower still; but the higher
type is uplifted, hushed, and purified, because he sees
God in the impersonalities of events and natural scenes
and processes. Such a vision disposes to humility and
modesty, and yet gives that silent power which arises
from the awful recognition of man's creatureship, and
consequently of his possible identification with God's
purposes. Washington's shyness and modesty were no
doubt emphasized by his lack of education, making him
feel inferior to persons of far less original faculty but
this was compensated by his dignity, which was simple
and spontaneous, being the fruit not of pride or conceit, but of the respect which he paid to manhood in
himself. After all is said, we come back to selflessness
as the final clew to the Washington enigma; the personal question never stood in his way or obscured his
a

;

;
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vision.
And the mighty events into which he was
drawn, and a great part of which he was, were like the
fires of a cosmic furnace to burn out dross.

When

he was called to the helm, his ship was in
and the rocks were under his lee. He was
obliged, at one and the same time, to build his vessel
so that she would be stanch and seaworthy, and to
maneuver her against wind and tide. The necessity of
taking into consideration the attitudes and prejudices
of so many varieties of people, in order to weld them
into a firm entirety, compelled him to sympathize with
all, and regard each question from the point of view of
all, so that he might choose the course which should
best satisfy the common reason and justice. A more
pieces,

'

searching school for character than this is unimaginable ; but there was nothing in Washington that resisted
its lessons or obstructed its discipline, because his eye
was single to his country's welfare. In the inmost
depths of his soul there was always a profound serenity
and confidence; when he withdrew into those depths,
he could see things unrefracted and uncolored, exactly as they were. These are the reasons why we can
say that Washington, during the war, was the true
image of union and of the nation though the union
and the nation had not, themselves, as yet come into
being. The man from Maine found in him a common
meeting ground with the man from Georgia or Pennsylvania ; while the firmness and consistency of Washington's personal texture, the symmetry of his qualities
and faculties, showed the way to a corresponding national amalgamation and harmony.
By dint of his
unselfish loyalty to the cause of his countrymen, he
forced upon them the realization that their country,
and themselves, were one; and more and more he inspired them to work with him to clothe the soul of this
perception with a body. He was the type of the true
democracy which, as a nation, we have not yet attained; for true democracy is order, mutual respect,
readiness of each part to serve the whole, and, overruling and guiding all its parts, aspiration toward
ends of unlimited benevolence. There were moments
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during the Revolution, and before and since, when
America rose to within measurable distance of this
ideal.
In times of common danger virtue is in evidence ; peace and prosperity are hard trials of it. There
was no single feature in Washington that was extraordinary; the sum of him seems almost unique; perhaps Alfred the Great of England might most fittingly
be coupled with him.
While Washington W7 as setting out to take command
of the inchoate aggregation of men with muskets who
were encamped round Boston, from which it was to
be his first care to create something resembling an
army, Congress, by the hand of Dickinson, was inditing
a final petition, remonstrance, or ultimatum, to the
King, once more setting forth their grievances, specifying what they were willing to do and not to do, and announcing that while they hoped for a final reconciliation they were resolved not to lay down their arms
until they had obtained the terms they desired. We
can see now that the failure of all such appeals was a
foregone conclusion; but Congress was even slower
than the colonies which they attempted to represent to
digest the harsh fact that they who regarded themselves as Englishmen must cut themselves off from
their brethren and embark on an independent career.
Dickinson's paper has no original value, and lacks the
dignity of some previous colonial state papers. The

appointment of major generals and brigadiers was the
next concern of Congress; they used what material
they had with tolerable judgment; but some of their
General Arselections were curiously unfortunate.
temas Ward, for example, was competent to his duties
neither by intelligence, health, nor age; Lee, a sinister,
slovenly, unprincipled egotist, a discredited English
officer on half pay, was made second in command to
Several of the brigadiers were reWashington.
in their own villages, but in no way
citizens
spectable
r
prepared to command troops or conduct a w ar. Among
the good selections was Nathanael Greene, a natural
philosopher, self-educated, in habits a Spartan, in

private

life

irreproachable; with a strong predisposi-
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tion to military pursuits. He had served in the Rhode
Island Legislature, and had been elected General of
the militia of that colony.
He was of real use to

Washington, and served his country well. Other Generals were Israel Putnam and Philip Schuyler, Heath
of Massachusetts and Sullivan of New Hampshire.
Washington passed through New York on his way to
Cambridge, receiving there an address in which the
hope was expressed that

was
s England

effected he

if an accommodation with
would at once be willing to
"Having drawn the sword,"

resign his appointment.
he replied, "I postpone all thought of private life until
American liberty has been established on most firm
and solid foundations."
He continued his progress to Cambridge and on the
third of July, accompanied by many officers and other
dignitaries, and in the presence of a great multitude of
soldiery and citizens, he rode forth to Cambridge Common, near the college, and took the oath and drew his
sword as General in Chief of the Continental army. We
can well believe that his personal presence filled the
eye and satisfied the hope. There was never a more
impressive and grand figure than Washington; in
whatever company, he must always be the center and
head. The broad-boughed elm under which he sat upon
his horse upon this occasion was still standing a century later, preserved by the affectionate piety of the
nation, which is the most sentimental as well as the
;

most practical in the world.

He made his headquarters at a mansion about half a
mile west of the college, on a road overlooking one of
the quiet reaches of the Charles. Here, after the labors
of each day were over, we may imagine him sitting in
thought, or pacing up and down, or standing in reverie
at the window, debating with himself how best to bring
order out of confusion, and how to drive the British
out of Boston. Here his mind would look back over
the past, which had in so many unsuspected ways
brought the present into being; and then forward into
the future, which he must be so largely instrumental in
creating.

Grave and spacious these thoughts must
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have been ; and sometimes his eyes would sparkle with
the forecast of victory; and often a majestic sadness
would throw its shadow over his face as visions rose
before him of the wreck of human life and happiness
that must be made before the result could be attained.

"And

it has been laid upon me to do this thing!" he
would sometimes say to himself, with a kind of surprise and awe, as he recalled the unconscious steps that
had brought him hither.

Two or three generations later, when the United
States had become a great nation, and was at peace;
when its population had increased tenfold, and had
spread from the Atlantic to the Pacific; when wealth
and modern civilization had taken the place of poverty
and the life of camps; when all that the colonies in
most imaginative anticipations had hoped for was
and immeasurably more; when the Ship of
State was built, and launched, and was expanding her
broad sails upon the infinite sea this same mansion
was the dwelling place of one of the gentlest and most
beloved of American scholars and poets.
Here he
planned, not battles and campaigns, but tender alletheir

fulfilled,

sweet
gories,
psalms of life.

household rimes,
Longfellow turned

melodious
life

epics,

into harmony,

showed the silver lining of the cloud, drew hopeful
morals from the problems of existence, made the wild
or stern legends of the past blossom with delicate
flowers of fancy and rhetoric. His nature and character
expressed themselves in forms of love and kindly wisdom; he lived secluded and sheltered, rich with the
learning of ages, happy in tranquil avocations, active
in the cordial offices of friendship. Washington dealt

almost exclusively with naked and terrible realities;
he fought one nation and made another; he led thousands of men to kill and to be killed; he dwelt on the
summits of power, and handled war and statesmanship
with firm and fearless hands. Could the contrast between two men be greater? And yet, but for Washington, Longfellow could not have been; the results of
the soldier's actions gave the poet space and inspiration. And is not he a poet who seizes the inchoate and
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discordant affairs of mankind, and compels them to asIf the echoes of mighty deeds
are the occasion of poetry, what are the deeds themselves, and the doers of them? The manifestations of
the soul are diverse; but there is sometimes an unexpected kinship between the primal causes which engender the destinies of men.

sume form and harmony?
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CHAPTER XVI
BOSTON AND PORT MOULTRIE

camp round Boston was one of the curiosities
of the Revolution : an unexampled sight, and one
which in the nature of things could endure but

THE

a short time, and would never again be reproduced. It
was a camp of home manufacture, in which the wives
and daughters had as much concern as the husbandmen
and mechanics. It was inhabited by a 'force whose
numbers fluctuated, but which was supposed to average
about fourteen thousand men; and it extended nine
miles, from the Mystic to Roxbury Neck. At the latter
point there was a strong fortification, adapted to resist
egress from Boston of the besieged British; Putnam
was intrenched on Prospect Hill at the other end of
the line, to attack the enemy in case he should try to
come forth by way of Charlestown. Cambridge, near
the center of the semicircle, was the headquarters. The
intervening positions were fortified more or less effiThe whole was not devoid of strength, and
ciently.
was sufficient for its purpose, since Gage was thoroughly cowed after Bunker Hill and thought only of

escaping by sea.
But the structures which sheltered the army, the
character, appearance, habits, and ways of life of the
men, and the manner in which they were supplied with
the necessaries of existence, were unique. The lodgings
were various ; but the majority lived in huts or shanties

own building, designed as individual fancy and
the materials available might dictate.
Nothing apof their

proaching uniformity was attempted. One might have
spent a day of excellent entertainment in wandering
through this straggling, busy, martial, semidomestic,
haphazard, heterogeneous settlement of a season. The
occasion of its existence was serious enough, but it was
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a cheerful, light-hearted, homely population that dwelt
in it. Some of the habitations were made of branches
of trees fashioned into a framework, and interwoven
with brush, with a thatch of the same. Alongside of
one of these would be an amorphous erection of old
boards, the residue of some dilapidated house, patched
out with breadths of weather-stained sailcloth, which
had been soaked by the rains and fogs of the Newfoundland Banks, and buffeted by the gales of the
winter Atlantic, for a score of years past. Some were
made of these old sails alone stretched upon stakes ir-

regularly disposed. In this town, more than in most,
you could divine a man's character and temperament
from his house. Here was one thrown roughly and
hurriedly together, barely sufficing to keep off the glare
of the July sun and the bombardment of the afternoon
thunder showers; it was probably put up on the first
day of the encampment, and had been left unimproved
ever since. Close beside it was the dwelling of a man

who was

given to detail, ingenious, deliberate, and rich
in idiosyncracies ; he has made a sort of magnified
basket to live in, spending all his spare time in patient
and self-complacent labor upon it, with door and windows curiously devised, and touches of ornament suggested by Indian models. Another has devastated a
stone wall for his materials, and enforced it with turf
in a manner that suggests the cabins of the west of
Ireland peasantry. Birch bark is the main material of
another structure; still another is simply a hole dug
in a sandbank, propped up with stakes and floored
with strewn reeds or hay. In the vicinity of towns, on
the other hand, you will find numbers of the primitive
militia domiciled in houses, half a dozen of them bunking on the floor of a room, with a blanket or a deerskin
for a mattress, and a bundle of promiscuous clothing
for a pillow. ^3ome enjoy the distinction of being
sheltered in the abodes hitherto consecrated to learning; the buildings of Harvard College echoed with
stories of Concord and Bunker Hill; the step of sentries paced their corridors, muskets were stacked in
the corners of the rooms ; and at night the rafters mur-
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mured with the snores
dreaming on the

of the defenders of their coun-

In a forest, where
the Charles enters the back bay, was an encampment
of Indians from Stockbridge, in the western part of the
colony their dingy wigwams erect their conical shapes
beneath the trees, seeming as much a part of original
nature as they; and in and around them squat or
saunter the braves and their squaws, with streaks of
paint on their copper-colored visages, feathers swaying
in their long black hair, and blankets dangling from their
shoulders. The papooses toddle between the wigwams,
solemn and bright-eyed, or are suspended on swaddling boards from the branches of the pines, or from
hooks at the entrances of the lodges. These people are
not here for war, though they have brought muskets
and bows and arrows with them; they are on a
friendly visit; and they serve as a connecting link between the present and the primitive past. The soldiery
themselves have little of the conventional martial
Each man is clad in the clothes he had on
aspect.
when he left home, and there is only so much uniformity
as may subsist between one shirt and pair of smallclothes and another: coats are generally discarded in
this hot weather. Nor is there in their movements anything of the rigidity and precision of the "regular";
they slouch about with no fear of the drillmaster they
collect in loose groups; they sit on fences and whittle
a stick while they talk and laugh they ramble off here
and there, with their guns carried as may be most
convenient for each individual they lie down and take
a nap in a shady corner; they come and go as suits
their convenience. Continually, from the back country,
wagons are arriving within the lines, with farmers'
wives and daughters driving them, and filled with farm
produce for the army for the brothers, husbands,
cousins, and uncles who would go hungry every day
but for them for Congress has not sent so much as a
try,

floors below.

;

;

;

;

;

barrel of flour or a piece of pork up to this time. The
women inquire where they may find Sam Staples, or
Seth Flint, or George Hosmer, as the case may be;
hours are spent wandering hither and thither in quest
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and the unloading of
and butter, the grain,
the potatoes, the pies and doughnuts, begins; amid
questions and answers of war and of domestic concerns; and the careful housewives have brought needle
and thread with them, and sit down while they chat, to
sew on buttons and to sew up rents, to put on patches,
and to replace breeches hopelessly worn out with a
of them; at last they are found,
the hams, the chickens, the cheese

new

pair, or to display half a dozen freshly made shirts.
Never before was there such a commissary department,
so faithful, so efficient, and so costless. And when the
wagons must return, there are huggings and kisses and
parting words and cautions, and a few tears. Domesticity and war are strangely mingled.
The routine of the camp if such a camp can be said
to have a routine is enlivened with minor expeditions,
and skirmishes with the enemy; from which a few return, pale, limping, with an arm in a sling, or with a
bloody rag tied round the head; but whether sound or
hurt, there is always a tale of success to tell; the redcoats were worsted; the cattle from the islands were
brought off safe; the marauding detachment from
Boston was driven back with loss. The American army

ever victorious for the present. The monotony of
irregularity is also broken in another way. Over yonder
are encamped by themselves the contingent from Rhode
Island; they have real tents, like those of soldiers;
they are well drilled, and their appearance is truly
martial. And then there are the fourteen hundred riflemen from the south, the first troops of the war to respond to a regular call for enlisted men. A magnificent
body of men they are; all six-footers, athletic and
vigorous, clad in fringed hunting shirts of deerskin
with capes on the shoulders, and with moccasins on
their light-stepping feet.
Clear-eyed, spirited, suntanned faces they have, and long hair that hangs to
their shoulders ; and with those rifles of theirs they can
hit the bull's-eye at three hundred yards. These fellows
march with a swing and a stride; they camp on the
is

bare earth, and account nothing a hardship but inaction. They are led by a superb giant near seven feet
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tall,

Daniel Morgan, the Virginian

;

and by Hendricks

of Pennsylvania, another Agamemnon. Though enlisted
for a year only, these riflemen stayed through the war;
their motto was trenchant and explicit "Liberty or

Death" ; and there were no troops in the army that better served their country. Such was the general aspect
of things in the American camp when Washington
took command.

Washington's adjutant-general was Gates, an Eng-

who had been living in Virginia, and
whose tact and good temper were of even more value
than his military knowledge in seconding his chief in
the herculean labor of bringing order and organization
out of this protoplasm. It was soon evident to the
leaders that no means existed for an active campaign
there was no discipline, there were no proper arms, no
artillery, money, or powder; and no arrangements had
been made to supply these deficiencies. Congress was
divided in counsel, and therefore timid and slow to act
they hung on to the hope that all the trouble might yet
blow away and they were afraid to begin to do things,
lest, in the first place, their orders might be disregarded, and in the second place, because in the event
of a reconciliation, all the expense would have been for
It is an inevitable characteristic of connothing.
gresses to hang in the wind, though all parties may be
actuated by the best possible intentions; there needs
a deciding will above the contending wills, which means
a dictatorship. But a dictator was not to be thought
of in America at that juncture; and, even had there
lish retired officer

;

;

;

been one, he could not have acted without materials.
Washington, all through the war, was more hampered
by the necessity of making his bricks without straw
than he was by the operations of the enemy; and the
credit due him for the success of his tactics in the field
of battle is less than that which must be accorded to
him for making it possible that battle should be fought.
His policy was not of the Fabian order ; he wished not
to delay, but to act ; that he was unable to act was the
fault not of himself, but of Congress. He might have
imparted this fact to the country, and thus have saved
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himself from a great deal of wholly undeserved criticism. But, not to mention nobler reasons for silence,
he was unwilling to risk letting information as to the
unpreparedness of his army fall into the hands of the
enemy and so, to the recurrent question, "Why doesn't
he do something?" he replied by a calm taciturnity,
which left it to be supposed either that he perceived
some important advantage in waiting, or that he was
;

act.
So powerful, however, was his
personal prestige, the confidence which he inspired in
all who came in contact with him, that the people never
lost faith in him, and the longer the war lasted, the
more assured did they become that, whatever appearances might indicate, Washington was always doing the
best possible in the circumstances.
One serious danger, calling for immediate treatment,
was that the army was for the most part enlisted for
short terms only a few months and that when these
terms were up, the whole force would melt away.
Unless measures were at once adopted to fill their
places, and keep them filled, the date of the inglorious
termination of the war could be fixed beforehand. Another obvious difficulty was the strangeness to subordination and military obedience which characterized
these Yankee freeholders, who had lived all their lives

incompetent to

independent on their farms, associating with their
neighbors on terms of democratic equality, and inapt
to believe that anybody could know what they ought to
do so well as they knew it themselves. Their officers
were their own townsmen and lifelong cronies, chosen
because they were good, smart fellows, but neither inclined to exercise absolute powers, nor likely to be
obeyed were they to attempt it. Their quarters were
with their men; no distinction was observed; they
were "Sam," "Dick," and "Tom" with the rest. This
must be stopped at once and Washington immediately
began a process of court-martialing insubordinate captains and colonels which inculcated more wholesome
ideas of discipline and apprised the rank and file that
an officer meant something besides a name. Meanwhile
he kept the men at work, from before sunrise till noon
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every day, strengthening their intrenchinents and doing
whatever other soldierly duties came to hand habituat;

ing them to company and regimental drill, and to preserving a general martial conduct and appearance. It
was not long before a great improvement was manifest ;
the men were intelligent, willing, and good-tempered,
and their courage in battle was of course now beyond
question either by their enemies or by themselves. The
human material for war was as good as could be asked ;
the rest must be added as opportunity allowed. Both
the morale and the morals of the troops were good patriotic chaplains prayed and exhorted all through the
camp, and, as Parson Emerson from Concord observed,
upon the whole God seemed to be in the midst of them.
After a month's work the army was somewhat in hand ;
it had been divided into three parts of two brigades and
six regiments each, stationed at Roxbury, Cambridge,
and Winter Hill. All the powder was carried in the
men's powderhorns, and was estimated to be not more
than nine rounds to the man but Washington prepared
to trade for more with foreign nations, and to capture
what he could of British supplies; for which purpose
a navy must be got. There were plenty of good shipbuilders in Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut ; they had been out of employment during the
recent embargo; but they were ready to set to work
again. Several boats were built at Rhode Island, and
they constituted the beginning of the American Navy,
which has always maintained an enviable reputation,
Meantime the mariners of Gloucester, at Cape Ann,
distinguished themselves by discomfiting Captain Linzee of the Falcon., who had pursued two schooners
;

;

into their harbor, and there lost them and his
pinnace and boats' crews. The town of Portland

own

was
wantonly and barbarously burned by Mowat with a
Several of the colonies had
ship of sixteen guns.
cruisers out on the watch for British supply ships and
Washington urged seizing the powder magazine in
;

the island of Bermuda but before his suggestion could
be acted on, George Ord appeared with the powder
one hundred barrels which he had taken by surprise
;
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fitted out by Pennsylvania. This was a reand more was to come from other sources.
But the questions of enlistments and of money
pressed; and Franklin came before Congress with a

with a sloop
lief

;

plan for a self-perpetuating confederacy of colonies,
somewhat similar to his plan of twenty years before.
Each colony was to retain the control of its domestic
affairs, while the central authority of the annually
elected Congress was to decide upon wars, foreign
treaties, commerce, currency, and taxes for the common treasury. But the delegates assembled in Philadelphia were waiting with still some remains of hope
for the King's answer to their petition; and would wish
to postpone doing anything more than was absolutely
unavoidable till it arrived. Among these unavoidable
things seems to have been the order to issue a third of
a million of paper money; and the suggestion to the
colonies that they raise quotas for the defense of the
country. It is interesting to note that a "pledge of unalterable sympathy" was sent to Ireland. The ports
were still closed to trade, in spite of the need of arms
and supplies; and finally Congress adjourned for a
month or more, leaving Washington to make what way
he could by his personal influence and genius.
The colonies responded with commendable spirit to
the request for men. Besides the riflemen, there were
two regiments enrolled in New Jersey, with a levy of
ten thousand pounds, and of thirty thousand in bills of
credit Pennsylvania, owing to the opposition between
the party of the proprietors and the people, did no
more than appoint a committee of safety, with thirty
thousand pounds Maryland obliterated all disabilities
\arising from religion and politics, elected Charles Carroll of Carrollton, a Catholic, to the committee of correspondence, ordered the raising of forty companies of
minutemen, and issued two hundred and fifty thousand
pounds in paper. In Virginia the Governor abdicated,
the people met in convention, created two regular and
sixteen minutemen regiments, and issued paper to the
;

;

.

amount of three hundred and fifty thousand pounds;
and declared that while they would defend the King in
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so far as he was constitutional, they would go all
lengths to vindicate their rights and privileges. One
can never enough admire the almost invincible reluctance with which the Virginians, and many others of
the colonists, turned their faces away from the semilunatic German who sat on the English throne. There
is hardly an Englishman alive to-day in monarchical
England who is half so loyal as the American rebels
were at the beginning of the Revolution in 1775.
South Carolina exported rice only in exchange for
arms and ammunition, occupied a fort on the coast,
captured twenty thousand pounds of gunpowder from
British ships, and was abandoned by its royal Governor, after he had intrigued to incite the Indians
against them. North Carolinians, from the greatest to
the least citizens, were ardent for resistance ; drove out
their Governor, declared themselves obedient to the
Congress, and resolved on the purchase of arms, organization of the militia, and the raising of a regular force
of a thousand men; and provided, as did many of the
colonies, for a popular Government to take the place
of that which had ceased to have authority.
The Continental Congress reconvened in September,
and appointed Franklin and two others a committee to
go to Cambridge and concert measures with Washington. It was and had long been clear to Franklin that
separation was the only cure for the ills of America;
and he and the General, with the New England commissioners, planned a reenlistment of the army, to number twenty-three thousand men. The friendship and
confidence between Washington and Franklin was confirmed by this conference; and the country could not
lose courage who had such a soldier to fight and such a
statesman to advise for her.
Matters in Boston, during the summer, had been far
from agreeable to any of the persons shut in there. Of
the
these, sixty-five hundred were British soldiers

residue after Lexington and Bunker Hill, sickness, desertions, and skirmishes. Most of the troops were collected on Roxbury Neck, leaving only the light horse
and some companies of infantry in the town. Faneuil
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Hall was made into a sort of theater by the British
officers; they tried to beguile the tedium of their enforced sojourn by watching mummers speak lines
learned by rote, in the hall where living truth had
North
leaped like flames from the lips of patriots.
Church, from whose tower had hung the signal lanterns
which told Paul Revere what message he must carry,
was torn down by the soldiers, and its fragments used
for fuel. In the Old South, where the meeting had been
held previous to the throwing of the tea into the harbor,
a dragoon regiment was domiciled, and the troopers
were drilled in riding evolutions. Liberty Tree was cut
down by the order of Gage, who perhaps hoped as
easily to cut down the aspirations for freedom with the
inception of so many of which the tree had been associated. Many of the citizens of Boston, as we have
seen, had left the town but there remained, of loyalists
and others, more than six thousand, none of whom
could have been of a contented frame of mind. Business, of course, was at a standstill; a town occupied
by soldiery is never an agreeable place for noncombatants; and after Bunker Hill it became intolerable.
Property was liable to confiscation on frivolous
grounds, or none at all; drunken soldiers committed
robberies in the public streets, while their officers
passed indifferent by loyalists, or tories, were snubbed
and despised, and patriots were persecuted. The
wounded brought from Bunker Hill were lodged in
private houses from which their rightful owners were
driven, or allowed to remain only on the footing of
servants food was bad and dear, and existence in general was almost intolerable. Everyone was obliged to
be indoors by ten o'clock, and the sweltering nights
were not relieved by any pleasant dreams of the morrow. This was what had been rich, prosperous and
busy Boston, the leading city of America. Those who
had left the city albeit to wander dependent upon the
charity of the country folk, had chosen the better part.
They could move about freely, without fear of insult
or outrage. Some of the exiles, meeting in Concord,
held a meeting and elected representatives, chose James
438
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Warren

of Plymouth speaker and Bowdoin president,
designed a seal of the commonwealth of a figure holding a drawn sword, with the motto, Ense petit placidam sub libertate quietem, raised taxes to the amount
of forty thousand pounds, and authorized the issue of
one hundred thousand on bills of credit. This was preferable to wandering about deserted streets or sitting
in darkened rooms, afraid to betray ownership in one's
own soul. The prisoners which the British troops had
taken were thrown into the common jail, and the
wounded among them were neglected, or worse. In
short, the English army in Boston behaved like ill-conditioned savages, wreaking upon the helpless the injuries which they could not and dared not attempt to
inflict upon their enemies in the open field. It was time
they were expelled.
On the 23d of August the King issued a proclamation in London to the effect that a rebellion existed in
America, and that its authors there, and its abettors
in England, would be brought to condign punishment.
Eichard Penn had arrived in London ten days before,
with the petition from the American Congress; it was
only after the proclamation had been issued that he
was allowed to hand the petition to Dartmouth, who
informed him that the King would not receive it, or
consent to recognize any such body as a Continental
The petition really asked nothing but a
Congress.
revocation of the illegal acts of Parliament passed since
1763; but Parliament, which had identified itself with
the King, could not recede without resigning; so that,
as the Frenchman, Vergennes, perceived, "America or
the ministers must succumb." The proclamation
reached Congress in November, and convinced most of
them that there could be no reconciliation; they prepared to declare independence, and meanwhile allowed
the colonies who had not already done so to institute
governments of their own. Pennsylvania, influenced
by Dickinson, was afraid to take the bold and righteous
step of resistance, and Delaware, Maryland, and New
Jersey followed her lead; but Jefferson spoke the true
sentiment of the country when he said that, while no
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man

loved union with Great Britain more cordially
"by the God that made me, I will cease to
exist before I yield to a connection on such terms as
the British Parliament proposes."
George, having no available troops of his own adequate to the subjection of America, made an urgent
and undignified appeal to Catherine II of Russia to
sell him the use of twenty thousand of her soldiers; she
refused the request point-blank, adding some moral reflections which George declared to be "not genteel."

than

he, yet,

He

could see no impropriety in sending mercenaries to
own subjects. He next turned to the German
princes, in spite of Lord Grafton's warning that "they
would only increase the disgrace" of the final defeat.
This was the opinion of the majority of Englishmen
out of Parliament. Only the University of Oxford took
occasion to declare that Americans "had forfeited their
lives and fortunes to the justice of the State"; while
the astute Vergennes made the noteworthy prediction
that, at a time "remote, but not less sure, the Americans would not leave a foot of the western hemisphere
in the possession of any European power." By a singular infelicity, the official to whom was intrusted the
parliamentary conduct of the war against America was
Lord George Sackville Germain, who had been cashiered for cowardice on an American field of battle, and
who was probably the possessor of the worst and most
despicable character in all the King's dominions; but
he was patronized by the house of Dorset, and would
be a willing tool for any infamy. Ireland, requisitioned
for troops, vehemently and indignantly resisted, but
was overborne by the fixed parliamentary majority.
The English Government embarked in the war with
every accompaniment of tyranny, injustice, cruelty, and
dishonor; but perhaps nothing less was needed to
emancipate the colonists from their chains of loyalty.
Mrs. John Adams spoke to the point when she said,
"Let us separate; they are unworthy to be our brethren.
Let us renounce them, and instead of supplications, as
formerly, for their prosperity and happiness, let us
beseech the Almighty to blast their counsels and bring
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to naught all their devices." It was not the first time,
nor the last, when a woman uttered the conviction of
the time to come.
While Washington was standing before Boston, like

the prince in the fairy tale before the enchanter's tower,
waiting for means to rescue the imprisoned princess,
affairs in the north indicated the expediency of attempt-

ing to win Canada. The English were fomenting an
attack from that direction on New York and New England, with Ticonderoga as a first objective point; and
the Americans deemed it wise to carry the war into the
enemy's country before they could move. Washington's
plan was to send Benedict Arnold, who was familiar

with Quebec and knew persons in it, in command of an
expedition by the Kennebec route ; while Richard Montgomery, a young Dublin Irishman who was deservedly
loved and respected, was to advance upon St. John's
and Montreal. He was to act with Schuyler; but the
latter, owing to illness or hesitation, was of little use
in the campaign, retiring to Albany before the first
blow was struck. Montgomery was never wanting
where and when he was needed most; he had a genius
for strategy, and perfect courage; and he had the tact
and self-command to exert authority over a body of
men who would yield obedience only at their own good
pleasure. Yet Montgomery was a warrior from principle, not choice; he was happily married, and wished
only to live at home on his farm, with his loving wife
and his books. But "you will never have cause to blush
for your Montgomery," he assured her, at parting.
They never met again; but before he died, he had
achieved an immortal name.
The first fortified point in possession of the British
was St. John's, on the Richelieu River, about forty
miles south of its junction with the St. Lawrence, be-

tween Montreal and Quebec. Montgomery laid siege to
six
this, and in November, 1775, it surrendered, with
hundred regulars and Canadians; Fort Chambly, a few
miles north, had already succumbed to Livingstone and
Brown, with seventeen cannon and twelve thousand
on
pounds of gunpowder. Montgomery now marched
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Montreal, which he occupied without resistance. Ethan
Allen, two months before, in an ill-judged attempt to
repeat his exploit of Ticonderoga, had the foolhardiness to undertake the surprise of Montreal, with some
forty Canadians; he was himself surprised by a force
of regulars, taken prisoner, his transports subdued
with "leg-irons," and in this condition carried into
captivity in England, where for three years he languished. But it had been extravagant to imagine that
such a feat as that of Ticonderoga could be repeated by
the same man. It may be hoped that the fall of Montreal without bloodshed comforted Allen somewhat for
his own miscarriage.
While Montgomery was resting in Montreal, Arnold
with his troops, among whom were some of the riflemen from the army round Boston, with Morgan and
Hendricks at their head, were pushing up from the
Kennebec for Quebec. Arnold was intrepid and dashing, but ambitious first of all, and upon occasion unscrupulous. Aaron Burr, then
him, and his entire command
hundred men. Enos, however,
serted before they were far on

a mere youth, was with
comprised about eleven
with the rear guard, detheir way. The country
between the Kennebec and Quebec was a savage wilderness, presenting enormous difficulties, especially with
the coming on of winter. Storms, intense cold, all that
could delay and discourage the march, were encountered but the men kept on, and on the 13th of November reached Wolfe's Cove; but their arrival had been
revealed by intercepted dispatches incautiously intrusted by Arnold to an Indian; it was held futile to
attempt Wolfe's feat, and the army withdrew up the
river to await communications from Montgomery.
Carleton, Governor of Quebec, was in command there,
and was strongly fortified with twice as many men as
Arnold possessed. The arctic weather was also in his
favor, and the enterprise was foredoomed to failure;
but Arnold thought only of the reputation which success would give him, and was ready to risk everything
for that.
Montgomery, who had but eight hundred
men for garrisoning Montreal, sent five hundred of
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them to join Arnold, himself accompanying them on
December 3. The greater part of the American force
would finish their term of enlistment on the last of
the month therefore the attack could not be long delayed. A plan for a night attack was formed, but it
was betrayed, and Carleton was awaiting it when, on
the last day of the year, it was delivered. Montgomery
was killed early in the action; Morgan and his riflemen ran up to the portholes of the fort and fired
through them at the enemy; they carried this part of
the works by storm, but were unable to hold it, and
were taken prisoners. Hendricks was slain, and about
Arnold and his ambition were further
sixty more.
;

asunder than ever.
The next mouth, a force of loyal Highlanders surrendered to Schuyler up the Hudson. Governor Tryon

abandoned his post; the people of the colony maintained a moderate but firm attitude, refusing the suggestion that they offer a separate petition to the King.
The employment of mercenaries by England was wean-

many in America from all thoughts of allegiance.
good impression was produced by Tom Paine's "Common Sense" pamphlet, circulated in January, in which
the evils of monarchy were demonstrated, and commerce, not the dominion of the earth, was asserted to
be the true aim of the country. "Freedom," said Paine,
"has been hunted round the globe her asylum is here."
The essay had been submitted to Franklin before its
publication, and was approved by Washington, Adams,
and Greene. Congress took up the subject of a federation; Wilson urged that a statement of the grounds
be isjustifying separation from England should first
sued on the other hand, Franklin, Elbridge Gerry, and
Samuel Adams advocated immediate federation, even
though but partial. Meanwhile, in Virginia, Dunmore
carried out his threat of promising freedom to all
slaves and convicts who would espouse the British
his
cause; but inasmuch as he himself was a fugitive,
Norproclamation failed of its effect. The burning of
ing

A

;

;

folk, the richest

town

against England.

in the south, confirmed the colony
the whole, though slowly, the

Upon
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drift of events was destroying whatever remained of
filial affection in the heart of America.
Toward the end of December, Congress, which seems
to have failed to appreciate Washington's situation be-

fore Boston, proposed that he should attack the city,
regardless of what injury he might inflict upon it. At
that time he was without munitions to prosecute the
siege, and his army, owing to the expiration of terms
of enlistment, was reduced to about four thousand men.
With admirable self-restraint he pointed out to Congress that the feat of disbanding one army and recruiting another within gunshot of twenty well-equipped
British regiments, and to do this without powder, was
as much as could fairly be asked of a general. "Since
the first of December," he wrote, "we have never been
able to act upon the offensive, and at times were not
in a condition to defend ; yet the cost of marching home
one set of men and marching in another amounts to
nearly as much as the keeping up a respectable body
of troops the whole time, ready for any emergency. To
this may be added that you can never have a welldisciplined army. To make men well acquainted with
the duties of a soldier, under proper discipline and
subordination, requires time, and in this army, where
there is so little distinction between the officers and
soldiers, requires an uncommon degree of attention. To
expect the same service from raw recruits as from
veteran soldiers is to expect what never did, and perhaps never will, happen. ... If Congress have any reason to believe that there will be occasion for troops an-

other year, they would save money and have infinitely
better troops if they were, even at a bounty, to engage
The trouble and permen for and during the war.
plexity of disbanding one army and raising another at
the same instant and in such a critical situation as
the last was, are scarcely in the power of words to
describe, and such as no man who has experienced
them once will ever undergo again." This letter is a
.

.

.

good specimen of Washington's composition.

It

is

somewhat four-square and heavy-footed but how just,
He gets at once to the
sensible, frank and earnest!
;
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point, and never leaves it. Beneath the calmness one
perceives the tension of an invincible will holding down
impatience, indignation, the sense of wrong, and the
irritation against folly. The argument is unanswerable; but Congress, and many persons throughout the
colonies, had an almost unconquerable repugnance to
a "standing army." They preferred, apparently, a succession of armies not qualified to stand.
In respect of powder, however, Washington's situa-

tion gradually improved windfalls came in from various sources, until by March he felt able to begin to
make himself heard and felt by the garrison, as well
as by the country. In order to make the bombardment
effective, however, guns as well as powder were necessary; and there were no available siege guns nearer
than Ticonderoga. It was a long distance, and the
ground was covered with snow; but Washington made
the winter serve his purpose. He sent General Kiiox
north, with orders to build two score or more large
sledges of great strength, on which were loaded over
forty cannon. Eighty yoke of oxen drew these sledges
slowly but surely along the two hundred and fifty miles
of forest trails that passed for roads, until their safe
arrival was finally welcomed by the beleaguering army.
The British, meanwhile, safely shut in on their little
peninsula, suspected no danger, and spent their time
;

in balls,

masquerades and

theatricals.

They

still oc-

cupied Bunker Hill; but Howe, with a strange want
of military foresight, had omitted to take possession of
Dorchester Heights, or of Nook's Hill, both of which
points commanded the town. Washington arranged for
the secret seizure and fortification of both of them. The
Americans had already showed at Bunker Hill that
they could throw up intrenchments rapidly and siwere
lently, as well as hold them stubbornly after they
on
a
their
to
now
were
larger
exploit
repeat
up. They
ammunition this
scale, and there was to be no lack of
uttermost.
to
the
British
to
test
the
courage
time,
It was early in March when the plans were perthe annifected; and Washington took advantage of
the enversary of the Boston Massacre to stimulate
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thusiasm of his men.
Nine or ten regiments were
selected to hold the fortifications when they should
have been completed; and a force of twelve hundred
men, with abundance of intrenching tools, were ready
to make them. The work, of course, must be finished in
a single night ; but the nights of March are longer than
those of June. As a feint, to divert attention from his
real object, Washington began a bombardment of the
town two days before the appointed date; it could do
little harm, the distance being too great, and the
cannonading being done at night; but a respectable
noise was made, and some injury was done the cannon
ball which embedded itself in the tower of Brattle
Street Church was still to be seen there a century
afterward. The British replied in good faith, and accepted the uproar as a welcome distraction, making
them feel as if they were really soldiers again. On the
;

third night the 4th of March the bombardment was
resumed as soon as darkness began; and nobody in
Boston thought of keeping an eye on the dark and silent acclivities of Dorchester. Not a sentry that paced
the decks of the fleet in the harbor had any misgivings.
It was just the usual bombardment
that was all;
those foolish Yankees were burning their precious
powder to no purpose. But by six o'clock the digging
on the Heights had begun, and it was continued with
an uninterrupted fury of effort till the dawn. The
ground was hard frozen eighteen inches deep; but the
weather was damp and mild, with a mistiness in the
lower air; overhead the moon was full. The workers
toiled noiselessly; but the omnipresent roar, the soaring and bursting of shells, the scream and crash of
balls, the red flare of the constant explosions, were
cloak sufficient without other precautions. The whole
country round about Boston was up and awake; tens
of thousands of persons outside of the town knew of
what Washington was doing; and not a human being
within it. Bedoubt after redoubt was erected and made
strong against all attack; an apple orchard was cut
down, and the sturdy trees, with their horrent branches,
placed along the foot of the ascent; while along the
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summit

of the intrenchments were disposed hundreds
of barrels filled with stones and earth, which, while
the attacking parties were toiling up the steep and
smooth acclivity, could be rolled thundering down on

them with astounding effect. And when the work was
done, and the morning fog, clearing away, revealed a
complete line of powerful fortifications standing out
against the sky, manned, not as at Bunker Hill with
the famished and weary men who had erected them, but
with thousands of fresh troops, well armed and supplied with cannon enough to blow both the city and
the fleet to atoms it is no wonder that the hearts of
Howe and his brother officers sank within them. It
was like magic: at sundown they had seen a barren
and naked hillside; at morning a frowning and
formidable rampart populous with troops. And such
troops! Less than a tenth as many had slain over a
thousand British regulars from intrenchments not a
tithe as strong as these.
There were not redcoats
enough in Boston to sustain a single assault. What
was to be done?
"You must get them out," said Admiral Shuldhain,
"or I can't keep a ship in the harbor." General Howe
shook his head. "Not less than twelve thousand men
must have been at work there," said he. But some
effort must be made and a detachment of twenty-four
hundred men were put into barges to cross the strait
and attempt the adventure. Fierce was the joy of the
;

Americans when they saw these preparations; and
"Avenge the death of your brethren!" exclaimed
Washington, reminding his soldiers of the blood-stained
snow of King Street six years before. They would have
been less animated had they known that the party was
under the command of Percy the poltroon, who had
already demonstrated his cowardice at Lexington and
at Breed's Hill.
He took care that the transports
should proceed no further than the castle, where he
kept them till a timely storm arose. It raged all night,
and the next day a drenching rain fell Wolfe himself
might have hesitated to attack under such circum:

stances.
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"Evacuate at once!" cried the council of war,
with rare unanimity. Nothing more lugubrious could
be imagined. Here was a British army of the first
quality, exported at a cost of five million dollars, which
in two years had lost three hundred men in the shameful retreat from Concord, and a thousand more on the
slopes of Breed's Hill two months later, besides an
unspecified number in skirmishes from time to time:
which, in the intervals of these exploits, had lived
cooped up in Boston, which was to have been their
base of supplies while conquering New England; and
had there drunk much wine, committed numberless
vandalisms, and indulged in countless follies, not unmixed with vain boastings: and now, in vile weather,
in an undignified hurry, leaving behind them their
cannon, their coal, their grain, their horses and even
their bedding, and greatly encumbered with a flaccid
load of eleven hundred miserable tories, who were divided between dread of staying where they were and
wretchedness at the misery and dishonor that awaited
them where they were going: under these conditions
must Sir William, preceded by his useless fleet, scuttle
out of Boston Harbor in one hundred and twenty transIn order that nothing should be wanting to
ports.
his discomfiture, a ship, warm from England, met him
in the Bay, with dispatches from home: "Your arguments for keeping hold of Boston are unanswerable,"
Lord Germain declared; "let nothing induce you to
evacuate it." Sir William, being of a bilious temperament, the natural frailties of which had been intensified by his long period of enforced inactivity and selfindulgent habits, not to speak of the emotional vicissitudes of the last few days terminating in this crowning
and seemingly wanton exasperation, may well be believed to have suffered from seasickness during his
tedious and inclement voyage to Halifax, to which engaging spot he was fain to steer. He was not wanted
there; but he could hardly hope to get ashore anywhere else. But fate was not always so unkind to him
and within the next year he had won the victories of
;

Long

Island, Brandywine,

White Plains, and German-
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He was a
town, as it will be our duty to record.
valiant Englishman, and deserved a better canse.
The famous camp was broken up; into Boston from
all sides thronged the hardy
Continentals, received
with shouts and tears of joy by the long-suffering
patriots who during so many months had felt the rough
edge of British military oppression. And while they
rejoiced over the rehabilitation of their Zion, in sailed
numbers of unsuspecting ships from England, laden
with all manner of arms and supplies for Howe, including "seven times as much powder as Washington's
whole stock when his last movement was begun"; of
all of which the Americans smilingly took possession.
The foot of the invader had departed from the soil of
Massachusetts, nevermore to return to it. Her woes
were past, save in so far as soldiers of Massachusetts
birth fought and died on almost every battlefield of the
For her patriotism was not
Revolutionary War.
limited by her geographical boundaries; none of the
colonies comprehended more quickly than she that the
cause of one was the cause of all.
The idolization of Washington began at once; but
he never idolized himself, or was misled into imagining that one success decides a war. Twenty-four hours
after the last redcoat embarked from Long Wharf, five
regiments of New Englanders were on the march for
New York, under the command of General Heath, who
was then in his fortieth year. It was he who had given
the farmer soldiers such organization as they had
possessed before the Battle of Bunker Hill he had left
the Provincial Congress to enter the army, and had at
this time held for three months the rank of brigadier.
Washington rightly saw that the occupation of New
York would be the most advantageous step that the
British could take, and wished to be beforehand with
them; but their arrival there was for the present deThe plan of campaign on which they had delayed.
cided was simple and judicious. In order to isolate
New England, an expedition was to start from Canada
and descend by the route of Lake George to Albany;
Howe was to take care of New York, and subdue the
449
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Middle States Newport in Rhode Island was to be occupied and, during the winter season, which rendered
operations in the north difficult, Clinton was to be
sent to the region below the Potomac. Meanwhile the
stubborn fact remained that, whereas in the beginning
of 1775 England had held all the colonies, in 1776 she
had been compelled to leave New England, and was not
Fortune
represented in any of the other provinces.
had thus far favored the Americans exclusively.
Instead of being content with merely resisting the
descent of the British from Canada, it was thought
necessary to tighten the grasp of the Americans upon
Canada itself. But there was no army, or army system,
which made this feasible; the people had not yet
learned that the minutemen and short-enlistment plan,
though it might answer fairly well for the repulse of
small bodies of invaders, was of no value in extended
or offensive operations. There was a mere handful of
men in Canada, and they were in want of both food
;

;

and ammunition, and were moreover dying by scores
of smallpox. On the other hand, Carleton was holding
Quebec with an ample force, and the way was open for
the unopposed advent of reenforcements and unlimited
The Americans would have
supplies from England.
had little chance of success under the best conditions
as they were, they had none whatever; and their general, Wooster, was an old man, quite unversed in arms,
But
and persuaded beforehand that he must fail.
Congress, ignorant of the true state of the matter, and
blindly anxious to save Canada, directed Washington
to detach troops which he could not afford to be without, together with food, ammunition and clothing.
General Thomas commanded them; but he died of
smallpox soon after arriving. There were one hundred
and fifty pounds of powder in the whole force, and rations for six days. Franklin, who had been sent on to
investigate the situation, perceived that there was no
other way out of the difficulty than to retreat. Soon
after Congress had sent word to dying Thomas to "gain
laurels," the sick, starved and helpless army was in full
retreat on St, John's, pursued by Burgoyne. The losses
;
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in two months, without a battle, had been about five
thousand men. Fortunately, the tribes of the Six Nations, impressed by the expulsion of the British from
Boston, had agreed to remain neutral; or the remainder would have been exterminated. But it was written
so that they who ran might read that Canada was not
to become a member of the American Federation.
These events occurred in May and June of 1776. In
the month of February of that year, Charles Lee, the
incompetent and untrustworthy eccentric who still retained his post as Major General in the American army,
had entered New York with a body of troops, at the
same time that the English General Clinton appeared
there, on his way south, in a small ship of war; and a
force also entered from New Jersey.
This threefold
irruption of armed men caused great anxiety, and the
women and children were sent up the country; but
Clinton had no intention of remaining, and his departure gave the impression that Lee's generalship had
driven him out. Lee thereupon assumed the airs of a
dictator, and succeeded in persuading Congress to let
him remain in charge there instead of going north to
oversee the Canada campaign.
A fort was built at
Hell Gate, and a place near the present Wallabout in
Brooklyn was fortified; guns were mounted at the
foot of Wall Street, and Lee delivered the ultimatum
that before any terms offered by England would be
considered, "the Ministry must suffer condign punishment, and the King be either beheaded or deposed."
It is one of the puzzles of history that this fellow,
who was soon afterward proved to be a coward as well
as a traitor, should so long have imposed upon Congress, and even
though to a less extent upon Wash-

ington.

The Caroliuas could not wait for the regiments from
England to reach them before falling to blows. Martin
and Campbell, royal Governors of North and South
Carolina respectively, had persuaded themselves that
they could put

down

disaffection with the

men

at their

command, and Donald Macdonald, a brave but misguided old Scotchman, was appointed to raise an army
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from the numerous Scotch settlers in that colony, all
of whom were faithful to the King. At the head of some
fifteen hundred men, he issued a proclamation calling
on all rebels to lay down their arms or take the consequences; and though Colonel Moore, in command of
the Americans, warned him that the whole country was
against him, he chose to give battle. In attempting to
intercept Caswell with a small force, who was marching to join Moore, Macdonald was himself taken at
disadvantage, and was taken prisoner at the bridge
over Moore's Creek, and his command hopelessly defeated. The death of brave and honorable men is always to be regretted; yet there is an element of the
comic in this Scotch campaign. The warriors were
armed with the Highland claymore, and were cheered
to the charge by the scream of the bagpipes, as in the
good old days of Culloden. But the slight intrenchments jand well-directed bullets of the Americans consumed them as fire devours stubble. Carolina had
vindicated her ability to resist invasion with her own
resources; and she was the first of the colonies to
"vote explicit sanction to independence."
Georgia
framed her constitution a couple of months later.
In May the long-delayed British expedition under
Cornwallis and Clinton approached Charleston, South
Carolina. Rutledge, the American President or Governor, had fortified the town, and a fort was also
built on Sullivan Island commanding the harbor.
Separated from this island by a channel was a tract of
bare sand and bushes, swarming with mosquitoes,

Long Island. General Lee, who had wandered
hither on a sort of tour of inspection, advised
Moultrie, to whom the defense of Fort Sullivan had
been intrusted, that the place was untenable, and that
he would better abandon it, or at any rate build a
bridge over which he might escape to the main; but
Moultrie, who under an easy exterior concealed perfect
bravery and keen military perceptions, declined to do
either. The fort was built of clusters of palmetto logs
driven into the ground, the intervals between the
groups being filled in with sand. There were about
called

down
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thirty guns, with twenty-eight rounds of ammunition.
The island was in full view from the houses and
fortifications of Charleston, and the whole population,
as well as the army there, witnessed the bombardment
of Fort Sullivan. If it were successful, South Carolina

was lost.
The British

and
fleet, with Cornwallis, Clinton,
Sir Peter Parker, not to mention Lord
William Campbell, and other ornamental personages,
and forty ships of war full of British tars and regulars,
with three hundred cannon, advanced to the attack on
the 28th of June. Clinton had landed three thousand
regulars on Long Island several days before, thinking
he could ford the channel and take the fort in the
rear, but discovered that the water was too deep; he
kept his men there, however, with the mosquitoes, bad
food, and no water ; barges were provided to take them
across, but they never made the trip, and executed no
This led to
aggressive movement during the battle.
painful "recriminations" after the battle; yet, when a
battle is lost, it is a relief to have somebody to scold
for it. It is always a mystery how great battles are
won ; and almost as much how they are lost. The ships
draw near, under a gentle breeze, the sailors in high
mospirits, for have they not been assured that the
ment they let fly their broadside the Americans will
abandon their works and run? It is a blazing hot semiin that
tropical day. Four hundred and thirty-five men,

Commodore

have taken off their coats, and
shirts likewise, and stand by their
guns, resolute there to remain for liberty, for honor,
and for South Carolina, until there shall be none of
them left ; and, meanwhile, to aim carefully, fire slowly,
little

palmetto

fort,

most of them their

husbanding those precious eight and twenty rounds,
and to remove as many of the jolly and confident tars
of the enemy as Providence pleases. They will wait
until the breeze blows aside the smoke from before the
it will
enemy's ships, and then let him have it where
hurt 'him most! Those are Moultrie's tactics in this
fro among his gunners,
fight; and he strolls to and
with that sun beating down 011 his broad, naked shoul453
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ders, and his pipe in his mouth, emitting clouds of
fragrant Virginia; sighting along a cannon here, giving a cheerful word to a powder monkey there, and
watching with sagacious eye the flight of the shells
and balls from the ships; one bursts harmless in midflight another buries itself in the sand, another lands
on the palmetto and sinks into the soft fibers, doing no
mischief. Evidently the fort is going to withstand a
good deal of pounding. Isaac Motte and Francis
Marion are with him, first and second officers, as fearless and resolved as he.
And over yonder, behind a
little redoubt of his own, with three hundred men, is
William Thomson, of Irish descent; and the sand hills
and myrtle bushes harbor fifty more, all keen with the
rifle ; they are to take care of poor Clinton with his ineffective thousands. "The landing would have been the
destruction of many brave men," explains Clinton afterward; and therefore does not undertake it. Why
not, then, capture Haddrell's Point, on the other side?
That was worse still Clinton seems to be fastidious,
and nothing will suit him to-day, even with the help
of three frigates especially detached for his benefit.
It is to be a duel between the Commodore and the fort,
and nothing else. But even that is something worth
looking at; forty ships pouring in broadsides, three
hundred explosions at once, all directed upon that one
little embankment of sand and logs; the Commodore
;

;

and

his

lords

and gentlemen staring through their

glasses, wondering when the confounded Yankee is going to strike his flag ; and the British tars perspiring at

every pore, and absorbing new ideas about these Yankees at every broadside. And from the ramparts of
Charleston the men, women, and children are looking
on too with at least equal interest, and probably with
prayers as well. But what is Moultrie doing? He is
the same cool, imperturbable Moultrie that he always
was; rather more so if possible; and between the
whiffs from his pipe he fires, steadily and with deadly
aim, a gun, and another, and one more; and every
time you may observe that something has gone wrong
on the Commodore's fleet; a bulwark is crushed in; a
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gun dismounted: down comes a mast with a crash:
there goes a rudderpost a bowsprit cracks, and drops
downward, bringing the stays with it and there went
a shot right across the Commodore's own
quarter-deck,
and Sir Peter himself is hit, and Captain Morris has
:

;

his arm broken, and Lord William Campbell is struck
in the side, and he will die of that blow hereafter ; not
one of that handsome group on the quarter-deck is left
standing. That is on the Bristol alone; the other ships,
all that are within range, are almost as badly off;

they are pierced through and through like sieves, and
the tars are being torn to pieces at a terrible rate.
Some of the ships have run aground; another has
blown up with a stunning explosion ; their fire is slackening; it seems incredible that the mistress of the
seas, great Britannia herself, with everything in her
favor, should be beaten off by thirty guns and twentyeight rounds of powder and ball with five hundred

pounds of powder more, sent later in the day by President Rutledge, after Lee had promised and failed. It
seems incredible, but so it is to be. But stay, has not
Moultrie surrendered after all ? his flag is down. Yes,
the flag is down: that handsome, new flag, blue, with
a white crescent, and the motto LIBERTY. But it does
not stay down; far Sergeant Jasper has noticed its
absence, and "Colonel, don't let's fight without a flag,"
says he. "What can you do? the staff is broken off?"
answers Moultrie, peering through the smoke at the
outer bastion. That bastion is not a good place to be
at least fifty shot are passing over it every minute.
to see that flag flying
again; so he clambers coolly up on the bastion, and
down on the outside, picks up the flag, fastens it to a
and
halberd, or, as some will have it, a sponge staff,
sets it in place once more ; and then returns to his work
in

;

But Sergeant Jasper wants

with a mind at ease. A few days later, Rutledge offers
him a sword of honor and a lieutenant's commission
for that deed. Jasper is glad to have the sword; he
will know how to use that but he has no use for the
commission. "No, sir, thank 'ee I'm just an ordinary
sergeant I don't want to mix with my betters." Why
455
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should a poor fellow be bothered with such things, just
for doing his

duty?
Meanwhile, Moultrie has plainly not surrendered;
he is fulfilling Rutledge's injunction to "keep cool and
do mischief." In the presence of Cornwallis and his
seven regiments, and the royal Governors (that were)
of North and South Carolina, he has shattered the
best ships of the fleet, and killed and wounded over
two hundred men and officers. On the other hand, the
fire from three hundred guns, maintained for ten hours
on a point a few rods in extent, has resulted in the
killing of eleven men and the wounding of six and
twenty. At nine o'clock, two hours after sunset, it was
all over; the fleet limped away as best it might.
The

next morning, rejoicing Charleston poured forth to
crown the victors. No more fear of Britain no more
domination of tories: freedom for the Carolinas and
Georgia! These sons of the South had proved that
they were every whit as deserving of freedom as the
And here
farmers of Lexington and Breed's Hill.
come the fair women of Charleston with another pair
of colors wrought in silk, and Rebecca Motte, the
fairest of them all, fair-haired and Junolike, has
stepped forward and given them to Moultrie and Motte,
with those low-spoken words that sink into brave men's
hearts and make a glory there as long as they live.
They do not need to give the promise; we know beforehand that those flags "shall be honorably supported, and shall never be tarnished."
It was on the 4th of July, 1776, that Rutledge came
over to visit the garrison, and looking in the faces of
four hundred heroes, spoke the thanks of the country
which they had defended. It was the first Fourth of
July oration. For on that same day, in far-off Philadelphia, the American Congress had done one of the
mighty deeds of all time giving the world a new nation, and liberty a home.
:
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CHAPTEE XVII
INDEPENDENCE

THE

American Congress

made
tory.

itself

Up

a

to

of 1776, by one great act,

name never to be forgotten in histhe day when the Declaration of

Independence was made,

it had not been blameless ; but
they could be called, were of omission,
not commission. It had been only too solicitous .of the
public welfare, too timid in catching the true spirit
of the hour and acting on it. The position in which the
delegates found themselves was a novel one, delicate

its sins, if sins

and difficult. They had no power except moral power,
and none could be more ambiguous or dangerous to
presume on than that. They must defer to legislatures
in the colonies, whose representatives they were, which
were inevitably incompetent to see the situation of the
country as a whole, but must regard it from the point
of view of local interests. Some of the members of the
Congress were personally and constitutionally overcautious; many were conservative; not a few were
secretly or openly anxious to be reconciled with England at almost any cost; and, most dangerous of all,
there were men like Dickinson, of high reputation for

patriotism, eloquent, strong-willed, who yet were not
truly magnanimous and brave, who had no genuine
faith in truth and liberty and the Divine care of things,
but who would cringe to tyranny and wrong if it

threatened fiercely enough. Dickinson was a man with
a fine intellectual appreciation of noble sentiments,
and a gift for expressing them ; but he was vain, shortsighted and cowardly though, like most cowards, audacious now and then. He lacked a deep heart and
constancy of nature, and never deserved his contemporary or posthumous reputation. 5Yith a congress of
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Dickinsons, we should have been under England's heel
as long as she chose to keep us there.
Such being the disabilities, contingent and innate,
of the Congress, it is a wonder that they accomplished
anything at all; that they accomplished so much, and
finally achieved the immortal "Declaration," is due
partly to the unrelenting outrages of the English King

and ministry, partly to local circumstances, and partly
to the presence among them of men like Franklin, the
two Adamses, Gadsden, Jefferson, and of Washington
in the field. These men knew what was wanted, and
by what measures alone it could be won; they always
kept it in view, and never relinquished their efforts to
bring it to pass. They were the real representatives of
America; they represented that in her which she herself was as yet hardly conscious of; they were true
leaders of the people because they were champions and
expositors of the best and loftiest spirit among them.
They framed and enforced the adoption of the Declaration they and the successes in the war which
providentially encouraged the colonists to believe that
they had not only the right but the power to live their
own lives in their own way. Had the reverses in Long
Island and elsewhere, which followed the Declaration,
taken place before the date of its adoption, it might
never have received the support of the Congress.
Of the colonies, Pennsylvania was the most backward and obstructive in its attitude during the first
part of the year 1776; and Franklin resigned his seat
in its Legislature because the oath of obedience to the
King was required. In the Congress the question of
throwing open the ports was long discussed, and it was
not until the 6th of April that the resolution was
.'passed. "We have hobbled on under a fatal attachment
I feel a stronger one to my country,"
to Great Britain
said genial George Wythe; and he accused the King
himself as the proximate author of the troubled: at
which a gasp of misgiving broke from many a breast,
for a king was still a king, and the idea of a republic
was yet inchoate. But, said Washington, "time and
persecution bring wonderful things to pass." Dickin458
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son clamored for terms of accommodation with England; and he would have Congress wait till terms of
alliance had been made with France at which Samuel
Adams did not conceal his contempt; the heart of the
King, he said, was as Pharaoh's for hardness; and
France would not help them unless they could prote
that they were worth helping.
On the 6th of May the King gave his final instructions to the commissioners to the colonies, empowering
;

two Howes, of the army and of the navy, to grant
pardons to such as sued for mercy, and to inflict
rigorous punishment on all who did not. The right of
Parliament to tax the colonies and to change or revoke their charters must be maintained. Voluntary
submission was not expected; an army and navy were
making ready which, it was thought, would be adequate
to enforce the King's will. Such an army, indeed, could
not have been recruited in England but George, after
his rebuff by Catherine of Russia, went with his purse
in his hand and English honor beneath his feet to beg
assistance from the petty German princes. With Brunswick and Hesse, it was simply a question of money;
and they sold nearly a sixth part of their adult male
population for English gold. "It is a disgrace," said
the parliamentary opposition. "It is a necessity," re*
plied Lord George Germain, shrugging his shoulders.
Upward of twenty thousand brutal Hessians and
Brunswickers, attracted by promises of unlimited
plunder and rapine, embarked for America, and, after
long delays, caused by haggling for more blood money,
were finally landed on our shores. They were trained
soldiers, and were led by able officers; they had the
courage which is bred by the custom of war and by
discipline; but they were mercenaries, and thereby dithe

;

vested of every higher attribute of human beings. A
nation's soldiers are paid for their services; but they
can and do feel that they are the defenders and champions of their country; they feel an unselfish devotion
for their flag; they are inspired in desperate moments
with the gallant enthusiasm of war. But mercenaries
are debarred from all such feelings; they care for the
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country they serve as little as for that which they attack; money, plunder, and the sating of their brutal
propensities are all that they seek. For the sake of
these they take the lives of their fellow men.
But
while we abhor them, what are we to say of those who
stooped to employ them? What are we to say of a
King of England in the Christian Eighteenth Century
who employed them against the descendants of Englishmen?
are glad to remember that George and
his ministry did not represent England, and that the
best men in the country unfalteringly denounced their
action. The people as a whole were never with them.
The wrongs of America were a potent influence to deYet a nation cannot be
stroy abuses in England.
wholly acquitted of evil done by its rulers; and the
English nation acquiesced for seven years in the war
against America. They did not escape the contagion
of that monumental selfishness.
The act of Parliament confiscating our shipping and
property was met by Congress by the issue of letters of
marque and reprisal to privateers ; and the mariners of
New England promptly availed themselves of the
privilege and profit of aiding the Government by
private enterprise in war. Mugford of Marblehead captured a British ship, the Hope,, with a cargo of fifteen
hundred pounds of gunpowder, which he brought into
Boston Harbor. This was a shorter and better way to
"accommodations" than Dickinson's ; and the time was
full of such deeds. Congress, further, divided the country into three military departments; New England,
one; the provinces below Potomac another, and the
middle region, the third. It could not borrow or tax,
but it issued paper money to the amount, in all, of ten
million dollars. Then John Adams began to press his
plans for organization. He was a man who a little reminds us of the English Samuel Johnson a schoolteacher originally, and with a schoolmaster's way with
him always; a big, strong, choleric man, learned and
deep thinking, intolerant of all oppression, but of

We

:

nothing else; eager to have his weight and services
recognized, but none the less constant in well-doing
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though they were ignored; stronger, clearer, and wiser
the more the emergency needed brains and virtue contagious in energy and conviction; immovable from his
purpose, and able to see through the immediate to the
final.
Since his youth he had meditated upon man
and government, and had never lacked courage to
;

accept the truth he saw, and to inculcate it. At this
juncture he was a critic and mentor of immeasurable
value.
At last his motion to give each and all the
colonies the governments they desired

was carried;

authority which had been conceded to the crown
was now to be bestowed on the people. Laws, not men,
should govern, he said ; and, in form, government should
be threefold an executive, a legislature, and a judicial branch.
The latter should certify and interpret
facts the first should do what the second decreed, with
power of veto on their votes. He likewise urged that
the legislature be in two branches, one to moderate
the other. "If the legislative power is wholly in one
assembly and the executive in another or in a single
person, these two powers will oppose and encroach
upon each other until the contest shall end in war,
and the whole power, legislative and executive, be
usurped by the strongest." Educated by our Constitution, such wisdom seems hackneyed now; but Adams
was walking in fields practically untrodden in the
spring of 1776. How straight and firm he walked
Meanwhile Turgot, Malesherbes, and Vergennes had
been studying the American situation and recording
their views as to the probable outcome of the struggle
with England, and the advisability of giving help to
the colonists. They were statesmen of eminence and
true friends of their own country. Vergennes advocated acting with the Americans, whose ultimate freedom he firmly looked for the other two were for maintaining peace, though they also foresaw American
independence. Louis XVI, who could see little and foresee nothing at all, was finally influenced by the desires
or sentiments of the nobility and other powerful
bodies in France, and decided to take part against
adEngland, though, at first, in a secret manner, by
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vancing money to the Americans under cover of a tradname. The King of Spain agreed to do the same;
both monarchs being moved by purely selfish considerations, having regard on one side to the probability of
war with England in any case, and on the other to the
value of America as a commercial friend after the
Revolution was over. Malesherbes and Turgot, in advising neutrality, had been actuated solely by concern for the maintenance of the French throne and
nobility, which they saw were in danger; they loved
liberty, but they wished to preserve the state. Had the
King and the nobles, who hated republicanism, understood that their support of the American movement
against England was hastening the fall of their own
system, instead of supporting they would have taken
every means to insure America's destruction. In this

.ing

shortsighted selfishness and corruption forwarded the cause of human freedom, when pure patriotism and enlightened liberality felt obliged to let it
But there were in France men like
fight for itself.

way

Lafayette, of ardent hearts but less profound minds,
who enlisted in the American cause because they
loved it, with no thought of further consequences.
Now that the Declaration of Independence has been
for over a hundred years a part of history it seems a
very obvious thing to have been made. There it stands
in black and white in all our school histories, and the
children can repeat it by heart ; it is seen to be a digni-

and trenchant document, and forms a natural sequel to preceding and prelude to subsequent events.
The names of those who signed it, from John Hancock
down, are known and honored, and the children are
told that it was a bold and patriotic deed for these men
to affix their signatures there.
The children accept
what is told them as a matter of course, and think no
more about it. The Signers of the Declaration, like the
Pilgrim Fathers, inhabit a sort of prescriptive pantheon, and are hardly regarded as having ever been
fied

beings of ordinary flesh and blood, human qualities
and frailties, like ourselves. Of course they acted sublimely; where would our histories be if they had not?
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When a great poem has been written, a great picture
painted, a great symphony composed, they seem to
take their place at once among the essential things
which must always have existed. But a time was when
the world was destitute of the presence or the expectation of a Shakespeare, a Raphael, a Beethoven. A time
was, too, when there was no Fourth of July. And, during the early months of 1776, it was one thing for
irresponsible people to talk about cutting loose from
Great Britain and setting up for themselves independently; and quite another thing, at that time, for
a body of men, with the awful responsibilities of a new
and inchoate people's welfare for all future years on
their shoulders, and with an English force threatening
them from the north, a fleet menacing them from the
coast, and an army of thirty thousand disciplined soldiers approaching them from the east, not to speak of
uncounted savages awaiting the word to leap upon
them with tomahawk and scalping knife from the interiorit was another thing for this particular body
of men called a Congress, in some doubt as to the real
wishes of many of their constituents, but in no doubt
whatever as to the appalling lack of a military establishment for the defense of the country, or as to their
personal and individual fate in case the enemy prevailed to put their names to the final measure which
irrevocably pitted their immature and feeble strength
against the great Power from which they sprang.
Whoever else might escape punishment, in case fate
went adversely to their cause, it was certain that
they would not. They stood, a fair mark, and could
not be overlooked. And though, being brave men, they
might not hesitate to risk or sacrifice their lives for
their country's sake, yet might they fear that this
irrevocable act would involve that country in ruin
which else she might have avoided. Why was it not
wiser not to make any premature or rash announcements, but simply let things take their course; if all
went well, they could define their position at their
leisure; if ill, having said little, they would have the
less to mend.
Could they not intend independence
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without declaring it? Whose business was it whether
they declared it or not? Besides, their wrongs were
due to the present King and to his ministers ; but they
were not immortal; the time must come when England would be ruled by juster men. When that time
arrived, was it not probable, to say the least, that the
wrongs in question would voluntarily be righted?
and then would it not have been well to have forborne
to say anything about independence?
It is remarkable that, with the exception of Dickinson, no prominent member of the Congress seems to
have adopted this policy of pusillanimity of running
with the hare and holding with the hounds of whipping the devil round the stump of eating the cake
and having it too of stooping to cowardice and calling it patriotic statesmanship. It is fortunate, on the
other hand, that there were so many delegates who
bore in mind the history of liberty and felt the sacredness of her cause. They thought not of base expediency; but they thought that God had made them
guardians of human freedom, not for themselves alone,
but for the time to come; it was their duty to vindiin its height and purity, without regard to their
welfare, or even, as Johu Adams said, to the bloodshed and devastation in which their country might be
It were better that all should perish than
involved.
that this high trust should be betrayed.
As to the need of a definite declaration of independence, it was well stated by Hawley of Connecticut
in May.
"There will be no abiding union without a
declaration of independence and a course of conduct on
that plan/' said he. "My hand and heart are full of it.
cate

it

own

Will a government stand on recommendations? It is
idle to suppose so.
Nay, without a real continental
government, people will, by and by, sooner than you
may be aware of, call for their old constitutions as they
For God's
did in England after Cromwell's death.
sake let there be a full revolution, or all has been done

Independence and a well-planned continental
government will save us." Yes, the idea of independence was no new thing; it had been talked of all over
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the country for months ; but what was needed was a
central and authoritative formulation of it, which
would bind the country once and for all; otherwise
each colony or individual might be tempted to slip out
on his own account, and America, just as she had
been on the point of taking her immortal place, might
suddenly crumble to pieces before God and man, an
idol of faithless clay.
To the great colony of Virginia first of the colonies
chronologically, and not in that respect alone belongs the high honor of having led the advance toward
the union and emancipation of the nation. On the 6th
of May the burgesses met, dissolved themselves as under the royal charter, and convened, a hundred and
thirty strong, to take counsel as representatives of the
people. They were a magnificent body of men ; tall and
vigorous of body, almost all of them destined to pass
the allotted span of human life many of them wealthy
owners of great estates; men of noble manners and
;

lofty thoughts; descendants of cavaliers, of Huguenots, of Scotch Presbyterians, of Cromwellians, of Germans inhabitants of a province which had always been
and the
loyal to England, which had accepted 1688,
house of Hanover; but who, finding themselves in the
dilemma of being forced either to accept constitutional
:

rights as an alms or erecting a free popular government for themselves, hesitated not at all. They were
the most
freeholders, not irresponsible enthusiasts;
in
be
must
jeopardy
concrete and solid interests
put
if not sacrificed, if they would do right ; but they were
one of
firmly and dignifiedly unanimous. Pendleton,
the most conservative members, was voted to the chair ;
was the alternaabject submission or total separation
tive presented; and on May 15 they declared the united
colonies to be free and independent States, absolved

from

all allegiance to the

King.
that resolution had been adopted the flag of
over their hall of
England, which till then had floated
hauled
down, never to
was
at
Williamsburg,
meeting
over
of
bells
be raised again and the
joy rang out all
the dominion.

When

;
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On May

27 the committee appointed for the purpose,
which Patrick Henry, Gary, Madison, and Mason
were members, submitted the draft of a declaration of
rights and a scheme of government. The design had
been, not to construct a plausible patchwork of excerpts and adaptations of previous forms of constitutions, but to create freely and radically an ideal form
of a state, following the lines of nature, truth and law.
The result achieved was the model framework of a
republic. We shall find its leading features reproduced
in the Constitution of the United States; it is worth
noting here that the principle of slavery was denounced,
and further importation of negroes forbidden and that
Madison, a youth in whose frail body burned the fires
of genius and liberty, carried an amendment subof

:

stituting religious equality for "toleration."
The measures were then adopted, and copies ordered
to be distributed to the legislatures of the other
colonies.
Pennsylvania was rent between the supporters of the
Proprietors the religious and wealthy classes and the
people the latter assembled, four thousand strong, declared the existing Assembly incapacitated to represent
the colony or to reform the Government, and registered
their wish for union and independence. The Assembly,
encouraged by Dickinson, tried to ignore the move:

ment, and two political parties were developed, the
aristocratic and the popular, which maintained their
Meanwhile the Assembly was
strife for many years.
Dickinson
forced to adjourn, and never again met.
had succeeded in rendering the adhesion of Pennsylvania to the patriotic movement undignified and inharmonious, but he had been impotent to prevent it.
When, on the 7th of June, the Virginia declarations
were considered in Congress, Dickinson pledged himself to vote against independence. Richard Henry Lee
of Virginia, on the same day, with John Adams seconding, proposed that the colonies be declared free and in-

dependent the majority of colonies were on the affirmative side, but to secure unanimity it was agreed to
postpone the vote for three weeks. Meanwhile a com466
;
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mittee was set to drafting a constitution in accordance
with the resolution, and of this committee Jefferson,

Adams, and Franklin were members. Another committee, to devise a form of confederation, was named by
the President of the Congress, John Hancock, and included Samuel Adams and Dickinson. In following
days, the subjects were considered of commercial treaties with foreign powers, of the formation (at Washington's instance) of a Board of War; and of laws as
to treason. On the 14th of June Connecticut instructed
its delegates to vote for independence.
Delaware, at
the same time, dismissed its proprietor, and left the

question of independence open. New Hampshire spoke
unequivocally for independence on June 15: New
Jersey, Maryland, and Pennsylvania came more or

New England was emphatic
but New York, with her large commercial
interests, and but one seaport, which was threatened
with an overwhelming hostile force, as were also her
northern borders, might have been expected to hesitate
and chop logic. Washington's army was quite inadequate to her defense ; and Tryon, the expelled Governor,
fomented a plot to blow up the magazine and capture
or kill Washington. In the face of these discouragements, the New York Congress had to pass on the
Virginia declarations. Jay moved to ask the freeless cordially into line.

throughout

;

empower their deputies to vote on the quesand on June 24 the committee unanimously

holders to
tion;

concurred in a profession of willingness to support a
resolution of independence.
On the 1st of July fifty members of the Continental
Congress met; a letter from Washington stated that
to oppose the thirty thousand veterans coming against
him from England, he had seven thousand seven hundred men, eight hundred unarmed, half of the whole

without bayonets, and fourteen hundred with firelocks
which were unserviceable. After some other business.
Congress went into committee of the whole to consider the order of the day the "resolution respecting
deindependency." Eichard Henry Lee being absent, it
volved upoiTjohn

Adams

to

make
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no speech prepared, and no official record was kept
what he said but no man was so competent to treat
the subject from a full and resolved mind, and no one,
probably, could have presented the arguments in favor
of independence with more fire, clearness, and cogency.
"And now," said he, "is the time for us to decide !" He
spoke to a fit audience: among them were some of the
greatest men the country had produced. Their faces
showed their appreciation of the crisis which had arrived no more momentous one had ever been presented
of

;

;

for judgment. It is likely that when Adams sat down
the event was already determined; but the debate was
still to come. Of all the speeches delivered on this first
day only that of Dickinson remains as it was delivered, because he had carefully committed it to paper
beforehand, seeking less to serve his country than by
disingenuous and time-serving arguments to vindicate
himself.
study of the address makes it impossible
to believe that it was designed to serve any honest or
worthy purpose; the earmarks of treason, however
Afterward, when
cunningly disguised, are upon it.
Dickinson had learned that the sentiment of the country was against him, he admitted that he had been
"mistaken." It was a mistake which kept his name
from being numbered with those which subscribe the
noblest, bravest and most important document in our
annals.
Dickinson lived to be President of Pennsylvania,
and founder of Dickinson College; but he might
have been one of the signers of the Declaration and

A

he was not.
At the end of the day's debate the vote of the colonies appeared to be nine against three in favor of the
resolution; South Carolina and Pennsylvania being
against it, and Delaware divided. On the 2d of July
the final determination was made. New York, though
known to be in favor of the measure, was not yet
present by her delegates; Pennsylvania and South
Carolina swung into line ; and, every colony concurring,
it was resolved that: "These united colonies are, and
of right ought to be, free and independent States;
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that they are absolved from all allegiance to the Britcrown and that all political connection between
them and the state of Great Britain is, and ought to
be, totally dissolved."
It was, then, on the 2d of July that the
great matter
was, in principle, decided ; but it was necessary to embody the reasons for the step in suitable language for
the instruction of foreign nations and as a record for
the people.
This work was intrusted to Jefferson, as being a
representative of the colony whose proposals had
been the first cause of the resolution. The commission must also be regarded as a tribute to Jefferson's
personal character and disposition : he was, to a larger
extent than any other, an incarnation of the political
spirit of his time, living the life of the nation rather
ish

than his own.

He was

wealthy, learned, temperate,

self-controlled, serene, of athletic habits but delicate
constitution, in belief tending to philosophic free

thought. His mind was clean, intrepid, penetrating,
and synthetic ; he envied no man, and shirked no labor.
Men of his general make are usually lacking in heart;
but it was here that Jefferson emerged superior; his
heart balanced his intellect, so that he was faithful,
trustworthy, and consistent; and, as was finely observed of him, "the glow of one warm thought was
worth more to him than money." Obviously no man
could be better qualified to write the Declaration; he
needed no memoranda or books of reference, but wrote
it out of the clear contents of his own mind, in which
whatever was germane to the subject had been long
since digested and set in order. It is a composition
noteworthy on account of its literary character; the
tone and spirit of its expressions, as well as the importance of that which is expressed, render it worthy
of record. It consists of three parts the preamble the
indictment of George III and of Parliament; and the
conclusion. Among the archives of our State it lies
:

;

to-day, in its writer's small, round, clear handwriting,
with the interlineations, amendments, and corrections
:

every

word weighed, and each one weighty.
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DECLARATION BY THE REPRESENTATIVES OF
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IN CONGRESS ASSEMBLED
:

WHEN, in the course of human events, it becomes
necessary for one people to dissolve the political bonds
which have connected them with another, and to assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate and
equal station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the
causes which impel them to the separation.
hold these truths to be self-evident: that all
men are created equal ; that they are endowed by their

We

Creator with certain inalienable rights: that among
these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
That, to secure these rights, governments are instituted
among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed; that, whenever any form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the
right of the people to alter or to abolish it, and to in-

new government, laying its foundation on
such principles, and organizing its powers in such
stitute a

form as to them shall seem most likely to effect their
safety and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate
that governments long established should not be
changed for light and transient causes; and, accordingly, all experience hath shown that mankind are more
disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to
right themselves by abolishing the form to which they
are accustomed. But when a long train of abuses and
usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object,
evinces a design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such
government, and to provide new guards for their future
security. Such has been the patient sufferance of these
colonies, and such is now the necessity which constrains them to alter their former systems of govern'

ment. The history of the present King of Great Britain
is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all
having, in direct object, the establishment of an abso470
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lute tyranny over these States. To prove
this, let facts
be submitted to a candid world.

Here follows that

tremendous and yet perfectly
just indictment of the Third George: in which many
a king since then has seen written the final doom of his
and all other royal dynasties. His interference with
legislation is first cited how he forbade enactment of
good and necessary laws, would permit others only in
exchange for surrender of popular rights, harassed
legislators into compliance by ignoble devices, unwarrantably dissolved legislatures, by refusing to pass
:

naturalization laws prevented colonization, hindered
administration of justice and corrupted judges, erected
offices to enable his creatures to prey upon the people,
arbitrarily kept standing armies amid the community
in times of peace and made the civil subordinate to the
military power, and conspired with Parliament to subject the colonists to illicit legislation.
Some of these illicit acts are then instanced such as
protecting the troops quartered in the colonies from
punishment for their murders and other misdeeds forbidding free colonial trade, imposing taxes without
:

;

consent, preventing trial by jury, transporting citizens
over seas for trial for pretended offenses, taking away
charters and altering fundamental forms of governFurtherment, and usurping all legislative powers.
more the King is charged with abdicating his kingship
by levying war against his subjects, hiring mercenaries
to assist him with circumstances of barbarous cruelty,
constraining captives to bear arms against their country, exciting slave insurrections and Indian massacres,

and, when humbly petitioned for redress, answering
only by renewed injuries. A prince whose character is
thus marked by every act that may define a tyrant is
declared to be unfit to be the ruler of a free people.

Nor have we been wanting (continues the arraignment) in attentions to our British brethren. We have
warned them, from time to time, of attempts by their
Legislature to extend an unwarrantable jurisdiction
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We

have reminded them of the circumstances
of our emigration and settlement here.
have appealed to their native justice and magnanimity, and we
have conjured them, by the ties of our common kindred,
to disavow these usurpations, which would inevitably
over us.

We

interrupt our connections and correspondence. They,
too, have been deaf to the voice of justice and consanguinity. We must therefore acquiesce in the necessity

as

which denounces our separation, and hold them,
the rest of mankind, enemies in war, in

we hold

peace friends.

We, therefore, the representatives of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA, IN GENERAL CONGRESS

assembled, appealing to the Supreme Judge of the
world for the rectitude of our intentions, do, in the
name, and by the authority of the good people of these
colonies, solemnly publish and declare, That these
United Colonies are, and of right ought to be FREE
INDEPENDENT STATES; that they are absolved from all allegiance to the British crown, and
that all political connection between them and the
state of Great Britain is, and ought to be, totally disINDEPENDENT
solved; and that, as FREE
full
have
to
STATES, they
power
levy war, conclude
peace, contract alliances, establish commerce, and to
do all other acts and things which INDEPENDENT
STATES may of right do. And for the support of this
declaration, and with a firm reliance on the protection

AND

AND

of

DIVINE PROVIDENCE, we

each other our

lives,

mutually pledge to
our fortunes, and our sacred honor.

There is probably no political document in the world,
so important in its subject as this, which so fully satisfies expectation.
Adequately to announce to mankind
the birth of a new nation, and to enumerate the causes
which led up to it, might seem an almost hopeless enIt was so easy to be prolix, to swerve from
terprise.
the point ; to be too defiant, or too plaintive ; to discuss
But the
topics of transient or local significance.
Declaration has the extraordinary merit of being so
truly personal as to be universal; it covers the case of
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America so justly that it enables the reader to forget
America in Man. Barring the specified indictment of
King George, here is a plea which vindicates every community of human beings which has suffered oppression
and aspires to liberty. We can add to and spare from
it

nothing.

It blazes the path, once for all, of all

who

would pass from the shadow of tyranny to the light of
freedom; and therefore its particular historical interest fades in the light of its sublime catholic worth.

how simple

how spontaneous What mascombined with what sincerity! It
depends upon no concocted arguments or shrewd
apologies, but deals with nothing less august than
primal truth and eternal justice. Its tranquil reasonableness forbids the charge of wanton innovation, and
its announcement of equal human rights exposes the
Withal,

culine composure

is it,

!

is

monstrosity of despotic pretensions. It did not seek
for a republic, but a republic grew from it, because no
other political form was found consonant with principles derived from nature and equity.
As originally drafted, the Declaration contained a
passage referring to slavery, which was expunged because thought to be not entirely just as regarded the
King, nor considerate of the honest sentiments of many
slaveholders. The passage is more rhetorically emphatic than any other and is in so far out of keeping with
the rest ; but apart from this, one regrets its omission.
Its retention might have influenced the stamina of the
"peculiar institution" in after years. After denouncing the action of the King in enforcing the slave trade
in spite of the resistance of the colonies, the attempt
to create a servile insurrection is referred to in these
vigorous terms "He is now exciting those very people
to rise in arms among us, and to purchase that liberty
of which he has deprived them by murdering the people
:

whom he also obtruded them thus paying off former
crimes committed against the liberties of one people
with crimes which he urges them to commit against the
lives of another." Such a passage would make the fortune of any ordinary composition; yet it is undoubtedly inferior in thought though not in expreson

;
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to the rest of our Declaration. It is a heavy blow,
masterfully delivered; but it does not, like the rest,
champion the whole world in all times and environments.
The people, in America, bad now taken the place of
the King; the war had ceased to be civil and become
foreign; in other respects there was no essential
change there was not, as later in France, a nobility to
be done away with, or any tendency to overthrow social

sion

;

order. Things went on to all outward appearance much
as before; only, now, all were free and happy instead
of being bond and miserable. The States, independent
of England, were interdependent on one another, while
reserving the control each of its internal domestic afTo the world, they were the United States; to
fairs.
themselves, States united. Whether the States or the
union was the stronger was the question of the next

century.
defense.

For the present the only concern was

self-

The transformation into a foreign nation of what
had been a collection of English colonies caused a
great falling off in the popular support of America in
England. One may vindicate the cause of one member
of his family against another; but when it comes to
outsiders, the sentiment of patriotism overpowers that
There still were, and there conof abstract justice.
tinued to be, men who commended the course of the
nation; others, believing that independence must
sooner or later arrive, thought that the present was as
good a time for it as any other. But in the majority,
the sullen Anglo-Saxon fighting spirit was aroused;
whoever was against England must go down, right or
wrong. But this change of heart did not lessen the
technical difficulties of conquering the colonies, whose
vast geographical extent, no less than their warlike
spirit and difficult tactics, offered a problem that

new

might have puzzled the ablest general. There were no
Marlboroughs, Wellingtons, or Nelsons in England
then. Admiral Lord Howe arrived off New York just
after the Declaration had been promulgated; he was
honest and well-disposed, heartily desired to effect a
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reconciliation, and declared that he would conclude
a peace "within ten days." But neither his diplomatic
proffers, nor the fact that two of his warships passed

the

New York

batteries

and cut

off

Washington from

Albany, had any effect on Congress. "You appear to
have no power but to grant pardons," remarked Washington; "but we have committed no fault, and need
no pardon." "Posterity will condemn to infamy those
who advised this war," said Franklin; "and even success will not save from some degree of dishonor those
who voluntarily engage in it. I believe that when you
find conciliation impossible on any terms given you to
propose, you will relinquish so odious a command."
With Congress, Howe's instructions precluded him
from having direct dealings; but as a testimony of
their attitude, they ordered the Declaration engrossed
on parchment, and all the members of Congress signed
it on the 2d of August.
This benefit, at least, Lord
Howe was instrumental in conferring upon America.
In short, diplomacy was out of court for the
present.

In France, Vergennes, who was now the leading
statesman there, presented a memorandum to the King,
Louis XVI, in which war was strongly urged against
England. "Now is the time to be avenged for the past
and secured for the future. Our interests and America's cannot conflict; commerce forms a durable chain
between us; special circumstances prevent England
from gaining help from European continental nations.
Should we choose peace, the expense of maintaining
our possessions will be as great as that of war, with
none of its contingent advantages." Louis accepted
these arguments but Grimaldi, minister of the Spanish
King Charles III, though he hated England not less
than did France, yet feared most of all the power of an
independent America. He would not consent to open
;

espousal of the American cause. Neither, indeed, did
France intend overt action at that time; but the stupidity of the American agent, Deane, in confiding in
Bancroft, an American living in England, caused the
French plans for secret assistance to be revealed to the
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English ministry by Bancroft's treachery, and consequent delay in rendering them effective.
The most interesting developments of the next few
weeks were the discussions in Congress over a plan of
confederation submitted by Dickinson. The plan was
a feeble one, bound to collapse of itself; the debate

upon

it

went so far as to reveal serious

difficulties,

and

then Congress abandoned the subject for the time
being, and the States went on with the war without any
real government at all, by a system of mutual voluntary concessions, but still at a great disadvantage. The
colonies had so long been sufferers from the centralization of power in the English King and Parliament, that
they had acquired a sort of hereditary or instinctive
dread of centralizing power even in their own Congress; and jealousy of any measure looking in that
direction was general. Should taxes be collected according to population ? Should Congress vote according to
Should slaves be counted in
States or population?
making these estimates? No one knew exactly how
these questions should be answered. "Only white inhabitants should be counted," Chase thought, "for
negroes were no more members of the State than
cattle." "To exempt slaves from taxation would encourage slave keeping: slaves increase profits for the
southern States, while they lay increased burdens of
defense on the northern, and prevent freemen from cul"Freemen neither
tivating a country," said Wilson.
can nor will do negroes' work," replied Lynch of South
Carolina; "slaves are our property: why should they
be taxed more than sheep?" "Sheep will never make
with a smile.
insurrections," rejoined Franklin,
Hooper of North Carolina denied that slaves enriched
a country, and wished them done away with. Finally,
the motion to count only white inhabitants was negatived by a vote in which the States north of Mason and
Dixon's line divided against those south of it. But
no generally acceptable rule for apportioning taxation
could be framed.
As regarded the method of voting, the small States
Delaware and Rhode Island wished each State to
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have one vote. Chase wanted votes on money to be
by inhabitants. Franklin went further: he wished all
voting to be on that principle. "A confederation on
the principle of allowing a small State an equal vote
without bearing an equal burden cannot last long."
"Every colony is a distinct person," said Witherspoon "if an equal vote be refused, the smaller States
;

will be vassals of the larger." John Adams said, "We
represent the people ; in some States they are many, in
others few; the vote should be proportioned to numThe confederacy is to form us, like parcels of
bers.
shall no longer remetal, into one common mass.
tain our separate individuality, but become a single
individual as to all questions submitted to the con-

We

federacy; therefore all those reasons which prove the
justice and expediency of a proportional representation in other assemblies hold good here. An equal vote
will endanger the larger States, while they, from their
difference of products, of interest, and of manners,
can never combine for the oppression of the smaller."
Eush added, "To vote by States would keep up colonial
distinctions voting by the number of free inhabitants
would induce colonies to discourage slavery : the larger
colonies are so situated as to render fear of their combining visionary." Hopkins of Ehode Island objected
:

that Virginia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and Massachusetts contained more than half the people of the
country; "it cannot be expected that nine colonies will
Finally Jefferson suggested the
give way to four."
compromise, the principle of which was afterward to
appear in our Constitution: "Any proposition may be
negatived by a majority of the people, or by a majority
of the colonies." Thus was the shadow of coming events
cast before. Washington, meanwhile, spoke the sense
of the country when he said, "Divisions among ourselves assist our enemies; the provinces are united to
oppose the common enemy, and all distinctions are

sunk in the name of an American."
With about ten thousand men, more than half of
them raw troops, Washington was to defend posts extending fifteen miles. Only one regiment was fully
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equipped, and discipline was conspicuous by its absence. "We shall never do well until we get a regular
army," said Adams, head of the war board. "Meanwhile we shall waste more money than would be necessary for this purpose in temporary calls upon the
militia." Congress trusted Gates more than his superior, Washington, and countenanced him in his evacua-

Crown Point, which Washington deprecated. If
discordant counsels could breed failure, the outlook

tion of

was bad.
But Washington, backed by the spirit that animated
the people, was able to accomplish more than might
have been thought possible. In response to an urgent
summons to arms, some seven thousand farmers from
Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and Delaware left their crops uncut and
thronged to the seat of war in New York City and
They were not an army, but they were
Brooklyn.
men ready to fight, and a few of them, such as the
Marylanders and the Pennsylvanians, had some disSome seven or eight thousand men were stacipline.
tioned on the Brooklyn side the rest remained in New
York. Washington divided his time between both
Congress enjoined him "not to yield an inch
places.
of ground," being apparently under the impression that
he had four times as large a force as he really possessed; he sent word that he would harass the enemy
to the best of his power; but he saw that to maintain
;

was impossible.
The attack was conducted by the two Howes, the
general and the admiral, and was carefully planned.
They had about twenty-four thousand men, English
and Hessians, and a large fleet of men-of-war. The latter were to be sent up New York Bay to bombard New
York, and take the Americans in Brooklyn in the right
flank the Hessians, with some British regiments, were
to advance upon the American positions in the center;
Clinton, with a large force, was to march along the
Jamaica road on the American left flank, and gain
their rear. Only one detail of this plan miscarried: the
fleet was prevented from reaching its position by a
his position

;
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strong north wind, which sprang up just as it was
advancing. It was a fortunate wind for the Americans,
as it enabled Washington to bring the remainder of
his army safe off, after the defeat of the 27th of August.
Long Island, lying northeast and southwest, terminates at its southwestern extremity in a rounded projection of low land, about six miles east and west, and
ten miles north and south; it is now occupied by the
borough of Brooklyn, the city proper being on the
northern part, south and east of Manhattan Island.
On the east of the peninsula is Jamaica Bay, on the
west the Narrows and New York Bay; on the south
the Atlantic. An elevated ridge divides the lower part
of Long Island, and ends in small but steep hills overlooking the flat lands on the south, and rounding in
the present area of Brooklyn City with the Heights
facing East River. It was upon this high region that
the American force was stationed; but there were
gaps in the line, and the right flank could not be ade-

quately protected. General Greene had been taken violently ill a few days before, and his command devolved
upon Sullivan, who was incompetent. General Putnam was in command of all the forces, but his heedlessness in not defending his left was the occasion of the
chief disaster of the day.

The British army, landing on the shore

Bay on August

of

Gravesend

26, began its advance before dawn the
It was opposed by Sullivan's force at

next morning.
Flatbush Pass, and by Stirling further south and east
along the ridge, he having been ordered by Putnam to
advance to this position, upon news that the pickets on
the coast road had been driven in. He had two regiments from Delaware and Maryland, the latter composed of Baltimore freeholders and was supported by
two
Parsons, a lawyer suddenly made brigadier, with
hundred and fifty men from Connecticut. In their
rear was Gowanus Creek, with a marsh on each side of
a narrow bridge and causeit, only to be crossed by
Howe's
their
on
ships, and on their left
right
way;
they were out of touch with the rest of the army. Put479
;
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nam

could not have placed them in a worse predicaAdvancing upon them were Grant and Cornwallis, with four times their force.
Clinton, starting early, got through Jamaica Pass on
the east of Sullivan's position, followed by Howe. Before nine o'clock they had got in Sullivan's rear, as
their cannon informed him. Before he could make any
disposition, he was charged in front by the Hessians
under De Heister. Four thousand men were defeated
before they had a chance to fight; "Save yourselves!"
was the only order Sullivan gave them, and he was
among the first to obey it. Many of his men were slain
fighting desperately; a few broke through the enemy
and reached the inner lines seven hundred were taken
Sullivan was captured, hiding in a corn
prisoners.
Meanwhile, Stirling was
patch, by three Hessians.
unconscious of what had happened, and had troubles

ment.

;

of his own.

In the first place, Parsons, the Connecticut lawyer
brigadier, perceiving that he was in some danger, deserted his men and hid in the swamp, whence he
sneaked into camp the next day. Most of his men were
captured ; one of them, a captain, upon surrendering his
sword to the British officer, was by him promptly run
through the body. Stirling with his Mary landers and
Delawares held his position for four hours; then, seeing the bulk of the British army advancing upon them,
he ordered a retreat, which was conducted in an orderly

manner, carrying with them twenty marines who
had been taken prisoners. But Cornwallis was threatening the bridge; if he were not held in check, the
whole force was lost. Stirling detached five companies
of Marylanders, put himself at their head, and sending
the rest of his command across the bridge, defended it
with his handful against the British. In ten minutes
almost all of them were killed or captured, fighting
with great gallantry ; nine only escaped. But those ten
minutes had sufficed for the purpose, and the main

body of the troops got safe over. It was the only redeeming exploit of the day.
The complete annihilation of the American army in
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Brooklyn could now have been accomplished by an attack in force on the redoubt in Brooklyn. But Howe
had had experience of the way Americans fought behind intrenchments at Bunker Hill; and would not
give the order to advance. The place should be taken
by regular approaches and he set his men to digging.
That Washington could escape was a possibility that
;

did not enter his mind.
Whether he could escape depended upon three
things that the English fleet remained wind-bound below; that he could get boats to cross the river with;
and that he could keep his plans secret till the moment
The north wind conof putting them in execution.
tinued, bringing a cold rain, which greatly discomfited
the troops, though it contributed to their preservation.
Washington sent word to King's Bridge and to New
York for every kind of boat that could be used for
transport. Only a very few officers were advised of
his intentions; all that day and evening he continued
to make the rounds of the fortifications, as if he intended to defend them. Before dawn on the 30th a
thick fog rose over Brooklyn, shrouding the movements
of the army in an impenetrable veil.
Washington
directed General Mifflin to remain behind with a covering party in the redoubt, while the rest of the force
embarked and got away. Mifflin's men could hear the
British in their trenches ; but the British did not hear
:

army evacuating its position and getof transports. In the midst of
aboard
hundreds
ting
the proceedings, some one brought Mifflin an order
which he understood to mean that he was to relinthe noise of an

quish his position and march to the ferry; arrived
to know why
there, he met Washington, who wished
he had disobeyed instructions? "I had your orders to
march," replied Mifflin, indignantly. "Some mistake,"
Washington answered; "go back, or the enemy may
prevent us." When one has succeeded in getting safe
out of a very perilous position, it is not pleasant to
be ordered to resume it; even veteran troops might
hesitate. But Mifflin's
Marylanders and Pennsylvanians said not a word, but promptly, and orderly
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obeyed their commands, and were soon in possession
of the works which they fondly imagined they had left
forever. By good fortune, though they had been gone
an hour, their absence had not been observed. Not
until after all the other regiments had embarked did
they again leave the redoubt; Washington himself was
the last man of the army to enter a boat. Notice had
been given to the British some hours before the Americans reached New York that they were retreating; but
no action had been taken until the whole army, with
their stores and guns, had safely landed in New York.
Then Montresor and a few men crawled into the works
and found them empty. "The best-effected retreat I
ever read or heard of," said Greene, afterward; but k
must be admitted that chance had contributed not a
little to the favorable result.
On the other hand, it belongs to a true soldier to know when to take chances,
and to have the courage, as Washington did, to take
them.
Had Washington been in Howe's place, he
would have taken the chances of carrying the redoubt,
and thereby of destroying the enemy's army.
Many of the Long Island farmers and other inhabitants, either from fear or conviction, had deserted the
American cause on the arrival of the British army, and
had furnished aid and comfort to the enemy. They
formed a marked exception to the rest of the farming
population throughout the States during the war; and
never showed the possession of any traits of courage or

Some of the seafaring inhabitants in the
northeast of the island, however, subsequently did
something to redeem the good name of their fellows.
patriotism.

But Washington was now

called

upon

to illustrate his

highest qualities of magnanimity. It is easy and common for a soldier to be brave; it is no unusual merit
in him to be ambitious of military glory, and to plan
and execute operations which evince daring and enterprise. But it was for Washington, at this juncture, to
give an example of firmness, forbearance, and devotion
to the purest passion of patriotism under reverses and
humiliations.
Congress and the country looked to
him for some brilliant exploit; but he knew that he
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must avoid a general engagement; must protract the
war by retreats, petty skirmishes, and maneuvers which
had for their object the harassing and delaying of the
enemy. His army, wretchedly small to begin with, was
being decimated by wholesale departures of the troops
for their homes; the men were neither disciplined nor
under control; they had, for the most part, never
grasped the idea that they owed any obedience to their
officers beyond what they might choose voluntarily to
Washington's appeals and expositions to Conyield.
gress met with either scant attention or none at all;
sometimes their orders contravened his. He could not
command respect without performing some sensational
act and yet he knew that no such act would be reconcilable with the true interests of the country. No more
;

painful dilemma was possible for a soldier; for duty's
sake he must seem to his countrymen derelict in duty.
He must even submit to be defied by his subordinate
officers, as when Gates resented criticism of his abandonment of Crown Point; or as when, afterward, the
council of war voted down his recommendation to retreat from New York. Although he was Commander in
Chief in name, Congress would not allow him to be so
in fact. How many men would have thrown up their
commissions under such discouragements, and left an
unappreciative and obstinate country to its fate? No
such idea was ever entertained by Washington. He was
never lax or sullen; by his own calm, indomitable
spirit he tried to cheer the spirits of others; when he
could not carry out his purposes, he adopted the
Such behavior implies
course next most promising.
not only greatness, but goodness; not heroism only,
but Christian heroism. It is giving everything a man
has life, energy, heart, soul, and brain for nothing
except the secret knowledge of having done one's
best.
Nothing in human conduct is more difficult or

more

rare.

As August advanced, and

the British uncoiled them-

selves along the East and North rivers, and leisurely
.displayed their teeth like a boa constrictor preparing
to swallow its prey, the council of war reversed its
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decision, and agreed to withdraw to the upper part of
the island. During the retreat a disgraceful episode
occurred at Kip's Bay, in the region of the present
Thirty-fourth Street. The British had landed under
cover of a heavy fire from the ships of the fleet in the

East River.

Washington, who was constantly riding

to the various posts to see that matters were being
properly conducted, found a large detachment which
had been assigned to guard this line running in a
headlong panic before a party of about eighty of the
enemy. Comprised in this detachment were the brigades of Parsons, who had hidden in Gowanus swamp,
and of Fellowes. Unless the line were held, Putnam, in
the lower part of the island, with four thousand men,
was in danger of destruction. Washington rode in
front of the men and strove to halt and turn them;
but in vain ; and at last he found himself alone, within
a few rods of the enemy. To such humiliation was the
General of the army subjected. The next day, in general orders, he announced that death would in future
be the penalty of cowardice.
Putnam's force fortunately escaped by the western road along North River.
But the delay in the enemy's march which enabled him
to do so was due to Mrs. Mary Lindley Murray at
whose house on Murray Hill Howe and his officers accepted an invitation to lunch. She entertained them

so well with her good cheer and her conversation, that
two hours had gone by before they knew it and so had
Putnam. That night the British line extended from
Hell Gate to Bloomingdale, while the Americans, with
;

a loss in killed, wounded, and missing of about two
hundred and seventy, lay down tired and gloomy, unprotected by tents or blankets, on Harlem Heights. A
cold rain fell all night, driven by a northeast gale.
Something must be done to restore the confidence
of the troops in their officers and themselves. On the
morning of the next day, the 16th of August, Washington sent a fire brig down North River and set fire to a
British warship anchored there; and at the same time
his line, extending from Fort Washington, near King's
Bridge, to Harlem, engaged the advance of the enemy
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under

Leslie.

Washington directed the American

Clin-

ton to attack in front, while Knowlton and Leitch set
out to turn the right flank. Clinton's attack was so
vigorous that the enemy was driven back; Leitch and
Knowlton attacked too soon, but threw Leslie into confusion, and he would have been annihilated but for the
arrival of new troops in force. The loss of the British
was heavy; of the Americans few were killed, but
among them were Knowlton and Leitch, both of them
brave and valuable officers, whom the army could ill
afford to spare.
The skirmish, nevertheless, revived
the morale of the men, and taught them once more that
the British were not invincible.
The execution as a spy of Nathan Hale saddened the
last days of the disastrous month of August. He had
undertaken to pass the enemy's lines on Long Island
in disguise, to ascertain at what point they were preparing to attack. Having got his information, he was
returning, when he was detected and brought before
Howe, to whom he told his name, rank, and purpose.
Howe ordered him hanged next morning, the 22d. The

whom he was given in charge during his last
on
earth treated him with gross cruelty and innight
sult. It is to this fact, and to the steady courage with
which he met his death, that the loving honors bestowed on his memory by a later age are due. He was
jailer to

a scholarly youth, just past twenty-one, a graduate of
Yale, and newly betrothed. It meant something for a
man like this to be able to say, firmly and boldly, as he
stood with the noose around his neck on that misty
August morning, "I only regret that I have but one life
to lose for my country." He would gladly have died in
The country which breeds such men
battle as well.

cannot be conquered.
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story of the succeeding four months does not
furnish agreeable reading to Americans.
We
see Washington suffering the consequences of
the conditions which he had used his utmost efforts to
avoid by pointing them out beforehand to Congress.
We see his army demoralized ; it no longer has the temper of the men who chased the British out of Concord
and Boston, and drove them bleeding back from Fort
Moultrie. The short-term militia have lost their faith
in their officers and their respect for themselves heed-

THE

;

less of dishonor,

they plundered, stole, peculated, deserted in droves, and even ran before the enemy. With
the winter upon them, they were half clad and half
fed; they must march without shoes and fight without
proper arms. There was in them none of the spirit of
an army ; none of the pride of regiments in their organization; how could there be, since the army was as a
shifting sand, of which the elements were never twice
the same? The lesser officers set the men an example
of dissoluteness and insubordination and on all sides,
both among soldiers and civilians, there was a tendency
toward treason; men in positions of trust, as well as
the common sort, went over to the enemy; and this
disposition was encouraged by the Howes, who issued alluring proclamations of pardon and favor to
all who would give up the cause. The view was fostered
that, in serious warfare in the field, it was hopeless for
the Americans to contend against the British; they
;

might repulse them, by good luck, from strong fortibut to maneuver against them, to conduct extended operations with success, was impossible. The
Englishman, Lee, whose sole aim was to gain distinction by some move involving no peril to himself, and
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who openly

declared that the defeat of the American
was merely a question of time, omitted no opportunity of thwarting and insulting Washington, and
magnifying his own empty importance. He spoke of
the American soldiers as a low rabble, of their officers
as very bad company, unfit for a gentleman like himself; said that, if his advice had been followed, the war
would have been over long ago; affirmed that the only
object of the war was to get "something to cede" when
the inevitable surrender came; and spoke of Congress
force

as "a stable of cattle, stumbling at every step."

Yet he

was regarded by Congress and by perhaps a majority

man on their side thoroughly
conversant with military matters ; and the British were
so far deceived by this reputation, that when they
captured him, under circumstances disgraceful to himself, they rejoiced at Slaving overthrown "the American
Palladium."
Meanwhile the legislatures of several
of the States were occupied with squabblings over
their powers and constitutions, crippling themselves
for action, and breeding apathy or disaffection among
In Congress, such a man as John
their members.
Adams, the most unfaltering and the earliest friend
of independence, could as chief of the war board disreof the people as the only

gard the plans and desires of the Commander in Chief,
and pull an additional prop from under an apparently
Disintegration, detealready collapsing structure.
rioration of moral tone, seemed to be present everywhere.
The first enthusiasm for liberty had passed
the
away;
daring of the spirit was being daunted by
the disabilities of the body ; there was no prospect but
of continued defeats, of the laying waste of towns and
and of the
fields, of slaughters and imprisonments,
total impoverishment of the nation. It is hard to kick
against the pricks ; the pricks are sharp enough without kicking against them. The tyranny of England

was a great evil but was it any worse than
and the tyranny afterward?
It is as vain to talk of what might have
predict what will be; but we cannot easily
conviction that it would have been all
;
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America in the same year that saw the signing of the
Declaration but for Washington. There have been several generals in history who were said, by a figure of
speech, to have been their own armies such are Hannibal, Caesar, Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden, Frederick II of Prussia. But if we eliminate the figure of
Washington from American history between 1776 and
1780, to go no further, what have we left? The story
of the Revolution is Washington's biography.
The
manner in which, at every step, it centers about him,
dates from him, refers to him, follows him, is monotonous to tediousness. The reason is that here, for once,
we find a man sincerely resolved to give himself unreservedly to the work of helping others (namely, his
:

and entirely forgetting all personal
and sufferings in that single aim.
It is not necessary to draw comparison, to the disadvantage of many noble and heroic men who were eminent in the course of our national development but ft
will be noticed that whenever such men as General
Greene or John Adams have failed in fulfilling the patriotic ideal it has been precisely where they have
countrymen),

claims, gmbitions,

;

own

merits, resented their own inadvantage. Often, to their
honor, they have subordinated their interests or personal hopes to their country's welfare; but ever and
can easily forgive
anon they have failed to do so.
them, for are they not men like ourselves? But who
will point to a single instance in the public career of
Washington when he forgot his country in concern for
himself? The thoughts of Washington about his country, and his deeds for her, would fill a library; his
thoughts about himself, and activities in his own behalf, could be recorded on the thumb-nail. Inevitably
therefore he became the pole on which the Revolution
turned ; for it is impossible to estimate, or to overestimate, the force for good which is liberated when
once a man turns from himself to his fellows. Our
acquaintances have not time or inclination to listen
to the tale of our troubles, because there are but so
many hours in the day, and these they find too short

thought of their

juries, consulted their

own

We

1
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for the consideration of the troubles which afflict themBut how should we value a friend who, from
selves.
his getting up in the morning till his lying down at
night and even, perhaps, all the four and twenty
hours round upon occasion had nothing on earth to
do but to give us his thoughts, his sympathies, and
his hands? whose every unconsidered word and involuntary act showed him to be wholly saturated with
considerations for our welfare?
should scarce believe, at first, in such good, fortune ; but when we were
fully assured of its truth, should we not bring all our
affairs to him, shrewdly perceiving that a man great
enough to have no selfhood must be great'enough to do
more good to us than we knew how to do ourselves?
Yes, you would go to him; and so too would all the
other members of the surrounding community, for he
would be not less hospitable to them than to you; it
being a strange truth that, when a man has given up
caring for himself, the leisure he thus gains suffice!
not alone for the care of one or two other persons, but
for all persons whatever who apply to him; until at
last, in Christ, we find a man who takes upon his
shoulders the burdens of all mankind past and to
come. In all unselfishness there is an opening into infinity into which all finite matters of selfishness can
be poured indefinitely and find comfort.

We

The only mistakes Washington made were caused
by his too much deferring to the opinions and knowledge of others; for, at the outset, he was too ready to

Greene or a Gates or an Adams
might have more insight and judgment than he. As
time went on, however, he learned that such self-distrust was inconsistent With fidelity to the trust which
God had manifestly placed in his hands; he enforced
his will, and, in measure as he did so, his mistakes decreased.
Moreover, the people always instinctively
their
confidence to Washington, and his soldiers
gave
put their faith in him men resisted or hated him only
in so far as their own natures or aims were evil. When,
Revolution
consequently, the first dark period of the
believe that a Lee or a

;

was

past, the people gave

Washington spontaneously
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the support which so often failed him in Congress and
in some of his own officers ; and thus an army gradually
grew up round him which fairly represented the
strength and purpose of the country. There was no
s

authority in Congress to accomplish positive, but only
negative actions they could hinder and thwart, but
not help their General. But what Congress could not
or did not do, by regular process of law and regulation,
the people of themselves did from natural love and
faith. They sent the best of themselves to him, fought
beside him, stayed with him, and at last conquered with
him.
Never was there a feebler government in the
world than that which existed in America while the
country was performing a deed which the ablest and
strongest government might have shrunk from. Indeed,
it may well be doubted whether the country would
have accorded to any government, however strong, the
fealty which they voluntarily gave to the austere and
;

v

generous promptings of their

own

hearts.
suffered

The reverses which the Americans

were salu-

After our first successes there were many who
went about saying, "God is helping us." But Franklin,
in the days of "Poor Kichard's Almanac," had perceived that "God helps those who help themselves." The
Revolution was not to succeed by a series of miracles.
It was to succeed through the instrumentality of the utmost, long-continued efforts of brave and determined
men. The country was to feel that it had deserved to
triumph before the triumph came. The operations of
Howe and Burgoyne brought the nation to its senses
by all but bringing it to its knees. After the limits of
mortification had been reached, and after the heights
of self-sacrifice had been attained, the cause of liberty
tary.

began to gain; had it gained sooner, the result would
not have been adequately understood or valued. God
does not bless man's efforts until He has made man feel
that the best of his own strength has been put forth.
Without God man's strength is vain; but it would be
vain for God to help man, except under the veil of the
man's

The

self-help.

chief operations of the latter
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confined to the campaign in New York and New

In the States below the Potomac there was
an Indian border war stirred up by English agents;
but the people rose and put it down; and the Indiana
had the discrimination to blame England for their defeat, while the Americans felt that through the Indians
they were fighting England. In the north, Carleton,
after careful preparations, and training his German
soldiers in forest fighting and maneuvers, came from
the St. Lawrence to Lake Champlain with a great fleet
of boats and vessels, and an overwhelming force of
men. Benedict Arnold, audacious but reckless, met
him with an inadequate collection of "gondolas" and
was defeated on the 4th and 5th of October; the sucJersey.

ceeding night he escaped; Carleton occupied Crown
Point, and could have taken Ticonderoga simply by

marching up to it, for it was entirely unprovisioned
for a siege. Instead of doing so, he turned about, and
on the 3d of November, much to every one's astonishCarleton
ment, returned to Canada for the winter.
was as humane and gentle as he was brave, and one always feels that he is half sorry he must fight against
a people struggling for freedom.
America had no navy; but during the year 1776,
American privateers captured three hundred and forty-

two English

These prizes were very profitable
it was an equal inconvenience to the English to lose them so that it is not
surprising that few sailors cared to enlist in American
men-of-war, even if there were any. As a matter of
fact, besides those which were slowly building at the
shipyards here and there, there were but about a dozen
merchantmen used as ships of war belonging to the
Government. But already there were navy men of
quality; one of them was a young fellow of nine and
twenty, who had come to Virginia a few years before,
under the assumed name of Jones; but he was really
the son of a Scotch gardener of Kirkcudbrightshire by
to those

ships.

who captured them, and

;

the name of John Paul. He was given the command of
a small thirty-ton frigate called the Alfred. Nicholas
Biddle, who will also not be forgotten, was three years
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younger than Jones, and was but twenty-eight when
he was blown up in his ship, the Randolph., during her
fight with the British Yarmouth. But though there was
a good deal of fighting at sea during the Revolution,

war could not be called a naval one; we had not
means or opportunity for accomplishing much in that
direction, though there was nothing to be ashamed of
in what little we did do.
When Lord Howe sent home dispatches to the ministry announcing his success in the battle of Brooklyn,
the

he permitted his imagination such freedom that one
could see a vast arm}' overthrown by inferior numbers
and hurled into annihilation; and the only reasonable
inference was that there could be no more men in

America left to fight against, and that, consequently,
the war must be already at an end. Such, at all events,
was the view which Lord Germain hastened to adopt
and to promulgate; and Lord North began to talk
about tempering justice with mercy, and desiring to
"restore to the Americans the blessings of law and
liberty."
Thereupon, up got Fox, with his terrible
knotted brow and flashing eyes, the Mirabeau of England. "Is there not," he inquired, "something a little
hypocritical in supposing that a king a common king
should be solicitous to establish anything that de-

pends upon a popular assembly? Kings govern by
means of popular assemblies only when they cannot
do without them; a king fond of that mode of governis a chimera. It is contrary to the nature of things.
But if this happy time of law and liberty is to be reIt
stored to America, why was it ever disturbed?
reigned there till the abominable doctrine of gaining
money by taxes infatuated our statesmen. Why did
you destroy the fair work of so many ages, in order to
reestablish it by the bayonets of disciplined Germans?
If we are reduced to the dilemma of conquering or
abandoning America, I am for abandoning America."
Lord Howe's next dispatches made it clear that, notwithstanding the annihilation of the Americans, aning

other campaign would be necessary to dispose of their
remnants, and, incidentally, reenforcements would be
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needed, which Germain did not happen to have at his
In truth, Howe was unreasonable; he already had five times as many men as could be opposed
to him.
Congress had indeed voted eighty-eight new
battalions to take the place of those whose terms were
expiring; but, as Washington ventured to hint, "it is
one thing to vote battalions, and another to raise men."
No bounties were offered, and nobody seemed to think
it his duty to respond.
Besides, the quotas were assigned to the various States, and they were to get them
out, and arm them. It must be an operation of tedious
slowness, even if it were carried through at all. Howe's
force, in addition to its numbers, had every quality and
equipment that could be desired in an army; and
either because the General wished to guard against the
least chance of miscarriage, or because he was willing
to afford opportunity for voluntary submission, he was
extremely deliberate in all his operations. He crawled
forward, or sidewise, like some vast animal, which can
afford not to be in a hurry because it knows its victim cannot escape. It was the last of August when
Washington was driven out of Long Island; he might
have been driven out of New York during the next
three days; but it was the 16th of November before
disposal.

Magaw surrendered Fort Washington to Kuyphausen
and Cornwallis, thereby transferring the seat of war to

New

Jersey. Had Sir William been as circumspect in
gambling as he was in his military maneuvers, he
would have been a more edifying example to his subhis

ordinate officers.
The island of Manhattan, after proceeding in a
northerly direction about eight miles, with a width of
two miles, is suddenly narrowed by the course of the
Harlem, which communicates with the northern part of
East River at one end, and with the Hudson, through
Here there is high
Spuyten Duyvil, at the other.
ground; and on the hill west of the present Highbridge, overlooking the Hudson, Fort Washington was
The Borbuilt in a seemingly impregnable position.
to. the Sound, is
eastward
of
extending
ough
Bronx,
low and flat on the coast, but contains irregular ridges
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inland, is cut up by small streams, and was, in 1776,
thickly wooded. Going northward twelve miles through
this rather difficult country, White Plains is reached
on high ground. West of White Plains about six miles
is Dobb's Ferry on the Hudson.
Throgg's Neck is a
tongue of land entering the Sound at the latitude of
the mouth of the Harlem, but six or seven miles east
of it.
The region here indicated could have been stubbornly

defended by an adequate army, with guns and good
fortifications; but Washington had neither, and was
also hampered by impossible orders from Congress, and
by disagreements among his own generals. For a while

he intrenched himself on Harlem Heights, on the southern side of the Harlem; but when Howe moved to
Throgg's .Neck, to get in his rear, he abandoned these
positions and withdrew to Fordham, at the same time
sending a force to the landward end of Throgg's Neck,
to remove the bridge.
Howe went further east, and
landed at Pelham. His objective point was now White
Plains. Washington, while keeping the district round
Fort Washington, marched parallel with Howe toward
White Plains, skirmishing by the way; and getting
there first, fortified himself and awaited an attack.
The two armies faced each other on October 27. On the
same day, that part of the British force which was
south of Fdrt Washington was worsted, in an attempt
against it, by Greene and Magaw, who were in com-

mand

there.

At White Plains

the American center was the weaknot attack there, but sent
four thousand men to dislodge an American force of
fourteen hundred on Chatterton Hill, a mile to the
southwest. The Americans under Macdougall resisted
the Hessians until they were attacked by a flanking
est point; but

Howe would

party, when they withdrew with a loss of a hundred,
the enemy sustaining a loss two and a half times as

On October 31 Washington was strongly intrenched above White Plains, and Howe had accomMeanwhile Greene had
plished practically nothing.
been strengthening the force at Fort Washington and
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its

environs, against Washington's judgment, for he

saw that Howe could surround it. In fact, on the 5th
of November, Howe suddenly moved across to Dobb's

Ferry, from which position he could both threaten the
and also invade New Jersey and march on
Philadelphia.
The proper course, as Washington saw, was to abandon Fort Washington, and throw the entire army into
New Jersey at once. But Greene, and Congress,
thought Fort Washington should be held "to the last
extremity." Washington therefore sent five thousand
troops across the Hudson with Putnam; Lee was to
remain behind until it became certain what Howe intended to do, while Greene and Magaw, with three
thousand men, remained within the Fort Washington
fort

lines.

On November

15,

Howe, from

his batteries

on

Fordham Heights, demanded the surrender of Fort
Washington; Putnam and Greene assured Washington they could defend it. The region which they had
to man had a circuit of six miles or more.
A spy
within their lines carried plans of the works to Howe
before the attack, which was made on the 16th. The
Hessian troops under Rail and Knyphausen advanced
with great courage and pertinacity, pulling themselves
up the steep hillsides by projecting roots and branches
Cornwallis climbed up on the north; Lord Percy, who
was to have moved from the south, hid himself in the
woods till the danger was over. The Americans were
everywhere beaten ; they lost a hundred and fifty men,
most of them bayoneted by the Hessians while asking
quarter ; the enemy lost five hundred but when Knyphausen, surrounding the fort itself, demanded its
surrender, the fugitives crowded within it refused to
man the ramparts, and Magaw was forced to surrender
with all his material, and twenty-six hundred troops.
The enemy greatly outnumbered them; but the affair
reflects no credit, to say the least of it, upon our soldiers.
Washington, instead of laying the blame on
Greene, where it belonged, upbraided himself for not
having insisted upon the abandonment of the position.
His energies were now directed to delaying the enemy
;

:
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New Jersey until the snows rendered advance on
Philadelphia impossible. He had but three thousand
men ; Lee, still on the east side of the Hudson, refused
repeated offers to bring his force across. Reenforcements were being sent down from Schuyler in the
north, but meantime there was nothing for it but to
retreat. Cornwallis and the Hessians were close on the
trail, the latter exercising their usual brutality upon
the inhabitants, and thereby unwittingly hardening
the people against England. Greene, delaying too long
at Fort Lee, on the west side of the Hudson, was surprised, and only escaped by a headlong flight, leaving
all his camp equipage, while Washington covered his
retreat.
To avoid being caught between the Hackensack and Passaic rivers, Washington crossed the latter,
and on the 22d of November reached Newark, whence
he again sent summonses to Lee. He resumed his retreat on the 28th, just as Cornwallis came up. The
war might have ended here, had not Howe sent a large
in

Lord Percy, Clinton, and Prescott, to occupy Rhode Island, where they remained uselessly
three years. Washington continued his march through
Brunswick to Princeton; leaving twelve hundred men
there to watch the enemy, he went on to Trenton, got
his baggage across the Delaware, and returning, met
Stirling in full retreat before a much larger force; he
accompanied him to Trenton, and they crossed the
force under

Howe, delaying, was too late to intercept them.
But Philadelphia was in danger, unless Lee would
come to Washington's assistance. The former was
river;

spending his time railing against his superior and
Congress, and declaring that with such incompetents
at the head of affairs, the only proper thing to do was
to save the country at the cost of an act of "brave, virtuous treason." He finally crossed the Hudson on the
2d and 3d of December, and marched to Morristown,
where he announced that he would not join Washington, but intended to reconquer the Jerseys on a
plan of his own. At this time he was actually plotting
to betray the Americans to the British. On the night
of the 12th he slept at an inn in Baskingridge, a few
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miles in advance of his main force ; while delaying over
his breakfast the next morning, he was captured by

Lieutenant Harcourt, with a squad of cavalry. "Come
out/' was the order, "or the house will be fired"; and
out he came, pallid with terror, in dressing-gown and
slippers, with a shirt "very much soiled," and bareheaded. He was promptly put astride a horse and carried off to be tried as a deserter; while Sullivan, his
second in command, brought his army safely to Washington. He was, however, exchanged by Washington's
Efforts the next year, and his further adventures will
be recounted in their place.
The approach of the British, which nothing seemed
able to arrest, frightened Congress, and, after ordering
a day of fasting and prayer, they fled to Baltimore,
amid the jeers of tories and the curses of patriots,

and in spite of the passionate protests of stout John
Adams, who was certain America would finally be victorious, whether or not Philadelphia fell. Putnam held
the city after Congress had gone. Washington, after
being reenforced from New England and by Lee's diThe
vision, had forty-eight hundred effective men.
Hessian Ball, who had proved his courage at Fort
Washington, occupied Trenton on the east side of the
Delaware ; and he so little dreaded an attack from the

barefooted, half-starved, and defeated Americans on
the other side, that he would not protect his flanks by

He and

his men had loaded themand abandoned themselves to enBall was fond of martial music, and the
joyment.
town, from morning till night, and from night till the

intrenchments.

selves with plunder,

small hours, roared with the strains of the first German bands domiciled in America, with the jolly
choruses of the soldiers, their laughter and drunken
shouts ; and for twelve days, the happiest of Ball's life,
he imitated as nearly as he knew how the state of an
Oriental despot. Why should he not? The Hessians, as
an English officer observed in excusing himself for not
restraining their robbery and worse outrages, had
come to America on the understanding that their propensities were to be given free rein. They had beaten
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the wretched colonists; now let them have their reward. The war was over. So Rail and his men thought
so Cornwallis believed, as he packed up his traps and
started for England.
So Howe imagined, as he returned to New York in triumphal progress, hailed as a
new Caesar, courted and flattered, and not a little
pleased with himself. The spirit of the country was
broken; there was nothing more to be done except to
receive the submission of the misguided colonies, hang
the ringleaders, and allow the rest such terms as they
deserved. Lord Germain, Lord North, and their royal
master in London, were happy also, and the latter prepared to honor his General by the Order of the Knight
of the Bath. It bade fair to be a merry Christmas for
everybody except Washington and his meager regiments of tatter demalions.
Between the camp of the American leader on the
west bank of the Delaware and the headquarters of the
English General in New York there was a dramatic
contrast. In the latter part of December, western New
Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania were subjected to the
worse rigors of an inclement climate. There were ice
and snow, sleet and keen winds there were no roads
fit to be so called, and the country was still largely
covered with ragged and inhospitable forests. The inhabitants were terrorized ; thousands of them had given
up their hopes of freedom and had submitted to the
doubtful mercy of the conquerors; others had abandoned their homes and fled; there was no food or
shelter to be had. The majority of the men saw the end
of their term of enlistment but a week or two distant,
;

;

and rejoiced at the prospect of leaving the intolerable
hardships they were confronting for the only less
gloomy environment of

their

own homes; and many

sought opportunities to hasten the date of their liberation.
They were partly naked, and the trail of their
marches was marked by blood upon the snow. They
lacked tents to lie under at night, and blankets to cover
them. With a gloomy sky above them, a frozen and barren earth below, the memory of defeat in their minds,
and no hope in their hearts, they huddled about their
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forlorn fires in spiritless dejection. At night their outposts along the ice-burdened river might have heard the
music and yelling of the mercenaries, making merry
with the substance which the industry of their robbed
and slaughtered fellow countrymen had earned.
Washington, in his Spartan headquarters, wrote letters to Congress to provide a new army to take the
place of that which was dwindling away from him ; and
planned some scheme of a flank attack on Trenton.
The English General Grant had examined the situation,
and did not believe that it was possible to cross the
river. The ice would make the return too dangerous.
But Washington felt that the time had come when
everything must be risked ; the more appalling the obstacles, the better the chance of taking Kail by surprise. Revolving his plans, he rode from post to post,
a tall figure in a dark cloak, recognized by all, but
hardly able to raise a cheer. He passed to and fro
amid "the troops, as they squatted under the lee of their
sodden piles of baggage, or tried to find shelter from
the storm under a piece of ragged canvas stretched on

two stakes. He marked their shivering bodies, their
hungry looks; here and there lay the body of one who
had perished of cold and starvation. His heart ached
for them; but in his countenance none could see anything but a composed cheerfulness, as of one who
counted the past reverses as but the preliminary to

some glorious victory. He seemed all confidence, hope
and resolution. It was impossible to look upon him
without a feeling that, so long as he lived, all could
not be lost. But could he create a conquering army
out of frost and famine, disaffection and despair, and
with it perform a feat which the flower of the regular
troops of Europe deemed impracticable even for themselves? Did he keep that composed expression when
he was alone?
But there was nothing dismal or hopeless about NewYork, as Christmas Day drew near. The town was
large and prosperous for those days, with handsome
houses and wealthy inhabitants. It was clustered down
on the southern end of the peninsula, with only a few
499
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country dwellings in the tipper part; it had suffered
little or nothing from the shells and bullets of the
late battle, though a fire had burned a tenth part of
the houses a few days afterward. But the blackened
remnants of this fire had been cleared away, and the
town seemed dressed for a holiday. The victorious flag
of England waved on all sides; the streets were brilliant with the uniforms of the English army and navy,
with scarlet and blue and gold ; the tory citizens were
stately with their three-cornered hats, their wideskirted coats and lace ruffles, their shining buckles and
silk stockings; the ladies drove about in queer coaches
with heavy wheels, and big-wigged coachmen on the
high boxes they had paint and powder on their faces,
and beauty spots on their cheeks and chins, and they
smiled at the officers as they went by. Into what wonderful towers of powdered art was their hair built, and
how high were the red heels of their little shoes, as
they went clacking along the pavement. In front of
the houses where the high officers live, and before the
public buildings, pace the sentinels, and present arms;
and here tramps by a company of British grenadiers,
fifty marching as one. How stimulating are the fife and
drum, and how brightly the winter sunlight glances
along the sloped barrels of their muskets as they shift
them, at the word, from one shoulder to the other. But
what is the cause of this shouting, and why is everybody pressing in one direction? It must be the great
Sir William Howe himself! yes, it is he; he reclines
indolently in his broad-bottomed carriage, his swarthy
face, with its heavy lines and sluggish expression impassively acknowledging the greetings and compliments that are showered upon him ; he was up all last
night at play, and the stakes were high, for his share
of the prize money this year amounts to many thousand
pounds, and there is more to come. To-night we shall
see him at the banquet, and at the theater, and toward
midnight he will attend the great ball ; and that handsome woman, who smiles so often and with such a vo;

luptuous air, who lolls beside him in the carriage, and
meets the gaze of the people so unconcernedly she
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will be there also, with a very low corsage, and a marvelous flashing of jewels; for a great deal of Sir William's prize money goes into her pockets, and she is
not afraid to spend it.
The modern Alexander the
Great and his Thais! Many a haughty Briton will be
carried drunk to bed to-night; but Christmas comes

but once a year, and, as the war is over, we cannot
look for such another a twelvemonth hence. Huzza for
King George, and for his heroic representative! But
who is this sorry-looking fellow being hurried down a
side street with a soldier at each side of him and another following behind, giving him a sly prick with his

A

bayonet now and then?
spy, probably, on his way
to the guardhouse ; he will be hanged to-morrow. These
pestilent rebels continue to crop up every now and
then, although their cause is lost; there are a good
many of them living here among us in New York,
though they keep out of sight as a rule. But time brings
strange revenges ; and the child is now born who shall
see a handsome monument erected to the memory of
these fellows, in Trinity churchyard. But will there be
none there in honor of Sir William Howe, and of this
handsome lady with the jewels? No, not there. In
one little century he and she will have been forgotten,
'Tis a
except in the pages of dry-as-dust histories.

mad

world!

The British posts along the Delaware extended for
miles; it was Washington's plan to make a
simultaneous attack on them. But, at the last moment,
Gates deserted him and went to Baltimore to plot
against him. Reed got his own horse over, but left his
men on the other shore, and sought dishonorable refuge
within the enemy's lines. Ewing, after a look at the
weather, gave up all idea of the adventure forthwith.
Cadwalader with his men stood for several hours by
the river's bank in the icy gale, with the great blocks
of ice roaring and crashing down the stream before

many

them, waiting for a living chance to get across; but
none came, and at last they retired, convinced that if
they could not do it, no one else could. Putnam, who
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was

to have marched from Philadelphia, thought it
best to forego the attempt. So, of them all, there was

none left but Washington. Would he dare what all
the rest had shrunk from?
He had started on his march of fifteen miles about
an hour before sunset. With him were twenty-four
hundred men; but none in the army were worthier to
be led by him; they were Virginians, Pennsylvanians

New Englanders; they knew what war was, and
they were ready to act up to the motto that had been
chosen for them "Victory or Death." Among their
officers were Alexander Hamilton, Stirling, Greene,
The indomitable fishermen of
Knox, and Stark.
Marblehead were there. Whatever could be asked of
men, the men who marched that day would do. But
as each soldier's bare foot left its imprint in the
snow, it was marked with blood; and the wind blew
and

through their ragged clothing as if it were gossamer.
By the time they had reached the river, it was within
an hour of midnight, and the worst night of that
winter. The frost was intense; it had begun to snow;
the stream ran dark and swift, hurling along its load
of whitened ice.
Out stepped the iron mariners of
Marblehead to man the boats; for, by Washington's
foresight, every boat up and down the river was there.
Eighteen fieldpieces were to be ferried over, as well as
the troops it will be three in the morning before they
are all across. And just then messengers ride up and
inform the General that all his other officers have
failed him. But Washington's great spirit is kindled
into flame, and nothing can stop him now. "If you
can do nothing real, create a diversion," is the word
he sends to Cadwalader "I am determined to cross the
river and attack Trenton in the morning."
Captain
Anderson's reconnoitering party has fallen in with a
post of Hessians and fired on them, an alarm is
sounded, and three or four hundred men turn out and
blunder through the snow for a while, but can see
nothing, and return, reporting it is "of no importance"
and tipsy Rail, on this his last night on earth, opens
another bottle and calls for another stave, while Wash502
;

;

;
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ington is pressing through the icy turmoil of the river
nine miles away, and Howe and his mistress are leading the revels in distant New York. Upon the stage of
the world each one aets his appointed part.
The troops are all on the Jersey shore at last, with
not a cannon missing; but Sullivan sends word that
his men's guns are wet.
"Then use the bayonet and
penetrate into the town," is Washington's reply; and
the bayonets are fixed before Sullivan can give the
word. In the teeth of a northeast gale of sleet and
hail the march to Trenton begins; they have been
marching and toiling for more than eighteen hours
continuously ; yet, as the stronghold of the enemy comes
in sight, every man feels his strength renewed.
The
force divides for a double attack, one under Sullivan and Stark, Washington with the other. There is
no longer any possibility of concealment; daylight
has come but the storm is still as fierce as ever. The
night watch at Trenton has turned in only the sentries
are out, muffling their faces as best they can from the
;

;

gale, and envying their companions, sunk deep in
stertorous sleep after their Christmas night's debauch.
Rail is sleeping soundest of all; yet the time is at

hand when he

shall sleep sounder yet,

and awake no

more.

But he has been awakened now; those shots are at
the picket on Pennington Road; those cheers are from
the direction of the picket on the river but they, do
not sound like the cheers of Hessians. Are those the
yaegers who are flying pell-mell across the Assanpink,
with what wild avengers behind them! Who is this
tall officer in the dark cloak who rides down King
Street with the crowd of desperate-looking cutthroats
at his heels? Can that be the rebel rascal, Washington? Yes, Rail, this is he; so get astride that horse
of yours, though you reel in the saddle, like the

drunken man you are; you must

die, therefore die as

a soldier should, cheering on his men. But with what
a fury these ragged scarecrows come on: there is no
standing against them; the two cannon which have
been planted before your door are dismounted, and
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yonder is a battery of six guns opening on you but
three hundred yards off; and here come the bullets too,
sent by men who know how to aim. Ah, there is one
This is a
through your body, Rail and down you go
sorry sequel to last night's jollification; but such is
the fortune of war. Yet even now, many of your men
could escape, if they could but forget that plunder of
theirs, which was to make them all rich when they got
back to Hesse-Cassel. Both your regiments are hurled
!

;

hither and thither in helpless confusion; and here
comes that charge again; how those New England
devils do ply the bayonet! others besides Hessians can
use that weapon, it seems.
Knyphausen's regiment
strives to hold the Assanpink Bridge, but their cannon
are stuck in the marsh, and Stirling is upon them like
a Comanche; there is nothing for it but to surrender.
The others have capitulated already. Hardly half an
hour since we were all peacefully asleep, and now we
are dead, wounded, and prisoners, all except those who

succeeded in running away; nearly a thousand of us;
and all our arms and provisions, and our beloved
plunder. Is it for this that we left our fatherland?
And can it be true what they are saying that of
these tattered savages that have overcome us not one
has been killed not one? That is what one gets for
going to make war in an uncivilized country!
Here, then, was Washington and his army in Trenton, with no enemy in sight; but he must not stay
there, for the fugitives would spread the alarm, and
ere long he would have to face the whole British force
in New Jersey. But in these houses where last night
the Hessians caroused, there is still food and drink
to be had; and some hours pass while the famished
patriots regale themselves, and heap fuel on the hearthstones to enjoy the unfamiliar sensation of warmth.
Then, with the twelve hundred captured arms and
other paraphernalia, the return across the Delaware
must be accomplished; the storm still continues, and
still the ice drifts down the angry stream
Stirling is
disabled by exhaustion, and one man at least i
frozen to death, in spite of the flush of victory. The
'

;
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next morning all are safe, however weary and the consciousness of having performed a great exploit takes
the place to some extent of food and lodging and
On this day, though he does not know it yet,
sleep.
Congress has bestowed on Washington powers to raise
regiments and officer them, to arrest the disaffected,
and to appropriate necessaries for his army at an appraised value.
They should not regret their action
when they hear of Trenton. Money too is voted a
million dollars in paper on the credit of the States,
and two million pounds to be borrowed, if possible,
by Franklin and the other American commissioners in
Paris. Meanwhile, till the bills be printed, Washington has nothing; but he pledges his own fortune; so
does Stark; and Robert Morris, being appealed to,
routs the staid inhabitants of Philadelphia out of bed
at sunrise on New Year's morning; they must lend
money he himself has sent what he had, and by noon
he has collected fifty thousand dollars, with more to
come if needed. The term of enlistment of the New
Englanders expired the night before ; but, by a unanimous vote, they have agreed to stay six weeks longer ;
and heavy reenforcements are on their way; so that
on January 2, Washington, once more at Trenton, is
met by five thousand troops, though three thousand of
them are making their first acquaintance with camps,
to say nothing of war. But there are "veterans" among
them to teach them the way and keep, them steady.
Where is Dunop, the colleague of Rail, deceased ? Fled
;

:

to Princeton, leaving not only his stores, but his sick

and wounded behind; and Cadwalader has occupied
Bordentown and Burlington. But Cornwallis, indefinitely postponing that trip to England, is coming up with
over five thousand British and Hessians, the "flower"
of the invading army, once more, smelling of powder
and thirsting for blood. His stores and magazines he
leaves at Brunswick he has reached Princeton, and is
off for Trenton; but Hand and Greene are already
disputing the way with him; at every step he must
form and fight it is exhausting work, for the weather
has turned warm, and the roads are deep in Jersey
;

;
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mud. Onward, however, or all that has been gained
since Fort Washington is lost, and more.
But it is
four in the short winter afternoon before Trenton is
sighted; and there is the American army drawn up in
battle array on the further side of the little Assanpink
a rivulet only, but swollen by melting snow, and not
to be crossed without a battle; possibly (for generals
must think of these things) there might be a battle
with no crossing to follow. Shall Cornwallis attack?
Simcoe says he should; and so does Erskine, who
fears Washington may vanish in the night. But the
sun has set, a fog is rising, the men are tired with
that long march with their nerves on the stretch, and
the rebel army looks as big as their own. No: Cornwallis will put out pickets to guard against a surprise,
and give his men some sleep; time enough to finish the
rebels in the morning, after a rasher of bacon and a
cup of coffee. So down he lies with his five thousand,
and the drowsy pickets, forcing their eyelids apart, see
the fires of the Americans shining in a long row along
the banks of the Assanpink. All is well no harm if
:

nap a little.
But when dawn breaks, all does not seem
Where are the Americans? The ashes of their
they, too,

so well.
are
there, but they have long ceased to warm the bodies of
their tenders.
Have they retreated across the Delaware? It is probable: but hark! was not that the
sound of cannonading? and did it not come from the
north from Princeton? Cornwallis sees it all in a
moment
Princeton is guarded but by two or three
fires

:

regiments who can hardly resist a surprise in force;
and, Princeton won, there is nothing between the
Americans and those magazines at Brunswick, to lose

which

is

to

lose

all.

Northward therefore on the

double quick, and the coffee and bacon must wait a
while.
It is already seven or
set out on the unguarded southern road, past Cornwallis's left flank,
It was
after having sent his baggage to Burlington.

Yes, there
eight hours

is

no time to

since

lose.

Washington

a good night for a march, for the temperature had
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fallen, and those miry ways which had
wallis's men leaden-footed were now

made Corn-

ringing hard,
and offered no hindrance to the heavy wheels of the
At sunrise they were on Princeton's outartillery.
skirts, to find two British regiments already on their
march to join Cornwallis at Trenton; there was a
mile between the two, and Stony Brook separated
them. Mawhood, commanding the leading regiment,
was suddenly aware of a force of Americans in his
rear, arid hastened back to effect a junction with the
other; in a short action, the Americans under Mercer
gave way before a bayonet charge, and Mercer was
stabbed to death.
But the British knew not what
might be in store for them, and in their hesitation,
up rode Washington with his raw Pennsylvaniaris,
dividing the enemy into two parties. But Mawhood
formed his veterans to charge; and those young farmers, who had never till now seen a gun fired in anger,
and who had been up and marching all night, began
to glance this way and that, as if thinking the matter
had gone far enough, or even too far. But Washington was behind them and when he saw that faltering
glance, he knew what ailed them; and out he rode in
;

and on, till but thirty yards parted him from
the ranks of the enemy, who at the same moment
leveled their muskets to fire.
So, too, did the now
heartened Pennsylvanians ; and the two volleys
crashed simultaneously, with Washington in the
middle, erect on his horse, just where every bullet
from both sides must, as it seemed, be bound to pass.
They passed, how close we know not, but through the
smoke he could be seen, sitting untouched; and from
behind up came Hitchcock's men, whHe Hand and his
sharpshooters were making themselves felt on the left
of the British position. The latter were fain to break
and run, and over the fences they went like deer, dropping every now and then to a shot from their purAt the same time. Stark and others were
suers.
crumpling up the British Fifty-fifth; and altogether,
after twenty minutes, between four and five hundred
redcoats were, killed, wounded or prisoners, and the
front,
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remainder were dotted over the country in a race for
Brunswick. Should they be pursued? Undoubtedly,
a board of war sitting two hundred miles away would
have said, Yes but Washington's men had been marching and fighting with little to eat, and, as usual, with
less to wear, for two days and a night and even their
endurance had its limits. To chase those Britishers
eighteen miles, with Cornwallis storming in their rear,
was asking too much; and Washington, pausing only
to overthrow a bridge, turned to the hills and camped
his men among the woods near Somerset Court House.
But the whole country was now up, and on all sides
the British were getting the worst of it. At Springfield, at Hackensack, at Newark, and at Elizabethtown
they were shot down, driven and captured; Washington made his new headquarters at Morristown; there
was a large encampment at Spring Valley, and the
lines were extended to Amboy, which, with Brunswick
and Paulus Hook, were the only posts still held by the
enemy. All the people, all the army, and even the
British, praised Washington there was but one body
;

;

;

men who

and

criticized him, and that was
the American Congress, led by John Adams. "I have
been distressed," declared this incorrigible gentleman,
"to see some of our members disposed to idolize an
image which their own hands have molten. I speak

of

belittled

of the superstitious veneration paid to General WashI honor him for his good qualities ; but, in this
I
So
shall always feel myself his superior."
House,

ington.

Congress voted that Washington should immediately
enemy before they could be reenforced" with three thousand men! Yet this was the
Congress that had declared Independence.
But it had already become evident that this war
was to be fought, not by Congress, but by Washington
and the people; and the ceremony of investing General Howe with the Order of the Bath, which took
place in New York on the 18th of January, 1777,
passed off without disturbing the equanimity of the
The modern Alexander, at the end of his
country.
campaign, held New York City, Brunswick, Fort
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Niagara and Rhode Island; everything else was in
possession of the persons whom he was supposed to
have defeated.
And they were every day growing
stronger, more confident, and better equipped. Thirtyfive thousand of the "flower" of European warriors
was not sufficient to reduce a continent; and Sir
William asked for more. But Lord Germain, who had
already begun to apprehend that a time might come
when he would be blamed for these proceedings, was
preparing to shift the odium on the Howes. The desired reenforceinents were not forthcoming; and his
lordship intimated that there were quite enough
soldiers in the country for the successful conduct of
any operations that could be called for. We see,
therefore, that Congress was not the only governing
body which could pick flaws in a commander who was

hampered by its own stupidity and slackness.
While England was trying to help herself out for
the next campaign by buying unwilling recruits from
the German principalities, and meeting with very poor
success, the American commissioners in Paris, who
had arrived there in December, were making overtures
for French support.
Louis XVI had prejudices and
hatreds, but no strength of will; the former were arrayed against the cause of the Americans, but the
by his minister, Vergennes, and
by the singular enthusiasm which the war aroused

latter Kvas overborne

of his subjects. But much of the success
of the mission must be ascribed to the personal influence of Franklin, who was received in Paris with an
affection and glorification which would have turned
the head of anyone else. There is a great deal of contemporary testimony regarding his experiences;
artists painted his portrait, his sayings were remem-

among many

bered and repeated, he was crowned by the ladies, and
one of them, presumably the fairest, kissed his cheek.
The fact that he wore, at great receptions, an old suit
of clothes which had already done service in England,
was noted with rapture by the most fastidiously attired nation in the world; and we are not to be deterred from our pleasure in the episode by the sug509
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gestion that he would have worn a better one had it
been sent him in season by the tailor. The old man of
the world caught the hint quickly enough, and submitted, within reason, to conform to the part which
the imagination of his hosts assigned him. His object
was exclusively the welfare of his country, and whatever he did or said was shaped with that end in view.
He would admit no suggestion that the struggle with
England could issue otherwise than in the victory of

America; not twenty campaigns, he affirmed, could
exhaust her resources or daunt her determination.
Then he painted in glowing colors the enormous prosperity which the States were certain to attain, as soon
as they should be enabled to enjoy free and full development; and the consequent value which their commerce must possess for that nation which should be
accorded special privileges. The desire of the States
to enter into the most friendly relations with France
was expressed, and though America must for the
present be in the attitude of a recipient of friendly
offices, yet when her time of trial was over, France
should have no reason to regret having extended them.

The need now was for arms and money; and Franklin and Arthur Lee submitted a specified request for
Vergennes gave
battleships, cannon, and muskets.
cordial attention to all this, and then went to see what
could be done with the King.
Outside of the sentimental interest which an influential part of France felt in the Eevolution, caused
by the philosophic speculation as to the rights of man
which Voltaire and others had stimulated, and by admiration for the character of Franklin, there was the
political and practical craving to be quits with England for injuries sustained in the past. Never, probably, would so good an opportunity again be offered to
humiliate her great rival ; and though it was true that
France had large possessions in America, yet these
could never be developed should England succeed in
overcoming the resistance of her colonies; whereas if
the colonies, by France's help, threw off the English
yoke, they might reasonably be trusted to fulfill their
510
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promises of friendly consideration. But against these
strong arguments for an alliance were to be set two
things first, the personal desire of the King for peace,
:

and his dislike of the principle of free institutions;
and secondly, the comparative weakness of France for
active and open war with England. She was heavily
in debt, and prudence demanded that she should
incur no expenses and exertions that could be postponed or avoided. When motives conflict, a compromise results; and France (always trying to associate
Spain with her) answered America's proposals in the
"The commercial facilities afforded
following phrases
in the ports of France and Spain, and the tacit diversion of the two powers whose expensive armaments
oblige England to divide her efforts, manifest the interest of the two crowns in the success of the Americans. The King will not incommode them in deriving
resources from the commerce of his kingdom, confident
that they will conform to the rules prescribed by the
precise and rigorous meaning of existing treaties, of
which the two monarchs are exact observers. Unable
:

to enter into the details of their supplies, he will mark
to them his benevolence and good will by destining to
them secret succors, which will extend their credit and
their purchases."
It is worth while to refresh our memory as to just
how far France was willing to go for us, and just what
her reasons were for going as far as she did. She
wished to use us as a means of injuring England but
she desired to do this in such a way as to disable England from convicting her of any technical act of hosShe would supply America with the means of
tility.
fighting their common adversary; but in such a way
that America alone should bear the brunt of England's
attack. What further steps France might take would
be determined by the issue of the contest; the more
America gained on England, the more undisguised
;

would be France's assistance; until, when England
should obviously be on her last legs, a thoroughgoing
offensive and defensive alliance might be granted. But
if England gained the upper hand, then France would
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cease her secret succors, and deny that she had ever
given any. It was an entirely selfish and cold-blooded
policy; and yet it was as near an approach to friendship as one nation is apt to manifest for another and
accompanied as it was with the Americomania which
had become the fad with fashionable Paris at that moment, and with the enlistment in the American army of
;

persons of quality like Lafayette and De Kalb (who
were actuated by genuine and generous enthusiasm for
the cause), we can understand how, in the historical
perspective, it appears as if France and America had
been very sweetly disposed toward each other. And
because impressions of this kind, however ill-founded,

tend to

make themselves

realities,

it

follows that

France and America have uniformly been friendly.
But it is all based on the slenderest possible grounds
and the feeling created by the Maximilian episode in
Mexico, and later, by the expressions of sympathy for
Germany in the Franco-German War, show how
readily it may be destroyed. There is nothing really in
common between us and France, any more than there is
between us and Russia or Spain.
The negotiations with Spain were carried on with
the new minister, Florida Blanca, Grimaldi having been
;

He was a cold, intellectual, double-dealing
Spaniard, of low origin. He hated the Americans, and
he hated England; it would have given him pleasure
could he have destroyed them both, and perhaps France
into the bargain. But he was hampered by the bankruptcy and physical impotence of his country, making
peace imperative. Of the three nations concerned in
this affair, Spain feared England most, and saw the
advantage of a friendly understanding with France.
If England could be brought down, then it would be
possible to act more effectively against America; and
if Spain could become predominant in the Western Continent, she could make her own terms with France.
Meanwhile Spain advanced sums of money to the
States, carefully concealing the transaction by making
France her almoner; she admitted American ships and
privateers to enter her ports, but when England redismissed.
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monstrated, assured her that it had been done inadTo France, Florida Blanca proposed that
they should let America and England fight each other
to a standstill, and then, like the fox in the fable, make
off with the plunder for which the lion and the bear
had been contending. In short, his policy was characteristically Spanish the policy of treachery, falsehood and dishonor. It was declined by Vergennes, who
named the early months of 1778 as the period when
open war with England would have to be either finally
accepted or rejected. Franklin allowed the two high
contracting powers to perplex themselves as much as
they pleased in the mazes of "enlightened selfishness" ;
indifferent so long as he secured for his country some
strengthening of the sinews of war. He was a remarkably clear-sighted and far-sighted man, and perhaps he
believed that the time would come when little America
would grow so large that she should dictate the policy
of the rest of the world.
About three thousand German mercenaries were sent
to the States in 1777 ; but so many of the original supply
had been killed or had died of a putrid fever which
seized upon them, that the actual number in the country
was not substantially increased. The English Ministry
had great hopes of its Indian allies, who, were to keep
open the line between Canada and Albany, and ply
their murderous industry all along the borders of the
colonies. Privateering by Englishmen was authorized,
and at the same time American privateers were condemned as pirates, and their crews, when captured,
were to be treated accordingly. The plan of campaign
decided on by Germain, in disregard of the advice and
wishes of the Howes, was to make an invasion by way
of Canada ten thousand men were to be put under the
command of Carleton and Burgoyne, and make a trivertently.

;

umphal progress down

A

to Albany.
triumphal progress through the wilderness of northern New York and

a remarkable phenomenon, even
without the incalculable factor of an aroused population hanging upon its advance like a swarm of hornets
upon the rash disturbers of their nest. The Howes
513
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were offended, and informed Germain that Burgoyne
would have no assistance from them and they gave up
the attempt to reach Philadelphia through New Jersey
with what they deemed their inadequate force, and
;

transferred the seat of their operations to the Chesapeake.
But it is upon Burgoyne that our attention must now
be concentrated. His career was brief, but it was occasionally brilliant and uniformly interesting.
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campaign was a helter-skelter sort
of adventure, though the conception of it was
better than the execution. Handsome Jack Burgoyne was at this time about fifty-three years old;
though there seems to be a certain coquettishness as to
the precise year of his birth, which he perhaps encouraged as time went on; for a 'handsome man is not
always willing to be known to be older than he can
contrive to appear.
He had written plays, and had
listened in the wings to the delicious sound of popular
applause, and to more specific homage afterward in the
drawing rooms and dining rooms of his fashionable
friends: to whom perhaps he would reply, self-deprecatingly, that being but a rude soldier he must be dealt
leniently with in these attempts at the arts of peace.
When his summer campaign of 1777 was a thing of the
past, it might occur to him that the voice of criticism
should be merciful to him on the ground that he was
but a simple playwright, making his first essay in war.
man of two trades cannot do better than make one
the excuse for inefficiency in the other.
If one must make war in the woods, doubtless summer is a better season than winter, especially when the
woods are those of Canada and northern New York.
One does not freeze to death, or just escape doing so

BURGOYNE'S

A

but on the other hand one
a man of Burgoyne's
poetic and romantic nature, the great forests were no
doubt magnificent enough to compensate even for the
mosquitoes ; besides, he was supported by the notion that
he was a great man, and was soon, at small expense,
to be greater. Before he arrived in Quebec, on the 6th
of May, Carleton had innocently supposed that it was he
515
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who was

,

to lead the triumphal march but Burgoyne's
dispatches from Lord Germain dissipated that dream.
Carleton was censured for his slackness in the former
campaign, which had not been bloody enough to suit
the sanguinary coward in London; and then he had
marched back to Canada leaving Ticonderoga undestroyed.
Consequently it was to Burgoyne that the
leadership was intrusted; Carleton was to remain
inglorious in Quebec, and confine his activity to sending supplies and reenforcements to his more fortunate
colleague as they might be required. It was a sharp
mortification and of course undeserved; but Carleton
took it like a man, and obeyed orders like a soldier. He
cannot, however, be relieved from the odium of having
advised the imbecile strategy which left Howe unsupported, and attempted to bring down ten thousand
;

men

to effect a junction with him through hundreds of
miles of wild and hostile country. The consequence of
such a division of forces was soon to be seen. But
Carleton underrated the ability and courage of the
Americans, even in the kind of fighting which was
best suited to their training and methods. Burgoyne
should have known better, for he had seen Bunker
Hill; but Burgoyne believed in his genius, or perhaps
in his star. Howe might fail where he would succeed.
The plan was to march down the old St. John's route
to Ticonderoga, capture that blood-stained stronghold,
and continue to Albany, and so down the Hudson to
New York and Howe; a diversion being created by a
simultaneous expedition by way of Ontario, making a
juijction with the main force in northern New York.
A feature in the scheme which was relied upon to insure its success was the engagement of the Indian
tribes of the locality to spread terror and death along
the margins of the march. This was insisted on by

King George and Germain, who wished no restraint to
be put upon the natural impulses of the red men. They
agreed with the savages that war upon women and
children was legitimate; "His Majesty," Germain
again and again repeated, "wishes to take advantage
of every means which Providence places in his hands."
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God, according to these gentlemen, approved of scalping mothers, and dashing out the brains of their
babies.
Neither Burgoyne nor Carleton was so advanced as this; and the former, in his address to the
Indians, enjoined upon them not to scalp their enemies unless they were dead. The Indians promised, reflecting that there need be no trouble about the killAs a matter of fact, however, when they got to
ing.
work, with no red-coated officer to look after them, they
went on in the old familiar way and it must be added
that when Burgoyne began to find himself in danger
from the despised husbandmen, he was no longer in
the least particular about asking whether the scalps
brought in were living or dead ones. These children
of nature, he perceived, were better left to their own
devices.
When pretty Jane Maccrae, imagining herself safe under the escort of two Indians, was on her
way to join her betrothed lover at Fort Edward, the
escort quarreled about her, and as the easiest way of
settling it, drove an ax into her skull. The deed, committed under such circumstances, sent a thrill of horror through the country but Burgoyne, when the murderers were brought before him, thought they would
best be pardoned. But Jane's innocent blood did not
;

;

go entirely unavenged.
He had under him, altogether, about seventy-five
hundred men, and several good subordinates, of whom
There
the ambitious Fraser was probably the best.
were also the Germans Riedesel and Breymann (who
was killed at Saratoga). St. Leger commanded the
But many of the subflank expedition by Ontario.
ordinate officers were little more than children boys
of sixteen and seventeen, who, dying bravely, sent
home word to their mothers or uncles that they had
had taken
perished like soldiers. Probably Burgoyne
the
with
march
kindly
in
the
them along
triumphal
a
to
share
an
them
great
of
opportunity
purpose
giving
deal of glory and very little danger.
What had the Americans to oppose against this galTheir defense began with a bitter
lant expedition?
quarrel between Schuyler and Gates for the leadership.
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Schuyler was of good birth and connections, and in his
opinion these were sufficient recommendations for a
general; an impression which has been held by other
well-born but incompetent persons before and since.
But Schuyler was not merely incompetent; a great
many American officers were that at the beginning of
the war. He was also a coward, always finding some
excuse to skulk in the rear when there was fighting
going on; or, if no excuse could be found, skulking
without one. Gates knew something of war, but even
he was under a shadow as to personal gallantry; he
was nowhere on the field during the battles at Saratoga. Both of them showed that they cared more for
precedence than they did for the cause, and were willing to sacrifice the latter to the former. They sent and
brought complaints of each other to Congress, as illconditioned schoolboys tell tales on one another to the
master. Congress finally ended the dispute by giving
Gates the command. Gates sent to Washington for
tents; Washington had none to give him; upon which
the Englishman indulged in gibes and innuendoes at
his expense. He delayed for weeks at Albany, waiting
for impossible supplies, and declaring he would not
budge until he "saw them before him." However, before Burgoyne had reached Lake George, Ticonderoga
had been filled with provisions and materials for an
indefinite siege, and Gates declared it to be invincible.
St. Clair, his second in command, was of the same
opinion.
According to them, Burgoyne had not the
ghost of a chance; he would march back to Canada
much quicker than he had come hither. Meanwhile,
the fortifications along the Lake were entirely neglected, and Mount Defiance, regarded as the key of the
region, was not even occupied. Burgoyne himself could
hardly have taken measures better calculated to insure
his success than were adopted by the American leaders.

He was

as boastful of the

morrow

as his antagonists,

"This army must not retreat"
was his ultimatum to his men. In the sequel, it did not
retreat very far; but that was not Burgoyne's fault;
it was surrounded, and it surrendered.
Burgoyne
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would have been retreating to the present day, if he
could have got out of the net drawn round him, and
had lived long enough.
Upon the whole, it may be said that this campaign
was lost by the commanders on both sides, and was
won for the Americans, in spite of their commanders,
by the yeomen of New England and New York. These
hard-fisted fellows, in their shirt sleeves, with their unbayoneted fowling pieces, conceived and carried out
the actions which defeated the invaders in detail;
Gates accomplished nothing that he deliberately undertook, but fled like the horizon, from one position to another in the rear before Burgoyne's advance; and had
he been left to himself, he would have been driven
down the Hudson until he found himself impaled upon
the bayonets of Clinton, who was amusing himself
with Putnam in middle New York. But the country
folk, led by captains of their own like Stark, men who
meant business, wanted to fight, and were afraid of
nothing, inflicted losses on the British which were in
the aggregate large, which spoiled their bloom of selfconfidence, and which were irreparable, since there
could be no reenforcements until the triumphal march
had reached its goal. St. Leger, marching on a con-

verging line from the westward, met with fortune
quite as bad; and the Indians, disgusted and alarmed
at the unexpected vulnerability of the soldiers of the
Great Father in England, slunk away to their villages,

and occasionally tomahawking the officers
they had sworn to follow. Most of their own
principal chiefs were slain; and it would evidently be
difficult to rely upon them in future as allies, even if,
after this experience of them, the British should feel
inclined to make overtures to that end. It was a great
after robbing

whom

grief to the

King and Germain.

Starting on the 15th of June, Burgoyne was at
Ticonderoga by the 1st of July, having met with no
opposition worth mentioning. On one day St. Clair
was promising his total defeat; on the next he had
abandoned Ticonderoga, with all its painfully accumulated stores

and armament, and was in
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Why? He and

Gates had had

all

spring and half the

summer to prepare; and they had prepared to their
own satisfaction; and yet, the moment the enemy appeared, they found themselves wholly defenseless. It
like an op6ra bouffe.
Schuyler, unluckily
for himself, had not at this time been put under an
extinguisher by Congress, and therefore received, very
deservedly, the larger part of the disgrace. "Burgoyne's
force" this was the burden of his wail "keeps getting
larger every day." And the topography of the country
did not, so far as he could discover, afford any means
of defense against this ever-growing horde of ogreish
invaders. "You will probably hear of us falling back
still further." The best that could be said of this mode
of conducting war was, that it did not involve any
serious loss of life. It was like playing checkers with
the white on the white squares and the black on the

was comic,

There is much movement, but no casualty.
Alexander Hamilton, who was at this time on Washington's staff, was perplexed by the Ticonderoga affair, for "if the post was untenable, it ought long ago
to have been given up; instead of that, we have kept a
large quantity of cannon in it, and have been heaping
up very valuable magazines of stores and provisions
that, in the critical moment of defense, are abandoned
and lost." Inasmuch as Schuyler had been boasting
of his industry in making this accumulation, which
turned out to be for the benefit of the enemy, Congress
black.

decided that he was too expensive to retain in his position, and Gates's opportunity came, as has been told.
As for Burgoyne, his friends in England, reading his
plays and hearing of his victories, knew not whether
he were more a new Shakespeare or a new Hannibal.
Early in the morning of July 7, Fraser, pursuing the
rear guard of the retreating Americans under Warner
and Francis, overtook them near Hubbardton, when
Warner, to Eraser's surprise, and contrary to precedent, turned and attacked him as if he had been
looking for him ; and was defeating him, when Riedesel
came opportunely up and rescued him. Francis was
killed, leading a charge; otherwise the losses were
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about equal, and the British could not continue the
pursuit; and another British regiment was similarly
turned back by the garrison of Fort Ann the next day.
Burgoyne sent to Carleton for men to hold Ticonderoga, which Carleton, acting under instructions from
England, refused; nor were provisions prompt in arriving or ample in quantity. In one way and another,
Burgoyne, by the time he reached Fort Edward, early
in August, was less formidable as to numbers than

when he

set out.
Washington, urgently importuned
by the incompetent Schuyler, sent reenforcements, in-

cluding the Morgan riflemen, whom he could ill spare,
and General Lincoln, who was perhaps less indispensable. Benedict Arnold was also sent north, for he at
least was reckless, and might compensate for the signal
industry in getting backward of the others; and an
urgent appeal was made to the New Englanders to
come out and help. Such appeals were never made in
vain.

But at about the time Burgoyne was at Fort Edward an affair occurred at Fort Stanwix, on the site
of the present town of Kome, which proved that there
Avere still men in New York who could fight. St. Leger
was approaching Stanwix, with George Brant, the

Mohawk

chief,

The

was

fort

a body of tories, rangers, and others.
built of logs on high ground, and was

garrisoned by two New York regiments under Gansevoort and Willet. It was not, however, provisioned for
a siege ; and Herkimer, a native of the Mohawk Valley,
raised a company, chiefly of settlers of German extraction, also natives of the wilderness, and marched to
relieve it. They fell into an ambuscade, and were attacked in front by white troops, and on either flank by
Brant's Indians. The fight that ensued was Homeric;
the adversaries were struggling hand to hand, and the
physical strength of the Americans was pitted against
the Indians'. More were slain by knives and hatchets
than by bullets. Four hundred Americans collected on
a wooded knoll, and defended themselves until the Inbut
dians, having lost many of their best chiefs, fled;
not before Herkimer had been wounded to death. Be521
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fore the fight was over, Willet, with a few men from
the fort, made a sally and swept the entire British
force before them, capturing all their camp equipage
and their flags. Returning to the fort, they made an
American banner out of strips of white shirts and red
coats sewed together with a square of cloth cut from
a blue cloak for the field of the stars. The captured
the first occaflags were run up beneath this ensign
sion during the war when the enemy's colors had been
Benedict
displayed beneath the Stars and Stripes.
Arnold was now sent to the garrison's relief; Indians
brought St. Leger exaggerated accounts of the Ameri
can's numbers, and St. Leger abandoned his camp and
fled.

was

who
was

It was a complicated, but complete victory, and
in no respect due to any of the American generals
had been marching backward before Burgoyne. It
a private, unpremeditated bit of enterprise of the

people's own.
In reply to the summons to arms, Stark of New
Hampshire, the veteran hero, who had been slighted by
Congress in the late appointments of generals as being
too "self-willed," and had thereupon retired to his
farm, forgot all private grievances in ardor for the
cause. At his instance the New Hampshire husbandmen met him at Charlestown, on the upper Connecticut; and disregarding Schuyler's craven order to join
him in his retreat, marched toward the camp of Baum,
of Burgoyne's Brunswickers, who had been sent to
capture stores supposed to exist at Bennington, and

who was then some four

miles from that town, with
about seven -hundred men. On the 15th of August,
Stark received reenforcements from Manchester, and
from Berkshire County in Massachusetts. All these
were the New England men of whom Howe had remarked that they were "more persistent" than any
others he had met within America.
There is something pathetic in the fact that while
Stark was getting his men in positions for the attack,
poor Baum, seeing men in shirt sleeves running behind his camp, supposed them to be loyal, panicstricken countrv folk seeking his protection. Before the
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sun was an hour high, five hundred of these countrymen were in place, and at the signal, early in the afternoon, a simultaneous attack was delivered from all
sides. Stark's men did not wait to be mowed down by
cannon shot, but ran right up to the guns and shot
down the cannoneers. The next thing Baum knew, the
shirt sleeves were over his ramparts, and Baum was
killed in a charge, and his troops surrendered. At that
moment up came the regiments under Breymann, who
had marched over twenty miles in easy stages; but
Warner brought up his reserve of one hundred and
fifty men; Stark turned the captured cannon against
the foe-, and the new battle raged for an hour or two
longer, when Breymann broke and ran, leaving everything behind him. They were pursued till nightfall.
In this brilliant battle seventy Americans were killed
and wounded; the total loss of the enemy, including
Had
prisoners, was more than ten times as large.
Schuyler had his way, it would never have been fought.
It was an irreparable misfortune for Burgoyne, and it
completed the disaffection of his Indian allies.
By the 19th of August, Gates, in supreme command
a few miles above Albany, had an army which outnumbered Burgoyne's. Morgan's sharpshooters, Arnold's battalions, returned from the relief of Fort Stanwix, and other accessions, brought him up to nine
thousand effectives he had artillery and muskets from
France, supplies from New York, and was altogether
in better plight than any American army had yet been.
;

If he did not defeat himself, it was not likely that
Burgoyne could defeat him. He consumed twenty
days in preparations but when he could think of nothing else to do, he moved forward to Bemus Heights,
just beyond Stillwater, with his right wing on the
Hudson. Burgoyne crossed the Hudson with six thousand men and Vent into camp six miles north of
Gates's position. Hereupon General Lincoln ordered
Colonel Brown to operate in his rear; and that officer,
with five hundred light troops, swooped down upon
the outposts of Ticonderoga, freed a hundred American
prisoners, captured three hundred men, with arms and
;
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cannon, destroyed an armed sloop and gunboats, and
two hundred smaller boats, all with a loss of but nine
men. It was now Burgoyne's turn; if he could fight
and conquer, the time to prove it had come.
But before we can behold his fate, chronological sequence demands that we inquire what Howe and Washington were doing before Philadelphia. Washington
had about eight thousand men, Howe seventeen thousand; in spite of John Adams's assertion that he outnumbered Howe by "several thousand." We seem to be
reading the history of much later times when we are
told that "political and personal considerations controlled the nomination of officers, and Congress had
not vigor enough to drop the iucapables." Until they
learned that Lafayette wished to serve without pension
or allowance, they refused to receive him ; but then immediately raised him to the rank of Major General.
Meanwhile Adams was protesting that "were I in
Washington's shoes, I should put more to risk; I am
sick of Fabian systems ; my toast is a short war and a
violent one I" There was no braver, more patriotic, or,
in his own sphere, wiser man in America than John
Adams; but it is fortunate for the country that his
sphere was not in the field. Short and violent his cam-

paign would no doubt have been; but where Adams
would have been at the end of it, and what would have
become of the American army, are questions which
unveil unpleasant vistas of conjecture.
Howe had embarked his army at New York in the
first week in July, but his fleet of three hundred ships
spent more than a mouth in reaching Elk River, about
fifty miles below Philadelphia. Sullivan, who had lost
a couple of hundred men in an ill-judged expedition
against Staten Island, joined Washington at Wilming-

Howe moved

like a tortoise, but always forward.
his main force at Milltown, he sent forward a
party to make a feint against the Americans resting
back of Red Clay Creek; his design was to turn their
instead
right flank the next morning. But Washington,
of waiting to be surprised, shifted his position during
the night to a stronger one north of the Brandywine,

ton.

With
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on the high ground above Chadd's Ford. Cannon protected the ford; the American left was shielded by a
thick wood clothing the high banks above the rocky
rapids of the stream; Sullivan was ordered to guard
the right flank, which was also thickly wooded under
him were the divisions of Stirling and Stephen. Armstrong and the Pennsylvanians were on the left. It
was a strong arrangement, and should have been successful.
Washington, knowing that the center of the
enemy was his weakest point, being hampered with the
baggage of the entire army, resolved to strike him
there. Sullivan was directed to cross the Brandywine
at an upper ford, to detain Howe and Cornwallis and
menace Knyphausen's left flank. Just as the attack
was about to be made in front by Greene word came
from Sullivan that he thought there must be some mistake about the directions given him, and that he had
consequently not carried them out. His blunder was
fatal.
The delay gave Cornwallis time to cross the
stream and threaten the American right flank.
;

"March to check his advance," was the order to SulAt this time, the troops commanded by Stirling
and Stephen were posted on a hill on the right; Sulli-

livan.

who acted as If dazed, instead of marching beyond
them toward Cornwallis, led his men toward the
American center, leaving them wholly exposed. Being
informed of his error, he marched back, but while his
line was in disorder, Cornwallis attacked it and put
the
it to flight.
Stirling and Stephen resisted until
them
bayonets of the British and Hessians dislodged
The whole
Lafayette was wounded at this point.
American right was thrown back upon the center, and
the rear was in danger. Washington and Greene, givwent
ing up the movement against the British center,
were
but
them
rallied
and
they
to Sullivan's support,
still forced back until they made a stand on ground
selected by Washington, which they were able to hold
The American left, under Wayne, held
till nightfall.
out till sunset, when their rear was threatened, and
meantime,
they fell back in good order. Knyphausen,
had been able to cross the ford with but little opvan,

;

;
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and the defeat of the Americans was comMaxwell, guarding the retreat, nearly destroyed
two British battalions from an ambush, as the latter
were pressing forward too carelessly after dark.
Howe's men were too tired to pursue the Americans
effectively, and Washington reached Germantown, obtained reenforcements, and returned to confront Howe,
who was still on the Brandywine, once more. The
losses of his army had been between nine hundred and
a thousand; that of Howe, nearly six hundred. The
battle was fought on the llth of September; on the
18th,
Congress left Philadelphia for Lancaster.
"Heaven grant us one great soul !" exclaimed Adams
"one leading mind!" Washington's incompetence was
established, in his mind. "He might have cut to pieces
Howe's army in attempting to cross any of the fords."
The renewal of the battle was prevented by a heavy
rain, which destroyed the American ammunition; a
few days after, Wayne, watching the British while the
position;

plete.

:

main American army was in retreat, was surprised
and lost three hundred men. Howe feinted toward
Beading, and entered Philadelphia on September 26,
establishing there his winter quarters. But the battle
and retreat, though it was a technical disaster, served
the purpose of delaying Howe from reenforcing Burgoyne until it was too late. As we shall now see, the
surrender of the latter took place on the 17th of
October.

Burgoyne might not have risked a battle had he not
believed that Clinton was close in the American's rear.
The position of the Americans was strong, and had been
fortified by the aid of Kosciusko, who was a volunteer
in the army, and had some knowledge of engineering.
The line of breastworks curved from the Hudson on the
right to the hills on the left. On the 19th the British
attack began; Burgoyne was in the center, Fraser on
the right, and Phillips and Kiedesel (who had brought
with him his wife and children to participate in the
pleasures of the triumphal march) on the left. It was
Gates's plan to sit still and be attacked; but Arnold,
thirsting for distinction, besought him to do some526
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he finally sent forward Dearborn and
the latter was the first to engage the enemy,
but without decided result an interval of an hour or
two occurred; for Gates had made no offensive plans,
thing;

Morgan

arid
;

;

and seems to have contemplated retreat. But his men
had no such intention. They resisted the efforts of
Phillips, with his artillery, to drive them from the
wooded hills, and directed an attack against Fraser on
the British right, in the hope of getting to the rear of
Burgoyne's army. Toward sunset, Learued's brigade
and a Massachusetts regiment nearly accomplished this
maneuver, but were checked by Eiedesel. At dusk, the
Americans withdrew to their lines; the men had fought
all day under none but subordinate officers, Gates not
venturing out; had they been adequately handled they
could easily have crumpled up Burgoyne. It must be
admitted, on the other hand, that Burgoyne showed
himself utterly empty of strategy, and followed up
none of his opportunities. "I wish you were our Gensaid General Phillips to Madame Biedesel, as
eral
she served him with coffee after the fight. In this day's
action, the Americans lost about three hundred, the
British more than twice as many; but worse was to
come. During that night they lay on their arms; in
the morning their dead were hurriedly buried, and had
Arnold's advice been followed, a sharp attack might
have finished the campaign; but Gates wanted more
troops and ammunition, and the two men had a violent
meanquarrel. All the 20th, nothing was done; and
time Clinton was outmaneuvering Putnam on the lower
Hudson, and the latter was sending word to Gates that
he "must prepare for the worst." But on September 22
Lincoln arrived with two thousand men. At a council
of war in the British camp, Burgoyne wished to turn
the American left; this was shown to be impossible,
and Eiedesel gave his voice for a retreat on Fort Ed'

!'

ward. Burgoyne could not make up his mind to that,
but knew not' what else to propose finally, on the 7th
of October, after a worse than useless delay of over a
reconnoissance." It
fortnight, he decided on a "grand
was made in the forenoon by fifteen hundred picked
527
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men under

Eraser, Breymann, and Riedesel. Burgoyne
himself accompanied them, taking the place of Breymann, who remained on the right. They advanced to
within half a mile of the Americans, and then took up
their position in a field, with a forest on their left and
a wooded hill on their right, where Eraser was in com-

mand.
Gates, with his eleven thousand men, mustered courage to attack this detachment, and at Morgan's instance descended upon both its flanks. Poor and Ten
Broeck marched against Ackland's grenadiers on the
left ; Morgan took a sweep round the other wing upon
which Burgoyne, to avoid being surrounded, ordered
Eraser to make a line in the rear; but he was shot and
mortally wounded at the critical moment; and at the
same time Ackland was hit and his grenadiers fled. The
center, composed of the Bmnswickers, finding both
their flanks exposed, retreated in disorder. The artillery
was captured ; the second line of defense could not hold
its ground. Arnold, who had ridden on the field without orders and without a command (though he was the
ranking officer on the field) raged hither and thither
like a man in the frenzy of intoxication; he led attacks which had no object, and secured no result; yet
his headlong daring stimulated the men to do their
utmost. Breymann, on the British right, was now attacked by Learned and Brooks, with some Massachusetts men; and here came likewise the wild figure
of Arnold but his career was stayed by a severe wound.
Breymann was killed his men fled or surrendered ; and
with the capture of this point, Burgoyue's defeat was
assured just as night fell. Again, on this day, Gates
;

;

;

had remained in his tent, and so had Lincoln. It was
the soldiers and their immediate officers who fought
and won. Burgoyne, who never betrayed any lack of
personal courage, delayed his retreat in order to bury
Eraser, who died cursing ambition, and begging Madame RiedeseFs pardon for "incommoding" her. On
the night of October 8, leaving their sick and wounded
behind them, the British retreated through rain and
mud to within two miles of Saratoga. The road to
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Fort Edward was held by Stark with two thousand
men. Burgoyne's posts at the mouth of the Fishkill,
with boats and provisions, were captured on the llth;
on the 12th he was completely invested; and on the
13th his counsel of war unanimously voted to surrender. Owing to Gates's fear of Clinton, the dramatic
general was able to secure better terms than he should
have had; but about five thousand eight hundred men

and

officers capitulated, including, it is

curious to note,

members of Parliament, witnesses of the triumphal
march. But eighteen hundred men had previously been
captured, three hundred had deserted, and hundreds
more had been killed; so that the British loss in the
cause of handsome Jack Burgoyne's ambition was in all

six

ten thousand men.
Just before the news of this disaster reached England the King had announced his determination to continue the war at whatever cost till America was at his
Lord Chatham declared that, were he an Amerifeet.
can, he would never lay down his arms, and advised
peace with them and war with France; and the Rockingham party so far concurred as to protest against
"an unjust and cruel civil war." It was on December 2
It
that North received the report from Burgoyne.
destroyed his appetite and kept him awake; he could
see no way to repair the loss of the army but unless a
decided course were at once taken, either for war or
peace, there was danger of French intervention. On
all sides were heard arguments for peace, granting independence; not only the opposition, but the ministerial party were of this complexion, and North himAcself saw no other way out of his predicament.
thousand
than
less
not
to
Lord
forty
Amherst,
cording
men would now be needed to prosecute the war. The
feeling throughout the country was almost unanimous
and there was only one man in England who set himself resolutely on the other side: a half crazy man of
Britthirty-nine years, who sat on the throne of Great
ain.
He forced North to adjourn Parliament for six
or seven weeks, leaving the question unsettled; and
during those weeks he reduced his unhappy minister
;

;
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to subjection. There was not, he declared, any man so
mad or so -bold as to dare to propose to treat with
America on the basis of her independence. He appealed
now to North's personal affection, now to his sense of
honor; and North, to his life-long remorse, once more
gave up his convictions and his conscience to the domination of the stronger will. He had not even the manhood to resign, but continued to occupy the position
which he had disgraced, and which made him miserable. But the King was content ; for though he might
degrade England and delay civilization, he had at all
events had his own way. Nothing else befitted a king.
The American cause was never hopeless but at times
it might well have seemed so to those who judged by
what they saw, instead of by what was unseen. The
population was by this time large enough to give simultaneous expression to different sentiments and to pursue different lines of action ; so that the observer would
be led to form one judgment in one place, and another
in another.
During the autumn and winter of 1777,
however, a spirit of evil seemed to have possessed many
parts of the population at once, and even to have found
temporary lodgment in men who were normally free
from blame. In all the States there were numbers of
tories, who adhered to the cause of King George not
from political conviction or from a principle of
loyalty, but merely because they deemed their material
interests to be consulted by so doing. They thought the
English would finally subdue the country, and pictured
to themselves the advantages they would enjoy as the
reward of "faithfulness," But this attitude of theirs
tended to transform them from honest men into crimi;

For, dwelling as they must do amid a people the
majority of whom were patriots, who were devoting
nals.

their lives and fortunes, and sacrificing their comforts,
for a cause which they preferred to all else thatthe
world could afford them: they must needs find themselves in a position of intense antagonism, and exposed
to the scorn of the community. They would naturally
requite scorn with hatred; and would be prompted to
retaliate for the slights put upon them by giving secret
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aid to the enemy: by acting as spies; by betraying
their fellow citizens to robbery or death. It is a familiar truth that no animosities can compare for virulence

with those between former associates. The tories, doing evil by stealth, insensibly acquired the spirit of
secret assassins; and one wickedness would lead to
another. Their hearts turned to gall; they exulted in
the misery of those who had once been their friends;
they plotted mischief and treachery. This mental at-,
titude is far more corroding and depraving than the
spirit of open war, which is consistent with entire
It was decordiality toward the foe as individuals.
grading, also, because it involved currying favor with
the British, and heaping unnatural abuse upon the
country which gave them birth. They became ever more
inflamed; until the hideous butchery of Wyoming and
similar massacres and outrages in many parts of the
country, which have aroused the horror of the world,
were perpetrated at the instigation not of the British,
nor even of the Indians, but of the tories; and the
greatest of the barbarities committed were their work.
When the British retired from any section of the country which they had occupied, the lot of the tories was
to the last degree wretched; for they had no home;
that in which they were born they had forfeited, and
the English had none to offer them; they had always
despised them, though they had used them; and now
they turned their backs on them. But not all of these

unhappy men were unworthy; many were honorable
in their own eyes, and sincerely convinced that their
patriotic fellow countrymen were traitors, deserving
of punishment. The whole subject of Toryism in America is one of unrelieved gloom or sinister iniquity.
But there were other kinds of mischief afoot in these
It might often appear surprising that the
American army should have been the victim of so much
not
suffering, knowing as we do that the country was
of
the
and
comforts
the
but
had
many
enjoyed
poor,
luxuries of life at the time the war broke out. How
happened it, then, that our soldiers went shoeless and
ill clad
that they lacked blankets, tents, and the com-

times.

;
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monest necessaries of a campaign? A soldier does not
expect to fare as sumptuously on the march as he does
at home; but there is a wide margin between severe
The same
simplicity, and nakedness and starvation.
men who in 1777 walked barefoot through ice and
snow, slept on the bare earth, lacked even a pair of
breeches, and sometimes had but one ragged suit of
clothes between two of them had, the year before, enjoyed whatever is requisite for reasonable ease and convenience. Why this sudden change?
The explanation is to be found in the widespread and
monstrous corruption that prevailed. It was not, nor
the case that a majority, or even a large proportion, of the people were dishonest. But those who
were willing to make money out of the needs and perils
of the country were sufficiently numerous, and forced
themselves into positions, to produce the effect of a
of this age, unforprevailing moral rottenness.
tunately, do not need to be told of the thievishness of
Government contractors, or of the selfish rapacity of
individuals who have control of supplies. Yet it seems
almost incredible that citizens of the States who were
being defended by other citizens at the cost of comfort,
property, and life, should find it in their hearts to cheat
them out of things essential to their support in the

is it ever,

We

should sell food which would keep them from
starving to the British troops and mercenaries who
were brought to the country to destroy them; and
should actually, on some occasions, destroy supplies
rather than sell them to the patriot army at a Government valuation. It seems improbable that officers of
the commissary department should be so intent on filling their own pockets as to neglect to distribute supplies intended for the troops; so that while the latter
were marching and fighting unshod and unclad, abundance of shoes and clothing should be rotting in cases
shrink from believing
and barrels by the roadside.
that, at this crisis of the national history, when the
righting of the wrongs of a hundred years was on the
field;

We

point of being accomplished, soldiers and their officers
should be found who would take money and bounties
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for services which they never meant to render, or use
their positions not to fight for their country, but to

defraud and dishonor it. We are slow to admit that
army could be selected and appointed, not

officers of the

any knowledge or ability in war, or any personal
merits or intelligence which might render them worthy
at least of the respect which is due to personal character but solely because by ill-smelling intrigue and
for

bribery they had wormed their way into places which
were meant for posts of honor, but which they coveted
only in order to use them as the means of thievish gains.
Desertions and treason occur in all armies, and we
could not expect the American army to be free from
them but neither should we expect the American army
;

to be, as for a time it was, conspicuous above all others
for these disgraceful crimes. All the abuses here enumerated, and many others, existed in appalling profusion ;
and it might safely be maintained that, had they not
existed, the war of the Revolution would have lasted
but a third or a fourth as long as it did. The enemy
in the field was far less dangerous and deadly than the
enemy in our own house. At the very time when
patriotism was being displayed by some in its purest
and noblest forms, all the vices and meannesses that
are most opposite to patriotism were being exhibited by
others.
Even among the ranks of the leaders of the
nation men were found, whose virtue in the ordinary
sense was beyond suspicion or cavil, who yet were so
infected by envy, selfish ambition, prejudice and malice
that they did not scruple to strike at the vitals of the
State, if so they might injure or destroy the objects of
their private animosity. There has 'never been a war
more just in its object than that of our Revolution;
and if, nevertheless, such evils 'could spring up in its
footsteps, there seems reason in the common saying

war demoralizes a country.
But a truer discrimination perceives that though war
forces to the surface the latent crime and corruption
in a community, it does at the same time lay deep the
that

foundations of virtues which endure after the noxious
but transient growths of evil have passed away. We
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have long since forgotten the creatures who lied and
stole and stabbed in the back and betrayed; but we
shall never forget Washington, Jefferson, Greene,
Stark, the two

Adamses

in their nobler aspects, La-

Gadsdeu, Hamilton, and the rest of that conclave nor shall we ever cease to benefit by what they
thought and did for their country and ours. It was
the war which transfigured them out of simple country
gentlemen or humble yeomen into statesmen and
heroes, and, through their statesmanship and heroism,
brought the great Republic into being. The evil passed
away like a miasma but the good lasted, and can never
pass away. It was faith that made America; it was
lack of faith that hindered her making.
From a narrower point of view the hindrance also
was due to imperfect conceptions of what a real republic is and demands. The people and their Congress
could not enough free themselves from the nightmare
memories of the past to build with steady hands and
unbiased eyes the edifice of the future. All felt the
need of a strong government; yet none would venture
to take measures to give their Government strength.
While the King of England was acknowledged as their
King, the colonies had, through his kingship, been imNow that the King had, for
plicitly one organism.
them, ceased to be, their Congress was his only successor but though, between the King and the Congress,
there was the difference between one man ruling anfayette,
;

;

;

other and the same man ruling himself, yet the people
were so far misled by names that they feared to trust
their Congress with power. There had, indeed, been a
marked -distinction between the powers that the King
arrogated to himself and those which the colonies had
been willing to allow him it was the existence of this
distinction which had brought on the war. But now
the aggregate of the States were afraid to concede to
Congress that is, to themselves even so much authority as they had been prepared to concede to the King.
They could -not hear the words "a central government"
;

without misgiving.

and

They wanted

in particular; they

liberty, in general

were the inheritors of a fight
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for individual and local liberties which had been going
on ever since Magna Charta, and had not yet schooled
themselves to reconcile the ideas of liberty of the parts
and authority of the whole. They could not yet see
themselves as a whole; they could see themselves as
individuals or families, as villages, as townships, as
counties, and as States; but at the State their vision
stopped; a union of States transcended their compass;
it was a form of words, but the concrete fact which it
implied was beyond their present grasp. They were not
made Uneasy by the sovereignty of the State; but
the sovereignty of the collective State over the

constituent States they regarded with suspicion.
did not satisfy them that each constituent
State was to retain the management of its own
affairs; they wanted it also to be uncontrolled in
its course as to collective affairs; though at the same
time common sense forced them to admit that a union
required that there should be an authority to order
and pass upon matters of common concern. Their instinct was centrifugal; their reason was centripetal.
If their reason did not overcome their instinct, they
would crumble to pieces; but unless their instinct
stifled their reason they would be apt to tear themselves apart. The logical conclusion would be that the
United States of America would be still-born, or commit suicide before they had fairly tried the experiment
It

of

life.

The successive Congresses of the war time studied
the problem, and voted this way and that, Without
reaching any satisfactory solution the goal could only
;

be attained by the experience of mistakes. It is needless to enter into the details of Dickinson's scheme of
confederation, and why and how it failed. By reading
between the lines of our Constitution as it stands we
may discover why the trial constitutions collapsed.

The

latter

embodied several principles which were

indis-

but the vital spark to make the
it was a machine in which
live
was
wanting;
organism
the forces were so carefully balanced that it could do
no work. As soon as it was realized that central au535
pensable to a republic

;
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thority need not involve any danger of central despotism, the dynamic deadlock would be overthrown, and
all would be well.
Howe had originally intended to approach Philadelphia by the Delaware, but had been forced by stress
of weather into the Chesapeake. In order to secure his
position in Philadelphia, it was now necessary to clear
the Delaware of the forts and channel obstructions
placed there by the Americans. There were three forts
Fort Mercer at Red Bank, on the New Jersey shore,
below the mouth of the Schuylkill and Fort Mifflin at
Mud Island; the third was not a regular fort, but a
group of fortifications at Billingsport. The latter was
captured by a detachment from Chester on the 2d of
October, and the retreat of the garrison, without striking a blow, produced a feeling of discouragement. By
way of reviving the spirits of the patriots, Washington
conceived the bold scheme of attacking Howe in his
camp at Germantown. The main street of the village
was crossed at right angles by his encampment, the
right of which was protected by a wood, and the left,
on the Schuylkill, by Hessian yaegers. Battalions of
light infantry were placed in advance of the main line,
and Chew's big stone house, at the village entrance,
was surrounded by the regiment of Musgrave. Cornwallis wr as in Philadelphia with the rest of the British
army, some miles distant. Howe was incredulous of
any attack. But on October 3, Washington moved,
designing to attack the British right with Greene and
Stephen supported by Macdougall. The left was to be
engaged by Sullivan and Wayne, with Con way on the
flank, and Washington himself assisted by Stirling as
A force of Maryland and
reserve supporting them.
New Jersey militia were meanwhile to get to the rear
T
of the British right, and the Peunsylvanians w ere to
amuse the yaegers on the left. The combined attack
was to be made at five in the morning, following a rest
after the fourteen miles march from the American
camp. The morning came on with a thick fog, which,
though it shrouded the first movements of the Americans, proved the cause of their undoing later.
:

;
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The advanced light infantry of the British, surprised
by Wayne and Sullivan, fell back, in spite of the remonstrances of Howe, jumping out of bed under the
impression that there was but a scouting party to deal
with. But the grape shot led him to revise his opinion ;
and it also set Cornwallis moving from Philadelphia.
A part of Musgrave's regiment supported the light infantry; he occupied Chew's house with the remainder.
The American fieldpieces were too light to breach its
walls.
At this juncture, Greene was due with his attack on
the enemy's right ; but he was nearly an hour late, and
his line was disordered by difficult ground in its advance. By the time it began to fight, the British were

The other
ready for it: and it was driven back.
brigades became confused in the fog, and mistook one
another for the enemy. When Sullivan had expended
his ammunition, the reenforcements from Philadelphia
under Cornwallis came up on the double-quick; and
Washington, who had been in the midst of the fire from
the beginning, ordered a retreat, which was conducted
in good order, at half-past eight. Howe had not been
dislodged, but the depression caused by the loss at
Billingsport was in a measure counteracted.

The forts Mercer and Mifflin were garrisoned by
troops under the command of Colonel Greene and
Lieutenant Colonel Smith before moving against them,
Howe transferred his army from Germantown to
Philadelphia, and sent to Clinton, on the Hudson, for
The news of the surrender of
six thousand men.
to give hurried orders to the
caused
Howe
Burgoyne
;

to capture Fort Mercer by assault.
Thick woods rendered it accessible on three sides to
within four hundred yards. Dunop, after a grandiloquent summons to the garrison to surrender, attacked
under cover of a cannonade. They entered the outer
works with little opposition, but were then exposed to
a heavy fire of muskets and grape in front and flank,
At the fort ramin spite of which they pressed on.
to hand; Dunop,
hand
met
were
they
however,
parts,
his staff, and more than half the other officers were
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and the survivors gave up the enterprise. Some
ships which had meant to take part ran
aground, and were blown up or burned. The Hessians
had lost more than four hundred men, with two
colonels; Howe asked leave to resign, and reported that
killed,

British

at least another campaign, with heavy reenforcements,
would be needed to finish the war.
But the defense of the Delaware could be but temporarily successful. Fort Mifflin with three hundred
men, under command of Major Simeon Thayer of

Rhode Island (Lieutenant Colonel Smith having abandoned his trust), was attacked by a fleet of ships and
five batteries, and bombarded all day, until nearly
every gun in the works was silenced. Howe postponed
the assault till next morning, and during the night
Thayer evacuated, after a defense faithful to the last.
This was on the 16th of November. The opening of the
Delaware was completed by Cornwallis with five battalions, vainly opposed by Greene a few days later.
Washington's army was too weak for offensive operations, Gates and Putnam having refused to send the
reenforcements demanded, though there was nothing
for the men to do in northern New York. A plot to
depose Washington from his position as Commander in
Chief was already on foot, and was soon to be developed.

By the time the northern troops reached him, the
British force in Philadelphia was nearly twenty thouT
sand, strongly intrenched. In a council of w ar, Washnot
to comof
decided
with
a
officers,
ington,
majority
mit the suicide of an attack; and Washington, fortifying himself in Whitemarsh, waited for Howe to attack
him. The latter attempted to do this by surprise on
the 5th of December ; but word had been conveyed to the
Americans by Lydia Darrah, in whose house in Philadelphia the British Adjutant General had been quarand who had overheard his plans. Fourteen
thousand of the enemy marched to the attack, but
found the Americans so strongly intrenched that they
dared not risk an engagement.
Except a skirmish
between Morgan's riflemen and British troops under
Grey, in which the latter were defeated with a Joss of
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about a hundred, nothing was done, and Howe retired
to Philadelphia on December 8. Washington had but
seven thousand effective men, but behind breastworks
they were sufficient. No further operations were attempted by HOAVC during the winter, and Washington
had to maintain his troops as best he could. The
winter at Valley Forge has gone down to history as a
type of whatever hardship an army can endure in camp.
But Washington, in addition to suffering with and
for his soldiers, had to encounter the efforts of a cabal
of his own subordinates to discredit and unseat him.
He wrote to the historian Gordon, at the time, that he
had accepted the appointment only after much entreaty, and that while "no officer would return to the
sweets of domestic life with more heartfelt joy than I
should," 3 et "I mean not to shrink in the cause." The
conspiracy originated with a French officer by the
name of Con way; Gates and Mifflin were its other
mainstays, but Sullivan and Wayne, and several members of Congress, were stained by complicity in it.
Gates was to be made Commander in Chief, and Conway was to have a high and independent command.
For a time, the affair seemed likely to succeed; but
the army and the people were with Washington, and
a majority of Congress. The cabal tried to win over
Lafayette, but unsuccessfully; he was sent on a wildgoose chase to make a winter attack on Canada, but it
collapsed before it had well begun, and Conway, who
had gone with it, had his resignation accepted. He
was soon afterward wounded in a duel with Cadwalader, who had challenged him on account of his
slanders on Washington; and thinking himself about
to die, he wrote Washington an apology and retractation.
Gates flatly lied himself out of the scrape, and
the others sought cover. Washington emerged from
the trial stronger than ever.
Valley Forge was a depression between ridges of
hills, thickly wooded; it was twenty-one miles from
7

Philadelphia. Provisions, blankets, clothing, and tents
were lacking the latter were supplied in a measure by
Washington's order to make log huts out of the trees
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former were demanded of Congress,
did was to tell Washington to live on the
country. He replied that this plan spread disaffection
among the people, and inclined the soldiers to plunder.
Congress then gave directions for the dispatch of a
committee, among whom were Gates and Mifflin, to
make investigations. But later, the membership of the
committee was changed, the two generals being left
out: they confirmed the groundlessness of the charges
that had been brought against Washington, and reported that there was danger of the men perishing for
lack of food and other necessaries. More paper money
was issued, but it depreciated to such a degree as to
lose all value.
Congress then thought that the army
should serve on from disinterested patriotism; but
Washington told them that human nature would not
permit of a body composed of a great variety of persons serving for a succession of years without regard
in the forest; the

but

all it

At length,
to equitable interests and just claims.
officers who should serve to the end of the war were
promised half pay for seven years, and privates a sum
of eighty dollars.
Nothing, however, could induce
Congress to amend the short-term enlistment absurdity; had the people not voluntarily maintained their
militia supplies, the army would have evaporated.
Washington approved a law permitting the enlistment
of slaves, with the reward of freedom on passing
muster. Negroes had fought in the army from the beginning. In spite of the needy condition of the army,
General Greene, on being made head of the quartermaster's department, did not hesitate to enrich himBaron Steuself by appropriating huge commissions.
ben, a Prussian volunteer, showed more patriotism by
the regulation and discipline he introduced at Valley
Forge, on being appointed Major General. But Congress, which no longer contained the men who had
made the Independence Congress great, continued to
be jealous of the Commander in Chief, and refused to
be enlightened by his arguments.
While these defects and disagreements were shadowing the cause at home, Franklin was reaping the fruits
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of his wise industry abroad.
The surrender of Burgoyne brought the question of the French alliance to
its acute stage.
France, its King excepted, was desirous to give substantial help to America, if it could
be done with no risk to herself. She made inquiries
in the various courts of the Continent of Europe to

determine whether any of them would oppose her
action or take advantage of it to injure her. But the
indications were that no nation would do less than
adhere to a policy of more or less benevolent neutralThe English Government had no active friends,
ity.
not even the English people themselves. Russia, under
Catherine, remained avowedly our friend. Our liberty
could do her no harm, and in so far as it might lessen
the power of England, it favored her ambition, which
was to supplant the Mohammedan with the Christian
rule in the East. Frederick II was not less amiably
disposed, though he would consent to no overt alliance
he freely expressed hopes for our success, and promised not to permit the marching of troops intended to
Goethe and
fight against us through his dominions.
Schiller pronounced eulogies on our cause; the Netherlands were friendly, but were constrained to be
neutral Austria would take no measures hostile to us.
Spain, strongly appealed to by France, adhered to her
;

;

medieval policy of hostility to every form of human
freedom, and declined to join France in her crusade.
Switzerland gave us her good word; and in England,
Lord Chatham's voice was the true voice of the country, and there was a strong desire to place him in the
position of power. But George III declared with passion that sooner than yield to "him and his crew" he
would abdicate the throne he cared not, he said, what
the country might suffer through the war; not to continue it until America was helpless would make him
"miserable all the rest of his life." It made no difference how miserable Lord North was he must continue
to exercise the functions of the dispenser of the King's
;

;

his "Conciliation Bills"
of 1763 ; but it was too
the
to
back
to
days
offering
go
late for that ; America would listen to no terms of peace
will.

Lord North composed
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that did not recognize her absolute independence; nor

would France have assisted her on any less guarantee.
Franklin's position in France was second only to that
of Voltaire; the two men met, and the Frenchman
blessed the nephew of the American in the name of
"God and Liberty"; and afterward when they stood
together before the French Academy, gathered in
solemn conclave, the two old gentlemen complied with
the very Gallic request that they kiss each other, as a
testimony of the freedom of mind. One can imagine
the demure amusement which Franklin must have derived from this incident; but he performed the act
with his invariable grave decorum; if one must kiss a
man once in one's life, perhaps it was as well to make
the essay upon Voltaire as upon any other. That venerable and extraordinary personage, the incarnation of
skeptical intellect oddly permeated with sentiment,
was at that period within a few weeks of his decease;
he had certainly done as much as any other man in
Europe to prepare the human mind for the Nineteenth

Century.
Bills were, as a forethey served to
America,
conclusion,
by
rejected
gone
continue the ministry in power, and to make the
prosecution of the war less obviously irrational. On
the other hand, the purpose of France to take sides
with America was communicated to the Commissioners
in December, 1777, and was formally announced in

Though North's Conciliatory

The pretty Marie Antoinette, who
February, 1778.
had as much understanding of human liberty as a pet
fawn, had the whim to be one of the most outspoken
advocates of the alliance, and her desire may have had
some weight with the King. "American independence
will repay the cost of the war to France," was Frederick's opinion and he denounced the act of the English ambassador Elliott, in stealing Arthur Lee's
papers, as flat burglary, and refused to admit him to
an audience. On March 13 France sent a rescript to
England which was in effect a declaration of war, and
the ambassadors on both sides were recalled. A French
fleet sailed from Toulon on the 10th of April, with
;
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Gerard as first minister to the Congress of the United
States. To France, then, belongs the honor of having
been the first to "recognize" us; and after making all
deductions on the score of intelligent selfishness, the
honor is not a barren one. Were the French nation not
as tickle as it is sensitive to new ideas, it would unite
with America in controlling the world to-day. But it
is in England, and not in France, that the principles
of human liberty are really rooted; and she, and not
France, must be our final companion in the leadership
of mankind.
But in 1778 the time was out of joint; so that the
strange spectacle was presented of England governed
by men the name of not one of whom appears among
whom posterity has honored. It was a period of
great men in England, in all branches of art, science,
philosophy and politics; and yet only base creatures
of the King and of their own pockets or degraded ambition were counted among her rulers. The truth was
that men were in a quandary how to reconcile the
authority of Parliament, which had rescued England
from James II, with the ideas of the liberty of the individual which were gaining ground, and which were

those

now

Parliaillustrated in the American Revolution.
ment was still an aristocratic institution, and the
nobles were not prepared to believe that the cause of
liberty could be in any measure intrusted to the common people. The arguments of Chatham, Fox, and
Burke appeared to involve a contradiction; for they

advocated the freedom of America, while still claiming
the abstract right of Parliament to make laws binding
upon all the empire. Had Parliament been truly representative, the riddle would have been solved; but it
was to our advantage that it ha'd not been so solved
at this juncture. Until the solution should be reached,
there was no substitute for Parliamentary government,
and there seemed to be no alternative for England but
either to be openly inconsistent, or to prolong the war.
Many honest men, therefore, were constrained to suspend their judgment; and consequently the ministry,
which alone was willing to shoulder the odium of
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The deed
continuing the campaign, held its place.
must be given time to overtake the flighty purpose,
but, if the purpose be right, it will overtake it in time.
Congress ratified the French treaty on the 4th of
May. "Long live the King of France !" and "Huzza for
the American States!" shouted Washington's army at
Valley Forge, two days later. "Morituri te salutant!"
Louis and Marie Antoinette might have replied, sugMeanwhile Howe, who had been
gests Bancroft.
spending the winter in Philadelphia, according to his
custom, in unbridled license and profligacy, in sharp
contrast with the hardships of the needy Americans,
bethought himself that he should close his American
career in a blaze of military glory. He sent a surprise
party of five thousand men under Grant to capture a
force of twenty-five hundred under Lafayette on Barren Hill, on the hither side of the Schuylkill. Not
doubting of the success of the expedition, he stood
ready to send the young French adventurer home with
his

comb

cut.

But greatly

to his mortification,

Grant

returned with his mission unachieved; for Lafayette
had escaped over a ford unknown to the Englishman,
and left the latter with his mouth open, and nothing in
it.
Howe now gave up his command to Clinton and
sailed for England, having missed almost every opportunity for success afforded him by being a little
too late. Had his zeal to overthrow Liberty been equal
to his energy in supporting his mistresses, the war
might have had another termination.
Clinton received orders to evacuate Philadelphia and
occupy New York. He crossed the Delaware on the
17th of June, Lord Howe having sailed with the miserable tories in his fleet. Clinton, with whom was CornShould the
wallis, had seventeen thousand men.
American army attack them on their retreat across
New Jersey? Washington, Greene, Wayne, Cadwalader, and Lafayette, said yes; the other generals
in council said no; and of these the traitor, Charles
Lee, was the most vociferous. "Rather build bridges
for them," said he; "we .cannot stand against them."
in
Washington crossed the Delaware above Trenton,
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very different weather from that of the famous Christmas night two years before; it was now midsummer,
and the heat was such that men dropped dead in the
ranks from sunstroke. Heat and cold were alike without effect upon the American General. His plan was to
strike the enemy at right angles in force. Lee, as the
oldest Major General, was offered the command of the
advance, but refused it, saying the plan was madness.
Lafayette accepted it with alacrity; but now Lee declared that his honor demanded that it be given to him.
On the 27th of June, Washington ordered an attack
the next morning, the enemy being then near Monmouth Clinton had taken that route to avoid the risk
of crossing the Raritan. But when, after Washington
was gone, the other generals came to Lee for his plan,
he refused to announce any, or in any way to prepare
for the movement. An order from Washington to send
a force of eight hundred skirmishers to observe the
enemy and delay them, should they move, was carried
out too late to be of use. The British began their
march at five in the morning of the 28th Washington
ordered Lee to attack their rear, promising his support. Lee finally set his force in motion, but without
having attempted to concert anything with the other
Lafayette, chafing at this conduct, urged
generals.
him to take energetic measures; but "You don't know
these British regulars," returned Lee, sagely shaking
his head. Lafayette sent word to Washington that he
was needed at the front; meanwhile Lee did his best
to confound the confusion by contradictory orders, and
by preventing Wayne from delivering his attack on the
British left. An hour was wasted ; and Lee replied to
the remonstrances of an officer by the pointblank lie
that he was acting in conformity with orders from
Congress and from Washington himself. Clinton had
all the time he needed to prepare for the attack, should
it be made; he sent forward his baggage under the
of Knyphausen, and came against Lee with his
;

;

guard

two

regigrenadiers, guards, and Highlanders, and
ments of cavalry. And backward go the best soldiers
in the American army before him, "in obedience to the
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of a leader who meditated their disgrace."
or never the moment for a real leader was come.
Washington was good at need. As the Americans
retreat sullenly through the narrow gorge, with a morass on each side, there comes galloping to meet them
a tall man on a sweating horse. The soldiers recognize
him at once, and hope and courage come back to them
here is the man who can tell them what to do, and
show them the way to do it. He is recognized, too, by
the dastard who has betrayed them, and he blenches
and cringes at the sight. Well he may; for nothing is
more terrible than the man who has been patient long,
when at last his patience has been tried too far. The
very aspect of Washington's countenance, aflame with
indignation, appals like the thunderbolt. The terrible
fire of his blue eyes smites the liar on the face, and the
tones of his voice, resonant and stern as judgment,
strike fear to his soul.
The calm, taciturn, longsuffering Washington is gone, and there rides down
upon Lee a vision of the majesty of wrath incarnate.
The words are few and simple like the man, but they
carry a meaning and a force which Lee will never forget, till that miserable day, years afterward, when he
tosses, burning with fever, on his foul bed at the low
inn, despised and friendless, with death before him and
shame behind.
"What is the meaning of this?" thunders the Commander, reining up his horse; and as the other stam-

commands

Now

;

mers and

stutters, all his

the question comes again
this?"

impudent assurance gone,
"What is the meaning of

It can have only one meaning; but Lee, in his
degradation, tries to grasp at some escape on the plea
"You know," he whines
of conscientious conviction.
out, "that that the attack was contrary to my advice

and opinion."
Washington has already recovered his self-command.
He has fathomed this scoundrel once and for all, and
will not stoop to tell him what he is but his calmness
"You
is more terrible, if possible, than his anger.
should not have undertaken' the command unless you
;
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meant to carry it through." But here comes Clinton
and Cornwallis's battle, eager in pursuit, and the bullets are screaming through the deadly heat of that
glowing day. Onward pour seven thousand redcoats,
amid smoke and dust, crowding down the narrow way,
firing and shouting, their bayonets and the swords of

their officers glittering in the blazing sunlight. Their
advance must be checked at once. Washington turns
from Lee to his faithful men.
few quick and clear
commands, and two of Wayne's regiments have been
formed across the road under the British fire, which is
less formidable than it seems, since their column presents but a narrow front, and those behind must shoot
high. Let the Americans hold the pass but for a few

A

minutes, and the troops that Washington was bringing
up will have arrived. Then, as Stewart and Karnsay
walk up and down the line, encouraging the men, he
gallops back to array the reserves upon the higher
ground in the rear. There is victory in his look and
presence those who hoped for no more than an orderly
;

now think of nothing but fierce resistance;
who meant but to die without disgrace, now

retreat

those

foresee conquest with honor. The artillery is posted
in the center; Stirling stands on the left, Greene on
the right. The soldiers wipe the sweat from their eyes
with their ragged sleeves, and shoot straight; the
British cavalry is hurled back, and is seen no more.
Now for the infantry. But as they move forward to
turn Stirling's position, out belches the artillery on
their flank and down they go, and back. Greene's own
battery repels the attempt on the other wing, and
Wayne meets the grenadiers and guards face to face,
and they fly, rally, and fly again. In that last charge
of theirs the Lieutenant Colonel, Monckton, fell. And
many whom no bullet struck dropped lifeless from the
invisible missiles of the sun.
So, from the midst of
defeat, was snatched victory. And there sits Lee, idle
and hangdog on his horse, when the terrible man in
blue and buff rides up to him again. He points with
his drawn sword "Your place is at the rear, sir go !"
Clinton fell back to a safe position in the rear; the
:

:

-
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Americans slept upon the battlefield of Monmouth the
next morning the enemy, leaving his dead unburied, and
;

his wounded to their fate, continued his precipitate retreat to Middleburg. Thence he gained New York by
way of Sandy Hook, and Washington marched to the
banks of the Hudson. After that long and grim endurance at Valley Forge, Pennsylvania and New Jersey
were free. Washington's total loss was but little more
than two hundred; the British twice as much, and in
addition eight hundred by desertion. It was easier to
desert than to run in the ardors of that June weather ;
and the heart of the British soldier was not in the war.
Lee, court-martialed and suspended for a year, was
next year censured for accepting bribes from the

enemy, and dishonorably dismissed the service. The
halter would have been his fitting end but the new republic was lenient, and left Kim to find death in his
own way, after seeing the triumph of the cause he had
tried by treachery to destroy.
But already the tide had turned, and America had
left behind her forever the darker days of her struggle.
The future contained, on the whole, more success than
She had taken
failure for her, more good than evil.
the measure of her enemy, and knew that she must overcome in the end. The nations of Europe, willingly or
unwillingly, realized the same truth. But George of
England must complete his destiny, and not only establish the American Commonwealth, but open the way
for a wider freedom in England by striving, for the last
time in her history, to erect again the discredited and
obsolete tyranny of the period that ended in the Revo;

'

lution of 1688.
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CHAPTER XX
THE CAROLINAS AND WEST POINT
population of the United States during the
Revolution was less than the present population of the City of New York. The total armed
force engaged was an uncertain quantity, varying from

THE

under five thousand to under fifteen, exclusive of
French auxiliaries. The most important battles in the
field were mere skirmishes, and the fights for the capture of forts were on the same small scale. Students
of war can learn nothing by the study of the battles of
Washington and his generals, or from the strategy of
his British opponents. Were a war of these dimensions
to occur to-day, it would occupy but a small place in
the public mind, or in the columns of the papers. Considered solely from the military point of view, it was
insignificant.

The conditions under which it took place, and the
cause which was at stake, are what render it important and remarkable. Three million persons, sprinkled
along a thousand miles of sea coast, with slow and imperfect means of communicating with one another, and
without any firm principle of union, so far as commercial and industrial interests were concerned, or
personal habits and traditions, were called upon to resist the attack of a powerful nation, aided by foreign
mercenaries, and strengthened by the best navy of the
age. The Americans had no government that governed,
and no permanent army ; as for a navy, they possessed
none worth mentioning, though their privateers inflicted heavy losses on English commerce and performed deeds of extraordinary daring. When one
reviews the external aspects of the struggle, the chief
wonder is that there should have been any struggle
at

all.
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But the war, on the English side, was conducted by
a small group of men, who were intellectually the least
competent and morally the most profligate in the public life of the country.
The nation disapproved the
attempt to crush the revolution, partly for selfish reasons connected with trade, and partly because the
moral principle involved was intrinsically odious, and,
should

prevail, threatened the liberties of England
Therefore it was impossible to procure adequate enlistments in the country, and the purchase of
mercenaries hurt the pride and outraged the decency of
the nation. The generals sent out to conduct the war
were in no case of first-class ability most of them were
of very inferior caliber; and the consciousness that
they were engaged in a dishonest enterprise took from
them what small merit they possessed, and predisposed
it

herself.

;

them

to compensate for military deficiencies by resort
to barbarous methods of warfare and terrorism, including the employment of Indians, and negotiations, not
always unsuccessful, to corrupt the American officers
and soldiers with offers of money and place. The dis-

graceful intrigue between Arnold and Clinton, which
we are soon to narrate, was but one instance out of
many similar but less conspicuous ones, of the manner in which the British sought to accomplish by corruption and subterfuge what they lacked either means
or energy to do by methods of fair and open war. Such
conduct might be excused in a feeble state warring with
a powerful one; but not when the conditions are reversed. Be that as it may, the results for the English
were unimportant; they incurred the odium without
reaping the profits.
On the American side, the chief material element of
success for the people was the geographical extent of
their country, and the fact that they were distributed
all over it, instead of being concentrated within a
small area where they could be surrounded and destroyed. They could not be overcome in detail, because
they could avoid battle and harass the enemy, disappearing as he advanced, and closing up behind him.
This type of warfare was illustrated in the very first
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action of the war, when the British troops were driven
back to Boston from Concord. Every male inhabitant
was more or less a fighter, accustomed to the use of
firearms, brave, and stubborn, and of more than average intelligence. It was not fatal to occupy or destroy
their towns, because these were not the sources of
wealth; enough of the people could not be killed to
cripple thier powers of defense; while, on the other
hand, every loss which they inflicted on the enemy was
serious, on account of the difficulty and expense of supplying it with fresh men. Three thousand miles, in
1778, was equivalent to thrice that distance now; and
England had other matters besides her revolting colonies on her hands.

Nevertheless, the Americans would probably have
it not been for the moral
excellence of their cause. They literally preferred death
to submission and that is a feeling which makes every
individual a host in himself. A forlorn hope, in war,
is always an ugly customer to deal with, because it has
cast aside all considerations which commonly control
men's actions. Ten men who have resolved not to let
death stand in the way of their aim, are stronger than
a hundred who limit themselves to the excursions of
Three million people who are a
ordinary courage.
forlorn hope could not be overcome by any force that
might be brought against them. It is not contended
that every individual American was inspired with this
spirit of desperation, but there were enough of them
to give character to the action of all and at the head

been beaten in the end, had
;

:

them all was Washington.
The refusal of Congress, or its inability, owing to
lack of authorization from the people, to organize,
equip and maintain a regular standing army, was unof

doubtedly a source of weakness in the prosecution of
the war; nothing can fully take the place of a disciplined and seasoned force, with traditions of its own
past deeds to inspire it to achieve others. There is, no
doubt, a distinction to be drawn between the American
"Continentals" who had seen some continuous service,
and the militia of the various States in which fighting
551
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was carried
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on, which consisted simply of the undisciplined levies called out by the exigencies of each occasion. The former, on more than one field, saved the
day which the unsteadiness of the militia would have
lost. But the fact remains that the militia formed by
far the majority of the fighting force of the Americans ;
and as the war went on, more and more of these had
become more or less used to facing an enemy. In process of time, the entire nation would have become veterans, and indefinitely more formidable than at first.
The system was not wise, according to military ideas;
it wasted time and money; it involved constant and
sometimes serious disputes and quarrels between officers and men in Congress; but it finally carried the
day, and perhaps made the nation feel that it had
fought the war from its own hearthstones more than it
would have done had a permanent army been estab-

It was not a scientific system,
was a natural one a popular one; and if ever
there was a war made by and for the people of a country the Revolution was it. It was made by the thirteen

lished in the beginning.

but

it

States, not by the United States ; but, as we have said
before, Washington stood for the Union, and made
good many deficiencies that might have been fatal but
for him. He advocated a standing army; but possibly

the objections against it urged by others would have
been justified and have caused the establishment of an
undemocratic government after the war was over. The
Constitution might never have had its present form,
had the army been a constant and predominant power.
Meanwhile, no attempt will be made to follow in
specific detail the further progress of the war. We have
seen a number of typical battles, and have observed
the simplicity of their elements a turning of the flank,
a surprise in the rear, a retreat before superior numbers, a valiant defense of a fortification, an assault
successful through desperate courage; and once in a
while a maneuver which showed real military genius,
such as Washington's turning upon his pursuers at
Trenton, or his attack upon a self-confident foe at
Germautown. And not less admirable than these ex552
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ploits, though less brilliant in the telling, were his
tactics, in avoiding unprofitable engagements, in keeping the enemy uncertain as to his intentions, and in

gradually wearing out the patience and resources of
the invaders. No general of Washington's ability was
ever less anxious for those sensational movements
which better support his own fame than the welfare of
the cause for which he contends. Both Congress and
his

own officers were often restive under this restraint
when all was over, they recognized his wisdom.
;

but,

With the material he had, and under
which existed, no

man

the conditions
could have done better, and per-

haps, all things considered, none so well.
The first event of note after the battle at Monmouth
was the attack on the settlers in the valley of Wyoming,
at that time claimed as a part of Connecticut, by Colonel John Butler and some six or seven hundred Senecas
and tory rangers. The able men of the settlement were
absent in the army ; only the old men and boys, and the

women and

children, remained. In all they numbered
scarce three hundred ; they were led by one whose name
was also Butler. They were surprised and slain without
quarter; the Senecas took the scalps of all but fifty;
and the women and children were driven into captivity.
The affair was conducted with the most savage and
useless cruelty the Indians surpassing themselves in
the exquisiteness of the tortures which they inflicted on
their prisoners. Nothing was gained for the British by
this atrocity, and, on the other hand, it created an implacable and permanent hostility in the hearts of the
people. Even in the English Parliament the war was
denounced more boldly than ever before, and members
of the government voted with the opposition. "We can
never conquer them," said British officers, returning
home from the seat of war; and Howe admitted that
"Things go ill, and will not go better." Yet the conflict
prolonged itself by a sort of vis Inertias, the British
policy seeming to be nothing more definite than to lay
waste the country.
When France declared war, Admiral D'Estaing obtained a fleet through the agency of Marie Antoinette,
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and set sail for America, but his voyage was stormy,
and he was not in time to attack Lord Howe's fleet reHe
treating down the Delaware from Philadelphia.
followed them to Sandy Hook, but could not get a
pilot to take him past the Narrows to do battle with
them in the bay. Washington suggested an attack on
Rhode Island, and called on the northern States to assist. The French fleet appeared off Point Judith about
the last of July, 1778; but Sullivan, who was in command of the laud attack on the British, kept D'Estaing
there for ten clays, when he entered Newport harbor.
Lord Howe's squadron, reenforced, was ready to meet
him but a storm of extraordinary violence arose, by
which both fleets were so much shattered as to be unable to engage; and even the camp of the army on
shore was destroyed, and the ammunition spoiled. Beyond a skirmish between six vessels, three on a side, no
offensive measures were taken Howe retreated to New
York, D'Estaing to Boston, for repairs. The American
land force, owing to Sullivan's inefficiency and disobedience of Washington's orders, came near being surrounded and captured they were saved by a timely attack by Greene. Clinton with a large force arrived a
day too late to be of use, and returned to New York
after burning the New Bedford shipping and levying
Lord
tribute on the farmers of Martha's Vineyard.
Howe resigned as Admiral of the British fleet, and disappeared from our history, Byron taking his place. As
Washington observed at this juncture, "After two years
of maneuvering and the strangest vicissitudes, both
armies are brought back to the very point they set out
from, and the offending party at the beginning is now
reduced to the use of spade and pickax for defense.
The hand of Providence has been so conspicuous in all
this that he must be worse than an infidel that has not
Clinton,
gratitude to acknowledge his obligations."
shut up in New York, could do nothing more than arrange massacring and f reeb.ooting parties and presently his strength was further reduced by the drawing;

;

;

;

off

of

States.

regiments for the reduction of the southern
The English government announced a war of
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desolation and extermination, scalping knives were
among the supplies voted by Parliament, and the
methods of the Indians were openly adopted by the
British soldiers.
One of the government leaders declared that, if he could, he would let loose the infernals
upon America. War was to be kept up for the sake of
the war, with no reasonable hope of success.
The

Americans were struggling with an apparently hopeless financial problem, and at every turn smothered
themselves under a deeper flood of irredeemable paper,
which, nevertheless, they declared to be redeemable and
ordered to be taken as legal tender under penalties.
Such a muddle was never before seen, and the dishonest
of course took advantage of it to buy cheap and sell
dear; lotteries and loan offices were established, and
strenuous efforts were made to borrow from France and
other European countries. Congress even stooped to
crave the "protection" of the French King.
Seeing
these difficulties, and hoping to find a weapon in them
which would compensate for the inefficiency of his
army, King George, through Lord Dunmore, flooded
Virginia and other States with counterfeits of their
own bills. No crime was too base or too brutal for
this monarch eagerly to undertake it, if so his thirst
for revenge and despotism could be sated.
The tendency to separatism increased through natural causes; Congress had no authority, and therefore
commanded no respect or interest; the best men in the
country were inevitably busied with the affairs of the
State governments, which were ably and intelligently
carried on. Each act of national dimensions must be
the result of altruistic conduct on the part of the
States; each must voluntarily sacrifice its own immediate interests for the contingent and perhaps doubtful advantage of the whole; there was no power to
compel them to do so. No more absurd scheme for insuring united action could be imagined ajid yet it succeeded beyond all probability, on account of the genuine earnestness and spirit of the people. The spectacle
;

who w ere
r

not yet a nation literally governing themselves, in whole and in part, in obedience to
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impulses of abstract morality and virtue, had never
been seen before in the world, and may never be seen
again but it was exhibited in this Revolution. Strangest of all, behind all this poverty and distress of the
country as a political and financial entity, we discover
a population full of enterprise, spirit, and confidence,
raising their crops and multiplying their herds and
flocks, amassing real wealth at the same time that the
currency representing it was depreciating to nothing;
presenting in a word almost all the features of happiness and prosperity, at the moment when, theoretically,
they should have been sitting despairing amid the ruins
of all that make life possible.
Neither the Indians
ravaging the borders nor the British intrenched in the
towns had a substantial effect upon the country at
large; the mass of the people kept at work on their
domestic and civil affairs until danger from the enemy
became, at one or another point, too acute to be
longer neglected then they would arise, and, with such
force as the occasion required, meet and overcome it.
Whatever the statesmen in Congress or elsewhere
might think or say or forebode, the people never entertained a thought of being defeated in their struggle;
they felt infinite reserves of strength, and knew not
when they were either beaten or beggared. They felt
in their limbs and hearts the power and courage of the
whole continent. If the history of the Revolution could
be written, as in the interests of truth and human nature it should be, from the point of view of the individual citizens, it would be so unlike the record of the
anxieties and plottiugs of statesmen, and the march;

;

ings and battling of armies, which pass for that history
now, as to be unrecognizable. But such a history cannot be written because, in the technical sense, there
would be nothing to write about. Had the world always been happy and at peace from the beginning till
now, the people of one age would know nothing of those
of any former one. History is the story of the struggle of right against wrong, or it is nothing.
It is not enough to say that there was, at this period,
no United States; it is not enough to say that there
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was nothing but thirteen

we might almost

loosely confederated colonies ;
affirm that there were only three mil-

and independent persons, imbued with a
each of his own ability and right to liberty
and the pursuit of happiness, and always ready to
help his fellows to maintain them. There was no government to carry on the war for them, and this was a
disadvantage but it was compensated by the fact that
lion distinct

lively sense

;

was there any government to consider itself
defeated, and to sue for peace. A government of one
neither

hundred million people may be conquered in war; but
the three million inhabitants of this country could not
be conquered by any force which the Europe of a hundred years ago could bring against them. So long as
any appreciable number of them remained alive, and
had a retreat open to them in the further depths of the
wilderness, they would continue to resist, and even to
be happy.
But there

is a great deal in the life of a nation besides defending itself against active aggression in war ;
and America had a destiny before her which would require a government, and a strong one, to fulfill it.
Though the people had kept the habit of regarding the
entire western extent of the continent as theirs, yet
when it came to negotiating with France and Spain as
to arrangements to follow peace, men like Jay could say

that the country occupied by the Americans was already quite as large as they could manage; and the
French minister could remark to Florida Blanca, the
pettifogger of Spain, that the States, owing to the

form

of their federation,

were and must always remain

a feeble and inert body, from which need be feared no
spirit of acquisition or conquest. But America was already greater than its own great men suspected; and
perhaps the simple backwoodsman, hewing down trees
beyond the borders of settlements, and thinking of the
unknown forests beyond as not less free to him than
those behind, may have had a truer notion of what the
Kepublic really implied than the anxious and conservative gentlemen in Congress,
in Europe.

and the supercilious
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In April a treaty was signed between France and
Spain, by the terms of which the latter power gained
almost all the profit of the exertions of the former.
Spain claimed everything south of Canada and west of
the Alleghenies, and hoped to either compress the English colonies into a helpless group of incoherent communities, or perhaps, ultimately, to extinguish them
She was not to acknowledge their indealtogether.
pendence "until England had done so"; and she was
explicitly hostile to their liberties.
Vergennes perhaps perceived that Europe would not long permit an
effete power such as Spain already was to own, and

thereby destroy the usefulness of, so vast a domain as
that which her pretensions required; and relied upon
the chemistry of time to disintegrate her empire. Both
nations desired to keep America from the Mississippi
perceiving that the geography of that river would imThe
mensely increase her power and homogeneity.
sources of the streams which empty into the Mississippi
are near the springs of those which flow eastward to
the Atlantic; and in the northwest its headwaters open
a path through the Oregon to the Pacific. Even before the days of railways and telegraphs the command
of this mighty artery meant the dominion of the continent; and it is probable that had America remained
content with the western boundary which Jay and
others mentioned, she would long since have disappeared as a separate power from the world. But
the backwoodsmen were stronger than Vergennes,
Florida Blanca, Jay, and all the rest of political
;

experts.

In 1776 a young

man named George Rogers Clark

was

elected by settlers in the region west of the Sandy
River to represent them in the Virginia Legislature,
and to request that their settlement be made a county,
to be called Kentucky. The request was granted; and
the following year Clark began to plan excursions
further north to the French villages of Illinois and the
Wabash. Patrick Henry, then governor of Virginia, approved the plan ; and Clark, in the summer of 1778, collected a party of less than two hundred adventurers to
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them they being, of course, under English
dominion. He captured Kaskaskia on the 4th of July,
1778, without bloodshed, and Vincennes surrendered
soon afterward; it was temporarily recaptured by
Hamilton, the British governor, in December; but at a
moment when the latter had weakened himself by the
dispatch of large bodies of his Indian allies to other
points, Clark, with a hundred and thirty men, surprised the place on the 23d of February, 1779, took
Hamilton and his garrison prisoners, and captured
attack

large supplies which were coming to them down the
The county of Illinois was secured to the States ;
and about the same time James Willing, with but a
hundred followers, hoisted the American flag at
Natchez, on the lower river, and put the British agents
to flight. Emigration soon confirmed this territory, extending from Pittsburgh to Florida, to the Americans,
and the designs of Europe were blighted before they
river.

were ripe.
Urgent efforts were however made to secure to Spain
the sole use of the Mississippi, and to circumscribe the
American rights to the Newfoundland fisheries, when
the terms of peace (which was by this time looked forward to) should be fixed; but the States could not
agree, and Congress could not command, and the
abundant negotiations had for the present no definite
result.
Spain threatened to side with England if her
demands were not conceded; but though Congress
wanted to borrow European money, it would not yield
the right to navigate the Mississippi and to have a harbor at its mouth. It was willing to let Spain have
Florida; meanwhile, Jay was appointed envoy to that
country. But it may be admitted that the diplomatic
affairs of America were not at this period conducted
with much dignity or foresight, nor was the result of
them valuable or important. Europe was trying to
make this country of use in its own internal broils, and
we were divided between a craving for loans, and an.
uncertainty as to precisely what we wanted in the way
For a time very
of territory and other advantages.
little was accomplished in any direction. But Franklin
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was still in France, and, so far as his influence extended, our interests were in the best hands.
In the summer of 1779 the British captured Stony
Point and Verplanck's Point on the Hudson, the garrisons withdrawing from the former and surrendering
without a contest at the other. Tryon undertook a
burning and pillaging incursion into Connecticut, and
perpetrated the usual brutalities at New Haven, East
Haven, Fairfield, Green Farms, and Norwalk, and was
about to attack New London, when the recapture of
Stony Point by Wayne forced him to return. The steep
promontory is surrounded by the river on three sides,
and by a marsh, crossed by one narrow road, on the
fourth. The fort was garrisoned by six hundred men,
and between that and the river was a double defense of
abattis, while other batteries commanded the marsh
road. Wayne brought up his party of twelve hundred
by a night march over the mountains, and arming his
troops With bayonets only, made his attack about half
an hour after midnight. Two advance parties of twenty
each cleared away the abattis, with a loss of seventeen; Wayne, leading a regiment in support, was
wounded in the head, but still went forward, and in the
face of a heavy fire reached the works, and captured the
entire British force. The guns and stores were removed
and the works destroyed, it being impossible to hold
the place; but it was not permanently reoccupied by
the enemy. It was a very daring little adventure; and
so far as the spirit which carried it out was concerned,
Similar was the
equal to any exploit of the kind.
achievement of Henry Lee of Virginia, who, on the
morning of August 19, captured the fort at Paulus
Hook, Jersey City, in spite of volleys of musketry from
the garrison, and carried off over a hundred and fifty
prisoners. At about the same time, also, Sullivan, after
much waste of time, involving disaster to the inhabitants of the region, marched with four thousand men to
avenge the massacre of Wyoming, and laid waste the
villages of the Six Nations, who were thereby admonished of the expediency of neutrality. An attempt,
with a considerable force, to capture the fort at Cas560
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on the Penobscot, was however unsuccessful, the
attacking party being overtaken by a British fleet but
the soldiers burned their transports and escaped
through the woods. But the winter began with the
tine,

;

evacuating Rhode Island, and leaving
Hudson above King's Ferry in the hands of
British

the
the

Americans.

The Englishman Pownall, w ho had been long employed by the English Government in the United States,
addressed a memorial concerning them to the sovereigns of Europe which contains observations worthy of
record. "America will establish her own system and
constitution and change the system of Europe," he
said. "Every man has the full and free exertion of his
powers, and application and struggle sharpen the wits
and train the mind. The settlers try experiments, and
r

the advantages of their discoveries are their own.
Their spirit rises as their improvements advance. Many
a real philosopher, politician, warrior, emerge out of
the wilderness.
In agriculture, in mechanic handicrafts, the New World hath been led to many improvements of implements, tools and machines, leading experience by the hand to many a new invention. Here
no laws frame the conditions on which a man is to
exercise this or that trade. The same ingenuity is exerted in the art of shipbuilding; the nature of the
coast and of the winds renders marine navigation a
perpetual moving intercourse; and the nature of the
rivers renders inland navigation but a further process
of that communion. Will that enterprising spirit be
stopped at Cape Horn, or not pass the Cape of Good
Hope? Before long it will be found trading in the
South Sea, in the Spice Islands, and in China. This
fostering happiness doth produce progressive population they have increased nearly the double in eighteen
Unless the potentates of Europe can station
years.
cherubim at every avenue with a flaming sword, to
prevent man's quitting this Old World, multitudes of
;

their people, many of the most useful, enterprising
spirits, will emigrate to the new one. The new empire
of America is like a giant ready to run its course."
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This was written in the year 1780, and time has given
it

proof.

George being resolute to continue the war against
France, Spain, and America combined (if combination
it could be called), a fleet of French and Spanish ships
made a demonstration against the southern coast of
England, which came to nothing on account of the
mutual jealousies of the commanders.
England
scoured the seas with privateers, and invaded the rights
of European commerce; until at length Catherine of
Russia was induced to interfere, and to declare the
freedom of all goods except munitions of war in neutral
bottoms. Meanwhile Paul Jones, of whom we have already had a passing glimpse, had begun his extraordinary career. In September, 1779, he was off the English
coast in his ship, the Bonhomme Richard, named after
Franklin's Poor Richard of the "Almanac"; with him
were the Alliance and the French Pallas. Near Flam-

borough Head, Yorkshire, they fell in with an English
convoy protected by the Serapis and the Countess of
Scarborough, of forty and of twenty guns respectively.
The English, who were much the superior in strength,
attacked; but Jones laid his ship alongside his big
enemy, and fought with such invincible energy that
after two hours the Serapis struck. It was in this combat that Jones made his memorable reply to the question whether he had surrendered "I have not yet
begun to fight." He transferred his flag to his prize, and
his own ship sank the next day. The Frenchman meantime captured the Countess of Scarborough, and the
convoy was taken into a Dutch port. Jones's exploits
were numerous, and so striking in point of reckless
daring and picturesqueness that they have entered into
In genius and courage he was of
story and legend.
the caliber of Nelson, though fortune did not give him
Nelson's vast opportunities.
The winter of 1780-1781 was marked by the disgraceful attack of England on the rich but defenseless republic of the Netherlands, which had been her ally for
nearly two hundred years, and had incurred vast expenses on her account. The pretext was a disavowed
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treaty with the United States ; the Dutch were unable
to make any resistance ; more than five hundred of her
merchantmen were made prizes, and the island of St.
Eustatius, in the West Indies, was taken by Eodney,
with goods worth at least three million sterling. Lord
North's government, by this war, which was not a war,
but the onslaught of a bullying freebooter, lost the last
vestige of the sympathy and respect of the world. The
enemy of America had made himself the enemy of
civilization.

Operations against the southern States, where the
British hoped to be assisted by the "loyalty" of the inhabitants, were begun in the autumn of 1778 by the capture of Savannah with four hundred prisoners, who, on
refusing to join their captors, were sent on board the
prison ships to perish of disease many of the inhabitants submitted; some of sterner stuff moved into the
western wilderness. In December, Lincoln, a brave and
honest but unready soldier, was given the command of
the American forces. He had at first but little over a
thousand men; Georgia was then under the British
yoke, and was being plundered at will. After Moultrie
had driven back a party which was moving against
Beaufort, the army was reenforced with two thousand
;

men from North Carolina; and South Carolina also
took measures for the defense. Lincoln, foolishly detaching fifteen hundred men to threaten the British
from Brier Creek, was outmaneuvered, and the detachment beaten with the loss of a thousand men by Prevost. The latter then moved against Charleston, but it
had been fortified before he arrived. A project to raise
black regiments was suggested by Laurens and supported by Hamilton; but Washington, while not denying that they might make good soldiers, p'ointed out
that it would become a question of whether the
Americans or the English could arm them most quickly; "and," added he, "where are our arms?" Congress
overrode this advice, and Laurens went south with the
proposition, which, however, the Georgians rejected.
They began to regret having entered into the war, and
were disposed to yield to the King. Charleston was
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menaced by the

British, but was not attacked ; instead,
raided South Carolina, laying waste and
pillaging the rich plantations, and wantonly destroying
valuable furniture in private houses and killing domestic animals. Help was hoped for from the French fleet,
which had had some successes in the West Indies ; and

Prevost

D'Estaing appeared off Savannah with thirty-three
ships. In fear of a change of weather, an immediate attack was decided on but before it could be delivered,
reenforcements had arrived for the garrison part of
the attacking party was caught in a swamp the other
was unable to hold the parapet which it stormed, and
eight hundred French and Americans were killed in
less than an hour, including Jasper, the hero of Fort
Moultrie, who, however, brought off his flag. Pulaski,
the Polish volunteer, died of his wounds, and D'Estaing
himself was wounded. Lincoln retreated with his shattered force to Charleston, and South Carolina seemed
helpless.
Property was confiscated, women and children were driven into the woods, and desolation
South Carolina suffered more
reigned everywhere.
in the cause of independence than any of the other
;

;

;

States.

The French fleet having sailed for France, Clinton
undertook to reduce Charleston. He sailed from New
York on the 26th of December, 1779, but his fleet was
so injured by storms and American privateers that on
arriving at Tybee in Georgia he was obliged to send
back for reenforcements. Charleston was badly fortified, and Lincoln had but two thousand men for the
defense of its considerable area. Clinton took his positions with care, summoned Lincoln to surrender, and
receiving a refusal, captured Fort Moultrie without the
exchange of a shot, and, aided by reenforcements unOn
der Cornwallis, completely surrounded the city.
the 12th of May Lincoln capitulated with all his force,
and a million and a half dollars' worth of property.
The calamity was complete. All the State was at the
mercy of the invaders. The English Tarleton pursued
a party of four hundred and butchered or desperately
wounded two hundred and seventy of them, while they
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were asking for quarter a hundred escaped, and about
For this act, Cornwallis
fifty were taken prisoners.
Clinton took
gave the murderer his public thanks.
measures to force the inhabitants of the State to serve
;

in the British army against their countrymen but
was overshooting the mark, and operated only to
;

this
pre-

vent all chance of reconciliation.
In 1780 Cornwallis was given the chief command in
the South, and a season of sickening barbarities ensued. Samuel Wyly was cut to pieces in his own home
because he had served as a volunteer at Charleston.
Five guineas a head was offered for deserters brought
in alive, and ten guineas if they were dead. All
Carolinians taken in arms were promised death on the
gallows. Debts could not be collected except after taking the oath of allegiance. One hundred and sixty persons, twenty of them in. chains, were thrust into one
prison in the heat of midsummer. Sumter's house was
burned, and his wife turned out of doors. Sumter himself collected a handful of men, armed them with weapons forged by country blacksmiths, and with bullets
cast from household pewter, fell upon a British party
of whom a crowd of women were vainly begging mercy,
and killed their commander, Huck, and almost all his
men, though the latter were their superiors in number.
Being joined by others, Sumter surprised a force of
tories and English at Hanging Rock, and replenished
their supply of ammunition from the bodies of the
slain. Patriots now came to him from all parts of the

and Washington sent him over two thousand
his army of fifteen thousand, with De Kalb
in command.
Virginia added nearly three thousand,
State,

men from

though they could ill be spared. Congress meanwhile,
in opposition to Washington's advice, appointed Gates
When Gates
instead of Greene to succeed Lincoln.
reached the camp of De Kalb in North Carolina, he
planned a march to Camden, in opposition to the counsel of the officers,

through a barren

district.

Learning

of the advance of the American army, the people of
South Carolina in many cases revolted against their op
pressors. On the 7th of August Gates joined Caswell
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with some North Carolinians, and marched against the
enemy at Lynch's Creek.
From this point the conduct of Gates was marked
by alternate temerity, ignorance, and cowardice. He
brought his army into a difficult position, where the
enemy had all the advantage, and, himself remaining
in the extreme rear, allowed raw levies who had never
seen fighting, led by officers as ignorant as they, to sustain the brunt of the skillful veterans of Cornwallis.
The Continentals alone made resistance; two-thirds of
the army broke and ran in panic, and Gates himself ran
faster than the rest.
De Kalb, wounded, fought gallantly on foot, and put to flight Rawdon and took fifty
prisoners; but Cornwallis charged him with his dragoons, he was again wounded, and his command destroyed or dispersed. The British lost five hundred of
their best men, making the v? !:ory more costly than
they could afford; but of the Americans not a corps
held together. The disaster was the result of Gates's
mismanagement solely. This General actually rode
two hundred miles to the rear in three and a half
days, leaving his army hopelessly outstripped, and
only drew rein at Hillsborough. Sumter, with a few
hundred men, had captured some British stores; on
hearing of the dispersal of the army, he retreated
slowly to Rocky Mount, and was surprised, while taking a noonday siesta with his men, by Tarleton, who
captured three hundred of his men, and either killed or
put to flight the rest. Sumter reached Charlotte two
days later, alone, without hat on his head or saddle on
his horse.
Thus ended the summer campaign, in the
South. A series of reverses more uninterrupted had
not yet befallen the Americans but the time was now
at hand when the triumphant Cornwallis was to bring
the war to an end in a manner very different from
what he had contemplated.
In September, he made ready for a triumphant march
through the Carolinas to Virginia, by organizing a reign
of terror throughout the country. Of his proceedings,
by the agency of such men as Tarleton and Ferguson,
it may be said that they equaled the worst atrocities
;
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committed by the Spaniards on the Cubans in their
war in that island. The life and property of all
who were not in arms on the side of the King were
forfeit, and scenes of revolting cruelty and outrage
were perpetrated. Many submitted among them persons of distinction, such as Charles Pinckney, Rawlins
Lowndes, and Henry Middleton. But others resisted;
and of these Sumter, Williams, and Marion were distinguished. Williams attacked a superior force on the
18th of August and routed them; Marion rescued one
hundred and fifty prisoners, and captured six and
twenty of their guards. A British officer wrote that
"it is in vain we expect loyalty and attachment from
last

;

the inhabitants

Americans."

they are of the same stuff as

all

Yet Cornwallis was persuaded that his
army would be recruited from among them. He proclaimed that the property of all not obviously for the
King would be confiscated. Lord Germain, in London,
rubbed his hands and chuckled over the reports he
made of his barbarities. He marched to within a short
distance of Charlotte before meeting with any important check but the country was rising.
Jefferson, then Governor of Virginia, caused the enrollment of four hundred backwoodsmen under Campbell.
Clark captured from the British garrison of
Augusta, under Brown, the gifts intended to seduce
the Cherokees into an alliance. A party of forty men,
under Davie of North Carolina, attacked the vanguard
of Cornwallis's force, and for a time held his whole
army in check. A company of backwoodsmen under
Macdowell, chased across the Alleghenies by Tarleton,
roused the settlers in the remote region to activity,
and they raised a force to assist him. Isaac Shelby
and John Sevier led them over the mountains, effecting
a junction with Campbell, and this little army was
joined by a party of three hundred and fifty under
Cleaveland on September 30.
Ferguson was sent
against them, and Tarleton joined him with his light
infantry and the British legion. The American Western army (as it called itself) camped at Cowpens, and
there received the reenforcement of Williams with four
567
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hundred men; they now numbered altogether about
seventeen hundred. Learning from Williams that the
British were encamped in a strong natural position on
the top of King's Mountain, they resolved to attack
them, and nine hundred picked horsemen set out the
same night on the adventure. They arrived at the
foot of the precipitous mountain on the 7th of October.
The enemy numbered eleven hundred. The Americans
divided into four columns, and climbed to the attack in
front and rear, and were within four hundred yards
before they were discovered.
They were met by the
bayonet, but although they were themselves unprovided with that weapon, they continued the attack.
The battle lasted an hour; four hundred and fifty of
the enemy were killed or severely wounded; Ferguson
himself fell; and the rest surrenderd. The Americans
but twenty-eight killed and sixty wounded. The
attack was heroically led by Shelby, Sevier, Campbell,
Winston, Williams, and Cleaveland. The men hanged
nine or ten of the enemy, whom they recognized as
robbers and murderers; but the leaders at once put a
Retaliation for the inhumanities comstop to this.
mitted by the British was never countenanced by the
American officers, and hardly ever attempted, even
under the strongest provocation, by the soldiers.
lost

Tarleton, on learning of this disaster, made with all
The latter
speed for the protection of Cornwallis.
began a retreat, in which he was harassed and his
force depleted, and prevented from getting supplies,
as always was the case when the British were in retreat through any part of America, whether it were
Massachusetts, New Jersey, or the Carolinas. Cornwallis himself fell ill of fever, and he was caught at a
swollen ford, where his whole army might have been
destroyed, had an adequate force of Americans existed.
Meanwhile Marion had surprised a party sent to surprise him; and Sumter, above Camden, had defeated
and captured Wemyss, who was sent against him.
Upon Wemyss were found papers giving a list of the
houses he had burned and of the persons he had hanged ;

but he was a prisoner of war, and Sumter would permit
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nothing to be done to him. He repelled an attack by
Tarletou, but was himself wounded, and led his force
back across the Tyger. Thus ended Cornwallis's attempt to invade Virginia; and the fevers of autumn
destroyed his army more quickly than the losses could
be supplied from home.
The conduct of the war did not prevent the consideration of matters pertaining to the govern-

ment and economy of the States; and already
the subject of slavery was recognized as a probable source of future trouble. The dividing line between North and South had begun to define itself.
There was no essential difference in the views of either
group of States regarding the abstract morality of
slavery but it did not seem practically possible for the
South to give up the institution, without inviting industrial ruin; whereas in the North climate and morality were at one in promoting the discontinuance of
slave holding.
Virginia, standing between the two
;

sides geographically and in opinion, deplored slavery,
while failing to take effective measures to do away
with it. Jefferson said, "Nothing is more certainly
written in the Book of Fate that the negroes are to be
free; nor is it less certain that the two races, equally
I tremble
free, cannot live in the same Government.
for my country when I reflect that God is just, and
The way, I
that His justice cannot sleep forever.
hope, is preparing, under the auspices of Heaven, for a
But in most of the Southern
total emancipation."

States the subject was dismissed with the remark that,
however wrong the thing might be in theory, it had
become saddled on the country through no particular
fault of its own, and must now remain, since all the
ways of life had become conformed to it. The division
of feeling which it created, and was likely to increase,
between the two sections of the country, was admitted,
but was not regarded as of decisive importance. After
the war was over, it was thought by many that the
needs of union would no longer be apparent. The South
would form one empire, the North another; on both
sides the doctrine of State sovereignty
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Samuel Adams went so far as to say that the
South was an element of weakness in the Confederacy
the people tended to become rich and weak; and that
it was a reason against extending the bounds of America to the Mississippi that the regions so settled would
be open to slavery. Thus a party in the North favored
the pretensions of Spain, though of course not from
force.

;

the same motives that actuated the Spaniards. On the
other hand, the South would not support the North in
continuing the war for the sake of maintaining the
claim of New England to the Newfoundland fisheries.

Unless some binding and lasting agreement were entered into for union, the States would sooner or later
drift apart of themselves.
In 1780 Massachusetts took the first step to abolish
slavery by law, in the opening words of her new constitution, which was adopted after long and careful
consideration. "All men are born free and equal," ran
this document, "and have certain natural, essential,
and inalienable rights, among which may be reckoned
the right of enjoying and defending their lives and
liberties; that of acquiring, possessing and protecting
property; in fine, that of seeking and obtaining their
safety and happiness." These words freed all the six
thousand slaves at that time held in Massachusetts;
and their effectiveness was tested soon after by an action at law, in which the judges of the Supreme Court
defined and supported their meaning. But at the same
time, Vermont could not be admitted as a State, on the
sole ground, urged by the South, that to do so would
"destroy the balance of power" between the two sections; and she had consequently to wait for her admission until a State in the South, where slaves would
naturally be used, could enter the Confederacy at the
same time.
In the winter of 1780 Clinton had about seven thousand men in the North, and Washington, whose headquarters were at Morristown, rather more than half as
many; but they were, as usual, lacking in both food
and clothing, not to speak of pay and the winter was
The tories told Knyphausen that the
very severe.
;
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officers

and men were

all ripe to

desert the cause

relying on this assurance, the General thought

it

;

and,

would

New

Jersey. He landed at Elizabethof June, and the Americans
there retreated, harassing him as they fell back: at
Springfield, where Maxwell was posted on strong
ground, repeated attacks failed to dislodge him; and
when Washington arrived, Knyphausen, though having
double his force, dared not attack him, but began a
He was pursued and subjected to constant
retreat.
assaults and reached PJlizabethtown with considerable
loss.
Clinton now returned from the South and resolved to abandon New Jersey. He first feinted toward
Springfield, and then retreated to Staten Island, thus
losing an excellent chance of destroying Washington's
army. Soon after a French fleet with six thousand
French troops arrived at Newport to reenforce the

be well to enter

town Point on the 6th

Americans; Clinton detached eight thousand men and
sent them in a large fleet under Admiral Arbuthnot to
Rhode Island but the Admiral was inefficient, and put
back before reaching his destination, much to the regret
of the French and Americans who were awaiting him.
Clinton, fearful of being superseded by Cornwallis,
wrote to Germain for more troops but the latter replied
only by dispatching reenforcements to his rival. Finding himself, therefore, incompetent to defeat the Americans by force of arms, Clinton began to look about
him for means to do it by fraud.
The instrument was not far to seek. Arnold had
been living in Philadelphia, had married there, his wife
being a tory woman, .id had lived in great extravagance, insomuch that he was heavily in debt, and had
not hesitated to commit peculations. The character of
this man, indeed, had never had more than one redeeming feature, which was his animal courage that
reckless exposure of the person under the influence of
rage and excitement which is the lowest type of darAll his instincts were, and had always been,
ing.
coarse and brutal, and his brains were little better than
his heart.
His history shows him to have been insensible to considerations of honor or of shame, and
;

;
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he regretted his abominable treason no more than he
scrupled to commit it. He was almost as much despised by the British as by the Americans; but he
minded this not at all, and was solely concerned to
get as much money as possible out of his disgrace.
History affords no instance of a baser and more sordid
traitor, or of one for whose treason there was less of
colorable pretext; nor could another sovereign besides
George III be found in Europe who would have found
it consonant with his ideas of fitness to reward such a
scoundrel by putting his family on the English pension
roll.

Clinton, though less brutal in his manner and
methods than Arnold, was not in other respects less
stained with dishonor than he, in the transactions
which were now to take place. Of Lord Germain, who
so eagerly approved the plan of treason unfolded to
him, enough has already been said. Finally, there is
Andre\ who served as the agent between Arnold and
Clinton. Concerning this young man, a great deal of
silly sentiment has been vented during the past cenHe was treated with great consideration by
tury.
Washington and the Americans generally, from first to
last; he was hanged, because Washington was as just
as he was humane but it must be said that Andre was
a man of worthless character, destitute of honor or
scruple, and presenting all the characteristics of a
;

He was
smooth, insinuating, conscienceless scamp.
good-looking and winning in manner full of small accomplishments a good actor, a clever scene painter, a
dabbler in rimed doggerel, a lively talker; he was
graceful in mind and body, well educated, and with the
refinement of good breeding. At his glib tongue's end
were the shibboleths of the "man of honor" of the
period; he coveted distinction, and risked for it all
that should be dearer to a true man than life; last,
and best, he could meet death decently and acknowledge that it was deserved. Such was Andr, and this
was all he was; and many a good-for-nothing before
him has possessed all these attributes, and more. Had
he escaped death, his memory would have awakened
572
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only contempt because he suffered the penalty, he has
received scarce anything but compassion and eulogy,
and England built a tomb in his honor. Had he died
in such a cause as Nathan Hale died in, and with the
right to say what Hale said as he stood on the scaffold,
he could not have received more consideration and
yet between him and Hale there is an abyss as wide as
that between lofty self-sacrifice and ignoble baseness.
Both of these men were spies but no contrast could be
more real and deep than that which separates them.
Arnold had already been furnishing treasonable information to Clinton before he announced that he was
desirous of exchanging the American service for the
British.
His disloyalty and impudent behavior had
;

;

;

given offense in Philadelphia, and his removal was demanded; but the evidences of treason were construed
as indiscretion, and his punishment was but to receive
a reprimand from Washington, which, we are told, was
Arnold did not "smart
very gently administered.
under it," as has been said; but he welcomed it as a
pretext for opening plain negotiations with Clinton.
Germain assured Clinton that any expense "would be
cheerfully submitted to" in so worthy a cause. Arnold
proposed, for a sum of money, and other considerations, to betray West Point, and if possible, Washington, to the enemy. To this end, be first solicited the

at West Point, which was considered impregnable to attack; having been fortified, under the
superintendence of Kosciusko, by American soldiers,
with great trunks of trees and huge blocks of stone, at
an outlay of vast labor, but entirely without cost, and
even with the arrears of pay of the builders still unIt contained ammunitions and stores for
liquidated.
the entire American army and its position made it of
vital importance to the cause. Arnold, then, pleading
his wounds as an excuse for not asking active service,
begged Washington to give him the charge of this
stronghold. Washington, whose honest and honorable
mind, like that of the mythic Arthur of Britain, could
his prayer.
easily be cajoled by a scoundrel, assented to
Through the agency of Andre a correspondence was
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carried on between Clinton and Arnold for two months
but Arnold, in order to be sure that he would get his
price, insisted on a personal interview with a plenipotentiary. Andre attempted to get through the American lines, aided by an order given by Arnold to the
American commander at that point, the pretext being
that the person who was expected under the protection
of a flag of truce was employed on private business relating to some confiscated property. This first attempt
was defeated by the British themselves, one of their
guard boats, whose men were not in the secret, firing
upon the boat in which Andre was coming up the river.
On the 18th of September Arnold took advantage of
Washington's passing on his way to Hartford, where
he was to meet the French officer Rochambeau, to ask
him to let an agent pass the lines on private business
but Washington refused. Learning that he expected
to stop in West Point on his return, Arnold sent word
to Clinton to send Andre to him at once, and to make
his preparations. Clinton at once began the embarking of troops, while Andre went up the river to the
British ship of war Vulture, anchored below the Point,
where he waited for the boat under a flag of truce
which Arnold was to send for him. On the night of
September 21 the boat arrived, rowed with muffled oars
by a creature of Arnold's named Joshua Heth Smith.
In it Andre was put ashore, where he found Arnold
waiting for him with a spare horse. They rode to
Smith's house, where they talked over their business.
The plan Arnold offered was to betray Fort Defiance
by so distributing the garrison over its seven acres as
to spoil their efficiency, and meanwhile to send to
Washington for immediate aid; so that Clinton might
be free to capture him by surprise on his way to the
rescue.
During their conversation the Vulture had
been fired on by an American battery, and had been
forced to drop down stream; so Andre, after changing
his regimentals for the clothes of a countryman, made
ready, with Arnold's letters and a plan of the works at
West Point in his boots, to return to New York by land.
Arnold went back to his quarters.
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Andre crossed the Hudson at King's Ferry, passed
the American post at Verplanck's Point about dusk,
spent the night near Crompond, and early on the 23d
of September took the road on horseback to New. York.
Near Tarrytown, he fancied all danger was past; but
by chance John Paulding, a poor patriot who had seen
fighting and captivity, had, after his late escape from
New York, organized a small party to assist him in
capturing raiders and doing the like small services to
the cause. At eleven o'clock, as Andr6 was riding up
the hill from Sleepy Hollow, Paulding suddenly confronted him, and asked who he was and whither he
went. "Gentlemen, I hope you are of our party?" said
Andre, never doubting they were English. "Which
party?" responded the shrewd American. "The lower
party," was Andre's fatal reply. "We are," said
Paulding. "I am a British officer, out on particular
business, and I hope you won't detain me a minute."
Upon this admission, Paulding bade him dismount.
Andre, realizing his mistake, showed his pass from
Arnold. "I hope you won't be offended ; we don't mean
to take anything from you; but there are many bad
people going along this road, and you may be one of
them. Have you any letters about you?" "No," said
Andre. Paulding, however, wanted to see for himself,
so Andre was taken aside into the shrubbery and
searched; and his boots gave up their secret. "You
are a spy," Paulding observed. "Let me go, and you
shall have a hundred guineas any sum you please,"
exclaimed the British Adjutant General. "No not for
:

thousand guineas!" answered Paulding.
They
made their prisoner accompany them to North Castle,
where, in the evening, they handed him over to Jameten

commander of the post; and, so far as Paulding and the other two men David Williams and Isaac
van Wart were concerned, nothing more would ever
have been heard of any of them; for they omitted to
give their names or to ask for a reward and Jameson,
who, so far as history enables us to judge him, was the
most stupid man at that time in America, did not
It was Washington who, afterward,
question them.
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sought out the three humble patriots, whose fidelity,
under Providence, saved the United States, and
prompted Congress to vote them honorable annuities.
Meanwhile Lieutenant Colonel Jameson and Andre
were left to each other's society but no record of their
conversation remains. We only know that, as a consequence of it, Jameson gave the amazing order that
Andre should be sent back to Arnold No comic opera
contains a passage more ludicrous than this.
Fortunately for the world of sane human beings, there was
at the post a certain Major Tallmadge, who, though
second in command, was first in common sense by an
infinite degree above the Lieutenant Colonel; and he
insisted upon Andre's being retained at Old Salem.
He was, however, allowed to write to Arnold. The
letter reached the latter a few hours before the expected arrival of Washington from Hartford; and the
traitor had but just time to escape.
Washington could not comprehend the scope of what
had happened till a letter from Andre enlightened
him.
He strove to excuse himself for having "been
betrayed into the vile condition of an enemy in disguise," and begged, though "unfortunate," he might be
branded with nothing dishonorable, since, he declared,
he was "involuntarily an impostor." This was lying,
not in the service of his country, but for personal
safety only, and at the expense of his fellow conHe hoped to be exchanged; and had the
spirators.
shameless effrontery to mention Gadsden of South
Carolina, one of the most stainless and high-minded
patriots in America, who had been captured at the
surrender of Charleston, as a fit person to be exchanged
for him. Should he be executed, he insinuated, a like
fate would be inflicted upon Gadsden and other men
;

!

of his caliber.

He was 'brought
was established on
of the most

to headquarters at once; his guilt
his own confession ; a court-martial
honorable men in the army tried him, and

passed sentence of death unanimously ; the sentence was
approved by Washington on the last day of September,
and he directed that the execution take place the
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next day. But Andre, who had not hesitated to prostitute a flag of truce, to pledge his word of honor that
his mission was of a private nature exclusively, and to
put himself on a par with men of honor and patriotism,
did not, it appeared, think it becoming his high character to be hanged he thought he ought to be shot, if
he must be killed at all. But, unfortunately for him,
the British, ever since the war began, had used the gallows, and the gallows only, upon every possible occasion; and hundreds of Americans, guilty of no crime,
whose shoes Andre was not worthy to unlace, had died
on it at English hands. Hanged, therefore, Andre
must be and hanged accordingly he was, to the hearty
satisfaction of the most elementary justice. True to
his character, if to nothing else, he acted out his little
scene on the scaffold; informed the spectators that he
was "reconciled to his fate, but not to the mode," and
begged them to "witness to the world that I die like a
brave man." He died the death of dishonor which he
;

;

richly deserved.
Sickly sentimentality demands that
"let his misfortunes cast a veil over his errors : the

we

temptation was great!" A man with no honorable
found an opportunity to do a conand
did it. His misfortune was the
he
genial deed;
misfortune of all other criminals who have not the luck
It is true,
to cover their tracks he was found out.
he was an English gentleman and soldier; and if English gentlemen and soldiers are proud of him as their
peer, it is not for us to grudge them that privilege.
His effigy is in Westminster Abbey.
traits of character
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Declaration

THE

of

Independence was not

a

declaration of Union. The States had to learn
by experience that there can be such a thing as
too much independence. The lesson cost an immense

sum of mouev, and nearly cost them their emancipation
from England; but nothing less than a desperate war
against all manner of odds could have hammered it
home. The various Governments of the States were as
nearly perfect as free governments could be while the
government of the confederacy, as exercised by Congress, was the feeblest, and therefore one of the worst,
The States were naturally slow to perceive
possible.
that this badness of the central Government could only
be remedied by their own action in voluntarily in;

trusting it with greater powers, at the sacrifice, apparently, of some measure of their own independence.
The individual citizen was amenable to the Government of his own State, but not to the authority of
Congress; and this was a state of things which could
not fail to produce essential weakness of the body
Mutual jealousies must be put aside, the
corporate.
best men of the country must take their seats in Congress, and the confederacy must obey their laws, or the
whole structure would collapse. Vergennes saw this,
but he said that while during the war it was essential
that the union of the States should be as nearly perfect as possible, yet afterward "the general federation

much difficulty in maintaining itself, and will
perhaps be replaced by separate confederations.
Should this revolution occur, it will weaken the
United States, which have not now, and never will
have, real and respectable strength except by their
union. But it is for themselves alone to make these
578
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We have no

right to present them for their
interest whatever to see
America play the part of a power. Nothing can be
more conformable to our political interest than separate acts by which each State shall ratify treaties
concluded with France; because in this way every
State will be found separately connected with us,
whatever may be the fortune of the general confederation."
Washington comprehended this as clearly as the
French diplomat did. "Unless Congress are vested by
the several States with powers competent to the great
purposes of war," he wrote, "or assume them as a matter of right, and they and the States respectively act
with more energy, our cause is lost. By ill-timing in
the adoption of measures, by delays in their execution,
reflections.

consideration,

and we have no

we

incur enormous expenses and deOne State will comply with
the requisition of Congress, another neglects it, a third
executes it by halves, and all differ either in the manner, the matter, or so much in the point of time, that
we are always working uphill, and are unable to
apply our strength or resources to any advantage. I
see one head gradually changing into thirteen, one
army into thirteen, which, instead of looking up to
Congress as the supreme controlling power, consider
themselves dependent on their respective States."
or by jealousies,
rive

no benefit from them.

Boston supported Washington's argument by its
convention of August, 1780.
There a beginning toward a real Federal Constitution was made. They
resolved "that the union of these States be fixed in a

more

solid and permanent manner; that the powers of
Congress be more clearly ascertained and defined that
the important national concerns of the United States
be under the superintendency and control of one supreme head; that it be recommended to the States to
empower their delegates in Congress to confederate
with such of the States as will accede to the proposed
;

confederation; and that they invest their delegates in
Congress with powers competent for the government
and direction of all those common and national affairs
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which do not or cannot come within the jurisdiction of
the particular States."
This wise proposition came under the notice of Hamilton, who, being of West Indian birth, had no State
prejudices, and whose respect for the virtue of mankind was not so unquestioning as to blind him to the
He bevalue of measures which might support it.
lieved in a strong central power. He advocated a convention of all the States to conclude upon federation.

"The sovereign of an empire under one simple form of
government has too much power; in an empire composed of federated states, each with a government completely organized within itself, the danger is directly
the reverse.

Congress should have complete sover-

eignty in all that relates to war, peace, trade, finance,
foreign affairs, armies, fleets, fortifications, coining
money, establishing banks, imposing a land tax, poll
It
tax, duties on trade, and the unoccupied lands.
should provide perpetual revenues, productive and

easy of collection, which, together with duties, would
give it a substantial existence. Where the public good
is evidently the object, more may be effected in governments like ours than in any other. Free countries have
ever paid the heaviest taxes: the obedience of a free
people to general laws, however hard they bear, is ever
more perfect than that of slaves to the arbitrary will of
a prince. But the idea of an uncontrollable sovereignty
in each State will defeat the powers given to Congress,
and make our union feeble and precarious." He also
urged the appointment of officers of foreign affairs, of
war, of the navy, and of the treasury ; and wished the
army to be placed under the immediate control of
Congress.

The time for some sort of reorganization was come :
as Washington remarked, "We have lived upon expedients till we can live no longer." In May of 1780 there
had been a mutiny of Connecticut troops, who had been
without pay for nearly a year, and with little food or
clothing, and they had only returned to duty at Washington's personal entreaty, reenforced by the appearance of the enemy. In January of the next year some
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Irish troops mutinied at Princeton, and were only reduced to obedience by the native-born soldiers of the
army. "Human patience has its limits," wrote Lafayette; "no European troops would suffer a tenth part
of what the American troops suffer. It takes citizens
to support hunger, nakedness, toil, and the total want
of pay, which constitute the condition of our soldiers,
the hardiest and most patient that are to be found in
the world." The women of America made clothes for
them; private individuals in towns clubbed together

them with food; but nothing like a general
organization for their subsistence was forthcoming.
'Hamilton was sent to France to raise loans, yet America, in proportion to her population, was at that moment richer than France. The republic seemed a form
of government destined to fail.
New York had been the first of the States to surrender her claim on unoccupied lands in favor of the
It was reunion; Virginia followed her example.
solved in Congress to vest a power in that body to levy
a duty of five per cent on importations ; and on the 1st
of March, 1781, the assent of the States to this resolution was obtained. Washington then urged upon some
of the most eminent statesmen the expediency of a law
by which a refractory or delinquent State might be
coerced. "The present temper of the States is friendly
to the establishment of a lasting union; the moment
should be improved; if suffered to pass away, it may
never return; and after gloriously and successfully
contending against the usurpations of Britain, we may
fall a prey to our own follies and disputes." In consequence of this letter, an amendment to the articles of
confederation was introduced in Congress, "to give to
the United States full authority to employ their force,
as well by sea as by land, to compel any delinquent
State to fulfill its Federal engagements." This amendment was drafted by Madison and approved by Jefferson ; but the time for its acceptance had not yet come.
France was coming to the end of her resources for
continuing the war, and it was evident that the campaign of 1781 must be the final one. The Jesuits, who
581
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had been expelled from France and Spain, made overtures to North to assist him in attacking America on
the west, on condition of their being left free to establish the Catholic religion there but before North could
act upon this suggestion other events intervened.
Adams was sent as envoy to Europe to negotiate re;

garding terms of peace; but as he said of himself, he
fitted to make war than peace and he committed various faults of taste and etiquette, among
them that of endeavoring to usurp the place of Franklin as Minister to France.
Vergennes suggested that
some more amenable person be substituted for him;
and associate envoys were later appointed. Six million
livres were advanced by France to the States, but much
of it was foolishly expended. After much discussion,

was better

;

transpired that America would require to be
assured against infringement of her western boundaries, and would demand a share in the fisheries. But,
unless the coming campaign showed much better results than the last one, she seemed likely to illustrate
the old adage about counting the eggs before they
hatch out.
Gates had slighted Morgan in his report of the surrender of Burgoyne, to which Morgan had largely contributed; but after his flight before Cornwallis he experienced a change of heart, and made him commander
of a specially selected corps of cavalry and riflemen.
A few days after this Gates was superseded by Greene
at Washington's request; Greene having resigned his
office as Quartermaster General, when Congress resolved to pay him a salary instead of allowing him to
absorb vast commissions while the soldiers starved.
Greene had his faults, and they were serious ones;
but he was a good soldier, comparatively speaking.
Under his control were now placed all the troops in
and south of Delaware, subject to the supreme control
of Washington. Henry Lee, with three hundred and
fifty light cavalry, was detached by Washington for the
southern service. Gates had already gathered together
twenty-three hundred men.
it finally

The

first

movement

of the
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Colonel Cunningham with a hundred
and fifty tories and negroes attacked a house in which
were some thirty Americans under Colonel Hayes,
who, after having been fired on for three hours, the
house being in flames, surrendered upon the terms,
which were reduced to writing, that they should be
treated as prisoners of war until exchanged. But as
soon as they marched out, Cunningham hanged Hayes
and his second in command to a tree, killed several
other prisoners, and bade his men follow his example.
One of the tories, who was personally acquainted with
many of the Americans, went among the bodies after
the massacre, and stabbed with his sword those who
were not yet dead. This is but a typical instance of
the manner in which the English conducted the war.
Greene established a "camp of repose" for his army

by the British.

in a fine country at the headwaters of the Pedee; but
detached Morgan for minor operations against the
enemy. Morgan was at that time the best officer of
light cavalry in the world. His successes made Cornwallis uneasy, and he sent Tarleton against him.
Morgan was at the moment in a tract where food and
forage were unobtainable; and his requests to Greene
that he be allowed either to pass into Georgia or rejoin the main army were refused. He was now between
the main army of Cornwallis and Tarleton's light horse.
Tarleton had twelve hundred men, and on the 16th of

January, 1781, was near Cornwallis. Morgan's whole
was about nine hundred, including militia levies.
His camp was at the Cowpens, seven miles west of
Broad River and five miles south of the North Carolina
boundary, in the northwest corner of the State.
Before dawn on the 17th of January he prepared for
battle in a wood without undergrowth, between two
brooks, with a little ridge between them, on which,
after giving his men their breakfast, he posted his best
troops his scouts having informed him that Tarleton
was drawing near. Virginia riflemen, on each wing,
force

:

adjoined the Maryland light infantry in the center.
reserve were William Washington and his cavalry.
Pickens guarded the approaches with volunteers, and
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a hundred sharpshooters skirmished on the right and
left flanks.

Tarleton appeared about eight o'clock, with two regiments in line, artillery in front, himself with two
hundred and eighty cavalry in the rear, and two hundred light troops on the flanks. Their charge was met
by a heavy fire, first from the skirmishers, then from
Pickens's

men; and

after retiring thirty yards, they

formed and fired again, every shot well aimed. At the
same time the sharpshooters opened on the British
from each flank they wavered the Americans charged
with the bayonet, and the enemy fled like deer, leaving
their arms behind them, and they never rallied. William Washington attacked Tarleton's cavalry, and they
too turned and ran, Tarleton betraying great cowardice.
The pursuit continued four and twenty miles. Of
the British three hundred men were killed and
wounded, and ten commissioned officers were killed;
five hundred privates and twenty-nine commissioned
In addition there were
officers were taken prisoners.
captured eight hundred muskets, a hundred dragoon
horses, thirty-five wagons, two field pieces, and two
standards, showing how headlong had been the flight
of these English veterans before a force smaller than
The entire
theirs by one-fourth, and without guns.
baggage of the British, an enormous train, was destroyed. This battle is worthy of especial notice for
the admirable firmness and efficiency of the Americans,
;

;

who knew

their leaders and trusted them. Cornwallis
declared that this "unexpected and extraordinary
event" would produce incalculable consequences.
Morgan, after the pursuit was over, crossed Broad
River with his prisoners and the captured arms and
thus eluded Cornwallis. The fame of the victory resounded over the whole country, and Morgan received
the thanks of Congress and the praises of all. The
superiority of American troops, when properly handled,
to the best regulars of Europe, was conclusively established.
The total loss of the Americans was twelve
killed

and sixty wounded.

Cornwallis thought that his best chance of safety
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lay in pushing forward across North Carolina and
Virginia until he could join Clinton on the Chesapeake.
In order to march light, he destroyed his baggage and
wagons. Heavy rains made the fords impassable and
occasioned delay, and the Americans disputed the
crossings and inflicted heavy loss. At the settlement
of Salem, inhabited by noncombatant Moravians, he
encamped on the 9th of February; the commands of
Morgan and Greene effected their junction on the same
day at Guilford Court House, twenty-five miles distant.
But Morgan, who had been made General, was forced
to take leave of absence, being incapacitated by fever
and rheumatism. He was never able to return to
active duty, and thus America lost one of her ablest
and noblest soldiers, in whose record there was not a
flaw.

The American army being still too weak to engage
the enemy, Greene accomplished a careful and solThe men were in excellent
and Greene approved himself thoroughly competent to take care of them. At Hillsborough in North

dierly retreat into Virginia.
spirits,

Cornwallis issued a proclamation calling
and a large number of them
rose accordingly.
But Pickens fell upon them and
slaughtered them, and Tarleton, appointed to protect
them, fled. Cornwallis now tried to force Greene to a
general engagement; but the latter avoided it, while
awaiting reenforcements. They reached him on the
14th of March, raising his total force to sixteen hundred men, with two thousand militia, thus out numbering the British almost two to one. But Greene himself
was nearly worn out from many days' lack of sleep and
constant exertion ; and after the battle, which was one
of the most stubbornly fought of the war, he fainted
from sheer exhaustion. The British never fought so
well as on this day, and though they remained on the
field at the end, they lost almost twice as many men
as the Americans.
The battle took place on the 15th of March, 1781.
Greene's army occupied a hill surrounded by smaller
He made three lines of
hills and covered with forest.
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one behind another, at such a distance apart
that none could support another; and thus Cornwallis
would engage three armies, each inferior in numbers to
his own. Instead of placing his militia in reserve, as
was Washington's rule, he placed them in front. It
was this that was one of the main causes of his defeat,
since the green troops lost the advantage of their fine
position by unsteadiness, whereas the seasoned troops
would have held it until Cornwallis's attack was repelled. Cornwallis advanced with the bayonet, and the
North Carolina militia fled while the enemy were still
a hundred and fifty yards away, hardly firing a shot.
The second position was carried with much more difFrom the third line, the
ficulty, and with heavy loss.
British were beaten back, and Webster, leading the
The second battalion of the guards
attack, killed.
broke through a Maryland regiment, but were in turn
hurled back with great slaughter by Colonel Washington, and the first battalion of guards suffered a like
fate.
But just then a Hessian reserve came up, and
drove back the Americans.
Two regiments of Virginians were near, and had not yet been used; but
Greene, instead of sending them forward and thus retrieving the day, used them to cover his retreat, and
left his cannon on the field.
But even as it was, Cornbattle,

though technically victorious, was actually dewounded behind him, began a
pursued as far as Deep River,
the bridge over which he destroyed after crossing it,
and on the 7th of April he arrived with his shattered
force at Wilmington.
Thence, in opposition to the
wallis,

feated, and leaving his
hasty retreat. He was

plans of Clinton, his superior, he left for Virginia.
Greene, meanwhile, crossed into South Carolina, and
advanced on Camden. At Hobkirk Hill he was surprised by Rawdon and defeated, each side losing three
hundred men. Marion, just before this, had captured
the chief British fort on the Santee by building a high
r
log tower from w hich the garrison could be picked off
by sharpshooters. Camden was made untenable by
this capture, and was abandoned on the 10th of May,
after being partially destroyed by the retiring British.
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Sumter took Orangeburg the next day, and Marion
captured Fort Motte: Nelson's Ferry was evacuated,
Fort Granby surrendered with three hundred men, and
the garrison of Georgetown retreated to Charleston.
The British now held only Augusta and Ninety-Six.
The latter place was besieged on the 22d of May ; it
was strong and well-fortified and the garrison was

commanded by a good officer. Before Greene had made
any impression on it, Rawdon started to relieve it and
Greene, forgetting prudence in the desire for success,
ordered a storming party to effect a lodgment. There
was no breach in the walls, and the attacking force
was destroyed, one in three being killed and twice that
number wounded. Greene gave up the siege and retreated northward. It was his fate uniformly to just
miss success. Ninety-Six was evacuated, and Rawdon
tried to establish a post on the Congaree, but was prevented by Greene and retired to Orangeburg, where he
was strongly reenforced but was hampered by fugitive
loyalists with their families. Though stronger in numbers than the Americans, Rawdon fell back without
giving battle to Charleston, and sailed for England,
after taking prisoner and illegally hanging Isaac
Hayne. This act put an ineffaceable stain on his name,
which could ill bear the burden. He was taken prisoner
by the French on his way home.
The British were now at the junction of the two
rivers Congaree and Wateree.
They fell back before
Greene and made a stand at Eutaw Springs, where,
early in the morning of September 8, Greene moved to
attack them.
Marion and Pickens commanded his
wings in front Sumter led his second line, with Campbell and Otho; William Washington's cavalry was in
reserve. The British were routed and many killed but
a party threw themselves into a brick house, and shot
down the Americans who brought up cannon against
them. Greene rashly ordered Washington to attack
another party which had formed in a thick wood the
cavalry could not penetrate it, and Washington was
wounded and taken prisoner. Greene had won his first
battle and lost his second; the losses in killed and
;

;

;

;

;
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wounded were about

five hundred a side; but the Amertook five hundred prisoners.
The best
troops on the side of the English were Irishmen;
though Ireland owed to the final success of the American cause her own rights in trade and legislation.
Greene remained on the field prepared to renew the
battle the next day; but the British retreated during
the night, leaving their wounded and destroying their
arms. "We fight, get beaten, and fight again," he remarked, exactly and tersely describing his operations:
in less than a year he had cleared three States of the
enemy, with the exception of the towns of Charleston

icans

also

and Savannah. He was rewarded by enormous grants
of land and money from the States in question.
Benedict Arnold's first exploit as a traitor in arms
against his countrymen was the burning of Richmond,
which had refused his offer of clemency if he might

A plan of Washington's to
capture him by a combined movement of a land force
and the French fleet failed owing to accidents. Lafayette and Phillips effected a junction about the first of
May, 1781, before Richmond but Phillips died of fever,
and reeuforcements were delayed by lack of equipment.
Cornwallis sent Arnold back to New York, whence
Clinton dispatched him against his native State, Conseize its stores of tobacco.

;

necticut.

He

plundered and burned

New London, and

Colonel Ledyard and a hundred and fifty militia surrendered Fort Griswold, across the river, after a brave
defense.
Bromley, the British commander, ran Ledyard through the body with his sword, and the rest of
the garrison was slaughtered, with the exception of
forty who were taken prisoners. After this exploit the
British decided that they had enough of Arnold, and he
retired to England, a stench in all men's nostrils, and
died in London at the age of sixty, after seeing his
country victorious and prosperous.
Cornwallis had arrived at Petersburg on the 20th of

May, and immediately marched against Lafayette,
whose youthful inexperience seemed to offer an easy
mark. But Lafayette was possessed of an old head on
young shoulders, and of a gallant and brave heart. He
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could not engage Cornwallis with his small force, but
he outrnaneuvered him, until he was joined by Anthony
Wayne; Cornwallis halted at Hanover Court House,
and sent out Tarleton in one direction and Simcoe in
another. The former captured seven members of the
Virginia Legislature, but just missed Jefferson ; Simcoe
destroyed stores at Point of Fork. Cornwallis interposed his troops between Lafayette and the Court
House at Albemarle, where the magazines were established; but the Frenchman gained them by a secret
road and intrenched himself strongly. At Williamsburg, Cornwallis was disconcerted by orders from
Clinton to send three thousand men to New York,
where an attack from Washington was feared. Washington had no such intention, but had caused dispatches conveying such an impression to fall into the

hands of the British. His real purpose was to make
an attack on the English force in Virginia with the
assistance of the French fleet and army. Cornwallis
was forced to comply with his superior's order, but it
brought the enmity between the two men to its height.
The arrival of troops from England enabled Clinton to
countermand the dispatch of Cornwallis's men before
it had been accomplished but the feud remained.
A plan laid by Cornwallis to surprise Wayne by making him suppose that a large body of troops was really
but a small detachment was brought to naught by
Wayne's audacity, who charged with such assurance
that the British hesitated, fancying he must be himself supported by unknown reenforcements and before
the mistake could be discovered, Wayne was actually
;

;

succored by Lafayette.
Cornwallis, after inflicting
damage throughout Virginia to the amount of about
three million pounds, but failing in all the strictly
military aims he had in view, established himself at
Yorktown and Gloucester and fortified his army there.
The time was now come for the final operation of the
war. Clinton had been completely deceived as to Washington's intentions, and of course Cornwallis shared
his delusion. The American army was supplied with
necessaries by the generosity of Morris,
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and a half dollars, and
borrowed twenty thousand more from the French
Even after the march southGeneral, Rochambeau.
ward had begun, Clinton, relying on the intercepted
dispatch, thought it was but a feint to mislead him.
Count de Grasse, with the French fleet, arrived in the
Chesapeake from the West Indies the last of August ;
and a week later engaged the English fleet and defeated it, allowing opportunity for the transports with
the siege artillery to come in. The allied French and
American troops, sixteen thousand in number, were
meanwhile marching to the same point, received everywhere along the route with acclamations of affection
and joy. The whole command was united under Washington, greatly to the credit of French magnanimity.
On his way south he rode in advance with Rochambeau
and Chastellux in order to have time to spend three
days at his home at Mount Vernon, which for six
years he had not seen. On the 28th of September the
allies encountered the British outposts and drove them
in: the siege was begun, and Washington fixed his
headquarters under a mulberry tree, and slept with
his head pillowed on its outcropping root.
The allied armies were now divided, the French taking the left side of the approaches to the city, and the
Americans the right. Within a week, trenches had been
opened within six hundred yards of the enemy, and
the bombardment was kept up night and day. Cornwallis replied stoutly, but he was under no illusions as
to the peril of his position. Only in response to the insistence of Clinton and Germain had he, in opposition
to his own judgment, undertaken the defense of the
place. Portsmouth, further south, would have offered
the advantage of communication with the Carolinas;
Yorktown was only tenable on condition of being supported by the fleet, which had been driven away. Clinton had eighteen thousand men in New York; but
either he did not realize his rival's danger, or he was
indifferent to it. The end came while he was still inhis credit for nearly a million

active.

Yorktown was a small

village
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the long tongue of land which
separates the York
River from the James, and which is at this point about
eight miles wide. The river banks are high, and the
river deep. On the opposite side of the
York, about a
mile across, was Gloucester. The fortifications of
Yorktown consisted of earthworks in the shape of redoubts and batteries on the right, with a stockade supporting a high parapet in the rear, and in front a redoubt commanding a marshy ravine. A stockade and
batteries defended the extension of the marsh
along the
center; the left had two small redoubts, in front of
which the ground was level with the works, or cut up
in narrow gorges. As Cornwallis had written to Clinton, the place was "in no state of defense." But the
time for escape had gone by.
Before the siege began, Cornwallis abandoned the
outer defenses, and concentrated himself within.

French dragoons under De Lauzun, with marines and
Virginia militia, hemmed in the force at Gloucester on
the other side of the river; and an attempt at a sortie
by Tarleton was promptly crushed by De Lauzun, Tarleton himself barely escaping. The allied armies were
full of gayety and confidence, but gloom dwelt upon the

An English frigate of forty-four guns and
three transport ships were set on fire by red-hot shot
from the French cannon on the 10th of October. On
the llth, a parallel was opened three hundred yards
from the lines of the English, and on the fourteenth
breaches were made in two redoubts on the right, and
Hamilton led a storming party against that on the
British.

York River, while De Deux Fonts and De L'Estrade
headed the French attack on the other. At a signal,
both parties advanced in silence; the American party
entirely surrounded the redoubt and captured it and its
(defenders with a loss to the latter of but eight killed
and wounded. The French were delayed in their advance by a stout abattis and palisade and though they
carried the redoubt in less than ten minutes, they lost
over a hundred men. The victory was complete, and
was celebrated with fraternal rejoicings. "The work is
done, and well done," said Washington, who, with Lin-

,

'i

;
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coin and Knox, had watched the combined assault,
under some risk from bullets, spent or otherwise. The
friendly emulation between the French and the American troops was advantageous to the success of both.
On the same night, both redoubts were included in
the line of the second parallels; and a sortie on the
night of October 16th was driven back, after three or
four guns had been ineffectually spiked. The next day

Cornwallis made up his mind that he must surrender.
Officers from both sides met on the 18th to arrange
terms Laurens and De Noaille for the Americans and
French, and two of corresponding rank for the English.
The same conditions were imposed upon Cornwallis as
had been given to Lincoln when he surrendered Charleston.
The soldiers were to be prisoners of war, but
loyalists must be dealt with by American law: private
property should be respected, except plunder and runaway slaves; all public property must be surrendered.
Seven thousand two hundred and forty-seven of the
best soldiers of the British army, and eight hundred
and forty sailors, were included in this capitulation,
without counting the three hundred and fifty who had
fallen during the siege.
Two hundred and forty-four
iron and brass cannon were given up. Cornwallis betrayed his boorishness by deputing the delivery of his
sword to his subordinate O'Hara, and many of the
common soldiers evinced the like temper by trying to
break their arms as they stacked them. There was
nothing in the conduct of the men or officers of the

invading army, either before or during the surrender,
which entitled them to the consideration which they
nevertheless received.
Their inherent brutality was
apparent both in war and in defeat. In apportioning
the booty, the Americans received the land forces and
stores, while the ships and sailors went to the French.
There were nine thousand Americans of the besiegers,
and seven thousand French. However selfish may have
been the policy of the French Government in helping
America, the genuine cordiality and generosity of the
troops who did the helping can never be impugned.
They were more American than the Americans.
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On learning of the surrender, Congress went to
church to thank God, and Philadelphia blazed with illuminations. Honors were showered upon Washington
and the other leaders, French and English. Lafayette
was loved in America and "venerated" in France.
Franklin wrote to Washington that this success brightened "the glory that must accompany your name to the
latest posterity." In England, the news came like the
voice of doom to Lord North, drove Germain from the
Cabinet, rejoiced Fox and the Opposition in general,
and elicited from the bewildered fool on the throne the
declaration that "no difficulties can get me to consent
to the getting of peace at the expense of a separation
from America." It was presently to be revealed to this
poor creature that the time had gone by when either
English or Americans would wait for his consent.
Public opinion in England was all for peace, and it
only remained to consider the terms which the allies
were willing to accept.
But the discussions of cabinets and diplomats are
even more long-drawn than the operations of war; and
though all the persons concerned in the negotiations
now to be undertaken desired peace, many months
must pass before they could agree on the details of the
pacific object. Robert Livingstone sent word to Franklin that peace must include the right to the fisheries
and the Mississippi boundary, which coincided with
Franklin's views; Congress was of the same mind, but
found

it

present.

inexpedient to say so authoritatively just at
Meanwhile John Adams in the Netherlands

had by

his determined front and indefatigable persistency brought about the acknowledgment by that
power of the separate existence of America as an independent nation. Spain, in terror over the danger to

her power, and hating America, would do nothing but,
as Franklin remarked, she had been four years debating what to do: "Give her forty, and meantime let us
go about our own business." The House of Commons
finally voted against the continuance of the war, and
Lord North announced the retirement of himself and
of the worst Ministry that had ever misrepresented
;
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Great Britain; and much to the grief of the King, he
was compelled to accept Lord Rockingham as North's
successor. Lord Shelburne and Franklin made mutual
friendly advances looking toward the conclusion of a
peace, and the former appointed Oswald, a man of intelligence and liberality, to communicate his ideas to
the American statesmen. But Fox, a member of the
new Cabinet, was anxious to pick a quarrel with Shelburne, and dispatched a young friend of his own, Grenville, to Paris, to negotiate a peace with America apart
from France. This Franklin of course declined to do
but he educated Grenville by conversing with him, and
showing him the true position of America. Rockiugham dying on the 1st of July, 1782, Shelburne became
First Lord of the Treasury. He accepted the post on
the understanding with the King that peace with independent America was to be consented to. He was
one of the most sensible and liberal men in England,
and his influence was wholly favorable to America.
Fox lost a great opportunity, and seriously injured the
cause of reform in England, by selfishly and shortsightedly opposing him.
Burke, also, was violently
hostile to Shelburne, whose ministry, he declared,
would be "fifty times worse than North's his accursed
principles were to be found in Macchiavelli, and but for
want of understanding he would be a Catiline or a
;

;

Borgia." Shelburne contented himself with remarking
that "nothing was further from his intention than to
renew the war with America" and to Oswald in Paris
he wrote "We have adopted Dr. Franklin's idea of the
method to come to a general pacification by treating
separately with each party. I beg him to believe that
I can have no idea or design of acting toward him and
his associates but in the most open, liberal, and honorable manner,"
Franklin, suspecting that Shelburne.
for the very reason of his honesty and open-mindedness, might not remain Minister long, lost no time in
entering upon details with Oswald. In going over the
articles of peace, he explained to him that Congress
could not and would not grant reinstatement to loyalists, and that the claim of British merchants for debts
594
;

:

incurred before the war might be set off against the
systematic and wholesale destruction of American
Shelburne
private property by the English armies.
accepted these conditions.
Parliament performed with some natural awkwardness the task of framing the bill empowering the King
to treat for peace with the "thirteen colonies," whose
independence it acknowledged by implication, but not
In forwarding the commission to Oswald,
explicitly.
"I have never made a secret of the
Shelburne wrote
deep concern I feel in the separation of countries
united by blood, by principles, habits, and every tie
short of territorial proximity. But I have long since
given it up, decidedly though reluctantly and the same
motives which made me, perhaps, the last to give up all
hope of reunion make me most anxious, if it is given
up, that it shall be done so as to avoid all future risk
of enmity and lay the foundation of a new connection,
better adapted to the temper and interest of both countries."
The diplomacy of a hundred years has added
nothing to the soundness and equity of these views.
There was perfect understanding between Shelburne
and Franklin, and had the negotiations been left to
them, the desired result would soon have followed.
Unfortunately, Jay had been sent over as a colleague
of Franklin, and his narrow and carping brain could
not comprehend the true exigencies of the situation.
Knowing that the coming assembling of Parliament
would overthrow Shelburne, and with it the prospect
of success in the negotiations, he began to institute
senseless objections calculated to spoil all that Franklin's wise care had attained, and to inflict additional
:

;

loss

and

distress

upon his country. He demanded that,
was done, the King should declare

before anything else

America independent by proclamation. He caviled at
the letter and ignored the spirit. In all respects he
acted like an ill-conditioned schoolboy with a grudge
which he fancied he could work off, and from which he
hoped to gain some personal distinction. He made
Shelburne the object of vulgar suspicions, misquoted
history in support of his foolish contentions, and, but
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and watchfulness of Franklin, would
probably have plunged the two countries into war once
more.
The war, indeed, was still lingering along, though no
actions of importance were to occur. Washington had
gone back to the Hudson; Greene had been joined by
Wayne in the South; Rochambeau was in Virginia.
The French fleet returned to the W^est Indies, where
De Grasse was to meet defeat at the hands of Rodney.
Partisan warfare of a petty but most barbarous kind
was waged by bands of tories and British in the Southern States. It is useless to repeat the revolting details of these wanton murders, outrages, and robberies.
When Shelburne came to power, they ceased prisoners
were well treated, and brutalities were discouraged.
Wayne drove the British in Georgia from one post to
another until he had them shut up in Savannah, which
was also evacuated in July, 1782, and the remains of
the British force took refuge in Charleston. In South
Carolina the Assembly, under Rutledge as Governor,
passed a law of banishment against belligerent loyalists though the noble Gadsden, who had suffered cruel
wrongs from the enemy, counseled his countrymen to
for the patience

;

;

forget and forgive. The last man killed in the war of
the Revolution was a Maryland officer named Wilmot,
in a skirmish at James Island, about the end of 1782.
In civil affairs, Robert Morris attempted to solve
financial problems by the foundation of a national
The bank
bank, in imitation of the Bank of England
was incorporated in January, 1782, though its legality
under the Constitution was in some doubt. It was not
trusted by the people at large, but did a profitable
business in the region round Philadelphia. Morris was
a believer in strong central power, and advocated its
He likewise proposed a scheme for
establishment.
on the public debt. But he was
interest
the
paying
more energetic than judicious, and his plans resulted
in no solution of the difficulties.
One of the odd episodes of this anomalous period^was
the proposal of a foreign-born officer, Nicola, to Washthat he should become King of America. To

ington
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his letter Washington replied
"No occurrence in the
course of the war has given me more painful sensations
than your information of there being such ideas exist:

ing in the army as you have expressed; and I must
view with abhorrence and reprehend with severity. If
I am not deceived in the knowledge of myself, you
could not have found a person to whom your schemes
are more disagreeable. Let me conjure you, then, if
you have any regard for your country, concern for
yourself or posterity, or respect for me, to banish these
thoughts from your mind, and never communicate, as
from yourself or anyone else, a sentiment of the like
nature." Washington was not a graceful writer; but
he showed in this letter that it is possible for a public
man, even when not endowed with literary genius, to
decline a proposed appointment in such a manner as
to leave no doubt whatever of his meaning.
Hamilton had been appointed New York Revenue
Collector at the instance of Robert Morris, chiefly in
order that he might influence the Legislature of that
State to support the financial views of Congress. In
consequence of his suggestions, his father-in-law,
Schuyler, caused a committee to report "that the radical source of most of the public embarrassments was
the want of sufficient power in Congress to effectuate
the ready and perfect cooperation of the States: that
the powers of government ought without loss of time
to be extended that the general Government ought to
have power to provide revenue for itself that the foredeliberagoing important ends can never be attained by
tions of the States separately; but that it is essential
to the common welfare that there should be a conference of the whole on the subject and that it would
be advisable to propose to Congress to recommend, and
to each State to adopt, the measure of assembling a
authorized
general convention of the States, especially
;

:

;

to revise and amend the confederation, reserving a right
to the respective legislatures to ratify their determinations." In pursuance of this recommendation, Hamilton
was elected member of Congress from New York,
sentiment for union was felt throughout the States,
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and there was a fair prospect of the success of measures undertaken to secure it. Congress adopted in the
summer of 1781 the device of the eagle and stars with
the olive branch and the thunderbolts as the national
emblem, and the motto, E Pluribus Unum. If for no
other reason, union was imperative for the sake of
revenue reform. The budget for 1783 was figured as at
least nine millions, and Rhode Island, which paid a
larger proportion of its quota than any of the other
States, paid but one-sixth of the amount due; while
several Southern States paid nothing whatever.
Spain was delaying peace by the absurdity of her requirements; she wanted both banks of the Mississippi,
and all west of it. Yergennes wished the United States
to remain manageably weak; he wanted the Canada
boundary to fall as far south as possible, and that England should possess the country between the Alleghenies and the great river. England herself, on the
other hand, was avowedly prepared to go any reasonable lengths'to secure peace with America and all other
nations, even agreeing to a modi-concession to Jay's
stipulations; but Jay insisted on the letter of his demand, and thereby prevented the concession of other
more important provisions of the treaty. Jay had been
a warm advocate of the triple alliance of America,
France, and Spain but on discovering the true hostile
attitude of Spain, he became unreasonably suspicious
of all propositions.
Without authorization from
America or consultation with Franklin, he intimated
to Shelburne that if England would oppose the Spanish
demands as to the Mississippi, England should have
equal rights to its navigation. The delays of which he
was the cause gave time for the complaints of refugees
and creditors of the States to become troublesome;
and the King was declaring that "if ruin should attend
the measures that may be adopted, I may not long
survive them."
At this point Adams came from his success in the
Netherlands to join the peace commission in Paris. He
approved of paying the debts incurred before the war,
though they had already been offset by P'itish ror;
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fiscations of the property owed, and by British destruction of the estates which should enable money to be
earned. He also favored the rehabilitation of refugees ;
but here Franklin interposed, calling attention to the
intestine disturbances which such a course must produce. The commissioners on both sides were anxious
to conclude the treaty before the meeting of Parliament, whose discussions might upset everything.

Mutual concessions were agreed to, on the whole in
favor of the Americans. Slavery was recognized, but
free negroes were regarded as citizens. Subject to the
terms of peace between Great Britain and France, the
treaty of peace between the United States of America
and Great Britain was signed by Franklin, Adams, and
Jay for the former, and by Oswald, Fitzherbert and
Strachey for the latter, on the 30th of November, 1782.
It had been imperiled by the ignorance or indiscretions
of Jay and Adams, and saved by the wisdom and foresight of Franklin on the whole, it was a worthy document, and honorable to both England and America.
The principles upon which it was based were of at
least as much value to the future of England, as a great
colonizing power, as they were to the immediate prosperity of America. The principle of taxation of colonies by Parliament was extirpated; the way was
opened for the abolition of trade monopolies. England had never gained a victory which more benefited
her than did her defeat by America. As for America,
she had, by her successful resistance to the despotism
;

of

1

'

an English

political clique, conquered for herself

the whole world. She had developed and disseminated
her ideas, and made possible the liberty of mankind.
Her occupation of the Western Continent, and her
consequent enormous prosperity, were but a question of
time. Those who best knew the spirit of the American
people were those who looked for the speediest realization of these results.
The views of Europe as to the terms of peace were
various. The King of France was piqued to hear that
it had been signed he had never digested the idea that
America could be a separate entity. Vergennes de;
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clared that the English had bought rather than made
concessions exceed anything I had thought
possible."
George was plunged in inconsolable woe.
Few persons thought that America would long hold
together, in spite of the good terms she had secured.
Meanwhile negotiations for the general European
it; "their

peace went on. Spain wanted Gibraltar, but England
would not even consider the return of that famous
rock, and Spain had once more to accommodate herself
to the chronic attitude, characteristic of her in these
latter ages, of claiming everything without having the
power to hold anything. France obtained the concession of her very moderate demands. The utmost cordiality prevailed between her and England, now that
the fisticuffing was over; and aspirations were pronounced that "the name of war be forgotten forever."
Nations, especially those which are governed by kings,
are very much like children.
In the debate upon the restoration of intercourse
with America, which ensued upon the assembling of
Parliament, Fox, though asked to enter the Shelburne Cabinet, refused, and allied himself with North
and Germain in the opposition. Shelburne, in the
course of a speech in the debate, formulated the best
spirit in England at that day. "Monopolies, some way
or other, are ever justly punished. They forbid rivalry,
and rivalry is the very essence of well-being in trade.
All Europe appears enlightened and eager to throw
off the vile shackles of oppressive, ignorant, unmanly
monopoly. It is always unwise; but, if there is any
nation who ought to be the first to reject monopoly, it
is the English.
Situated as we are between the Old
World and the New, and between southern and northern Europe, all that we ought to covet is equality and
free trade.
Let every market be open; let us meet
our rivals fairly and ask no more; telling the Americans that we desire to live with them in communion of
benefits and in the sincerity of friendship."
In spite of Shelburne's intelligent honesty, aided by
the remarkable eloquence of the younger Pitt, then
twenty-four year old, the vote was against the Ministry,
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and Shelburne resigned.
North and Fox resulted,

The iniquitous coalition of
after delay and dissensions,
in the acceptance of office by the Duke of Portland, as
a figurehead, with Fox handling the reins, and North
in a subordinate position.
Such a combination contained the seeds of dissolution within itself. To add
to its ill omens, the King was now as frantically hostile to North as he had before been devoted to him.
And Fox had lost his influence with the country when
he abandoned his principles. What is of consequence
to our history is that Fox proposed to leave the old
Navigation Acts in full force, while America should be
allowed to establish no acts of her own; but should
continue to pay duties in British ports on her own
produce, and receive British produce and manufactures
duty free in her own ports. A proclamation in council
restricted trade between the States and the British
West Indies to British-built ships owned and navigated

by British subjects. By doing this, England gave up
the use of ships built in America, which had heretofore
furnished most of the vessels of her carrying trade;
and forbade natural trade between near neighbors.
But for America, though ostensibly a disadvantage, it
was ultimately a benefit, in prompting her to create
an efficient Government. "Everything conducive to
union and constitutional energy should be cultivated,"
said Jay. "The British Ministry will find us like a
globe not to be overset. They wish to be the only
carriers between their islands and other countries and
though they are apprised of our right to regulate our
trade as we please, yet they flatter themselves that the
different States possess too little national or continental spirit ever to agree to any national system. I
think they will find themselves mistaken." The misDean Tucker said that "the
take was widespread.
mutual antipathies and clashing interests of the Americans indicate that they will have no center of union
and no common interest they will never be united into
;

;

one compact empire under any species of government
whatever." Lord Sheffield thought that the American
States need not be feared by England as a nation.
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"The confederation does not enable Congress to form
more than general treaties; when treaties become
necessary they must be formed with the States separately." And it became a matter of regret to England that she had made any treaty with the States as
a whole. But Vergennes supported the American commissioners, and the final treaty of peace was signed
on the 3d of September, 1783.
One after another the European states welcomed the

new nation

to their comity; Sweden being the first to
suggest a treaty, which was concluded on the basis of
"the most favored nation." Frederick of Prussia was
skeptical as to the possibility of the endurance of a
continental republic; but he desired to exchange the
benefits of friendship with the States. Joseph of Belgium also made overtures, but the relations between
the two countries did not develop, owing to the timidity of the Belgium merchants in allowing extended
Denmark's
credits, and to the closing of the Scheldt.

approaches were hampered by questions of violations
of neutrality during the war.
Russia was too much
occupied in the East to allow of present negotiations
but the two nations were friendly.
Holland made
cordial advances, and favorable treaties were concluded with her. Spain was suspicious and malicious,
but resigned herself as best she might to the unwelcome
propinquity of her possessions to the republic. France
;

quietly watched the progress of constitutional principles in the States, without feeling either faith or
desire that they should succeed; though individuals
like Lafayette were solicitous that a strong government should be established.
The rejoicings which the news of the peace had
caused in America were overshadowed by the state of
the army. A committee from them, consisting of General Macdougall and others, had addressed Congress in
January, 1783, setting forth their grievances. "Shadows
have been offered to us," they said, "while the substance has been gleaned by others. The citizens murmur at the greatness of their taxes, and no part reaches
the army. The uneasiness of the soldiers at the want
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We

of pay is great and dangerous.
entreat that Congress, to convince the army and the world that the independence of America shall not be placed on the ruin
of any particular class of her citizens, will point out
a mode of immediate redress." Never was a demand

more just. The superintendent of finance declared he
had no money in hand, and that other demands were
equally pressing.
Macdougall affirmed, on the other
hand, that "the army was verging to that state which
makes wise men mad." Madison presented a resolution for a general revenue: "the idea," he said, "of
erecting our national independence on the ruins of
national faith and honor must be horrid to every
It had been noticed that the members of
mind."
legislatures always paid themselves in full before adjourning, and voted the salaries of the civil lists, while
the army was as regularly left unpaid. After ranch
acrimonious debate, Congress agreed, on the 12th of
February, to raise a general revenue but this was not
equivalent to money in hand. "With the exception of
miracles," wrote Gouverneur Morris, "there is no probability that the States will ever make such grants unless the army be united and determined in the pursuit
"If the Constitution is so defective," said
of it."
General Knox, "why don't you great men call the peoCongress remained
ple together and tell them so?"
seemingly paralyzed. In March, an anonymous communication, of which Gates was the author, was circulated among the army officers. After recapitulating
their injuries, it went on, "If you have sense enough to
discover and spirit to oppose tyranny, whatever garb it
may assume, awake to your situation. If the present
moment be lost, your threats hereafter will be as empty
as your entreaties now. Appeal from the justice to the
fears of government; and suspect the man" meaning
Washington "who would advise to longer forbearance."
A copy of this able incitement to mutiny reached
Washington on the morning of the day on which the
meeting to consider it was to be held. In general
orders he disapproved the irregular call, and ap;
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five days later, "to devise what
measures ought to be adopted to attain the just and
important object in view." This frightened Gates;
and during the interval Washington prepared his
course. When the officers met, on the 15th of March,
Gates took the chair; but of a sudden it was dis-

pointed a meeting

covered that the

Commander

in Chief

There was dead silence until he

rose,

was

present.

with an apology

to his "brother officers," to speak. He remarked that
the circular could have proceeded from none* but a
British emissary. He reminded them that his constant
presence amidst them in the field, as the companion
and witness of their distresses, should prove his sympathy with their interests. But he pointed out that
any forcible measures on their part to get redress at
once must put off satisfaction. They must rely on the
faith and purity of intention of Congress, though its
action might be unavoidably delayed.
"Let me entreat you, gentlemen, not to take measures which, in
the calm light of reason, will lessen the dignity and
sully the glory which you have hitherto maintained.
Let me conjure you in the name of our common country, as you value your own sacred honor, as you respect the rights of humanity, and as you regard the
military and national character of America, to express
your utmost horror and detestation of the man who
wickedly attempts to open the floodgates of civil discord and deluge our rising empire with blood. You
will thus give one more proof of unexampled patriotism
and patient virtue, rising superior to the pressure of
the most complicated sufferings; and you will afford
occasion for posterity to say : 'Had this day been wanting, the world had never seen the last stage of perfec"
tion to which human nature is capable of attaining.'
to
He then took up a letter from a member of Congress
read to them ; but after the first few lines, fumbled in
his pocket for his spectacles, which he said, in apology,
he had so lately purchased that this was the first time
he had worn them in public: "I have grown gray in

your service," he added, with grave simplicity, "and
now find myself growing blind." After reading the
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letter, which promised that the army should be justly
dealt with, he bowed, and left the room.
Perhaps no single episode in our history is more
impressive and touching than this. No comment, however eloquent, can add anything to its homely grandeur
and pathos. It was the last time that Washington led
the victory over themhis faithful troops to victory
selves.
They passed a resolution expressing their unshaken trust in the justice of Congress, and their abhorrence and disdain of the infamous circular; and

adjourned. Such an army was worthy to free America and be led by Washington.
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what could Congress do? Its treasury was
empty; it had never been otherwise. It could
vote money to pay the soldiers, and it did so;
but it could not accomplish the payment. All it had
was paper notes worth one-eighth of their face value,
ostensibly due in six months and unknown quantities
of unreclaimed land in the West, which had been relinquished to the Union by the several States which
had claimed them.
Empty pockets and hungry
stomachs could not be replenished by this means. But
the army, having adopted its course, steadily adhered
to it. Instead of ravaging the country and destroying
the work which it had protected, it took what was
offered and quietly retired.
The officers accepted five
years' full pay in promises in lieu of half pay for life
and established the Order of the Cincinnati, for the
support of widows and orphans, and the preservation
of the Union. The rank and file went home penniless,
and many of them moved to the West, taking noble
ideals with them. America was safe.

BUT

;

;

On the 19th of April, 1783, eight years after the
battle of Lexington, peace was proclaimed in the
States.
Washington, took the occasion to write a
letter, intended for circulation throughout the country,
North and South, which he termed his "legacy" to his
countrymen, in which he eloquently and forcibly advocated union and fidelity to engagements. The effects
produced by this document were beneficent and widespread.
Legislature after Legislature read it, and
acted in accordance with its suggestions. In an address to the army, Washington gave them their meed
of praise, and contemplating their dispersal over the
new lands yet to be settled, adjured them to observe
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in their lives the principles which
they had so nobly
defended in the field.
secure Union, the suppression
of State jealousies, more power in
and the

A

Congress,

consequent creation of a permanent revenue, were the
pressing needs of the time; apart from these, the
country gave every promise of prosperity. Thousands
of loyalists from all sections had moved to Nova
Scotia, where the British Government granted them
sums of money aggregating fifteen and a half million
It might have been better to have
dollars.
gradually
absorbed these persons into the population; but the
immediate discomfort of their presence was too irksome ; nor were they themselves willing to wait for the
gradual healing of differences which time might have
On the other hand, most of the
brought about.
prisoners of war who were Germans chose to remain
in the country, and formed, with German emigrants,
the nucleus of the vast German population which has
proved itself so valuable in America.

Savannah and Charleston had been evacuated; and
troops had been collected in New York.
On the 25th of November, 1783, in chilly weather, the
redcoats and the refugees embarked in boats and were
put over to Staten and Long Islands, from which they
were to take ship for England or Nova Scotia. On the
morning of the same day, General Knox with some
American troops from West Point entered the Bowery,
and early in the afternoon occupied Fort George on the
Battery. They were joined there by Washington and
his suite. On the 4th of December Washington met his
officers at an inn near the Battery to bid them farewell. The scene cannot be better described than in the
words of the historian Bancroft: "The thoughts of
the eight years which they had passed together, their
common distresses, their victories, and now their parting from the public service, came thronging to every
mind. No relation of friendship is stronger or more
all the British

tender than that between men who have shared together the perils of war in a noble and upright cause.
The officers could attest that the courage which is the
most perfect and the most rare, the courage which de607
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termines the man, without the least hesitation, to hold
his life of less account than the success of the cause
for which he contends, was the habit of Washington.
Pledging them in a glass of wine, he thus addressed
'With a heart full of love and gratitude, I now
them
take leave of you. May your latter days be as prosperous and happy as your former ones have been
glorious. I shall be obliged to you if each of you will
come and take me by the hand.' With tears on his
cheeks he grasped the hand of Knox, who stood nearIn the same manner he took
est, and embraced him.
leave of every officer.
Followed by the company in
silent procession, he passed through a corps of light
infantry to the ferry at Whitehall.
Entering his
barge, he waved his hat to them ; with the same silence
they returned that last voiceless farewell, and the boat
pushed across the Hudson. A father parting from his
children could not excite more regret nor draw more
:

tears."

His journey to Annapolis, where Congress was now
assembled, was marked at every stage by the affection
and reverence of the people. He was received in full
assembly, and the galleries of the hall were crowded.
He had come to resign his commission as Commander
in Chief, which he had assumed under the elm at Cambridge so long ago. He spoke with profound emotion ;

and was answered by

Jefferson.
"Sir," said the latter, "the United States in Congress
assembled receive with emotions too affecting for utterance the solemn resignation of the authorities under
which you have led their troops with success through

a perilous and doubtful war. Called upon by your
country to defend its invaded rights, you accepted the
sacred charge before it had formed alliances, and while
it was without funds or a government to support you.
You have conducted the great contest with wisdom and
fortitude, invariably regarding the rights of the civil
power through all disasters and changes. You have
persevered till these United States, aided by a magnanimous King and nation, have been enabled, under a
just Providence, to close the
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and independence. Having taught a lesson useful to
those who inflict and to those who feel oppression, with
the blessings of your fellow citizens, you retire from
the great theater of action; but the glory of your
virtues will continue to animate the remotest ages.
We join you in commending the interests of our dearest
country to the protection of Almighty God, beseeching
Him to dispose the hearts and minds of its citizens to
improve the opportunity afforded them of becoming a
happy and respectable nation."
The order in council of Great Britain to restrict the
carrying trade to the West Indies to English-built
ships could be met only by a united policy in the
States; since no one of them could afford to exclude
British ships from its ports unless all the rest would
do so. Virginia was the first of the States to call for
Its Legislature empowered Congress to act.
proposal was adopted that Congress, with the assent
of nine States, might prohibit foreign commerce for
fifteen years. A majority of Congress decided that the
United States formed one nation. Equality and reci-

resistance.

A

A
procity in commercial treaties were proclaimed.
commission consisting of Adams, Franklin, and Jefferson was appointed to negotiate treaties during the en-

suing fifteen years. Jefferson submitted a plan for the
division into ten States of all the relinquished Western
lands, and suggested a north and south line to stay the
western extension of slavery. He also proposed that
slavery be abolished at the end of the century. This
was voted down by a majority of "an individual vote."
Two years afterward, Jefferson wrote, "The voice of a
single individual would have prevented this abominable
crime; heaven will not always be silent; the friends to
the rights of human nature will in the end prevail."
In 1786, the decimal system of coinage, based on the
dollar, was adopted, and a mint was established. The
war had cost the States one hundred and forty million
dollars.
Congress had issued altogether about two
hundred and thirty-six millions in paper, the value and
circulation of which had ceased. Eight million dollars
had been borrowed abroad; Adams paid Holland's
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claims by a lottery; France generously wrote off the
interest on her bill. But though the country was rich,
the United States was bankrupt.
The remedy could come only from the people. As the
citizens of the various States discovered by experience
the disabilities to which they were subjected by the
present lack of system, they began to clamor for
efficient reform.
Congress must be allowed greater
powers over the commercial regulations of the country.
New York, Pennsylvania, and Boston advocated duties
on British trade. "Peace," said Massachusetts, "has
not brought back prosperity; foreigners monopolize
our commerce; the confederacy is inadequate to its
purposes; from national unanimity and national exertion we have derived our freedom: the joint action of
the several parts of the Union can alone restore hapThis was a change of heart,
piness and security."
wrought by experience, from the time, two years before, when Boston had clamored for absolute State
sovereignty.
But before the real reform could come, the need for
it must be effectively brought home to all and sundry ;
the attempt to bring it about through Congress must
be made, and fail; and the selfish prejudices of States
and individuals must be overcome by the certainty that
a choice must be made between the cherishing of such
prejudices and the utter crumbling to pieces of the
Union. The long battle was fought both at home and
abroad.
Adams, in England, could not come to an
agreement with Pitt, unless he would consent to admit
England to commercial privileges denied to France.
The laws relating to religion were gradually abrogated
in the interests of freedom, Virginia taking the initiative: but the hopeless confusion caused by paper
money in the several States could be modified only by
frugality and industry. But how was action affecting
the whole of the States to be initiated?
Congress
could enact requisitions, but could not carry them into
effect until each and all of the thirteen States had
agreed to them. The only hope was in a convention of
the States, free to take any course which might seem
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to it for the best. Virginia invited such a convention
to be held at Annapolis; but it was not fully attended.
But the commissioners present represented the necessity of revising the Federal system, and recommended
another meeting, preferably to a discussion in Con-

"where it might be too much interrupted by
ordinary business, and would, besides, be deprived of
the counsels of individuals who are restrained from a
seat in that Assembly. The crisis is arrived at which
the people of America are to decide the solemn question whether they will reap the fruits of independence
and of union, or whether, by giving way to unmanly
jealousies and prejudices, or to partial and transitory
interests, they will renounce the blessings prepared for
them by the Revolution." The appeal did not come
too soon the disorders caused by vicious conditions in
some parts of the country were already suggesting the
possibility of civil war. In Massachusetts a large body
of citizens, under the leadership of Daniel Shays,, organized, and openly opposed the Government, and were
only put down by a greatly superior force of militia
under Lincoln. This happened only three years after
the peace of the Revolution. The States accepted the
call to a convention in May, 1787, with the exception
What was to be the outcome none
of Rhode Island.
knew. "Shall we have a king?" asked Jay. England
had hopes of placing a member of the House of Hanover on an American throne, and was anxious lest
America might prefer a French Bourbon. If the convention should fail to decide on anything, it was plain
that at least three separate confederacies must emerge.
Before the convention met, Madison prepared a draft of
a constitution, as a basis for discussion. He stipulated that the new dispensation must be ratified by the
be superior
people of all the States, so that it might
to State Legislatures and he tried to steer between a
was imhomogeneous republic without states, which
and state sovereignty, which was incomgress,

;

;

practicable,
patible with effective government.
On the 14th of May the delegates began to ride into
Philadelphia from their respective homes in all parts
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of the country, grave with the consciousness of the
responsibility which they had undertaken.
Washington was escorted into town with public honors.
He was in favor, not of an amended confederacy, but
of "probing the defects of the Constitution to the bottom, and providing a radical cure." The other delegates from Virginia stood with him, and their agreement was a strong element in the deliberations; many
of the others being doubtful, and many prejudiced in
favor of mere amendments. On the 29th of May, most
of the delegates being present, Randolph of Virginia
addressed them, calling attention to the "prospect of
anarchy from the inherent laxity of the Government.
As the remedy," he added, "the Government to be established must have for its basis the republican principle."
He then read fifteen proposed articles of a constitu-

solemn

Within a forttion, and debate upon them began.
night the committee of the whole had passed upon
them all. and had adopted the majority of them with
only minor changes, which were in the way of imBut there remained certain points on
provement.
which delegates were opposed, and it was the contests
on these which comprised the real perils of the convention.

The long and sometimes ardent debates on point
after point should be studied by all political investigators ; for the perfect flower of the Constitution can be
appreciated and understood only by watching the processes of its growth. It is often surprising to note the
manner in which the future conditions of the country,
especially as modified by the slavery question, were
foreseen by the debaters and on the other hand how
far the convention went astray in other anticipations,
such as of the preponderance of population in the
South. Upon the whole, the discussion was carried
on in a manly and patriotic spirit, with acumen and
breadth of view; the chief conclusions which were recorded have stood the test of time. The Constitution
as we have it is partly an inheritance, partly a compromise, and in a limited sense only can be regarded as
in any part a creation ; yet as a whole it is a creation
;
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of the most important kind. Old elements in a new
combination produced by spiritual chemistry a substance different from any that had heretofore existed.
But the result was achieved only at the cost of many
mutual sacrifices; and more than once the threads of
connection which held the convention together were
worn so thin that it seemed as if they must needs part.
But again and again the members recalled it to mind
that, should they fail in providing a regimen of life for
their country, the attempt would probably never after

be renewed ; and this gave them courage and temper to
go on. At times, too, the perplexities appeared too
great to admit of solution, and a temporary expedient
had to be adopted. In the end, however, the work
was done, and it was a fitting sequel to that which
delivered the country from the tyranny of King George.
The fear of trouble between the small and the large
States, which had at first threatened, was seen later
not to be the real point of peril; the country divided
on the slavery line. The small States were secured by
their equal footing in the Senate Chamber; but the
prosperity of slavery depended on whether the South
or the North should control its continuance and exAll matters relating to this subject were
tension.
as
well as discussed in all their bearings, in
settled,
after years ; and we need not do more than refer to this
Virginia was at this time
early agitation of them.
more pronounced than almost any of the States in her
disapproval of slavery, and North Carolina supported
the act
her; had these States maintained this attitude,
of secession would have had a different history. But in
1787 the peculiar institution had not wrought upon
the proprietors of it the full effects which were visible
in 1861.

Another difficult task was the drawing of the disand limits of the State and central powers;

tinctions

vigor,
was necessary to preserve the State in
without in any' degree detracting from the absoluteness of the central Government on all questions proper
But though an agreement was reached in the
to it.

it

full

to the just
convention, the divergence of opinions as
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proportions of power created the two great parties
which have ever since, under one or another name, controlled the country.
Had State divisions been abolished, it is hardly conceivable that the Kepublic could
have endured; but the existence of the States gave
more trouble to statesmen in quest of a stable and
efficient government than did any other problem. Had
all the States been of the same size and general topography, inhabited by the same number of persons in
each, engaged in the same industries, and with similar
traditions it would have been easy to frame a govern-

ment for them and put it in operation. But inasmuch
as the extreme opposite of all these conditions existed,
the obstacles were continuous and formidable.
Early in the deliberations New Jersey proposed that
the work of the convention should be restricted merely
to revising the old articles of confederation; that the
Congress should be a single body, and the executive
should consist of three persons, removable by Congress ;
that Congress should derive revenues only from duties,
stamps, and the Post Office. Connecticut, on the other
hand, wanted a strong central or "national'' government. It was finally agreed that the Congress should
consist of two branches the House of Representatives,
elected by the people, and the Senate, elected mediately
through the Legislatures; the latter to hold office for
six years, the former to be elected every two years.
The Executive was to be single, his tenure of office to
be for three or four years ; he was subject to impeachment for cause, and was to have a veto on bills, which
would then have to be passed by a two-thirds majority
The
of the whole Congress, in order to become laws.
judiciary branch was to be independent, and was to be
the final interpreter of the laws. This is an outline of
our system of government as it now exists. But it had
yet to be subjected to almost interminable criticism
and opposition from the several States, before it could
gain acceptance.
Gouverueur Morris, a man of ability, wit, and penetration, but too much inclined to hasty action, and
somewhat cynical in his views, wanted the Senate to be
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appointed for life by the Executive but this was voted
down. He then enunciated the proposition that property, not liberty, was the main object of society "The
savage state is more favorable to liberty than the
civilized, and was only renounced for the sake of
property. A range of new States will soon be formed
in the West. The rule of representation ought to be so
fixed as to secure to the Atlantic States a prevalence
in the national councils."
Randolph replied that if
new States made a part of the Union, they ought to
be subject to no unfavorable discriminations. But the
point at present was to secure equality between the
Southern and Northern representations. Differences
led to the withdrawal of Lansing and Yates of New
York, who thus enabled the South to determine the
commercial policy of the Union. Morris, with Rufus
King, still harped on the supposed dangers from the
West, which, they said, would be settled by persons of
inferior culture, and would yet in time control the
Sherman replied that "our children and
country.
grandchildren will be as likely to be citizens of new
Western States as of old States ; we are providing for
our posterity." Question arising as to the degree in
which slaves should appear in estimates of population,
Morris said: "I am reduced to the dilemma of doing
injustice to the Southern States, or to human nature,
and I must do it to the former; I can never agree to
give such encouragement to the slave trade as would
be given by allowing them a representation for their
The division seemed to threaten danger;
negroes."
and Morris proposed to levy taxes in proportion to
But when the South refused to be
representation.
driven from its position by this device, Morris limited
This was
his suggestion to direct taxation only.
it prevented
as
inasmuch
but
injudiciously,
agreed to,
the United States from getting full revenue from real
property. North Carolina now refused to confederate
unless the negroes were rated as three-fifths and Randolph said, "I lament that such a species of property
will reexists, but as it does exist, the holders of it
should
slaves
for
allowed
the
that
quire
representation
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be embodied in the Constitution." Rufus King replied
"The Southern States threaten to separate now in case
injury should be done them. There will be no point
of time at which they will not be able to say, 'Do us
" "Southern
justice, or we will separate.'
gentlemen,"
remarked Morris, "will not be satisfied unless they gain
a majority in the public councils. The consequence of
a transfer of power from the maritime to the interior
and landed interest will be an oppression of commerce."
Butler retorted that the South wanted security that their negroes be not taken from them.
Wilson said that the majority, wherever found, would
rule in' any case. "If numbers be not a proper rule,
why is not a better pointed out? Property is not the
sole or primary end of government and society; the
improvement of the human mind is the most noble
object. With respect to this and other personal rights,
numbers are surely the natural and precise measure of
representation, and could not vary much from the precise measure of property."
Finally, the resolve to
:

found representation on numbers only was adopted.
The South was acting under a misapprehension. It
thought that emigration would come chiefly its way,
and therefore wished for representation according to
population, and resisted an equal vote in the Senate.
As a matter of fact, the equal vote in the Senate turned
out to be its only means of contending with the North,

and when the House of Representatives numbered more
Northern than Southern men, slavery was doomed.

A

noticeable result of the resolve to give all States

an equal vote in the Senate was to enlist the smaller
States on the side of a strong central government.
Hitherto, in spite of the demonstration that diversity
of interests would prevent the larger States from acting together against the smaller, they had feared
tyranny.
In the course of the discussion as to the Executive,
Elbridge Gerry wished to secure the interests of propa
erty by providing that the Executive should have
property qualification upon which Gouverneur Morris
I should
tellingly replied "If qualifications are proper,
;

:
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prefer them iii the electors rather than the elected."
Dickinson, who was always ready with sentiments,
added "A veneration for poverty and virtue is the ob
ject of republican encouragement." The convention at
no time advocated a property qualification for any
public office.
The question finally arose, how was the Constitution
to be ratified by the legislatures of the various States,
or by the people? Ellsworth and some others thought
the legislatures should do this; but it was answered
that one legislature might undo the acts of a preceding one, whereas a ratification direct from the body of
the people would be irreversible. By a vote of nine
States against Delaware, it was resolved that the ratification should be performed by an assembly in each
State chosen by the people specially for that purpose.
Rutledge, the foremost statesman of the country
south of Virginia, was then chosen chairman of a committee to prepare and report on the form of the Constitution ; the other members were Gorham, Ellsworth,
:

:

Wilson, and Randolph. The convention now adjourned
from the 26th of July to the 6th of August. "I trust,"
wrote Monroe to Jefferson, "that the presence of General

Washington will overawe and keep under the
of party, and that the signature of his name to

demon

the result of their deliberations will secure its passage
through the Union."
In due season the revised draft of the Constitution
was submitted to the convention, which then proceeded to discuss it anew. The speech of Gouverneur
Morris on the question of admitting slaves to representation is worth remembering. He moved that there
should be no representation but of free inhabitants,
and said
"I never will concur in upholding domestic
slavery. It is the curse of heaven on the States where
it prevails.
Travel through the continent, and you behold the prospect varying with the appearance and
disappearance of slavery. Upon what principle shall
:

slaves be

computed

in the representation? Are they
citizens and let them vote. Are

men? Then make them
they property? Why,

then, is no other property in-
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eluded?
It comes to this
that the inhabitant of
Georgia and South Carolina who goes to the coast of
Africa and tears away his fellow creatures from their
dearest connections and damns them to the most cruel
bondage, shall have more votes in a government instituted for the protection of the rights of

mankind

than the citizen of Pennsylvania or New Jersey who
riews with horror so nefarious a practice. And what is
the compensation to the Northern States for a sacrifice
of right and humanity? They are to bind themselves
to march their militia for the 'defense of the Southern
States against those very slaves of whom they complain.
They must supply vessels and seamen in case
of foreign attack. The legislature will have indefinite
power to tax them by excises and duties on imports,
both of which will fall heavier on them than on the
Southern inhabitants. On the other side, the Southern States are not to be restrained from importing
fresh supplies of Africans, thus increasing the danger
of attack and the difficulty of defense; nay, they are
to be encouraged to it by an assurance of having their
votes in the National Government increased in proportion and at the same time to have their exports and
;

their slaves exempt from all contribution to the public
I will sooner submit myself to a tax for payservice.
ing for all the negroes in the United States than saddle
The case was
posterity with such a Constitution."

vigorously stated; but the motion was lost by a majority of ten against one (New Jersey).

As to paper money, Morris wished to deny permission
to emit bills on the credit of the United States ; for if
the States had credit they were unnecessary; if not,
they would be useless. Mason preferred not to tie the
hands of the legislature; but the vote went against
conceding authority to issue bills of credit by nine to
two. "No State shall emit bills of credit: no State
shall make anything but gold and silver coin a tender
in payment of debts."
Such were the words which
were intended to put a final end to the existence of
paper money in America.
There had been of late plans for grouping several
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States in such a manner that they might act in a
measure independently of .the rest; this was explicitly
forbidden by the clause "No State shall enter into
any agreement or compact with any other State." But
on the other hand intercitizenship was recognized:
"The citizens of each State shall be entitled to all
privileges and immunities of citizens in the several
States." The individual was free. The defect, the inconsistency, the weakness of the Constitution was the
slavery question. The South frankly intimated that if
the right of any State to import slaves were refused,
the States which imported them would secede from the
Union.
They denied that any moral or religious
criticism applied; it was a matter of business. If let
alone, they said, they would, very likely, put an end to
the practice themselves.
The Constitution however
gave power to prohibit the importation of slaves in
new States, and in existing States at the end of the
year 1807. Bather than sacrifice the Union, the North-

ern members of the convention agreed to accept this
compromise; but some of the best minds on both sides
of the slave line foresaw the ultimate result.
Meanwhile emancipation by taxation of slaves was guarded
against by the clause, "No capitation tax shall be laid
,

unless in proportion to the census."
An interesting discussion was aroused by the difficulty of devising means for the creation of a President an officer hitherto unknown in governments.
The manner of his choice, the length of his incumbency,
and his reeligibility were to be decided, as well as the
extent of his powers. Some wished him to be chosen
directly by the people; others by an electoral college;
others by the States. The suggestion that he be chosen
by the National Legislature was negatived by the consideration that in that case he would tend to become
their creature.
The electoral college was thought to
be too complex and expensive a scheme election by the
people would be election by lot. Williamson declared
that America would sooner or later have a king, and in
order to postpone that consummation, preferred a
Dickinson proposed thirteen canditriple executive.
619
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dates, one to be chosen by each of the thirteen States,
this number he would have the Legislature
choose the President. Morris said: "Of all modes of
appointing the Executive, an election by the people is
the best: by the Legislature the worst.
I prefer a
short term, and reeligibility, but a different mode of
election."
The mode which he preferred was by electors.

and from

A

whom

the subject was assigned reported
that the Presidential term should be four years, and
that the election should be by electors appointed in
each State, equal in numbers to the National Congress.
The method of election was then specified. Of this
plan, Wilson remarked that "it gets rid of cabal and
corruption, and clears the way for the reeligibility of
the President on its own merits." Difficulty was found
in providing that the small States should have an
equal chance with the large ones of furnishing a
President ; and another danger was seen in the possible
aristocratic influence of the Senate over the choice of
the Executive.
Patience and intelligence of a high
order were required to find a way through these obstacles.
The powers vested in the President were defined; he was not permitted to prorogue or dissolve
the Legislature; but, to insure against the too great
predominance of the latter, he was to have a veto on
their acts which could be overridden only by a threefourths vote.
The question of a privy council was
much debated; some proposed that there should be
none; but "the Grand Seigneur himself has his Divan,"
remarked Mason. But of what persons was the council
to consist? This could not be decided at that time.
The debate on the judiciary branch of the Govern-

committee to

ment has less general interest, and was marked by less
divergence of opinion. Finally the convention agreed
that "this Constitution shall be laid before the United
States in Congress assembled; and it is the opinion of
this convention that it should be afterward submitted
to a convention chosen in each State, under the recommendation of its legislature, in order to receive the
ratification of such convention." But before the great
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it was carefully rewritten by
Gouverneur Morris, who was a master of terse and
pregnant style; and its clauses arranged by a committee of which he and Johnson, Hamilton, Madison,
and King were members.
When all was done, Randolph, Governor of Virginia,

instrument went forth,

refused to sign the Constitution, not, as he explained,
because he meant to oppose it hereafter, but in order
to "keep himself free to be governed by his duty.''
Franklin said "Several parts of the Constitution I do
not at present approve but I am not sure that I never
shall approve them.
It astonishes me to find this
system approaching so near perfection. I consent to
this Constitution because I expect no better, and because I am not sure that it is not the best. I cannot
help expressing a wish that every member of the convention who may still have objections to it would with
me on this occasion doubt a little of his own infallibility, and, to manifest our unanimity, put his name
to this instrument."
Morris said: "I too had objections, but considering the present plan the best that
can be attained, I shall take it with its faults. The
moment it goes forth, the question will be, 'Shall there
be a national government or a general anarchy?'-*'
Hamilton added: "I am anxious that every member
:

;

A few by refusing may do infinite mischief.
No man's ideas are more remote from the plan than my
own are known to be; but is it possible to deliberate

shall sign.

between anarchy and convulsion on the one side, and
the chance of good on the other?" But Randolph, with
Mason and Gerry, refused their names. "I expect civil
war," said the latter. "In Massachusetts there are two
parties, one devoted to democracy, the worst, I think,
of all political evils; the other as violent in the -opposite extreme. From the collision of these two, confusion is greatly to be feared."
These' faint hearts only effected their own discredit.
On that September day, as man after man came forward to affix his name to the great sheet of engrossed
parchment, each may have felt that he was helping to

build a

monument more enduring than
621
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loftier

"The members were

than mountains.

struck at the result of their councils the Constitution
was a nobler work than any of them had thought it
;

possible to devise."

The same evening (September

17,

1787) they adjourned sine die.
The convention having done

its work, the people
were to express their opinion upon it. There is something sublime in this spectacle, though the idea of it
has long since become familiar to us and to the rest of
the world. How short a time since the people of a
country neither had nor could hope to have any voice
in determining the manner in which they should be
governed only of late had they acquired even so much
as the doubtful right to protest when they were governed scandalously amiss
Now we see them quietly
:

!

taking their place as sovereigns; and as sovereigns
determining the conditions by and on which their
sovereignty should be exercised.
Congress found something to say against the Constitution; as could hardly be avoided, since its adoption must be the signal of Congress's decease.
They
had, however, learned by bitter experience their own
inefficacy they had recommended the convention and
all they could finally do now was to recommend, in a
neutral spirit (though there was a" majority in favor of
positively advocating its adoption), that it should be
submitted to conventions appointed for its consideration in the several States. These conventions were called
together and did their work in about a year from the
date of adjournment of the convention; in that time
nine out of thirteen States had ratified it, by various
majorities, ranging from unanimity to a majority of
nine to eight. New York and North Carolina resisted
long, owing to local causes; and the last to give its'
voice was Rhode Island.
.But the adhesion of each
fresh State helped that of the rest; Massachusetts
exercised a powerful effect, and Virginia, after holding
the fate of the Union in the balance for some months,
finally met and defeated her opposition, of which
Patrick Henry was the most eloquent, though not the
;

most weighty member.

;

New Hampshire had
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Virginia by a few days only. Pennsylvania, aided by
her honored Franklin, then over eighty years of age,
had early joined the honorable company, stimulated
by the example of Delaware, whose vote had been
unanimous. Georgia had been among the most ardent
of the supporters of the Constitution; and South
Carolina had delighted her veteran patriot Gadsden,
who had been on the right side in every question which
had agitated the country since before the Revolution
began, by her generous adhesion. Connecticut gave a
large majority, after wise discussion; and at no time
and in no place was there serious danger that the verdict of the country as a whole would be other than
favorable to the new Government.
It is noticeable, indeed, that none of the arguments
advanced against the Constitution had any vital significance: almost all of them had already been considered by the convention, and provided against. The
rest were trivial. One of the amendments widely suggested was the introduction of a Declaration of
Rights. The reply, offered in various forms, was to the
effect that no specific declaration of the kind was
needed in an instrument proceeding from the people
"A limited government can exercise no
themselves.
powers not specially granted to it," said Wilson; and
Bowdoin of Massachusetts added: "The whole Constitution is a bill of rights." Other objections related
to the preponderance of power of one part of the country over another, and to the handling of the slavery
A treaty stupidly advocated by Jay with
question.
Spain, by which, in return for commercial privileges,
the latter was to be allowed exclusive navigation of
the Mississippi for twenty-five or thirty years, threatened to make trouble, because the South feared its
adoption by the North in opposition to her interests;
but the danger passed. There were some purely selfish
attacks, as, for example, when Patrick Henry, assuming to speak for Virginia, said "The other States cannot do without us, and we can dictate to them"; and
again, "Old as I am, I may yet have the appellation of
a rebel; but my friends will protect me." But Henry
623
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was perhaps

less in earnest than he seemed to be; he
accepted the result amiably enough when it came. He
was a good champion of liberty, but not a wise statesman. The bitterest foe of the Constitution was Richard
Henry Lee, who was never weary of promoting intrigues, not always honorable, against it. Mason was
honestly distrustful; Randolph was won to the cause
of the supporters.
John Adams of Massachusetts
spoke in favor of the Constitution, adding: "It appears
to be admirably calculated to cement all America in
affection and interest as one great nation.
A result
of compromise cannot perfectly coincide with every
one's ideas of perfection, but as all the great principles
necessary to order, liberty, and safety are respected
in it, and provision is made for amendments as they
may be found necessary, I hope to hear of its adoption
by all the States." Jefferson admitted that he was no
friend to a very energetic government, believing it
would be always oppressive; but "it is my principle
that the will of the majority should prevail; if they
approve, I shall cheerfully concur. The Constitution/'
he added, "is a good canvas on which some strokes
only need retouching. I am not of the party of Federalists, but I am much further from that of the antiFederalists."
Washington wrote: "There is no alternative between its adoption and anarchy. All the
opposition to it that I have seen is addressed more to
the passions than to reason." Wilson, speaking of the
powers intrusted to Congress, said "It is necessary to
mention a kind of liberty which has not yet received a
name I shall distinguish it as Federal liberty. The
States should resign to the National Government that
part only of their political liberty which, placed in that
Government, will produce more good to the whole than
While they
if it had remained in the several States.
resign this part of their political liberty, they retain
the free and generous exercise of all their other facthe
ulties, so far as is compatible with the welfare of
-- "This
general and superintending confederacy."
system is not a compact; the introduction is not an
:

:

unmeaning

flourish

;

the system itself tells you
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an ordinance, an establishment of the people." In
South Carolina, Rutledge, answering Lowndes, who
with what seemed treasonable motives had opposed
ratification with all his powers, said that all the latter's alleged grounds of opposition were mere decis

lamation;

that

his

boasted

confederation

was not

worth a farthing; that if such instruments were piled
up to his chin they would not shield him from a single
national calamity; that the sun of South Carolina, so
far from being obscured by the new Constitution,
would, when united with twelve other suns, astonish
the world by its luster. Madison pointed out that the
Constitution in part was a consolidated union, and in
part rested so completely on the States that its life was
bound up in theirs. The powers of Congress were not
so much an augmentation of powers as a change made
necessary in order to give efficacy to those vested in it
before. Virginia and New Hampshire ratified the Constitution, respectively, on the 25th and the 21st of June,
1788. New York, after an obstinate resistance, acceded
on the 26th of July of the same year; North Carolina
followed in 1789, and Rhode Island was last in 1790.
Throughout this long and critical period, the influence of Washington had been felt, and was beneficently operative; not so much by what he said and
He was
wrote, as by what he was and had been.
trusted by the whole people as was no other American
of his time; he had been first in war, and he was inevitably first also in peace. He was the center toward
which all lines converged, and which held the entire
community in structural unity. The power of character has seldom, in the history of the world, been so
It never can be known how
strikingly illustrated.
many of the supporters of the Constitution, wavering
in their opinion, had their uncertainty relieved by the
reflection that Washington would be the country's
safeguard. Congress might be distrusted, or the wisdom of some of the provisions of the Constitution, or a
man might distrust himself; but there was none who
did not trust Washington, and while he should live no
danger could appear vitally serious.
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The Constitution carries out that principle

of the

freedom of the individual which had its first expression
in the emigration of the Pilgrim Fathers. Self-government is a simple thing far a man, or for a community
of a few men; but the problem of self-government becomes more difficult and complex as population increases, up to a certain limit. Beyond that limit, either
self-government must cease or a plan must be devised
by which it can be carried on safely and efficiently
under any conceivable expansion of conditions. No
such plan had been seen in operation in the world until
the American Constitution was created.
History
might furnish materials, but not the design. Even the
makers of it builded better than they knew; because
none of them had foreseen from the beginning what its
final

form would be; they had worked from point to
and their only means of assuring the success of

point,

the complete edifice was in making each constituent
part of it sound and just. God guided them by inspiring into their work a true principle of life, as He
inspires it into natural things so that when at length
they had done their duty as best they knew it, and retired from the work of their hands, they beheld with
surprise a beautiful and symmetrical temple rising
As the artist who has
against the blue of heaven.
created true beauty feels that it is not his, but is beyond him, so the makers of the Constitution felt when
they humbly marveled at what they had been the instruments of bringing to pass.
The Constitution frees the individual in the practice
of his religion ; and but for the temporary deformity of
It enables him to
slavery frees him in labor also.
make his own laws and to select those who shall execute them. Whatever he wants he may have provided
only that, in this freedom of his, he do not interfere
with the equal freedom of his fellow. "Have not I a
right to sit by your fire?" asks the frontiersman, approaching the lonely camp of the other. "Yes," is the
reply, "so long as you don't interfere with my right to
sit by it alone."
Freedom must not mean selfishness.
The people of the United States are a very different
626
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thing from the people of America. They are not an
inchoate mass of persons on the one side, and a government, which must needs be autocratic, on the other
but they are an organization of societies of individuals,
called States, subdivided into smaller societies, also
self-governing, down to the single family. The boundaries of the lesser are never overridden or obliterated
by the larger, but on the contrary give them their
The majority rules, but it can never tyranpattern.
nize, because the majority is made up of numerous
minorities each and all of which have their separate
voice in the grand chorus. If it be found, on thorough
experience, that any provision of the Constitution is
incompatible with the permanent welfare of any reasonable and lawful component part of the body corporate, means are arranged to so modify or amend it
as to reconcile the good of the part with that of the
whole.
Just complaints must always have their
weight; despotism and revolution are impossible,
where constitutional means of improvement are ever
The only condition required of the indiavailable.
vidual, in order to secure justice, is that he shall always take his proper part in the government; and
wherever the United States has failed to insure the
good of the community, in whole and in part, it is
where this condition has not been observed. When the
individual prefers to attend to his private and selfish
concerns to the neglect of his civic duties, and has
delegated these to professional "politicians," harm has
resulted. But it is a harm which can always be cured
by reverting to civic duties and we have seen not once
but many times how abuses have been corrected when
they had proceeded so far as to awake the people
;

;

to their eno.rmity.
are now to follow the progress of the States in
their gradual development under the Constitution, noting the causes of their grand and uniform success, and
of their minor and transient failures.

We
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THE

creation of the Constitution was a novel proceeding, putting it into execution was no less so.
All other governments had grown up gradually and
insensibly; this was the first which had ever sprung
fully equipped from the brains of men, and begun its
operations in a day. Hamilton, writing in the periodical known as "The Federalist" while the Constitution

IF

was under examination by the State conventions, had
"The establishment of a Constitution, in time of

said

:

profound peace, by the voluntary consent of a whole
people, is a prodigy, to the completion of which I look
forward with trembling anxiety." It had been successfully accomplished and the next step was as easily
taken. On the 13th of September, Congress, after deciding that the home of the new Government should be
in New York, appointed January of the coming year
1789 for the choice of electors for President, and the
fourth of the following March for the beginning of
governmental operations. The electors were each to
vote for two persons a majority of the whole votes was
to elect the President; the Vice President did not re;

;

The sixty-nine votes all named
quire this majority.
Washington for the great office; Adams was chosen to
the second place by thirty-four votes. The news was
brought to Washington on the 14th of April, 1789, and
two days later he set out on his journey to New York.
his previous journey to Mount Vernon, after
laying aside his commission as General, the people
came out to meet him and honor him on the way. At
Georgetown, Baltimore, Philadelphia, and Trenton he
found love and praise and prayers for good fortune
hi*
awaiting him, and maidens to strew flowers in
confidence
and
devotion
of
That
these
proofs
path.

As on
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gave him happiness cannot be doubted; but they did
not prevent 'him from being almost painfully sensible
of what he deemed to be his imperfect fitness for the
responsibility. "But," said he, "be the voyage long or
short, although I may be deserted by all men, integrity
and firmness shall never desert me. I hold it of little
moment if the close of my life be embittered, provided
I shall have been instrumental in securing the liberties
and promoting the happiness of the American people."
Evidently he foresaw difficulties as did Madison, "first
between Federal and Anti-Federal parties, and then between Northern and Southern parties" nevertheless he
said, "the most gracious Being, who has hitherto
watched over the interests and averted the perils of the
United States, will never suffer so fair an inheritance
to become the prey of anarchy or despotism." We shall
not readily find another instance of a ruler mounting
the seat of his authority, who grasped the reins of
;

this spirit. But nothing was lacking to the
And it was in harlofty simplicity of his attitude.
mony with it that the House refused to adopt the suggestion of Adams and Richard Henry Lee, that he be
addressed as "your Highness." He was their fellowcitizen, chosen to execute the people's will.
In 1789 a building called Federal Hall stood on Wall

power in

Street, facing Broad Street; and it was here, as the
bronze statue before the portals of the subtreasury
reminds us, that the President took the oath of office.
A great crowd filled the spaces before the building; to
Robert Livingstone fell the distinction of administerAfter it had been taken, "Long live
ing the oath.
George Washington!" he shouted, "President of the
United States." And the multitude responded with a
mighty cry of joy and of godspeed. It was the 30th
day of April ; we see that stately figure facing the great
throng, and bending before their shoutings with uncovered head. When, again, shall so adequate a man
When shall a great people,
fill a position so august?
great in its future and in its principles, receive with
joy so unadulterated the assurance of the common

weal?
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In the Senate Chamber Washington addressed, with
deep and manifest emotion, the assembly of the two
Houses.
He offered his supplications to "that Al-

mighty Being who presides in the councils of nations,
that His benediction may consecrate to the liberties and
happiness of the people a government instituted by
themselves. No people can be bound to acknowledge
the invisible hand which conducts the affairs of men
more than the people of the United States. Every step
by which they have advanced to the character of an
independent nation seems to have been distinguished
by some token of providential agency. There exists in
the economy of nature an indissoluble union between
an honest and magnanimous policy and public prosperity. Heaven can never smile on a nation that disThe
regards the eternal rules of order and right.
preservation of liberty, and the destiny of the republican model of government, are justly considered as
deeply, perhaps as finally, staked on the experiment
trusted to the American people."
A French minister who was in the hall reported that
"no sovereign ever reigned more completely in the
hearts of his subjects than Washington in the hearts
of his fellow citizens.
Nature, which had given him
talent to govern, distinguished him from all others by
He had at once the soul, the look,
his appearance.
and the figure of a hero. He never appeared embarrassed at homage rendered him, and in his manners he
had the advantage of joining dignity to great simplicity.

Washington's words to Congress, so far as business
measures were concerned, were brief; he eyinced his
hospitality toward amendments to the Constitution,
and a desire to conciliate the people of all sections.
But it was the scenic rather than the business aspects
of this inauguration which were noticeable there were
fireworks at the Battery, with fire-drawn figures of
Washington and the two Houses, as Fortitude, Justice,
and Wisdom, with Fame hovering above them; and
much grave ceremony, due in part to an uncertainty as
to how far republican forms should resemble mon;
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It was inevitable that the starch should
gradually disappear from such functions. The natural
personal dignity of Washington was so great that it
was more than easy to adopt toward him an attitude
of homage and subservience; and many persons in the
community were eager to bow down and -worship.
Others, like John Adams, thought that it was wise to
surround authority with the outward shows of majesty, however democratic it might remain inwardly.
But the general sense of the people was opposed to such
aids ; and the French ^Revolution was not calculated to
increase respect for them. We like to read of the social

archical ones.

grandeur and brilliance of Washington's levees, and of
his cream-colored coach and six; but we could only
smile at such things now. Jeffersonian simplicity has
passed into a popular proverb, while Washington's
black velvet and pearl-colored silk are forgotten. The
first President himself wished only to do what was right
and becoming; much of his attention must be given to
making precedents for his successors ; and a great deal
of honest difference of opinion might exist as to what
the proper thing really was.
The members of the first House were good business
men, and showed themselves well able to expedite business.
The Senate was very conscious of its own imSome
portance, but was not otherwise remarkable.
amusing brushes between them and the House occurred
but the latter maintained its dignity and equality.
The first of the business measures discussed was,
The Anti-Federals had
naturally, that of the tariff.
waned in power and voice since the ratification, and
were ready to support the Administration; but they
would become prominent again as soon as the Federals
began to make mistakes. Meanwhile Congress worked
to such good effect that twenty-seven acts were passed
between the 1st of June and the 30th of September.
The tendency of the tariff measures was to strengthen
the country against the rest of the world, but to avoid
yielding too much to local interests. Free trade was not
The first symptoms of the policy of
contemplated.
A disprotecting infant industries became visible.
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crimination against England in commercial matters
was proposed, and aroused enough opposition to show
that England already had a strong lobby in this counThe House favored retaliation against the domtry.
ineering and insolent policy of the old country, but the
Senate smothered the bill. An important detail was
the

creating of the several departments of the
Executive Government; three were decided on: State,
War, and the Treasury. A Home department was
suggested but not adopted. The Treasury was carefully organized so as to make dishonest practices difficult, and in fact it has been uniformly conducted ever
since in an unexceptionable manner.
Washington
called upon Jefferson to take the portfolio of State;

the War Secretary, and to Hamilton was
Randolph was appointed Atgiven the Treasury.
torney General. The custom of holding Cabinet Councils was introduced insensibly as a measure of convenience; though small, this first Cabinet was not
devoid of animation, Hamilton and Jefferson, by the
account of the latter, were often pitted against each
other "like two cocks."
Washington, while always
desirous to take advice from those competent to give
it.
His rule
it, followed his own course after digesting
in choosing men for Cabinet and other positions was

Knox was

to require ability and honesty, but also conspicuousness the latter attribute being in his opinion desirable
to create confidence in the people, and perhaps also as
tending to steady the incumbents, who had the more to
Salaries at this time were very
lose by ill conduct.
small, and the total expenses of the Government almost
microscopic according to modern standards.
Territorial legislation had early attention; the system adopted by the United States in this direction was
unique: instead of colonizing, they propagated themIn two years, twenty
selves over their own domain.
thousand persons emigrated to the region of the Ohio.
Of the numerous Constitutional amendments which
came up for judgment, the ten most important were
On
adopted, thereby conciliating the Anti-Federalists.
the other hand, there was already a leaning perceptible
;
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toward barring out the people from Federal councils.

Men new

to authority could not help feeling too much
the augustness of their position. The Supreme Court
was organized at this time, and John Jay was put at
the head of it; but there was little for the court to do
as yet.
In the summer, Washington was taken ill, and he
promoted his recovery by taking a tour through the
Northern States, visiting Boston for the first time since

he had compelled Howe to evacuate it. His reception
everywhere was most cordial ; he avoided passing
through the still recalcitrant State of Rhode Island,
but soon after this little community repented itself of
its contrariness, and, with North Carolina, was received
into the Union. In 1791 Washington toured through
the Southern districts; and at Philadelphia was
greeted by the officials sent to receive him in a manner

amusingly different from the customary inflated style.
"Friend Washington, we are glad to see thee !" was the
honest Quaker's word. The results of his two trips encouraged him with regard to the state of the country:
the times were manifestly prosperous.
At the second session of Congress a great amount of
A census was ordered
business was transacted.
naturalization laws were passed, and patent and copyBut the most important
right legislation was done.
event was the report of the Secretary of the Treasury,
Hamilton, whose financial genius is historic. No one
seems to have expected that the United States would
ever pay its debts; that they should compound with
;

creditors for so many cents on the dollar was the best
that was looked for. But Hamilton took the stand of
the highest integrity in dealing with debts, and his
proposals were so bold that they took people's breath
away. He demanded that the United States should
not only pay its foreign debts with interest at once, but
should assume all the State debts, besides liquidating
the regular domestic claims. He estimated the State
debts at twenty-five million dollars in reality they
afterward proved to be less than twenty-two, and part
of this sum could have been set off against grants to
633
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the States.

But Hamilton preferred

to take on every-

thing, rightly perceiving that not only would such a
course greatly raise the credit of the country, but
would also be an indissoluble tie to counteract the
State-rights doctrine. After debate and resistance on
the part of some of the States whose indebtedness was

United States sesmall, his policy was approved.
curities rose to fifty cents. There was a good deal of
speculation and buying up of old paper which had
been supposed to be worth nothing. Bitter quarrels
also occurred in Congress and elsewhere; and these
were curiously mixed up with the bill to provide a
place for the national capital ; votes, it appears, might
already be traded, one bill against another. Finally it
was agreed to select a neutral region for the capital,
on the Potomac; and during the ten-year interval before this could be prepared, the seat of Government
was at Philadelphia.
An attempt was made to pass a bill taxing slaves imported into the country; and the last public act of
Franklin's life was to put his name, which was already
signed to the two most famous acts of the century, to
the petition asking for this measure. It was eloquently
supported in Congress; but it was violently attacked

;

by two Southern slaveholders, Jackson and Smith,
who. made up in volume of voice and recklessness of
assertion and invective what they lacked in reason and
This debate was a type of many which were
justice.
to take place afterward; most of the arguments, pro
and con, which have been employed since, were used
then. The outcome was that the bill was abandoned,
and a signal opportunity to do service to posterity
thereby lost. The death of Franklin took place on the
17th of April, 1790.
In many respects he was
greater than any of his contemporaries; and his
achievements in politics and in science were summed
up by the Frenchman Turgot, some time before the
United States achieved their independence, in the words
"Eripuit ccelo fulmen, sceptrumque tyrannis." He was
also an example of what a man can make of himself in
America.
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The Indian problem had always been present in
America, and it started up afresh during this session
The British still held, in spite of the
of Congress.
articles of the peace, their posts in the Northwest; and
the Indians thereabout regarded them as their friends,
and the Americans, consequently, as their enemies.
The only stronghold that we held was Fort Washington
on the north bank of the Ohio. In October, 1790, General Harmer with one thousand five hundred men set
out to avenge a massacre perpetrated by the savages;
three-fourths of his force being raw militia. At Chillicothe he fell into an ambush, and, the militia flying,
the regulars, who stood their ground, were either killed
on the spot, or tortured to death during the night.
Colonel Hardin soon after ran into a similar trap, and
his command was slaughtered at Maumee ford it was
said that one could have crossed the river dry-shod on
the dead bodies that lay there.
Meanwhile, in the
;

Southwest, the Creeks, Cherokees and other tribes, who
were supplied with arms by the Spaniards, and were
somewhat expert in civilized ways, came to blows with
the Carolinians and other whites, and gave at least as
good as they got. Their chief, a half-breed named McGillivray, who had had an education, but had afterward
reverted to the savage life, was finally invited to New
York to confer with the Government, with a view to
concluding a treaty of peace. He arrived in due time
with his retinue, and was received with much distinction elaborate ceremony was observed, and it is to be
supposed that he was properly impressed. But what
must have bound him yet more strongly to the wishes
of the Government was a secret subsidy which was
allowed him, in consideration of his promoting American interests in the tribes under his control. Thus the
immediate danger at the lower end of the country was
averted; but the tribes 'at the north were still unand Washington, as
subdued and unconciliated
Congress adjourned, was 'debating how to deal with
;

;

them.

Hamilton, flushed with the success of his first exnext brought forward proposals for an excise tax

ploit,
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and a national bank. The first was received with favor,
being moderate in its scope; only spirits distilled in
the country were taxed, and at the same time a duty
on imported liquors was increased. "We'll drink the
debt down" was the popular phrase relating to the
bill.
But the national bank scheme encountered strong
opposition, and Madison declared it to be unconstitutional. This charge, the most serious of them all,
was met by Hamilton with the argument that such a
measure as he proposed, though not recommended by
the Constitution, was implicitly permitted, together
with many others and his contention finally prevailed.
The bank was chartered with a capital of ten million
dollars, eight million of which were to be contributed
by the people, and the remainder by the United States.
Its charter ran for twenty years.
Washington kept
this bill for some time before affixing his signature to
;

and summoned Hamilton and Jefferson in consultaupon it. Hamilton repeated his arguments in its
favor; Jefferson thought that powers not delegated to
the United States should be reserved, and on this
ground opposed it. But Washington, after further consideration, signed the bill, leaving to Hamilton the

it,

tion

responsibility as chief of the department.
With the advent of the Second Congress matters
The
began to take on a slightly different aspect.
Federals were still the more powerful party, but the
signs of a change might be detected. This change was
to be symbolized, as it were, in the characters and
mutual attitude of two men, representing the opposing policies which were to divide the country. Hamilton and Jefferson could not long travel one road; the
time must soon come when the development of their

Hamilton never
opinions would lead to a rupture.
really accepted the American idea. He was a Federalist for the present, only because the hour had not yet
struck, he thought, for declaring for something
stronger than Federalism. He never had believed that
the Union would succeed that it had succeeded so far
surprised him but in the conviction that it would disappear, in its present form, with the century, he wished
636
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meanwhile to so strengthen the Federal position as to
render possible, when the crisis came, its transformation into some kind of monarchy. Government, to be
government, must, he thought, be vigorous; therefore
it must be centralized, it must do away with all rights
modify its action, and it must attract to
the wealth and "aristocracy" of the people. The
Constitution had been the first step toward reaching
this goal ; in supporting it, he had never expected it to
be other than a temporary expedient or step to the
true solution of the American question. His banking
scheme, and his other plans for interesting capital in
the Government, were mea'ns to his controlling end.
He was frank on the subject; he was no treasonable
of States to

itself

plotter; though he had no scruples about using political devices to secure his objects.
He was a man of
purity and honor but if America were to remain
America, he must be removed from her councils. If she
were to become a limited monarchy, perhaps he might
be useful. Though he had not an original mind, he
possessed immense ability, and a quick power of using
established principles in ways suited to the present
exigency; and his energy was tireless.
Of Jefferson it will be, for the moment, enough to
say that he was a man with a mind strictly of his own,
who believed in the republican experiment and entertained no doubts that America had a vast and immortal future before her as the first and greatest example of a people governing themselves without laxity
and without tyranny. He trusted the people, and had
no trust in arbitrary or aristocratic rule. He accepted the Constitution in good faith, fearing that the
restriction of State rights was a danger, but regarding
;

as one which, as it could not be eliminated, must be
In the heat of controconstantly guarded against.
versy and opposition he took too severe a view of
Hamilton's personal motives in centralization but his
it

;

misgivings were in principle right and in aiming blows
at Hamilton he was attacking his policy in the way
surest to disconcert it. For Hamilton was as far the
superior in intelligence over most of his party, as
637
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was over his if not more so. For the soundin the country were on Jefferson's side; even
John Adams, though he too seemed to lean to a stronger
and more exclusive government, was at heart a Democrat, even more than he was himself at that time
aware. In him sentiment and prejudice were at times
unconsciously at war with principle; but as often as
he discovered the discrepancy he had the honesty and
patriotism to avow his error.
The National Bank, as a nucleus of the moneyed
and aristocratic power, was the chief object of attack
by the "Republicans," as the opponents of Federalism
began to be known. There was no large class of AntiFederalists left ; all were in good humor with the Constitution; but the Republicans waged war against the
interpretation placed upon some of its articles by the
Federalists. They absorbed, of course, such remnants
of Anti-Federalists, State-rights people, and personal
malcontents as existed in the country. Their campaign against the bank was unsuccessful; for the
pecuniary prosperity of that institution was great, and
its
influence (apart from the aspect particularly
criticized) beneficial. But some new schemes of Hamilton, looking to the protective policy, were abandoned
owing to Jefferson's activity; and both men were betrayed into a betrayal of personal animosity which was
unworthy of their genuine zeal for the public good as
Hamilton emerges with least
each understood it.
credit from these encounters; he condescended to
malign Jefferson anonymously in a newspaper,
Jefferson
est

men

"Fenno's Gazette"; and he bought support by favors
to individuals who could be of use to him. When we
have admitted that it was for what he deemed good
ends that he employed bad means, we have said the
best we can for him. Moreover, his private life was
not chaste; and illicit intrigue was allowed to mix itself too closely with political matters.
It was a weakness in him that he underestimated Jefferson as an
opponent, and, in his eagerness to vindicate his course,
he had not the patience to examine dispassionately
views that differed from his own.
In restoring the
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credit of his country he had done it a great service;
but his usefulness was almost confined to that.
Nor was this restored credit without its evil side. It
encouraged speculation, and bubble companies were
formed and came down with a crash. The western
lands were purchased by speculators, who held them
for high prices, and thus brewed trouble with the
settlers and "squatters," and finally collapsed themIn truth, the mass of the population were not
selves.
as yet acquainted with their own country; they did
not understand its nature and its tendencies and having but lately arisen from darkest despondency and
pessimism, they were now, by reaction, verging as far
toward groundless and foolish optimism. The pendulum must swing too far each way before it could attain
The first sunshine of prosperity was
its normal limit.
more disconcerting and bewildering to a patriotic
people than had been the long winter darkness of adversity and struggle. We had not learned the stops of
this mighty continental instrument of ours.
Washington was disturbed by the quarrels of his
They would not
officers, and remonstrated with them.
be reconciled; oil and water do not mix; but when
Washington, taking to himself the public criticisms of
his Administration, and feeling the approach of age,
spoke of his wish not to stand for a second term, both
Hamilton and Jefferson were at one in entreating him
to remain. With the affairs of the country in their
present transition state, with nothing settled one way
or the other in its policy, neither party dared to risk
the chances of a change of the Executive. Washington
was above party, and he was also wise and firm. There
was not another citizen of the Eepublic who could, at
that juncture, have commanded the trust that was reposed by the people in him. And since he sincerely
placed the welfare of the people above all other considerations, he consented to accept a second nomination which in his case was the equivalent of election.
There had been some changes in the House, the most
significant of which was the election of the brilliant
and conscienceless Aaron Burr, who might be described
639
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as in

many

respects a Hamilton, with Hamilton's no-

and honor left out. But though our public life
contains no record of a man of anything like Burr's
intellectual and personal gifts who was dedicated so
bility

unreservedly to evil yet there is a touch of the sinisterheroic even in him.
He acted his dark r61e trenchHis selfishness was
antly, with a certain largeness.
;

diabolic, but he was not paltry.
Perhaps he was not
unworthy to kill Hamilton.
The most untoward incident of the closing year of
Washington's first term was the defeat of St. Clair and
his army in the Northwest by the Indians. This general was a soldier of fair abilities, but of uniform illsuccess; and at this time he was somewhat in years,
with white hair and a gouty foot. It is probably a good
rule never to employ in public affairs men who have
failed; but Washington employed St. Clair to take
charge of this campaign. He gave him three thousand
men, part militia and part regulars, but none of them
expert in discipline and drill. The object of the expedition was to establish an array of forts between
Fort Washington and the Wabash, to make roads, and
in general to open the country; and incidentally to
But
dispose of any Indians who might interfere.

Washington, in giving instructions to poor St. Clair,
was emphatic in warning him to beware of ambush.
The little army set forth, and slowly pursued its roadmaking way from Fort Washington; but on the 4th of
November, about dawn, and while the men were about
to make their coffee, that Indian war whoop which has
been the last sound that many thousand American ears
have heard, came shrilling out of the surrounding

and the fight was on. It did not last long, and
the issue was never in doubt. The Indians were led by
Little Turtle, who, despite his inoffensive name, was a
tried warrior; and they outnumbered the whites, who
had been reduced to fourteen hundred by various
causes. More than half of the fourteen hundred were
shot or tortured to death; St. Clair, who had been
lifted to the back of successive horses, and had fought
his men as best he could, finally got off the remnant of
640
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them

to Fort
disaster.

Washington.

It

was a most thorough

When the news of it first reached Washington other
persons were present, and he swallowed down his wrath
and grief. But as soon as he could reach the solitude
of his chamber, where only his secretary was a witness,
his emotion broke forth with terrific energy.
His
words are worth quoting. "Here, yes, here, on this
very spot, I took leave of him," he said. "I wished him
'You have your instructions/ I
success and honor.
said, 'from the Secretary of War. I had a strict eye to
them, and will add but one word Beware of a surI repeat it
Beware of a surprise
You know
prise
how the Indians fight us.' He went off with that, as
my last solemn warning, thrown in his ears. And yet
to suffer that army to be cut to pieces, hacked, butchthe very thing I
ered, tomahawked by a surprise
O God O God he is worse
guarded him against
than a murderer! How can he answer to his country?
The blood of the slain is upon him the curse of widows
and orphans the curse of Heaven!"
"It was awful: more than once he threw up his
hands as he hurled imprecations upon St. Clair," adds
our informant. One can only rejoice that St. Clair
was not present to listen to his denunciation. But
before many minutes Washington had regained his
A court-martial
self-control and his sense of justice.
acquitted St. Clair ; but he was compelled to retire from
the army. The massacre caused vast dismay on the
frontier, and was not soon forgotten.
A more agreeable subject is the founding of the city
which was to be the seat of Government, to which the
!

!

!

!

!

!

given. The site was owned by
a few honest farmers, who were willing to dispose of
it on the terms of retaining alternate lots, which were
expected greatly to appreciate in value. David Burns
was the most conspicuous of these venders, and his
daughter was afterward an heiress of renown. The
plans were prepared by a French architect with the
smiling name of "L'Enfant," who kept his eye on a
glorious future, and made the streets of unexampled

name Washington was
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manner of magnificence and beauty was
contemplated and though, were the work to be done today, we might do it a little differently, still Washington is the most beautiful of American cities as a whole,
and will become more nearly ideal as time goes on. It
does credit to the faith and foresight of our ancestors.
There now ensued an episode which was to have farreaching consequences. The French Revolution, ostenwidth.

All

;

sibly in behalf of the rights of man, of liberty, equality,
fraternity, had proceeded from ordinary to extraordinary riotous excesses, and was culminating in wholesale murders of persons, aristocratic or other, suspected of being out of harmony with the demagogues
and conspirators of the moment. The final touch was
r
given by the beheading of the King and Queen, w ell-

and

meaning persons, who could not have been put to a
worse use. All this had been heard of in the United
States, where it was commented upon diversely, but
upon the whole with disapproval and mistrust; it
seeming evident that the French notions of a revolution w ere widety alien from our own. But in the midst
of the discussion France declared war on England,
and thereby struck a new note on our national heartT

For it could not be forgotten that England
strings.
had recently been our own enemy, and had ever since
acted toward us in an arrogant and uncouciliating
manner: declining to fulfill the treaty stipulations to
which she had pledged her faith, and committing various overt acts, chiefly in the way of interfering with
our commerce, or favoring the plots against us of Indian tribes. Consequently a large part of the population was disposed to favor France in the conflict the
rather since that country had stood by us in our hour
of need, and had treated us well subsequently.
About the same time Washington had undergone his
second inaugural, and both Hamilton and Jefferson
had requested to be relieved of* their duties. Their
resignations were however postponed for the moment;
and Washington consulted his Cabinet as to the course
to be pursued by the country toward the belligerents.
The decision was to issue a proclamation of neutrality ;
;
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but while Jefferson inclined to interpret its provisions
rather in favor of France than of England, Hamilton
was strongly disposed toward the opposite course. But
he and his party were confronted with the terms of
already existing treaties with France, promising
shelter to French privateers and guaranteeing French
possessions, and withholding comfort from the enemies
of France. It was true that the treaties had been made
while the French Government was still monarchical;
but that was hardly a fair ground for ignoring them.
On the other hand, no one wished to embroil our country in European complications. The best plan seemed
to be to observe discretion and practice tact, making
the best instead of the worst of whatever contingencies

might arise.
The French meanwhile

lost

no time in sending a

representative to this country, a grotesque, theatrical
little punchinello by the name of Genest or Genet,
quick-witted, of monstrous vanity, impudent, sly, and
unscrupulous. Before he had presented his credentials
or effected his official arrival in this country, he had
begun to fit out privateers to prey on British commerce,
and seemed prepared, if he could, to run America to
suit himself, with but small regard to the accredited
rulers of it. His assurance was at first so astonishing
that the majority of our citizens supposed it must
needs indicate merit and warrant of corresponding
soundness; and for a while Genet's career was a wild
carnival of absurdity, in which his entertainers and
himself vied with one another in extravagance and
The people became French-mad; they wore libfolly.
erty caps, quoted phrases, "insulted the memory of
Louis, and regarded with complacency actual or contemplated fractures of neutrality obligations. Genet
seemed to be, and imagined he was, the most popular
But the whole flurry was
personage in America.
purely superficial; there was, in reality, no party in
the country which was not opposed to his pretensions
and as soon as they recovered their breath, they would
;

find it out.

Washington never had any doubts
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reception of Genet was polite but cool, and he declined
commit himself to any of the extravagances which
that gentleman proposed. Genet was indignant, and
threatened to "appeal from the President to the peoHe had now nearly run his rig; Jefferson opple."
posed him out of regard to America; Hamilton from
inclination toward England: Washington was indignant because he had cast a slur upon the Constitution,
and had defied the regulations which Congress had
imposed. The refusal of the American Government in
any way to cooperate with the French was absolute.
But before steps could be taken to demand Genet's
recall, France saved us that trouble by recalling him
herself, with intimations of disapproval of his conduct.
He, however, was too solicitous for the safety of his
own neck to trust himself within the grasp of the
Government he had so obstreperously assumed to represent; and his diplomatic career being at an end, he
settled down in this country, and married the daughter
of Governor Clinton, who thus became the first American girl to unite herself with a foreigner, though she
partly compensated for the obliquity by keeping him
at home, instead of supporting him abroad.
England, so far from showing herself grateful for
our observance of neutrality, made herself more than
ever offensive. The Federal policy, for this and other
reasons, fell into disfavor, and the House became Republican, while the Senate was equally divided. Gallatin, a Swiss, who had been in the country since 1780,
but had not been a legal citizen long enough to qualify
himself for a seat in the Senate, was chosen to the
House, where he took .part against the Federalists with
telling vigor. The message of the President at the end
of the year (1793) revealed the grievances against England in a strong light. Not only did she claim and
exercise the right to seize the cargoes of American
vessels carrying grain to France, but she appropriated
them to her own use; and singled our American ships
from those of other nations for condemnation if they
should attempt to break a blockade.
Furthermore,
British cruisers in the West Indies were directed to
to
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detain all ships freighted with goods of or for any
French colony. Lord Dorchester, in Canada, by telling
the Indians that war might soon be expected between
America and England, stimulated them to begin a
massacre. All this aroused the anger of the Americans, and those individuals who still ventured to speak
in England's favor were made to understand sharply
that such sentiments were not popular. There was, in
truth, more genuine national dislike between England
and America than there had been during the RevoluIt was not lessened by the news that a British
tion.
Consul General at Algiers had been the means of letting out a fleet of Algerine corsairs to prey upon commerce the Algerines at that time holding a number of

our sailors in captivity, and refusing to liberate them
except upon payment of a ransom so exorbitant that
our Government had declined to furnish it.
The desire of the country to give manifest expression to their resentment for these injuries was so unmistakable that Congress listened to the proposal of
Dayton of New Jersey to indemnify us against the
seizure of our ships by sequestering all British debts
against the United States. It was decided to pass the
resolution, except as it related to British investments
in the public funds. Orders were also given to begin
a navy by the construction of six men-of-war, four to
guns, the others thirty-six each.
British Government experienced a
change of heart; rescinded the order obstructing our
West Indian commerce, and spoke sweetly to our
Minister in London, Pinckney. Congress, in return,
postponed the Sequestration Act, and the trouble blew
over for the time. But England had not learned all
her lesson; and we delayed giving it to her for eighteen years yet. Just previous to her recession, a plan
had been mooted by friends of Hamilton to get him
dispatched to England as a special envoy, to "assist"
the resident representative, Pinckney; but it had
failed; in fact, it is treating the plan with excessive
lenience to call it nothing worse than unwise. Hamil-

carry

forty-four

Upon

this,

ton was

the

known

to have been attacking
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France anony-
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mously

all

through the late events, while he had never

word that did not favor England. Besides,
his personal integrity as manager of our finances was
at that very time under investigation and though the
upshot of this was not conviction of dishonor, his
escape was at least in part due to the unwillingness of
the investigators to investigate. That his reputation
was no worse than it was, Hamilton must thank fortune not less than justice. Washington now aputtered a

;

pointed an envoy to Great Britain; but, passing over
Hamilton, the man upon whom his choice fell was
John Jay. Aaron Burr and James Monroe opposed the
nomination; but Congress confirmed it. Washington
showed at once his policy and his magnanimity by
soon after appointing Monroe Minister to France, vice
Gouverneur Morris, whose Anglophile tendencies made
him persona non grata there. And it was Washington
who gave John Quincy Adams his first show in public
life by sending him to represent us at The Hague.
A matter within our own domains which cost us
dear, though the result was worth the cost, was the
whisky insurrection in western Pennsylvania. The
excise tax there was irksome, and there were local difficulties in securing legal decisions on charges. Writs
having been issued against a number of delinquent
distillers, the marshal was fired upon General Neville,
the inspector, was ordered to give up his commission,
and on his refusing, five hundred rioters attacked the
housfe in which he had fortified himself, and burned it,
Under the
Neville escaping narrowly with his life.
leadership of a scoundrel named Bradford, two thousand rioters assembled with arms, and inarched
through ^Pittsburgh streets. Washington called out
fifteen thousand troops; but meanwhile sent commisThe
sioners to arrange matters quietly if possible.
rioters would have submitted but for Bradford; he
;

contrived to prevent enough of them from signing the
submission, to render the report of the commission unsatisfactory. The President's call for troops was now

answered with alacrity,

Harry

Lee, Mifflin,

all classes of

and Hamilton
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the army. But before it could arrive at the seat of
war, the Bradford rabble had melted away, and Bradford himself had fled.
Washington was very indulgent toward the other culprits, and they all took the
oath of allegiance with enthusiasm.
The equity of
excise duties is one of those things which always has
been questioned by persons required to pay it, and
probably always will be.
This same winter it fell to Anthony Wayne to retrieve the misfortunes of poor St. Clair. He drilled his
army carefully, and took no risks. He occupied the
disputed country near Greenville and wintered there;
in the summer of 1794 he advanced with two thousand
men. Little Turtle was encamped tw the Maumee
Rapids, more than two score miles this side of the
boundary he was willing to treat, but his braves would
not consent, so Wayne charged them, Indians, British,
and Canadians, and drove them up to the British fort,
killing them by hundreds; and the guns of the fort
had nothing to say to the contrary. Wayne ravaged
the Indian country, destroyed all stores and supplies,
built Fort Wayne at the head of the Maumee, and
opened the whole region permanently to American
settlers.
Captives were exchanged, and children who
had not seen their parents for years found themselves
in civilization again. Mad Anthony had proved that
he was as discreet and steadfast as he was always
known to be brave.
On the reassembling of Congress in November, Washington took notice of the Democratic Jacobin Societies
started by Genet; and they lost their influence in consequence. People began to comprehend that the laws
were meant to be obeyed, and could be enforced. The
collapse of Robespierre in France helped the cause of
order here.
The Republican cause lost power, and
There
their opponents came once more to the front.
could be faults on both sides, it seemed. The charge
of the public debt was transferred from the Treasury
to the Sinking Fund Commissioners, impost revenue
The debt had fallen to
being declared permanent.
;

$76.000,000.

On January

31, 1795,
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and further investigation of his conduct in office was
waived. He had, however, no intention of keeping out
of politics. Jefferson, in retirement at his farm, maintained a critical attitude. Jay meanwhile had been
well received in London: "Well, sir, I imagine you begin to see that your mission will probably be successful," remarked King George, who was enjoying one of
his lucid moments.
Grenville and Jay arranged a
treaty which should put England in at least as good a
position as that of France; its first ten articles were
meant to be permanent; the latter eighteen were temThe long-neglected
porary commercial agreements.
promise to evacuate the British posts in the North and
West was renewed, to take effect in June, 1796; the
Mississippi was opened to both parties; a further attempt to define our Northern boundaries was made.
British debts were to be paid, and American claims
for injuries on the seas were to be satisfied. Upon the
whole these permanent articles favored England more
than America, and the temporary ones were even less
The West Indian concessions were
satisfactory.
valueless, and in return for them we opened all our
In
ports to England as the "most favored nation."
short, Jay's treaty laid an excellent foundation for
the war of 1812. Jay had no courage, and betrayed
the fact to the English negotiators, who naturally
bullied

him to

their hearts' content.

But the now

Federal Senate ratified the treaty, but excepted the
West Indian clause. Hitherto the matter had been
kept strictly secret; but all at once, out came Bache's
paper with the whole thing displayed in black and
Mass
white.
Great was the popular indignation.
meetings denounced the treaty, and Jay was burned
in effigy, and was accused of selling his country for
British gold. Washington was advised by both Randolph and Hamilton to delay his signature; and a
remonstrance to Great Britain was ordered. At this
juncture a secret dispatch from the French Minister
here to his Government fell into our hands, the tenor
of which was to cast suspicion of political dishonor
upon Secretary of State Randolph, whose conduct had
648
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already occasioned some speculation among his colleagues in the Cabinet. Washington confronted him
with this dispatch, and with a request for explanation; he stuttered and evaded, and finally handed in
his resignation, with a denial of the imputation that he
had taken or asked for money from France which
was the inference from the dispatch. In truth, he
seems to have been merely a fool, so far as documentary
evidence may show. But at the best his conduct as
Secretary of State was indefensible; and his next act
was to divert attention from his own case by publishing a pamphlet to fasten public odium on Jay and his
This was the political end of Randolph; and
treaty.
his reputation is by no means clear from suspicion to
this day. Washington, who could no longer find conspicuous Federalists for his Cabinet, was forced to
install the rigid, unconciliating and narrow Pickering
in Randolph's place a man who had no more tact and
diplomacy than a shillalah, but who was honest and
fearless at all events.
The Jay Treaty was ratified;
but the Republicans resolved to defeat it by withholding appropriations. A favorable treaty with Spain,
allowing navigation of the Mississippi, appeased the
popular mind somewhat; but the treaty with Algiers
was nothing more nor less on our part than an agreement to pay tribute to these sea scorpions. In March,
1796, upon the presentation of the English treaty, the
The Federals put the
great debate upon it began.
query whether the House had a constitutional right to
join in giving effect to a right conferred expressly on
the Executive; to which the Republicans replied that
if they had not, then this was not a government by the
people; and Livingstone accordingly offered a resolution, which the House passed, calling for all the documents referring to the treaty. Washington denied
their right to demand them; and matters stood thus
until an appropriation to execute the treaty was asked
for which the House refused to grant. Madison made
a speech attacking the treaty on grounds of nonreciprocity; the Federals denied the contention, and
stirred up demonstrations throughout the country.
649
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The President and the Senate were arrayed against the
House, with the people still to be heard from. Commerce was paralyzed. Both civil and foreign war were
At that juncture, Ames made what has
threatened.
been called the most eloquent speech of that generation,
in which he called for the grant of the appropriation
on the ground that the treaty had been allowed to be
ratified, and could not now with honor be repudiated
and picturing vividly the horrors of the war which
would ensue upon its rejection. He was suffering
under a fatal malady at the time; and remarked that,
frail as was his hold in life, yet were the treaty to fail,
he might live to see his country die. The speech equally
divided the House 49 to 49 and finally Muhlenberg
gave his casting vote in the treaty's favor. England
;

tried to get out of surrendering the northwestern
posts; but Washington marched troops to the frontier
and they were relinquished.
All this while Monroe was getting his country into
trouble in France, to which he had been sent as Ambassador.
He was hostile to Jay in England, and
instead of keeping in touch with the latter, so as to
modify his negotiations with France to suit the nature
and prospects of the English treaty, he applied himself
solely to making the French believe (as he himself did)
that America was her bosom friend. When the terms
still

became known, France was naturally
offended; and Monroe haAr ing neglected to carry out
his instructions to make it as agreeable to France as
possible, he was replaced by Pinckney.
Monroe, in
fact, was too inexperienced and too transparent for
diplomatic negotiation; and too intent, besides, upon
proving himself in the right. In spite of the hysteric
of Jay's treaty

embraces and compliments which had been pressed
upon him at his first coming, and which he had returned, his mission ended with France assuming a
frowning and resentful demeanor; which was not unjustified.

Washington having refused to consider a third term,
the Federals put forward Adams and Pinckney; for
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Jay was buried for the present, and Hamilton was unavailable for several good reasons. The Federals did
not mean to elect Adams to the Presidency, because
they feared he was too strong and independent for
them; but designed by a little hocus-pocus to obtain
the superior vote for Pinckney, as if by an unforeseen
accident. This ingenious scheme did not succeed, however; Jefferson was put up by the Republicans and,
with his own consent, ran second by two votes to

Adams, who was elected President.

Thus the

strong-

est man of the party opposed to Adams's was placed
in a position where he could exercise great influence

without responsibility. Washington retired to private
life with unaffected pleasure; he had been made the
object of scurrilous attacks of late, anonymously published by Randolph; and he was feeling the approach
of age.
His Farewell Address is familiar to all; and the
clause in which he bids his countrymen beware of
foreign entanglements has been too often quoted. It
is only needful to reflect upon the condition of America when he gave this advice to understand why he
gave it. It is safe to affirm that he would make very
different suggestions

to-day.

With Washington

dis-

appeared the old "Republican Court," with its pretty
women and courtly men. We could no longer be simple
enough to be so elegant. The breeze from the coming century was already beginning to draw through
the corridors of time, as the endless procession of

moved

life

on.

Adams's inaugural address was a model document,
such as any President might have been proud to father
and it was its author's intention to make a record as
President which should cast that of his predecessor
whom he regarded as an overrated man in the shade.
But the condition of home and foreign affairs, the attitude of parties, and his own temper and temperament, made all hopes in this direction vain. Adams's
Administration was a fight almost from start to finish
and considering what a good, able, and honest man he
was, it is surprising how little he contrived to aecom651
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for the betterment of the country he loved so well

and had so long and faithfully served.
To begin with, France refused to recognize Pinckney,
though paying a parting compliment to Monroe, and
expressing to him the hope that friendly relations
might continue between the French and American peoples, in spite of the errors of the Washington Administration.

War

being thus in sight,

Adams asked

Jefferson to go as a special commissioner, with Madison
and Pinckney, to France, to try to accommodate matters; but Jefferson replied that the mission did not
suit his office, and Madison declined, perhaps as being
unwilling to accept, as a Republican, an appointment of such a nature from a Federal Executive.
Adams indeed had made an initial mistake, for his
own interests at least, in retaining Washington's
Cabinet.
desire to avoid extremities with France neverthe"I shall endeavor to reconcile the
less continued.
misunderstanding," said Adams, "provided no violation of faith, no stain upon honor, is demanded. But
.
America is not scared." His message on the subject to Congress was in this spirit. The Senate had a
safe Federal majority; the House was also Federal,
but not so constantly or conscientiously. The successes of a new great genius of war, Napoleon, were
resounding through the world, and America had to
consider that, in case he should defeat England, her

A

.

.

own

position might become unpleasant. The English
alliance did not appear inviting; and merely defensive
measures were popular. Upon the whole, the two opposing parties tended to approach each other on the

French question, though maintaining great mutual
bitterness on home matters.
The President was perceived not to be impartial, and disorder was fostered
by his subordinates; while Jefferson had plenty of
leisure to mature his plans.
Newspaper warfare was
carried to indecent lengths; and on the floor of the
House an Irishman, Lyon, and Griswold of ConnectiThe Hamilton scandal
cut had a personal affray.
chose this time to air itself; and altogether it seemed
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as if the spirit of mischief was in the air. Nor was
the reception of the three envoys who had been finally
sent to treat with France calculated to smooth the
troubled waters. Talleyrand, who hated America, was
in power, and pursued so strange a course toward the
envoys, demanding money as an indispensable pre-

liminary to negotiations, and putting them off with
unexplained understrappers, that Messrs. Gerry, Marshall and Pinckney were both perplexed and affronted.
The stand taken by Talleyrand throughout was that
America, instead of France, had been the doer of injuries; and that unless his terms were complied with
the end of America was in sight.
Gerry was less
resolute in repelling these insulting proposals than
were his honest colleagues, and Talleyrand, quick to
perceive this, suggested that the Directory would prefer to deal with him alone.
This broke up the Embassy, though Gerry, much to his discredit, remained

Upon the communication of this news to the
President he was inclined to war, and gave orders to
strengthen the navy; and when, in the spring of 1798,
the French correspondence was made public, the counThe idea of "adding this nation
try was with him.
to those terror-stricken tributaries of the old world
who felt compelled to purchase favors of the French
Government and its corrupt ministers apart was intolerable. The war spirit of Congress acted upon the
country, and that of the country stimulated Congress
in return. 'Millions for defense,' became the cry, 'but
not one cent for tribute !' " The black cockade of the
Revolution was worn again ; Hopkinson wrote his
"Hail Columbia"; Talleyrand was burned in effigy, a
fast day was kept, and the Republicans were nowhere.
Adams said to Congress, "I will never /send another
minister to France without assurances that he will be
received, respected, and honored as the representative
of a great, free, powerful, and independent nation."
Gerry was ordered home summarily. Never had the
country been in such a fever of warlike and patriotic
excitement.
This was Adams's apogee. His star now began to
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decline; for it was in this session of Congress that the
Naturalization, Alien, and Sedition laws were passed.
They were designed to meet a certain crisis; but they

were in principle unconstitutional and despotic. Emigrants must reside fourteen years in the country before they could become citizens, and still longer before
they could be eligible to Congress. The large and uncomfortable class of inhabitants thus established were
called aliens ; and they could be summarily arrested or
banished at the President's discretion. If they were,
or were suspected of being, hostile, the President could
imprison or force them out of the country. The Sedition Bill was in effect a denial of the right of free
speech, and could be enforced in a manner which would
disgrace a despotism. All this in order to rid America of French intrigues and domestic sympathizers
with France!
Of course, these Acts furnished valuable material for
the use of the Republican opposition. They were passed
by the Federalists in Congress without communication
with their constituencies.
The Federalists were now contemplating an alliance
with England and a foreign war; the frigates Constitution, Constellation, and United States were in commission, with lesser vessels; an army was organized, and
the popular wish was that Washington should command it. Washington accepted the appointment when
tendered by Adams, and Hamilton, after much intrigue,
was made second in command, with Pinckney third.
Knox declined to serve in the fourth place. The plan
of campaign embraced an attack on the SpanishAmerican possessions, in alliance with England, and a
Hamilton was to lead the indivision of the spoils.
vasion of the Spanish-American provinces, and his ambition saw here an unbounded opportunity. But when
Adams realized what was in the wind, he allowed his
dislike of the project to appear; he was for no war of
conquest or aggression. "There is no more prospect of
seeing a French army here than in heaven," said he.
The remark hit the nail on the head. France would
not invade us. More than this, she released American
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prisoners, and raised the embargo on American ships.
Adams also received news that Talleyrand had made
pacific overtures ; and the general aspect of things was
so altered that the President wished to recommend
further negotiations to Congress; but the ambition of
Hamilton and the intrigues of others modified his message so far that its meaning was ambiguous. During
this uncertainty, Madison and Jefferson caused resolutions to be adopted in the Legislatures of Kentucky
and Virginia declaring the Alien and Sedition laws to
be illegal and unconstitutional. This was pushing the
doctrine of State rights rather far; but it compelled
the Federalists, in opposing the resolutions, to become
advocates of tyranny. The Nullification heresy of later
times found its historic basis in these resolutions, to

which undue weight was no doubt given.
But Adams had become aware of a faction in his
own party which aimed to hurry him into extreme
measures against France and he had the courage and
;

the patriotism, at this time, to recommend the appointment of a new envoy to France. This dumfounded the
faction, who could not take the responsibility of resisting the recommendation, and could only criticize the

unexpected manner in which it had been sprung upon
them. Criticism of his fixed custom of spending the
entire summer away from the helm of State in his
remote farm at Quincy, leaving important affairs to be
mismanaged and muddled by interested or disloyal
subordinates, would always be in order. But the preparations for war still went on at great expense; and
our frigate Constellation fought and defeated the
French L'Insurgente in the West Indies. The country,
unaware of Cabinet intrigues and dissensions, knew
not what to expect; the final dispatch of the envoys
was the first decided symptom of the intent to resume
friendly relations with France. Their efforts resulted
in a convention, which was brought home by Davie
some time later. The envoys had been well received,
Napoleon being now at the head of the French Government. The convention established friendship between
the two nations on the basis of mutual restorations
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and concessions; though some trouble was caused by
the old treaties. France and America have ever since
remained on good terms, and the war scare subsided
as rapidly as it had arisen.
Hamilton was perhaps the only man of consequence
who was sincerely disappointed by this result he had
;

taken great interest in the plots of a Spanish adventurer, Miranda, and had hoped to lead an army of
conquest into South America, with the possibility of
becoming dictator of that country, or indeed of the
whole continent. He printed a pamphlet intended to
discredit Adams and vindicate himself; but it failed
in both purposes. The new election was now at hand,
and party feeling was keen. Adams stood for reelection, opposed by Jefferson and by the Hamilton wing
of his owii party.
But Burr was on the Republican

ticket with Jefferson ; and as the rule that each elector
should vote for two candidates was in force it happened that Burr got the same number of votes as
Jefferson, though it had been intended that he should
be Vice President only. The decision as to which of the
two should hold the first place now devolved by the
Constitution on the House; but here also there was a
tie; and the peril of having no President at all was
averted only by the casting of some blank votes by
Federalists, giving Jefferson the preponderance. But
the recurrence of such a deadlock must be guarded
against, and a change in the mode of voting was the
Instead of voting for two candidates,
consequence.
either of whom might be President, the electors were
in future instructed to vote for but one Presidential
and one Vice Presidential candidate. This method still
continues; but is itself open to abuses.
The count showed only sixty-five votes for Adams.
He had no talent for political intrigue, and the Alien
and Sedition laws, which had been put in force during
the campaign, made him unpopular. These laws had
been temporary only, and were now about to expire, the
special cause for which they had been enacted having
ceased to exist. But Adams was much out of temper
at his collapse, and his behavior during the closing
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hours of his administration was petulant and undigIn order to deprive Jefferson of as much of the
nified.
political patronage as possible, he signed appointments up to midnight of his last day in office and set
out for his home in Quincy without having offered the
usual courtesies to his successor.
Adams suffered
;

from the overshadowing greatness of his predecessor
and from the testy temper which he could not control;
the Presidency was. not the right place for such a man.
The Alien and Sedition laws on the one hand, and his
extrication ,of the country from the war with France
on the other, indicate the good and evil tendencies of
his incumbency.
The welfare of his country was always his first object, for which he would encounter any
danger or odium; but he did not know how to govern,
or how to keep order among those beneath him. His
immense forces were pent in a room too narrow for
their proper exercise. He was constantly exploding iu
one direction or another, and could be neither sup
ported nor opposed with comfort. His virtues were
vastly in excess of his faults, and yet these faults prevented his virtues from doing a tithe of the benefit they
should have accomplished. He had none of the personal humility and selflessness of Washington, and was
never able to understand the causes of his failures, or
to believe that he was not the victim of injustice and
ingratitude as no doubt he often was.
Washington had died on the 14th of December, 1799.
Some intriguers had been revolving the expediency of
bringing him forward for a third term but his day was
passed, and he left the world in the fullness of love
and honor. It was Henry Lee who said of him, in his
funeral oration, that he was first in war, first in peace,
and first in the hearts of his fellow citizens and there is
no exaggeration in this estimate. He never fell below
the level of his uniform greatness and we might believe
that his death was the indication, given by Providence,
;

;

;

that the pressing dangers of his country, incident to its
awakening and establishment among nations, were
passed.
Each country has had its popular hero; but
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Washington well stands comparison with them all;
and the facts of his career are not mythical, but are
open to the world in the pages of sober history. He
was purer and loftier than his contemporaries; and
when the time came for the intrigues and passions of
party, there was no longer a place in the world for
him, and he departed to occupy his immortal place in
our memory and reverence.
The final session of Congress under Adams was held
in the new capital of Washington.
It was a strange
place to be the central point of a nation; hidden in
deep woods, and almost uninhabited. The population,
such as it was, was composed chiefly of negroes and
laborers living in shanties; on Capitol Hill rose the
north wing of the great freestone building, whose
corner stone Washington himself had laid with Masonic
ceremonies in 1793. The house to be occupied by the
President was also standing, but hardly yet fit for

The rest of the Government had to find
habitation.
quarters in Georgetown; and there was some doubt
whether the headquarters of the nation would finally
be fixed in this wilderness after all. Many persons had
been ruined by their speculations in real estate.
One of the final appointments of Adams was that of
John Marshall to the Chief Justiceship. He has retained his place as among the greatest and wisest of
our jurists. Born in Virginia, he was at this time
about forty-five years old ; he had served in the Revolution, had helped to ratify the Constitution, had been
Envoy to France, and had latterly been acting as
Secretary of State. He lived to be eighty years of age,
and was the author of one of the first Lives of Washington.

Adams was the last of the Federal Presidents. The
party had made America a nation, and had established
its financial credit; but the great men who made Federalism honored had left or were leaving it; it had no
longer a genuine policy to offer the people; and gratitude for favors past is never a characteristic of politics.
It opposed the peace on which the country was determined, and it fostered abuses and un-American ideas in
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disregard or ignorance of propriety and prudence.
Aristocracy could not win the confidence of the growing democracy, still less the snobbery into which it
tended to degenerate. The first truly American Government began with Jefferson, for it was under him
that the authority of the people was first fully and
practically recognized.
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CHAPTER XXIV
JEPPERSONIAN SUN AND SHADE

THE history of the Revolution might almost be regarded as Washington's biography, so might the
history of the United States since 1801 be described
the development of Jefferson's political ideas.

IP
as

Washington was the man of action, Jefferson the
philosophic politician; Washington was a Federalist,
Jefferson a Republican; but both had solely the welfare of their country in view, and each adopted toward
that end the means most fitting at the time. At the
outset the Union needed to emphasize the policy of
centralization; but after the Union had thus been
established it must either depend upon the people or
be metamorphosed into a monarchy, or go to pieces.
Washington died before the people were fully recognized as the fountain of power and honor; but Jefferson had accepted this dogma in advance of his contemporaries, and based his life and faith upon its
truth.
He believed sincerely in the people; he announced that government by them was "the strongest
on earth" he laid all his political plans with that conclusion in view; and the main principles which he
advocated and carried out are the reigning principles
of our belief and practice to-day. The mistakes which
he made are mainly the same mistakes which we have
since repeated.
The difficulties which most embarrassed him perplex us still. The inconsistencies which
are chargeable against him have characterized us since
;

he died.

But

after the varied experience of nearly a
find that the acts which have made

hundred years we

us great are generally those which he would have
countenanced; and that the follies which have disgraced us are such as would have aroused his opposition.
We remember that he wrote our Declaration,
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and presided over the birth of our Constitution. That
Constitution was so wisely flexible as to render possible the existence of an intelligent opposition, whichever theory of its interpretation was uppermost ; therefore it had in it a soul of indestructible life.
But
Jefferson declared that difference of opinion did not
necessitate difference of principle, and that where
reason is free, error may be tolerated. Peace rather
than pride was his aim and he thought that the less
of government we could get on with the better for the
commonweal. His inaugural address was the triple
essence of political sagacity; and in the practical con;

duct of public affairs he was uniformly faithful to his
maxims as laid down beforehand. He encountered obstacles, which would have wrecked almost any other
man, with wonderful intelligence, foresight, and success; and left America so much greater and sounder
and more self-comprehensive than he found her that
we might say he was the builder with the materials
which his predecessors had done little more than accumulate. His Embargo Act was a mistake; and yet
even that was a choice of evils, the alternative being to
encounter outrages and provocations which could not
have failed to bring on war. Had circumstances not
been modified at the time it was repealed, we might
have found ourselves leaving the frying pan to enter
the

fire.

Peace was Jefferson's ardent desire; could peace be
assured, his theory of politics would be beyond criticism. But war is sometimes inevitable; and war must
always put pure Jeffersonian democracy to its severest
test.
There must always be the risk that the country
will be found unprepared when the critical moment
arrives. On the other hand, the alternative is to maintain an army and navy on the European scale in time
of peace, and with the object of making peace perpetual,
which seems an absurdity in terms, and which also
must involve obvious risks, and constant heavy expenditure. Here is a dilemma which can never be fully
solved until war ceases out of the world a contingency not to be regarded by practical men. It is con661
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ceivable that science may so refine its methods that at
the smallest cost of men, money or preparation, destructive effects can be produced which will render
resistance vain; and in that case the nation can pursue its peaceful avocations up to the very threshold of
battle without risk of disadvantage. But speculations
are not argument; and so long as we are governed on
the Jeffersonian basis we shall always be liable to surprise and perhaps temporary disaster in our foreign
relations. Doubtless no lasting success could ever attend an attack upon us ; our only vital danger is to be
feared from our own selves. But so long as European
monarchies, with all that they imply, exist, we cannot
deem ourselves beyond the reach of loss and annoyance.
It was of course on this ground that Jefferson
advised against entangling alliances, and suggested the
policy which has become so prominent of late under the
name of the Monroe Doctrine. But we have proved
that these devices do not suffice to protect us against
danger, and it is still a question to what extent the
American Idea should be pushed, and what means we
should adopt to push it. Peace without honor is intolerable ; and we are, beneath our commercial exterior,
as warlike as any nation of history. If a great world
struggle be at hand, or should it ever come, we cannot
hope to hold wholly aloof from it ; and the good of the
human race requires that when we do take our part in
it, it shall be decisive of the objects involved.
But the fact that Jeffersonianism is open to certain
criticisms in the present state of the world and of
civilization does not detract from its essential merit;
it is the policy of the Golden Age, and that policy must
not wait until the Golden Age comes before announc-

ing itself and setting about its work. Its practice,
even under imperfect conditions, is the surest if not
the only way to bring the Age to birth. It is right in
itself, and right in action is the best of proselytizers.
The world already accepts the principle, and only
awaits opportunity to embrace its concrete rea4ization.
Meanwhile the century has added nothing to Jeffer662
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son's analysis; it has only

preted

more or

less lucidly inter-

it.

Jefferson by birth belonged to the patrician class,

and was therefore the readier to observe the forms

of

Accident having placed within his reach
all that birth could give, he could slight it and carry
out the theory of equality by his example as well as
by his precept. For this gift of station and fortune he
entertained no respect, either as illustrated in himself
or in others.
There was perhaps some humorous
amusement for him in drawing incumbents of office
democracy.

from the ranks, and witnessing the discomfiture of oldschool Federalists, who had never conceived that government could be intrusted to one who could not speak
grammatically and act correctly in a drawing-room.
It is certainly mortifying to be "ordered about" by our
social inferiors and we of this age witness this situa;

tion quite as often as did the people of the early century. That it is open to vast abuses and inconveniences
none can deny ; but they are not dangerous ones. Power
in office may make a patrician evil; but it tends to
make a plebeian better behaved, if not better in spirit.

Public opinion is a check upon his baser propensities,
and, in a democracy, the punishment that public
opinion is always liable to visit upon offenders. The
scum rises but the safest place for scum is on the top,
because there it can best be observed and either reAs a matter of fact, the great
jected or purified.
crimes that have stained our political annals have not
been committed by the scum, but by the cultivated
members of the community. The scum steals money
and condones vice in our municipalities; but that we
are robbed and that we are disposed to vice is the fault
not of the scum but of ourselves. If we exercise civic
circumspection and control our appetities, the scum
is powerless
meanwhile it may serve a useful purpose
in demonstrating to us how far we are from perfection.
Jefferson, then, may have hitched his horse to the
paling of the Capitol when he came to be inaugurated
or he may have walked from his lodgings two hundred
yards away, as the other party to the controversy in63
;

;

;
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and have worn a pair of trousers instead of
knee breeches, and used strings instead of buckles for
his shoes. At all events he chose to be democratic in
his manners as well as in his ideas and if he chose to
yield to a histrionic whim in regard to some externals,
it could do no harm and might do some good.
He was
great enough to do as he pleased. We must also observe that he was greater as President than he had
been before; success improved him; he had spoken
sometimes as a pessimist while out of office; and the
stealthy persistence with which he built up his party
and arranged his campaign in advance of his election
might be construed as slyness and cunning. But it is
in vain that we try to pick flaws in Jefferson that we
say he played for popularity; that he was pusillanimous in his foreign policy; that he was indirect; that
he was heartless. These and other accusations turn
out to be untrue; because .the man was on a larger
scale than can be comprehended at a glance and when
we think we have spied a fault, we are apt to find that
it is but a virtue partially seen.
We have never had a
politician so great as or more sincere than he; and if
we never have another, we are still more fortunate than
other nations. His was an exquisitely organized and
broad-based intellect disposed to good one of the rarest
things in the world. Bacon, perhaps, had a mightier
mind; but his moral nature was less admirable than
Jefferson's; and Jefferson had the saving sense of
humor which the Englishman lacked. The charge of
heartlessness is absurd the heart gives constancy and
energy; and who surpassed Jefferson in these respects?
Those keen, quizzical blue eyes of his could no doubt
be cold upon occasion; he could not help seeing all
round and beyond the scope of his chance interlocutor.
But his kindliness was deeper than his coldness, and it
became more manifest as he grew older. He valued
his friendships, and took more pains than do most men
Who but Jefferson
of his caliber to maintain them.
would have held to the stubborn and contrary Adams
with such persistence and success? so that they two,
who would have been mortal enemies had both been
664
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Adams's temper, went down the hill of life arm in
arm, in cordial and noble communion. On the other
hand, evil could not win him, come it in never so
plausible and winning a guise he kept himself clear of
Aaron Burr; and every year he lived found him more
and more on the side of the angels, as Disraeli would
have said, and arrayed against the powers of darkness
under whatever form.
For the romantic background of a great American
work of the imagination the Administration of Jefferson offers advantages superior to those of any other
of our Presidents; for that of Lincoln is too much of
one tone to suit the requirements of art. Surprising
of

;

events occurred, and picturesque incidents; and at
least one achievement of a magnitude and importance
unsurpassed in our annals. Great characters move
across the stage, and vast schemes succeed or fail.
There is fighting, and there is negotiation; and there
are panoramic glimpses of the past, and foreshadowings

of the future. And in the center, originating and controlling the action, we see always the slender figure
of a foxy-haired man, six feet two inches in height,
plainly clad, careless in bearing, courteous and composed, observant and contemplative. He is the foremost man of his day in America, and yet such is the
singularity of those early times he is the President of

the Republic!
Among the other notable figures of this period are
Burr the Vice President Hamilton ; Monroe Gallatin
Randolph of Roanoke, that "ghost of a monkey" as he
was termed in the critical amenities of the time;
Madison, Secretary of State; Clinton, the Vice President of the second term. Abroad there are, not to
mention others, Talleyrand again, and the great Napoleon. For the interludes we have the Dey of Algiers
and him of Tripoli, and Toussaint L'Ouverture, the
French West Indian negro, who did his black fellow
countrymen the service of establishing them in a republic of their own; and the disservice, perhaps outweighing the benefit, of arousing hopes of a successor
The
of his greatness destined never to be fulfilled.
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minor characters of the egregious comedy, not less
interesting in their degree, are numberless. The play
continues eight years, and after many vicissitudes the
end

is

happy.

manner of names by his
opponents previous to his inauguration, which were
meant to indicate that he was a maniacal innovator,
who would, as the phrase is, put his foot in it whenever
he opened his mouth. They were much disappointed,
therefore, at what actually happened the address was
Jefferson had been called all

;

conciliatory to all; and Jefferson's policy showed not
only a political sagacity which left other policies looking foolish, but a knowledge of human nature in the
broad, especially as instanced in his fellow countrymen, which was Shakespearian. He perceived that the
great Federal leaders were too closely wedded to their
ideas to be withdrawn from them; but he knew that
this would not be the case with the people whom they
had led; and therefore he opened the way for these to
unite themselves with the Republicans without seeming
to abandon their essential convictions.
Everybody
likes to feel that he has a share in the Government;
and Jefferson showed the Federalist rank and file that
their party aimed to gradually secure the ruling power
to a few superior individuals, and to leave them with
the privilege only of being well managed. No stronger
or gentler lure could have been held out than the assurance that he who joined the Republicans became
his own king. So far as this argument was concerned,
Jefferson had it all his own way; but there were divergent ideas as to local politics which had nothing to
do with Federals or Republicans as such; and these
remained to disturb the peace in their measure. In
foreign affairs there was little difference of opinion, as
soon as the designs of Jefferson could be known:
though, while they were still in the secret stage, they
aroused criticism enough, which the critics had leisure
to repent of. The Louisiana Purchase was the largest
and most complicated of these transactions. The vast
wedge of territory which borders on the Mississippi and
ranges indefinitely westward till it reaches the Pacific
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the neighborhood of Oregon, had been ceded to
Spain by France in 1762. In 1802 it became known
to Jefferson that it had been ceded back to France by
a secret treaty. Napoleon, for whom half the world
was not space enough, meant to establish France firmly
in the west, and thus complete the discomfiture of EngWhile the transfer was accomplishing, the
land?
port of New Orleans was closed to American comin

merce, much to the inconvenience and indignation of
the American settlers in the valley, who had hitherto
used it. Knowing nothing of the inside of what was
going forward, they could see only that Spain was obstructing them, in defiance of treaty rights; and they
were for war forthwith. Now Jefferson, who was all
for peace whenever possible, had conceived the idea of
getting

New

Orleans by purchase, and was sending

Monroe as

special envoy to France to assist the aged
Livingstone, our resident minister in Paris, in arranging for the sale. Pending the result, he was careful to
offend neither Spain nor France, popular clamor notwithstanding.
Spain made proper apologies in due
time ; and Napoleon, having made up his mind that he
would need all his strength to settle England in
Europe, and that her control of the sea would disable
him from occupying America, abruptly resolved to rid
himself of the latter by selling it to the United States :
thus at one stroke putting that Government under an

and enormously strengthening her against
enemy England. Nor was the money which he
would get for the sale an unimportant consideration.
He demanded one hundred million francs; fifty were
offered by the surprised Americans (who had never
expected to get more than the island of New Orleans
with some little adjoining territory), and eighty million were accepted. Here Monroe showed to advantage,
and proved that he had advanced in diplomacy since
A weaker man would
his former French experience.

obligation
his

have feared to take the responsibility of so large a
transaction without further instructions from home;
,and Napoleon was a man who would be on to-day and
off to-morrow ; one had to settle with him while one was
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in the way with him, or not at all.
Monroe acted
with as much promptness as did the First Consul, and
moreover had the self-possession to beat him down in
his price.
The region thus added to our domain contained the material for twelve large States and though
it was still almost unsettled, except by Indians, it entirely altered our position as a nation before the world.
Jefferson himself was at first a little embarrassed by
the size of the acquisition, and wished that a part of it
should for the present be reserved for Indian occupation.
The territory was surveyed, by his direction, by
Lewis and Clark, who thus furnished the first authentic
news of the nature and resources of the country. It fell
to Congress to decide whether the States to be formed
from it should admit slavery and it was unfortunately
resolved not to refuse this privilege. Jefferson believed
that the country would finally divide on the MissisThe proslavery
sippi, instead of North and South.
men in Congress were, for the time being, less aggressive than formerly; and New Jersey and New York
abolished slavery within their borders. The influence
of Wilberforce in England in favor of totally abolishing slavery was felt in this country; the provision of
the Constitution to forbid the importation of slaves
after 1808 was to be carried out; and, altogether, Jef;

;

boundary was plausible.
The most depressed man in America at this juncture
was Hamilton, who found no work for his hand to do,
and who could not find personal happiness in the prosperity of his country. He had, however, showed true
ferson's Mississippi

patriotism, or at least political foresight, in declining
to be a party to a scheme which was being broached,
to make a separate commonwealth of New England,
with the addition, if possible, of New York and New
Jersey; these States being the seat of what remained
of the Federalists. Aaron Burr was not so particular
but the plan fell through, and Burr was left for another destiny. Hamilton had favored winning Louisiana by war, and had been mortified by the success of
the superior policy of Jefferson. He had no influence
with the Government, and could not even get his
;
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pamphlet attacks upon

it noticed.
successful practitioner at the bar,

He was the most
and could make a

fortune every year; but he had never cared for money.
He was annoyed by being classed with the supporters
of Aaron Burr, whose sole political policy was his own

advancement by whatever means might offer. "What
can I do better than withdraw from the scene?" he
asked his friends. "Every day proves to me more and
more that this American world was not made for me."
His discontent was to meet with an answer such as he
little anticipated.
Aaron Burr was his mortal enemy
Hamilton had thwarted him in his New England
scheme, and was his successful rival at the bar. Hamilton, at the time when Burr was trying for the Governorship of New York, had opposed him, and incidentally given expression to his opinion of him within
such bounds as were considered legitimate in political
Burr was now a political ruin, but his
controversy.
hatreds were only the more animated. He loved a shining mark, and fixed upon Hamilton as the scapegoat of
his revenge.
He took exception to remarks made by
Hamilton during the canvass, and demanded that they
be withdrawn. This Hamilton could not do and Burr
was thus enabled to challenge him to a duel. Burr
meant to kill his man; he was a good shot, and he
practiced for this encounter; upon his steadiness of
nerve on the field he knew he could rely. Hamilton
was averse to the encounter from the beginning; but
;

;

in that age a challenge could not be refused without
the charge of cowardice, which Hamilton lacked the
"higher courage" to endure. Indeed, one can hardly
blame him for this: he was a soldier; he had acted a
high part in the world; he lived in his ambitions; had
he declined the challenge, his career would have ended
in disgrace, however little merited.
He accepted,
therefore; though he seems to have underrated Burr's
deadly purpose, and did not look forward to a fatal
termination. The men met in the early morning of
the llth of July, 1804. On the word being given, Burr
took good aim and fired; his bullet struck Hamilton in
the right breast, and he fell on his face his own pistol
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going off in the air, whether designedly or by accident.
This duel has been called a murder, and an assassination but it was not more so than are other duels. It
;

was an

was responsible.
Burr goaded Hamilton into fighting,
and that he was perhaps a better shot than he; but
when they stood facing each other that morning, Burr
was risking his life and the duel asks no more. There
is no cure for the duel except the improvement of soirrationality for which society

It is true that

;

ciety

;

for the device of hanging the surviving principal,

it has never been tried, would probably turn
out ineffectual as a deterrent to others. Burr was indeed threatened with the gallows in New Jersey, and
was disfranchised in New York, and he had to disappear for a while. His larger historic crime was still a

though

short distance in the future.

man though he was,
which had strangely
found
wanting perhaps because they fancied that by making terms with robbers
themselves, they would thereby subject their neighbors
to the inconvenience of robbery. We ourselves, under
the belligerent Adams, had stooped to pay tribute to
the Dey of Algiers; and Commodore Bainbridge had
not dared to resent the snuff-colored ruffian's assertion
that Americans were his slaves, who must run his
Meanwhile
was to show

Jefferson, peaceful
fight in a cause
all the powers of Europe

errands in their men-of-war when he so ordered. But
this potentate, and his brethren of the coast, standing

upon what they had gained, demanded so much more
that the quiet Jefferson, who after all had red hair, became annoyed, and decided that such impertinence
must cease. Accordingly he dispatched Commodore
Dale with three frigates and a smaller vessel, to parade
up and down the Barbary Coast with a chip on his
shoulder, as it were; and, should any pirate attempt to
knock the chip off, to sink, burn and destroy him. Dale
found at Gibraltar a couple of Algerine cruisers on
the watch for American prey ; he blockaded them while
the American merchantmen were convoyed out of
clanger, and then, with a frigate and a schooner,
cruised off Tripoli ; and the schooner thrashed a Tripol670
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fourteen-gun cruiser, much to the amazement
of Barbary.
The main difficulty was to
get the pirates to fight; like the Spanish in our day,
they kept inside their harbors, where the shallow water
prevented us from getting at them. In 1802, Dale was
succeeded by Morris, who did nothing, and more ships
were ordered. Several of the corsair ships were captured or blown up, and in 1803 Preble was put in command of the entire American fleet in the Mediterranean.
He found Bainbridge, who had taken the Dey's message to Constantinople years before, with the latter's
itan

and dismay

from our frigate's masthead, and his own tail
between his legs he found this unfortunate person a
prisoner of Tripoli, he having run his ship, the Philadelphia, on a rock while pursuing a frigate of the
enemy. He and his men were now slaves in good
earnest.
But Decatur was a young lieutenant whose
ideas of what befitted an American differed from those
of Bainbridge; and Decatur, with a picked crew, in a
small ketch, ran into the harbor of Tripoli, and burned
the Philadelphia where she lay at anchor although all
the guns of Tripoli were throwing shells at him and his
men meanwhile. The Dey might get ransom for Bainbridge, but he would never be able to show an American frigate as a prize. The breed of Decaturs appears
periodically in our navy; sometimes they disguise
themselves as a Gushing, or again as a Hobson. But
whatever name they go by, they announce themselves
by always attempting some deed of desperate daring,
and always succeeding in it. Congress gave Decatur a
sword and a captaincy, and he waited for another
chance.
Preble, relieved in the autumn by Barron,
with the President and the Constellation, continued
the blockade, and captured or sunk more vessels. The
American navy was becoming a national favorite, and
a special "Mediterranean Fund" tax was levied to keep
it in condition.
But though Jefferson was our first
High Admiral, he had misgivings as to whether the
game was worth the candle and tried to save expense
by the device of small gunboats for coast protection.
A gunboat without steam power, however, was not
flag flying

;

;
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found to be of much avail and Fulton had not yet
earned his first steamboat fare. The war came to an
end in 1805 on a basis of "mutual friendship," and,
one regrets to note, on the promise of the payment by
the United States of $60,000 as ransom for American
prisoners held by Barbary, in excess of those that
could be exchanged for prisoners captured by us. For
;

peace was looked upon as a victory for the
United States, and the other Barbary powers wished
to make similar arrangements.
The sting of the
corsairs was taken out.
War or no war, the Republic flourished. Gallatin's
balance sheet was pleasant and interesting; the coldmannered, conservative Swiss was just the man for
Treasurer, without Hamilton's originative genius, but
safer for economy.
Congress began the division of

all that, the

Louisiana. The inhabitants of New Orleans, and the
southern portion of the domain, were alien in ideas as
well as in race, and somewhat disposed to be troublesome but the irruption of good Americans would soon
;

them

in order. General Wilkinson, afterward connected with the Burr conspiracy, was placed in charge
of the northern portion, with St. Louis as a center.
The Indiana region was put under Harrison, and the
Michigan territory under Hull; and, finally, the district east of the Mississippi, with Spanish Florida as
its southern boundary, was intrusted to the governorship of Robert Williams. This part became involved
with the Yazoo land grants made by Georgia in the last
century to speculators under a law afterward declared
illegal; the discussions and negotiations over the
assignees' title led to the adoption of the system of
selling Government lands in 160-acre lots, which still
The close of the session, and of Jefferson's
prevails.
first term, was marked by the impeachment trial of
Judge Chase, the American Jeffreys in the Alien and
Sedition Acts prosecutions. This man's name wT as on
the Declaration of Independence, and his war record
was good; but he was probably saved from conviction
in this trial less because he deserved acquittal than
because Randolph of Roanoke had been injudiciously
673
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engaged to conduct the prosecution. The apelike rantings and eccentricities of this odd creature, and his
rank inability to make a solid and coherent argument,
were sufficient to arouse the sympathy of the Senate for
the object of his attack. Moreover, Chase had a bad
case of gout.

A

picturesque feature of the closing day of this
Congress was the grave and dignified attitude of
Aaron Burr, who, though he was a fugitive from justice,
and stood convicted of crimes which withheld men from
associating with him, yet was unassailable as Vice
President of the United States, and had discharged
his office throughout in an unexceptionable style.
If
his heart was seething with evil passions, his face was
cold and cynical, and his voice steady and unimpassioned. When the Senate gave him the customary vote
of thanks on his retirement, he treated them to a singular prediction, more in accord with Federal than with
Republican ideas. "This body is growing in importance. It is here, if anywhere, that our country must
ultimately find the anchor of her safety; and if the
Constitution is to perish, which may God avert, and
which I do not believe, its dying agonies will be seen on
this floor." This little speech, frigidly uttered, contains
more of the nature and character of Aaron Burr than
could be easily expressed in so few words. It con-

a pose, an ominous hint, as empty as it was
and
an inadvertent impiety. Withal, it had a
ominous,
certain masculine grace and impressiveness about it.
Burr was a prince of adventurers, and one half likes
him for being wicked in such capital style. He was a
ruiner of young men and of women, a political Iscariot,
a duelist," a mocker at all things sacred, and a traitor
to his country; but he dressed in good taste, his manners were unexceptionable; his voice agreeable, his face
handsome, his conversation fascinating; and he lacked
tained a

lie,

but one vote of being President of the United States,

and thereby plunging them into that destruction which
we have seen him pray God to avert. It was a dra-

matic freak of destiny, in this most dramatic period of
side by
history, that placed this man and Jefferson
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side in the forefront of the Republic. They have both
of them left descendants.
Jefferson and Clinton were elected by an overwhelming majority for the next term; Pinckney and King
being the Federal nominees. This was Jefferson's most
popular hour, and there is no doubt that he liked

popularity ; not merely because it was personally agreeable, but because it seemed to indicate that his theories
But it is dangerous for a
of government were just.
doctrinaire to be too fortunate; he is led to overestimate his doctrines. Jefferson was now confirmed in
the notion that a nation could be conducted on a peace
basis, and the expense of an armament saved for proOther statesmen of ours have
ductive purposes.
same
the
thing, but they have never proved
thought
As if to admonish the author of the
their point.
Declaration that he was but mortal, England began
Naval men are perto be particularly exasperating.
haps apt to be a little arbitrary; but the navy officers
of England passed all limits of moderation, and Pitt
the Younger supported them. Their ostensible argument was that a man who had once been a British

subject always must remain one; and that wherever
found he could be required to act as such. The British
navy was in need of seamen ; and it was affirmed that
British men-of-war's-men had deserted to American
merchant ships. Consequently British naval officers
arrogated the right of searching American merchantmen for deserters. At first they were content to conduct the search only in English waters; then they
claimed the right on the high seas; at last nothing

would

satisfy

them but overhauling our ships in our
that, but they would com-

own harbors; and not only

pel the captains to send their papers to them, instead
of taking the trouble to go after them themselves.

They would order the whole ship's company, passengers
and all, to line up before them, that they might decide
who were deserters and who were not. It always happened that the deserters turned out to be the ablest
men in sight; and that their number exactly corresponded with the number of men the Englishman was in
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need of. Protestations, citizenship papers, oaths, and
threats were alike vain; the men were impressed, and
forced to serve the King during his Majesty's pleasure.
If the man happened to be a Swede or a Hindu, it was
all one, provided he were also a good upstanding man
having been found on an American vessel, he must be
an English-born deserter. One should really be thankful that the English captains did not come ashore at
Boston and New York, or even at Washington, and
carry off any likely individual on the streets, or in the
Senate Chamber, who might chance to strike their
;

fancy.
Jefferson had a sense of humor, and he was a man of
peace but he failed to enter into the spirit of this kind
of fun ; and, besides, it was only a question of time when
we would have no sailors left. Nor could it be expected that such doings would increase the prosperity
of our commerce; if a sailor, on signing the ship's
articles, rendered himself liable to spend his conclud;

ing years between an English frigate's decks, helping
to kill people with whom neither he nor his country
had any quarrel, he would be apt to seek some other
avenue of activity. To make matters worse, we were
not allowed by England to engage in commercial relations with the French, or with any French possessions
and the French retaliated by forbidding us to traffic
with any English ports, and the end of it promised to
be that we must not have any commerce whatever,
Yet a large part of our wealth, at this time, was derived from commerce. What was to be done? Were
we prepared to fight England and France at once, in
;

support of our rights?
Not, thought Jefferson, until all negotiations had
failed and he sent over Monroe and Pinckney to make
a new treaty with England, in place of the Jay Treaty,
which had expired. But Monroe and Pinckney could
not obtain the sine qua non of a cessation of the im;

pressment outrage. England was willing to give assurances but one could not help feeling that she would
respect our rights just so far as she thought we had
;

power and

will to enforce

them
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borne in mind that one ministry might be less accommodating than the succeeding one. In fact, when
Pitt's death, by bringing the more liberal Fox-Grenville
Ministry into power, had seemed to offer us a chance
of justice, the death of Fox upset the situation, and we
were handed over to Canning and Castlereagh. The
prospect was squally enough, when it was made more
sinister yet by the conduct of a British sloop-of-war
which, in defiance of a standing order of ours forbidding British men-of-war to lie in our ports, entered
Charleston for water and would not leave when ordered
to do so, and by the Chesapeake affair, which occurred
soon after. Three seamen, two of whom had been
impressed by the British, and were American citizens,
deserted from the British man-of-war Melampus, and
took service on the American Chesapeake. They were
received in good faith, not knowing them to be deserters, and there being at any rate no treaty requiring
us to deliver them up. The Chesapeake put to sea, and
ran into a British squadron, one vessel of which, the
Leopard, sent a boat aboard her, and demanded the
surrender of the men.
Commodore Barron, of the
Chesapeake, of course declined to comply with this preposterous demand; but he made the mistake of not
preparing for the consequences his decks were littered,
and his ship quite unprepared for action. The Leopard,
upon receiving Barren's reply, fired a broadside into
her, and kept on firing for twelve minutes, without the
Chesapeake being able to fire a gun in reply. Twentytwo round shot struck the American, and twenty-one of
her crew, including Barron, were wounded or killed.
Down came the Stars and Stripes; the crew were
paraded, and the three men, together with another one,
were taken off by the British captain, and one of them
was hanged.
This was a little too much. If this were borne, then
we were a subjugated nation and the Declaration of
Independence was worse than waste paper. Reparation or war was the universal cry. "This country has
never been in such a state of excitement since the battle
of Lexington," wrote Jefferson. Our ships in foreign
676
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ports were warned; our coast was put in a state of
defense ; a call was made for a hundred thousand men.
British cruisers were ordered out of our ports which
order they contemptuously disregarded. Monroe was
directed to suspend all negotiations. Here was a good
opportunity for England to demonstrate her sense of
justice and love of fair play. Would she support her

navy in this proceeding?
Canning, on receiving the news, at

first expressed a
formal regret; but declined to consider reparation unless the United States should supplicate the King as
for a favor, and await his will, as in the good old
colonial times.
English public opinion, however,
showed itself restive under this behavior, and Canning
finally consented to the dispatch of a special envoy to
treat on the matter but he was not empowered to offer
reparation, nor to promise any relief against the British impressment policy. He protracted the discussion
for six months, without result, and then returned home.
Certainly Jefferson could not be accused of lack of
moderation for we were not at war with England even
There was only one way to secure England's
yet.
favor, and that was to fight on her side against France
and the rest of Europe. It has to be recorded that
there was a party in this country the opposition
which favored this line of action England was secretly
dealing with it, and had some hopes of inducing the
adoption of the policy; and it was this hope alone
which kept her from pushing her insolence to the verge
of acts of open war. Napoleon, on the other hand, upon
discovering that we would not side with him either,
put in active operation his own decrees of confiscation
and seizure against us, and added a final artistic touch
by declaring any American vessel which had submitted
to British outrages to be thereby denationalized, and
the prey of Frenchmen. We were become the football of
the two players, England and Napoleon. And still the
tall, red-haired man kept his temper.
It is hard to forgive him yet he was right. Europe
was war mad it did not mean to insult us, and did but
give us a kick when we got in its way, or by way of
677
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intimating to us that we had better take sides. We had
nothing to gain by taking sides, and could not have
made our blows felt by anybody. We had only one
thing that was of value to Europe, and that was our
commerce; they did not fear us, but they needed our
goods. Congress was Republican; the Federalists had
good debaters in Quincy and Randolph (who had
broken with Jefferson because the latter had refused to
give him the English mission), but no numerical
strength. Jefferson had a policy, and he now secretly
It passed
it to Congress: it was Embargo.
after a debate of three days in the House, and of four
hours in the Senate. What was it?
It has been called an amputation; but the comparison is not good; for arms and legs cut off can never
grow again; it might better be likened to a pruning
At all events, it forbid the sailing of all
process.
foreign-bound vessels except by special permission of

imparted

the Executive; and coasters must give bonds that they
would never leave the coasts. It was a drastic measure; but it was a Hobson's choice. We had not the

power to protect our commerce and if we submitted to
one belligerent we should run foul of the other; we
could not maintain an active neutrality, and the only
thing left us was to render it impossible for other
nations to profit by our misfortunes. By giving up the
benefits of our commerce for ourselves, we could deprive them of its benefits, and might thus hope to
induce them to reconsider their ways, and let our commerce alone. It might ruin us; but it is more agreeable to be ruined by one's self than by outsiders.
The embargo was accepted by the greater part of
the country, though the Eastern ultra-Federalists opposed it, and accused Jefferson of various crimes,
among them of being an enemy of commerce and a
creature of Napoleon.
It had to be maintained by
force, because our merchants were, in too many cases,
willing to sacrifice the honor of their country for the
;

sake of their cargoes. It was not expected, of course,
to be more than a temporary measure: and Jefferson
believed that the European war must soon cease, and
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it the need of an embargo.
He did not anticipate
for us, and not more than a million dollars was
appropriated to the fortification of our harbors. Three
million more were spent on gunboats and the organization of land forces. Wade Hampton and Peter Gansevoort were made Brigadiers, and a Captain and a
Lieutenant who were afterward heard of bore the
names, respectively, of Winfield Scott and Zachary

with

war

Taylor.

New England suffered terribly from the embargo;
great quantities of perishable foodstuffs were heaped
on the wharves, which would be a total loss if not exported, and which would command a high price abroad.
All manner of devices were put in practice to get them
off, and Governors of States were besieged with appliNew
cations for permits which were often granted.
York had a similar experience. States which needed
supplies from other States could not get them, because
vessels cleared for their ports would carry their cargoes
to Europe or to Canada. Presently mercantile failures
began to be announced by wholesale and there was no
good bankruptcy law to relieve them. Europe needed
our supplies but it seemed that we needed even more
to supply them. The hope of Jefferson that the European war would cease was being deferred until the
hearts of Americans were sick. On the other hand,
England began to gain the trade that we had relinquished, and professed indifference as to whether the
embargo were raised or not. By the time the President's second term was closing, the revolt against the
embargo had become violent. It was declared to be
;

;

unconstitutional; lampoons were circulated; petitions,
remonstrances and threats were rife. Secession was
openly talked of. The Administration was menaced
with the desertion of those who had upheld it. At the
last session of Congress a resolution for the repeal of
the act was introduced, but was lost; the Government
pointing out that the choice lay between war, submission to England, and the embargo. Then Madison, the
incoming President, offered, through Campbell of TenThat the English and French
nessee, three resolutions
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edicts were dishonorable to this country

that our commerce and products should be excluded from their
ports: and that immediate measures be taken to put
us in a better state of defense. They were passed after
:

some debate as to the second resolution. A bill for the
strict enforcement of the embargo was then put to the
House. The Southern and Central States urged the
East to submit, as they had done; but the East replied that tobacco and cotton were not perishable like
their goods; besides, the capital of New England was
embarked in commerce, and could not be diverted.
Jefferson himself thought that the agricultural and industrial interests of the country should not be sacrificed
to the commercial; but he was confronted not by a
theory but by a condition. Josiah Quincy, the voluble
leader of the Massachusetts Federalists, affirmed that
we ought to fight by force, not manifestoes; and that

though embargo might be

less

expensive than war,

it

was more

intolerable; besides, said he, "the Administration could not be kicked into war." But we were
wholly unprepared for war; and Jefferson cannot be
excused from responsibility for this; his desire for
peaceful development of the country had led him too
far.
The enforcement bill finally passed the House by
71 to 32, with discretion to the Executive. It was not
a national but a sectional measure, and could not but
breed discontent. Faneuil Hall thundered with protests.
The Massachusetts Legislature demanded in
effect that we side with England against France.

Connecticut followed suit. The singular spectacle was
presented of Federalism supporting State rights, and
Republicanism standing for a strong central authority.
The East threatened secession upon grounds similar to
those which actuated the South in 1861 mutatis
mutandis. Finally, Congress agreed to raise the em-

bargo in March, 1809, except as to England and France
a policy of neutral retaliation not amounting to
war, but practically giving up the embargo experiment.
It was hoped that the other European nations would
help us out. And if our merchants were willing to
risk capture and insult, let them be indulged. But still
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Congress hesitated to give orders for the adequate
strengthening of the navy; without which we must remain abject to the mercy of chance. They hated to
spoil their record for economy. Our net receipts for
1808 were $17,000,000; our debt, under Jefferson, had
been ci\t down by $33,580,000, and there was a large
surplus in the Treasury. At this rate, could war have
been avoided, we would soon have been on the high wave
of prosperity. But war had to come. As to the embargo, its effect upon the whole had been good, in so
far as either a more or a less aggressive policy would
probably have been worse. Time was of value to us in
our growing state; we were stronger when war did
break out than we were when Jefferson avoided it.
And the disturbances in our own household which the
embargo aroused, served to show the danger points
of our Constitution, and might admonish us to avoid
them in future. The most regrettable feature of the
episode, from the point of view of the retiring President, was that it occurred during his last year of office,
and thus sent him into private life under a cloud. He

was an Owen Glendower who had called spirits from
the vasty deep once too often, and they had finally declined to respond. He was depressed and weary, and
glad to go home to Monticello; but time soon restored
his philosophic cheerfulness, and his countrymen,
when they had time to think him over, easily gave him
back their favor and affection. He had given them
seven years of success for one of failure.
In following the course of the embargo we have
passed over the highly colored incident of Burr's conspiracy, which came to a head in 1806. It had no root
in the general scheme of things here, and its effect, so
far as any could be predicated of it, was to prove that
we did not want imperialism, and that our territory on
the Mississippi was loyal to the Union.
Burr, in desperate social and political straits,
thought he could be an American Napoleon; but Na'poleon himself could not have done in the Western
Hemisphere what he accomplished in the Eastern.
Traveling down the Ohio and Mississippi in 1805, Burr
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noted the vast resources of the country, and the bold

and independent character

of

its

inhabitants.

He

thought he could seduce the Western country from its
allegiance, and establish a dynasty; he would oust
Congress at Washington with a few troops, and assassinate Jefferson; and he sought to win influential men
to his scheme by talking mysteriously about making a
diversion in the interests of America against Spain
which the apparently impending Spanish war favored.
Daniel Clark, a wealthy New Orleans man, and General Wilkinson, his old comrade in arms, were interested in his plans, though probably without comprehending their full scope; but Burr relied upon taking
advantage of circumstance and accident, and hurrying
his companions beyond their depth before they thought
of retreat.
The Spanish war was averted; but he
modified his designs accordingly. He was not, however, able to survive the betrayal of

Wilkinson,

who

essential to his scheme, and whom he thought he
held fast by promises of glory. But Wilkinson drew
back at the last moment; perhaps not till then realizing that actual treason was meditated ; perhaps deciding, upon a balance of probabilities, that loyalty was
the safer course. He was not an honorable man, but
he was either too timid or to prudent to hazard his

was

position and life upon the die. He fortified New Orleans and put the neighborhood under martial law.
Meanwhile Burr, ignorant of his defection, was arranging to assemble his expedition at Blennerhassett Island
on the Ohio. This was a paradisiacal retreat owned
by an Irishman of literary and esthetic proclivities,with a beautiful wife and a lovely family. Burr talked
him into a hypnotic condition, and he put himself and
his fortune at his disposal.
Government spy sent to
the island, in consequence of some words let fall by
Burr, reported his suspicions, and the Governor of
Ohio sent troops to the place, who destroyed the house.
Blennerhasset escaped in a boat down the river, met

A

who was pursuing his recruiting operations, and
him the news. Burr still was unaware that Wilkinson had failed him but on Hearing New Orleans, the
Burr,

told

;
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was discovered, and he plunged into the wilderhad collected, and
But he was recognized and arrested for treason. His trial failed to convict him, owing to lack of technical evidence; he went
to Europe, where he lived on charity for a time but in
1812 returned to New York secretly, and supported
fact

ness, after destroying the arms he
other evidences of the conspiracy.

;

himself there by a pettifogging practice, and by taking
advantage of the kindness and infatuation of women,
over whom he retained his hold till the last. His only
child, a girl, to whom he had promised the rank of
A rich widow whom
princess, was drowned at sea.
he, at the age of seventy-eight, married, left him soon
after; and he died in poverty and obscurity two years
later.
Blennerhassett wandered about the world, trying to repair his fortunes, and dying at last in Ireland.
Congress passed an act authorizing the President to
call out troops to suppress insurrection and resistance
to laws, and to employ the navy and army of the
United States. The only other result of the conspiracy
was to create or confirm an estrangement between
Chief Justice Marshall, who presided at Burr's trial,
and perhaps stretched a point in his favor, and Jefferson.
Jefferson's action in defeating the conspiracy
had been well timed and effective; but he had never
been alarmed by it, believing that the American people
themselves would render all such things futile.
As the period for the abolition of the slave trade
drew near, Congress passed the necessary act, the date

January 1, 1808. But, in anticipation of
the importation of slaves had greatly increased,
nearly thirty thousand having been brought in during
the last two years; and North Carolina continuing it
up to the last moment allowed by the law. The penalties for violation were very heavy fines, and imprisonment up to ten years. The slaves which might be captured from slave ships by the Government were to be
left free to follow their own devices, subject to local
laws ; though a colonization society was started to dispose of them in some suitable locality. No new conversions of States to abolition of slavery were made;
fixed being

this,
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the public interest in the matter died out, and the
Philadelphia Society sunk into inanition.
Virginia
accepted, with more or less resignation, the compulsion
of circumstances, which forced her to retain slavery.
The weightiest men declared that there could be no
equality between whites and blacks. To this Jefferson
replied "Their degree of talent is no measure of their
Because Sir Isaac Newton was superior to
rights.
others in understanding, he was not therefore lord of
the persons and property of others."
The most important aspect of the slavery question respected its
spread in the new western regions, which had been
opened by Lewis and Clark as far as to remote Oregon.
But it did not seem pressing enough for immediate
attention.
Such was the condition of salubrity and public
health which the black pestilence of European war invaded and destroyed. The history of the preliminaries
which led up to the struggle demonstrates that the
best way is the bold way, and that the sooner it is
taken the better. The threat of the mailed fist is wiser
than the caress of the deprecating palm. But then it is
indispensable to have a mailed fist to threaten with.
Jefferson declined to stand for a third term, believing that the precedent would be an evil one, leading
first to appointments for life and then to hereditary
succession. Moreover, he was tired and wanted rest;
and Madison, his successor, was his friend both per:

sonally and politically. The latter, accordingly, was
elected, with Clinton remaining as Vice President.
Clinton, and also Monroe, had been candidates for the

higher office. The prospect of war was strong, and it
was thought by many that Madison was not strong

enough to carry the country through it; the objection
This pointed to
to Clinton was that he was too old.
Monroe as a logical candidate; but no caucus or ring
The Federal ticket was decould agree upon him.
feated without trouble upon Clinton's consent to be
content with the subordinate position. The time for
Monroe was to come at a later day, when the storm
now threatening had been weathered, and a long period
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But in fact
of peaceful development was beginning.
the era of controlling individualities in the Presidential
chair was for the present past ; the Executive was to do
little more than carry out the will of the people as interpreted by Congress ; and Congress for a time gained
in the weight and personal distinction of its members.
The way was opening for the Clays, the Calhouns and
the Websters.
Madison's extreme integrity in a
measure balanced his lack of personal force; and he
was a man of great intelligence, and thoroughly conversant with public business. He proved, indeed, an
agreeable surprise even to his friends; his mind and
disposition were symmetrical and unprejudiced, and it
is quite possible that he was as good a pilot through
the coming crisis as we could have picked out from our
repertoire of political talent. What he did not know
he was soon to learn in the school of a lively experience.
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CHAPTER XXV
THE WAR OF 1812

name

of one of our most peace-loving Presiconnected with one of our most extraorThe thing that we seemingly
dinary wars.
needed most in 1812 was peace; we had been fighting
seven years for our existence, and then had created a

THE

dents

is

regimen by which to live we had no money to speak of,
no army, and no navy; the machinery of civil life had
not got down to smooth work, and we were by no
means assured, as yet, that it would stand the tests to
which it must be submitted. The interests of different
parts of the country were different one from another
the South and West were dependent on agricultural
products, while the North and East had embarked their
capital and energy in commerce. Manufactures had not
become an important feature of our existence; we got
what we wanted from Europe, and had not conceived
the idea of becoming self-supporting. We were independent of course, because we had a Declaration to that
effect; but were nevertheless a sort of appanage of
Europe; the marks of our colonial infancy were still
upon us. We had a big continent behind us, but we
as yet were but imperfectly acquainted with its resources, and were even somewhat shy of exploring it,
believing that we had as much as we could comfortably
;

;

manage in the already settled or partially settled regions ; besides, the Indians were scarcely quiescent, and
there were the Spaniards as well as the Canadians to
think of. Time to think it all over quietly, and to let
things settle down into their places, was what we
needed most of all. To fight anybody was as far from
our wishes as it would be for a new-born infant, or for
an invalid just convalescent from a critical illness.
So thought Madison, the new President ; and most of
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countrymen no doubt agreed with him. He was the
leader of the Republican party, whose watchword was
The Federalists were also for peace, because,
peace.
since most of them lived in the States which throve on
his

commerce, they deprecated anything which would restrict their commercial activity.
The whole country,
then, was at one on this question we were too weak to
fight we had too much to lose, and nothing to gain by
fighting; and we were not fond of fighting at any rate.
Therefore there seemed to be no possible inducement
that could urge America to go to war.
There was war in Europe they were all fighting there.
This new firebrand, Napoleon, was setting them all by
the ears, and there was no telling how it would end.
But their quarrels did not concern us, and we would
be careful not to get entangled in them. Neutrality
was our policy; strict abstinence from French, English, or any other complications; and meanwhile, by
engaging in commerce, and supplying the contestants
with cotton, tobacco, and other produce, we could earn
an honest livelihood even more quickly, perhaps, than
if these foolish nations were less belligerent.
Such was
the reasonable and inoffensive attitude which we
mapped out for ourselves.
But we had not calculated on the original sin inherent in Europe. In spite of our experience we had not
fathomed the preposterous arrogance of England; nor
did we know anything of the bottomless guile of our
friend Napoleon, who had just made us that welcome
We had not estimated the
present of Louisiana.
virulence of the British Orders in Council, or of the
Berlin and Milan Decrees of France. Such things were
;

;

:

not to be believed until they came to pass. We supposed that if we did no one any harm, no one would be
at the pains to harm us.
We were grievously mistaken; but it took us a long
time to find it out. In these days of quickly diffused
intelligence, and of rapidly formed public opinion, it
seems strange that it should have taken so long. But
the incredulity of a man who does not wish to believe
A thing that is violently uiiis not easily extirpated.
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desirable is not readily regarded as probable. There
are a great many maxims to the general effect that
people can always keep out of trouble if they wish to;
that it takes two to make a quarrel and so on. They
are true up to a certain point. After that they become injurious, and lead into more mischief than does
an aggressive principle. The course of the New England Federalist leaders in this war is a flagrant example of this and other evils. Massachusetts, New
York, and other Eastern States were thereby brought
into an attitude which seems incredible, when we consider the part New England and New York had played
in the Revolution.
shall have more to say on this
;

We

Another venerable maxim applies
here: Tempora mutantur, nos et mutamur in illis.
In the war of 1812 our antagonists were many.
First we had to fight this New England Federalism;
then our financial inadequacy; next the riotous or
imbecile incompetence of our raw militia levies and of
our antiquated Revolutionary officers and "political-'
generals; then Napoleon; then Great Britain; and
the last not only in open fight, but in the not less embarrassing shape of secret and treasonable correspondence with our own self-seeking and disloyal merchants
and politicians. And what had we with which to fight
all these foes?
A fleet of twenty little ships, against
the thousand vessels of war of England; and to oppose her Wellington veterans an uncertain and untried
force of countrymen, many of whom had never fired
a gun in anger, who could be enlisted for short terms
head presently.

only,

who

objected, often

(indeed generally) at the

moment, to go into a foreign country to fight;
and who were as likely as not to declare that they were
subject to .the orders, not of the National Government,
but only of their several States.
The competent
critical

leaders of these trops could be counted on the fingers
of one hand, with perhaps a finger or two to spare;
while as for naval officers we must rely chiefly on
dashing youngsters who might or might not turn out
well ; and on the captains of merchant ships, who knew
how to sail certainly, but had learned no more about a
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cannon than that it must be touched off at one end in
order to be discharged at the other. With this outfit
we were to encounter mighty England, and perhaps
France as well, not to mention the other antagonists
above enumerated. It was not a question of courage,
or of willingness to resent outrages, or of a proper
national spirit; it was a question of sheer possibility.
What could we accomplish ? A nation thus deficient in
warlike strengtli would ordinarily be considered wanting in brain as well if it should declare battle at such
odds.

Let us once more see what our provocations were.
In the first place, England, by her "Orders in Council,"
had forbidden us, on pain of seizure of our ships, to
traffic with her enemy, France, or with any French
possessions, as in the West Indies. She not only forbade us, but she took stringent measures to enforce our
obedience. She arrogated the right to stop any of our
ships on the high seas or elsewhere, and to overhaul
them with a view to finding out what cargoes they carried, and whither they were bound. If it could be made
to appear that they wr ere, or might be, engaged in the
prohibited traffic, then they were the property of the
inquisitors, and were condemned with their cargoes
forthwith.
And since the English commanders were
by no means scrupulous about interpreting evidence,
and were practically free of any control from the Board
of Admiralty at home (whose rules were broad enough
to include almost anything), it followed that no ship
flying the American flag was safe from the hour she
left port.
Besides, a cargo landed at a neutral port
might from there be conveyed to France; so that practically this law of England's would keep us from commerce with any part of Europe. The only way to
insure our safety was to stay at home.

This was bad enough. But Napoleon made it much
worse by his retaliatory measures. His Berlin Decree,
promulgated in 1806, declared all England in a state
of blockade, and prohibited commerce and correspondence with her; and in 1807 he followed this up with
his Milan Decree, which declared forfeit all vessels
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bound to or from any British ports, and all, likewise,
which had paid licenses or duties to Great Britain, or
had submitted to search by British cruisers. Thus our
merchant marine had their choice of being destroyed
either by the French or the English they could hardly
expect to escape them both; but the chances rather
favored England, because she had more ships than
;

France.

No one can

ships and cargoes

tell

exactly

how many

of our

England appropriated during her

wars with Napoleon but we know Ithat the latter, with
his modest means, seized no less than three hundred
and eighty-four of our ships with their cargoes; and
that he turned the cargoes into cash and used them
for his expenses, though he paid us the compliment of
assuring us, meanwhile, that they were being detained
only until the questions relative to them should have
been decided. That was his courteous French way.
England was not courteous, and never gave us any reason to hope that the wrongs she inflicted on us would
ever be righted and, as a matter of fact, most of them
;

;

never were.
We have seen

how Jefferson tried the embargo as a
this trouble, and how it did us more harm
than it did either France or England. When it was
given up we had remaining the expedient of illicit
remedy for

We

traffic with one or the other belligerent.
would say
to England, Suspend your Orders in Council so far
as we are concerned, and we in return will run the risk
of France, and give you all the benefits of our commerce or we could say to Napoleon, Forbear to apply
those Decrees to us, and we will turn our backs on
England, and give you all the profit. Or, again, our
merchants might (and they did) establish private understandings with one or the other belligerent, according to which this or that particular ship should be free
to go where she would.
None of these devices was
dignified, and the last at least was quite irregular and
The
dishonorable; but it was either that or fight.
Orders and the Decrees of course tended deliberately
to force us into the arms of either France or England,
little as we might sympathize with the cause of one or
:
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the other. But we supinely accepted so many humiliations that it did seem/ at last, as if the remark that we
"could not be kicked into a fight" was more literally
than figuratively true. We did not wish to fight on the
side of France against England, nor did we wish to
fight with England against France and least of all did
;

We

to fight for our own land.
made all manner of representations, and proved up to the hilt that it
was unjust to inflict such injuries on a nation that had
done no harm to anyone, and asked only to be let alone.
invariably had the best of the logic, but that did

we wish

We

not bring us any nearer relief from the injuries. How
long could we endure the injuries and continue to enjoy any national existence at all?
At length it occurred to that wonderful engine of
mischief, which we call Napoleon's brain, that he might
gain a point on England by seeming to accept our commercial offer. He had already appropriated six million
dollars' worth of our goods, and he had no intention of
giving any of it back which was the stipulation we
made in case our offer were accepted. But there was
nothing to prevent his saying that he would give it
back; nor could we refuse to go on with the arrangement until the restitution had been made for that
would be an international discourtesy. He explained
that his Decrees had been necessitated by England's
Orders that he loved America, and would willingly
accord her any favor in his power; and that he would
be happy to suspend his Berlin and Milan Decrees so
far as they affected us, on condition that England
would do likewise with her Orders in Council or that,
in case she should refuse to do this, we should revive
against her alone the nonintercourse act which had
been repealed at the time the embargo was removed.
Upon this statement, known as the Cadore Letter, we
asked England to repeal her Orders; but she declined
to do so until Napoleon should have proved by concrete
evidence that his revocation of his Decrees was genuine ;
and should also have relieved British shipping from its
present disabilities. In other words, we must fight and
win England's battle for her before she would make
691
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any concessions. This was a manifest absurdity, and
operation would be, logically, to throw us directly
into the arms of France. The difficulty was that we
were none too sure ourselves of the genuineness of
France's attitude; and, besides, our merchants had been
prostituting our flag by allowing it to cover British
commerce. Thus our negotiation with England, awkward enough at any rate, was rendered more so; and
the Federalists were also raising the cry that the Republicans were secretly departing from neutrality in
its

France's favor. And in truth the country, except for
this Eastern clique, was more irritated against England than against France. The French at least were
not impressing our citizens on the plea that they were
French subjects ; but there were six thousand men held
under restraint in British ships or prisons on such
grounds; and the indignities and pains they suffered
were such as one's blood boiled to hear.
Spain meanwhile was quite as hostile to us as either

England or France; but it was her weakness rather
than her strength that caused us inconvenience for her
possessions in Florida, east and west, were liable to be
seized by the belligerents. To guard against this danger, we occupied some of the posts ourselves; France
acquiesced, but England remonstrated. England's refusal to repeal her Orders would soon cause our nonintercourse law to revive, and that would place us in a
position hostile to her. The erection into a State of
the region round New Orleans, under the name of
Louisiana, occasioned an outbreak from Massachusetts,
who, Quincy declared, would secede sooner than agree
to it. But Quincy was only some forty years of age
at this time, and he said a great many things, before
and during the war, which he afterward regretted, and
which would richly have entitled him to the penalties
of treason. Certainly we could not consistently have
hanged Jefferson Davis in 1865 for heading the Rebellion, without first suspending from the gallows the
honored remains of this gentleman, who died in 1864,
at the age of ninety-two. There was never a Southern
Secessionist more virulent than this eminent New Eng692
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lander; and when he read the reports of the Secession
proceedings his conscience must often have given him
a twinge to note how accurately they were quoting his
own utterances of forty or fifty years before. He did
his utmost to destroy our country; and he never had
the excuse which the Southerners could plead.
The
only visible grounds of his action, and that of his fellow
Federalists, were base, treacherous, and selfish. They
were the result of disappointed personal ambition, of
treasonable sympathy with England, his country's
enemy, in open war with her; and of an un-American

sentiment of aristocratic opposition to the will of the
people. He was, in short, one of the naughtiest of the
naughty boys of our politics much more reprehensible
than the mountebank, Randolph of Roanoke, because
he had more brains than the latter, who never had a
worse purpose than to make himself conspicuous at any
cost.
But wonderful is the virtue of ninety years!
"If Louisiana be admitted, New England will separate
from the Union, amicably, if she can, forcibly, if she
must," was his saying just before the war of 1812.
Had his life terminated with that utterance, what
would have been his reputation to-day?
Our financial condition will not bear looking into;
Gallatin had been in favor of starting a new national
bank; but we were not ripe for it quite yet, and the
proposal was voted down, on the plea that we should
be strangled by a moneyed oligarchy.
Gallatin resigned, and there was no obvious way of getting money
for our common expenses, without considering the
extra liabilities of the on-coming war. Gallatin, however, presently resumed his position; but the best
change of this period was that which made Monroe
Secretary of State. He was a man who had been growing, and in the right direction, ever since his entry into
;

public

life.

As war visibly drew

near, the

New England

party tried their utmost to discredit the Administration, and the so-called "Boston Resolutions" embodied
their views.
They maintained that Congress and the
President had no right to alter our relations with
France or England ; that every citizen had the right to
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adopt his independent course in the matter; that the
action of Congress in refusing the bank charter was
unjust, oppressive, and tyrannical, and was calculated
to ruin and impoverish good citizens and that the only
means to prevent such a calamity as an appeal to force
was t9 elect men to office who would peaceably oppose
the execution of laws which, if persisted in, must and
would be resisted. Gerry being at this time Governor
of Massachusetts, the Legislature, in order to retain
its Federalist majority, caused the Senatorial districts
to be rearranged in an arbitrary manner. To this device, then first practiced, the name gerrymandering
was given; owing to the accident that one of the new
districts, on the map, had the form of a salamander.
It has been tried in the political furnace ever since;
but as a legitimate measure it cannot be denied that
;

it

has been found wanting.

the original suggester of

Whether or not Gerry was

it is

a question which time has

not definitely answered.

But these internal troubles were less pressing than
the external ones. Our commerce was destroyed by
England and France combined; but England was, of
the two, the more reprehensible, since she had not, as
had France, nominally at least, desisted from her iniquitous restrictions; and she still forbade American
ships to traffic with France, though France allowed us
to deal with the English. The incident of the English
ship Little Belt firing upon our frigate President, with
its sequel of the riddling of the former, was not disagreeable to us ; but it was felt that the inevitable end
was thereby brought nearer. As a war preliminary,
Madison was forced by Clay and other "war hawks,"
as they were called, to declare another temporary embargo, to last two months, after which the final step
should be taken, unless England meanwhile modified
her attitude. Madison's first term was now approaching its close, and he was constrained to yield to the
war party under penalty, should he refuse, of being
dropped as a candidate for reelection. But, pacific
though he was, his excellent good sense probably admonished him that war was our only recourse. The
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South and West were decidedly warlike, and only the
commercial element and the aristocratic set in Boston
and New York were in favor of England and peace.
Their leaders were men well educated and wealthy, who
could not be moved by England's insults, because they
considered themselves to be like Englishmen of the
upper classes, and desired a government similar to that
of England. They had lost touch with the people, who
were, as they are and ever will be, the true America;
and therefore, like all who have since then imitated
their attitude, they were in the wrong, and had to
suffer for it.
They either could not or would not see
that in supporting England they were opposing the welfare of that commerce upon which New England and
New York relied; and that England's secret dealings
with them were solely in her own interests, and would
cease as soon as these had been secured. If they could
not rule the country, they were willing, if not even anxious, to ruin it. Fortunately, they were very nearly as
impotent as they were malicious; and the baselessness
of their charge that the Republicans were conspiring
with France is shown by the grotesque fact that we
were very near declaring war upon England and France
both, because it seemed to Congress that both were
alike to blame. It was finally decided that we would
better take them one after the other, instead of simultaneously; but there is something amusingly characteristic of American impartiality in this Jack-the-GiantKiller attitude of our small self toward the two bullies
of the world.

Madison got the whole Presidential vote; Clinton,
former Vice President, being dead, Gerry was

his

chosen to

the second place the Federalist nominees,
Clinton and Ingersoll, were crushingly defeated. Randolph tried to start a debate in the House
against war, but was stopped by Clay and Calhoun.
The President having intimated to Congress that they
were at liberty to declare war when they thought we
were ready for it, they declared it forthwith, though
we were as far from being ready for it as ever a nation
was. New England was not so much unready for it as
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set against it

had any

;

effect

no considerations of patriotism or honor
upon her leaders in inducing them to

cooperate with the majority. They stood out for State
rights; they foretold all manner of calamity to the
nation in its chosen course and they would sooner have
seen these prophecies fulfilled than themselves proved
in error. An act of temerity the declaration of war no
doubt was; but it was the duty of honest citizens to
move with the mass of their countrymen, instead of
diminishing our slender chance of success by the
amount of their own support. But Quincy and Pickering and their fellows impeded recruiting, hindered
subscriptions to the national loan, circulated addresses
denouncing the war, and demanding the dismissal of
its advocates
refused the President's requisitions for
militia; and Connecticut went so far as to raise a
separate army for the defense of her own domain
whether against England or America might be left to
circumstances to decide. How different was this New
England from that of the Stamp Act and of the Revolution and of the Civil War! We are all but mortal,
and liable to our seasons of obscuration. Baltimore
had a sin of her own to answer for on the other side;
for her mob sacked a newspaper office and killed some
of its owners because the paper printed violent articles
against the national policy. The people had not yet
become so conscious of its inviolable strength as to
forbear from such ignoble demonstrations of passion.
This very war would teach both the Eastern aristocrats
and the Southern and Western populace a valuable
;

;

lesson.

War was declared on the 18th of June, 1812; but
there had been fighting in the field more than six
months before. Out in Indiana, in November, 1811,
there was a young man named William Henry Harrison, of an energetic and capable character, who made
a treaty wr ith the local Indian tribes, whereby three
million acres of land were transferred to American

ownership. This was in accordance with the Jeffersonian policy that the Indians should be paid honestly
for their lands, instead of being cheated or kicked out
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would have been well but for the opTecumseh and his brother the former a
Shawnee warrior and statesman, the other a magician
with a loud and convincing voice, and but one eye, -in
which were concentrated the expression and powers of
several ordinary ones. Tecumseh planned political and
warlike moves, and the Prophet helped him to execute
them by marshaling to his aid the unseen powers of
enchantment; to the warriors he gave invulnerability.
It was a strong firm, and had immense prestige among
of

them; and

all

position of one

the red

men

;

in all parts of the country.

Tecumseh denied that the Indians from whom Harrison had received the land had any right to dispose of
it; his theory being that all land belonged to all Indians in common. It was a good theory to fight on.
Harrison was ready to fight, and, gathering a small
Near the Tippeforce, he set out in quest of the foe.
canoe River he was met by envoys with a pacific message in consequence of which he camped where he was,
instead of advancing against the village where the
;

Prophet had established himself. But having had experience of Indian diplomacy, he gave his men a hint
to sleep with one eye open, and with their rifles handy.
Therefore when, at a fitting hour of darkness, the wily
followers of the Prophet leaped with their familiar cry
upon the slumbering host, expecting the delights of
massacre, they were promptly met with cold lead and
after a sharp fight, in which the Prophet's voice, from
a neighboring coign of vantage, loudly but unavailingly
encouraged his warriors, they were driven back on their
village, and, despite their alleged magical invulnerability, were shot down in great numbers. The Prophet's one eye, however, proved adequate to his own personal protection; and he and his brother escaped to
Canada, whence, indeed, they had procured their arms
and other sinews of war, in defiance of existing treaties.
Thus the British, through their Indian tools, were
worsted in the first action of the war, which they themselves had provoked.
And Harrison's success lent
volume to the cry of "On to Canada !" which was heard
immediately upon the beginning of hostilities.
;
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Did we want Canada? Certainly not; nor has it
ever happened that the desires of the nation, in time
of peace, have turned in that direction. But when war
with England has been waged, or in contemplation,

Canada has always been an objective point; because,
though we had no use for the place ourselves, we were
persuaded that England valued it, or at any rate would
rather not be forcibly deprived of it. We have seen, in
the course of this narrative, how we have more than

once invaded Canada; and also how we have always
been discomfited in the enterprise; but now it seemed
that the feat could be accomplished easily; for the
A rapid
British forces available there were small.
campaign, under good leaders with able troops, would
place Montreal and Quebec in our possession with little
trouble.
With these as counters, we could play the
game of diplomacy with England to advantage when
The New England
it came to settling terms of peace.
Federalists, with Quincy and Pickering at their head,
denounced the plan as an iniquitous scheme of wanton
conquest; and arguments (since become familiar by
repetition whenever a prospect of enlarging our domains either within or without the geographical boundaries of the continent has been under consideration)
were forthcoming in abundance to the effect that if we
must fight, we should confine ourselves to a war of
defense exclusively. The reply of the Government was
to appoint a Revolutionary veteran, General Hull, to
command the expedition which was to enter Canada
by way of Detroit and Maiden; while another force
should attack along the Niagara route, and a third by
Lake Champlain. It was a good plan on paper, but
for good reasons it failed miserably in the field.
Governor Hull of Michigan was no doubt a Revolutionary veteran ; but he was none the better on that account. Like many another, he had been through the
war, but had never made himself conspicuous in it;
and he had been living and growing fat since then on
the reputation of men better than himself. He was, in
reality, that rare phenomenon, a physical coward; and
mentally he was incompetent to carry on the simplest
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martial operations. His age was about fifty-nine; so
that his collapse cannot be attributed to senile decay.
Blazing his way with proclamations of terrific and
bloodthirsty import, this fraudulent champion led a
force of twenty-two hundred men, most of them militia,
to the Canadian village of Sandwich, which he captured without bloodshed, because there were no troops
of the enemy there.
Thence he dispatched news of
victory which electrified the country but when it came
to marching against Maiden, where some British soldiers were really intrenched, General Hull's confidence
forsook him, and he found pretexts for delay. As if in
answer to his prayer, came news that Mackinac had
been captured by the enemy, the garrison being ignorant at the time that war had broken out. Instantly
Hull gave orders to retreat to Detroit; for there was
a possibility, unless he did so, that his force might
come into actual contact with the murderous soldiers
of the foe. It was General Hull's fixed conviction, apparently, that wars should be conducted by proclamaBack in Detroit,
tion, but never by sword or bullet.
;

accordingly, his surprised men and dejected officers
presently found themselves, while their commander
secretly besought Providence not to let the British
come anywhere near him.
But the British General, Brock, was a soldier who

thought that, in war, one ought to fight; and he had
made good use of the material for fighting that was at
On learning that the hero of proclamahis disposal.
tions had fallen back, he marched after him, and marshaled his men before the defenses of Detroit. The
garrison innocently prepared for resistance; the cannon were loaded, and there stood the gunners, with7
matches in their hands, ready to let fly, when forth
from his retreat stumbled the Revolutionary veteran,
waving in his trembling hand a large white tablecloth,
snatched in reckless haste from his dinner table. This
oriflamme of peace he flaunted appealingly over the
battlements; and while his officers fairly cried with
mortification, he surrendered the fort, and the whole of
Michigan, to the astonished Brock. For this exploit
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Hull was afterward tried by court-martial, convicted of
cowardice in face of the enemy, and dishonorably dismissed from the service and so ended our first attempt
in this war to capture Canada. Harrison was chosen to
succeed him; but the difficulties were now such that
active operations from this direction had to be delayed.
Meanwhile Dearborn, another undesirable relic of
the Revolution, was in chief command on the lower St.
Lawrence, with headquarters at Plattsburg, on Lake
Champlain. He sent Stephen Van Rensselaer, with six
thousand men, half of them regulars, to invade the
enemy's country by way of the Niagara River. Van
Rensselaer crossed with his regulars, leaving the militia
temporarily on the American side, and defeated the
enemy in some hard-fought engagements; but when he
;

upon the militia to come to his assistance, they
refused, not relishing the aspect of bloodshed at close
quarters; and they actually stood inactive by, on the
pretext that they were not legally compelled to make
war outside their own boundaries, while their comcalled

panions were killed and taken captive. This affair
afforded an opportunity to young Winfield Scott to
distinguish himself, though he was taken prisoner, no
one being able to hit him with a bullet; but Van
Rensselaer had had enough of fighting under Dearborn,
and with noncombative militia, and he resigned in disgust. A remarkable windbag by the name of Alexander
Smyth took his place, whose genius for sanguinary
proclamations left Hull himself in the shade if phrases
could kill, there would not be a redcoat left alive by
the beginning of winter. But the test of an actual advance punctured his distended proportions and one of
his own subordinates, Porter, accused him of cowardice
before the army. Smyth challenged Porter to fight a
duel but when the combatants reached the ground, he
concluded that there were really no grounds for the
;

;

;

hostility of distinguished men like themselves, and he
offered his adversary his hand instead of a pistol shot.
Dearborn all this while did nothing at Plattsburg;

and so the winter land campaign against Canada came
an end.

to
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Congress and denounced

and
wanton act upon innocent and unoffending persons;
said that the Government was a despotism, served by
"mangy hounds of recent importation" meaning Gallatin and others
and concluded his speech with this
apostrophe "If the people of the Northern and Eastern
States are destined to be hewers of wood and drawers
the invasion (or the pretense of one) as a wicked

:

of water to

men who know nothing about

their interclear of the
great transgression. If, in common with their countrymen, my children are destined to be slaves, and to yoke
in with negroes, chained to the car of a Southern master, they, at least, shall have this sweet consciousness
as the consolation of their conditiou-^they shall be able
to say
'Our father was guiltless of these chains.' "
Possibly this consciousness might have been sweet to
the respectable descendants of this moderate and reasonable statesman ; but as a matter of fact, though the
war went on, the incident of the slave-drawn car of the
ests,

and care nothing about them,

I

am

:

Southern master never took place. But what was even
worse for Quincy, Clay rose to reply to him, and
Clay's speech relegated the Northern aristocrat to permanent political retirement on the larger stage of
affairs.
He showed how the Eastern Federalists had
been first for war, when the Administration was for
peace; then for peace, when the Administration was
for war; how, being parasites of England, they had
accused Republicans of being henchmen of France a
charge which, said Clay, "ought to be met in one manner only, namely, by the lie direct." As for the invasion of Canada, she had first incited the Indians to
massacre our people. The orator ended by drawing a
vivid picture of the sufferings and wrongs of our impressed seamen, and he declared that he had always
considered the impressment as the most serious ground
of our quarrel with England.
This speech greatly
strengthened the Government and heartened the country; especially as the progress of the struggle at sea
was a very different story from that of the land

campaign.
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The odds against us at sea in this war were fifty to
This fact had two effects; first, it prevented
Congress from making any serious attempt to bring
our navy into better condition; what was the use of
wasting money in an effort so obviously hopeless? On
the other hand, England had no fear of us on the sea,
and was quite content to oppose us there with only two
or three times our number of effective ships.
Her
officers were almost ashamed to engage with "pinebuilt frigates, manned by bastards and outlaws.'' They
had entirely recovered from this embarrassment before
the war was over, and were ravished with joy if by
one.

chance, with vastly superior numbers, they were able
to stay the monotonous tide of victory which marked
our conflicts with them. The officers and sailors who
had conquered the rest of the world with Nelson, were
beaten without limit or excuse by our merchant captains and fishermen; in vain they tried to explain to
themselves their constant defeats ; the only explanation
was that our ships were built on better lines than
theirs, were better sailed, by better seamen, and were
fought by braver and more intelligent men, in a better
In 1812, as in 1898, our gunners aimed their
cause.

guns to hit, while the enemy shot wild, because they
had not the cool courage which sees straight in the
moment of danger. Once more was the bubble of English superiority pricked.
The English have many
merits, and they have proved themselves stout fighters
on sea and land; but in fighting, as in all other reThere is a
spects, they are inferior to Americans.
reason for all things, and the explanation of this fact
be sought in the independent spirit which is the
first inheritance of the American.
He owns himself;
he thinks his own thoughts; he relies upon himself in
the emergencies of life and thus is developed in him a
quality lacking in the constitution of other men. In
battle other soldiers are loyal to the king, to the general, to the flag; but the American is loyal first of all
to his Americanism; and that is planted in his soul
deeper than the roots of any other loyalty. It will bring
is to

;

him through when

all else fails.
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of his Anglo-Saxon brethren, and creates a new race
out of the amalgamation of all races a new character
in the world, not after the flesh, but after the spirit.
It has not worked out into its pure and final state as
yet ; indeed, it is only in its beginning ; but even now it
is showing the way to the rest of humanity; and the
future belongs to it.
At sea, then, we had, during the year 1812, an uninterrupted series of victories. Four times we met the
enemy; and four times they were ours, before Perry
:

had invented the phrase which still inspires the ambition of every American navy man. On the 19th of
August, half a week after the depressing exhibition
which Hull made- of himself and his command at Detroit, a nephew of his, bearing his name, captain of the
44-gun frigate Constitution, met the English Guerriere
off the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and after a fight of two
hours had her at his mercy. This was the first time an
English man-of-war had been beaten in fair fight by the
ship of any other nation but we hastened to relieve the
1

;

Guerriere of that unenviable singularity. On the 18th
of October, about a thousand miles further south, the
sloop-of-war Wasp, Captain Jones, with eighteen guns,
fought and captured the English sloop Frolic, which
was acting as convoy of a fleet of merchantmen. There
was a heavy sea running; but the Wasp needed but
three-quarters of an hour to reduce her foe to helplessness.
She was proceeding to port with her prizes,
when they were overtaken by the British seventy-four
Poictiers, and captured in their turn; but the glory
of the sloop's victory was not to be taken away. Seven
days later, off the coast of far Madeira, the frigate
United States, commanded by the brave Decatur, who
thus made his second appearance in the annals of
honor, fought and whipped the Macedonian, and
brought her into Newport. There is a picturesque
sequel to this exploit for a naval ball was being given,
a few days later, to Hull, in compliment for his capture of the Guerriere; and all the beauty and distinction of America were present; when there was a flurry
at the doors, and in walked young Hamilton with the
703
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ensign of the captured Macedonian m his hand. The
famous Dolly Madison, the first lady of the land, rose
to receive him; and he laid the flag at her feet. What
man would not envy Hamilton his mission? or what
woman would not gladly have stood in pretty, clever
Dolly's shoes?
Finally (for this year) on the 29th of December, the
Constitution once more distinguished herself, and
earned the name of "Old Ironsides" by her destruction
of the English frigate Java near the coast of Brazil.
The Constitution was commanded at this time by Com-

modore Bainbridge, whom we have met before. He it
was who had run errands for the Dey of Algiers; it
was he who surrendered the Philadelphia to the Tripolitans; and it was high time he did something to redeem himself. He had been given this command because there were more officers than ships in the United
States navy at this period, and when one had won a
victory, he politely made room for another to take his
ship and do likewise. Bainbridge succeeded in rescuing his tottering reputation but he had a lucky ship,
and one of the best crews that was ever afloat. He
afterward was put in charge of the navy yard but his
name does not figure in any other deeds of war.
While the microscopic American navy was making
this remarkable record, our privateers went far and
wide, and captured over three hundred British merchantmen; and the moral effect of their depredations
was even more disastrous to English commerce than
;

;

the captures themselves. All things considered, England was amazed as well as alarmed at the naval
record of the year ; and her opinion of our seamen was
vitally changed, and has remained so ever since. Surprises and mortifications still greater were in store
for her ; nor could they be relieved by the reflection that
the cause in which she fought was just and honorable.
She was acting the part of an irrational and despotic
bully, who takes what is not his, and inflicts injury
which is not deserved, because he has or thinks he has
the physical power to do so. She was now checked in
her proudest and most sensitive point, and could in,
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vent no explanation to comfort her wounded self-esteem.
But she lacked the finer courage to admit that this was
the just punishment of her error, and summoned all
her energies to redeem the past. During the year that
was to come, she met with some unimportant successes
but the war was to close with the severest disaster of
all to her arms, and with the explicit or tacit relinquishment of all for which she had contended.
Great as was the rejoicing on account .of our victories
at sea, the minds of the country's leaders were by no
means free from anxiety regarding the final outcome.
Gallatin both feared the expenses of the war and
feared to explain to the people the grounds of his fear.
Bills were introduced in Congress to enlarge the army
and navy, but how should the enlargement be paid for ?
A loan was started, which would have failed but for the
useful assistance of Jacob Astor, a fur trader who had
grown rich in business and was large-minded enough
to wish to help the country which had given him his
wealth. Meanwhile Russia had intimated a willingness
to mediate between the belligerents, and Gallatin was
sent to St. Petersburg with Baj ard to join John
Quincy Adams, our minister there, in a conference. The
New England men continued their opposition to the
war, and the revelations of an Irish adventurer, Henry,
showed that two of the Federalist leaders, of whom
Quincy was probably one, had been in communication
with the Governor of Canada, with a view to ending
the war in England's favor, with special terms to New
England. In fact, exclusive rights in the West Indian
trade were offered by England to the Federalists of the
;

7

East; but our Government denounced heavy penalties
against any who should avail themselves of them. The
new Congress supported the war; Clay was again
Speaker of the House, and John Randolph and Quincy
were unseated. The President issued his address in
optimistic terms; but at heart he was far from easy.
He would have been willing to exchange some of our
glory for a little more of substantial success.
There had been another affair on the Canadian
frontier, on Lake Ontario, for the control of which both
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Fire British vessels had atsides were contending.
tacked Sackett's Harbor, at the lower end of that body
of water, where the sloop Oneida was building. They
were driven off; and, the Oneida being completed, she
pursued them, and with the help of six small ships,
crippled the English flagship. But the victory could
not be followed up; Dearborn was old and inefficient,
as was also Wilkinson; Wade Hampton muddled the
operations intrusted to him, and an army of several
thousand men accomplished nothing. Winchester engaged a British force, with Indians, at the River
Raisin, west of Lake Erie, and surrendered under the
promise of the British Commander, Proctor, that the
prisoners should be protected. But no sooner had they
given up their arms than Proctor marched away with
his white soldiers, leaving the prisoners, with the
wounded and the women, to the mercy of the savages,

who had

none. They were massacred and scalped, as
Proctor had intended they should be for he had offered
a prize for every scalp brought to him. The village was
set on fire and those who remained alive in it were
burned; such as struggled out from the flames were
scalped and thrown back. Proctor attempted to excuse himself for his atrocious conduct by declaring that
he had no control over the Indians ; but Tecumseh, who
upbraided him for his treachery and inhumanity, told
him that such a man as he was no man, and should
wear a petticoat.
"Remember the River Raisin" became one of the watchwords of the war.
This disaster to Winchester hampered the operations
of Harrison; but he was the only Commander in the
West who deserved the commission of Major General
which was bestowed upon him. The men of Kentucky
and Ohio believed in him, and would follow him anywhere. Armstrong, the Secretary of War, who was
more than unfit for his position, hampered many of
Harrison's plans; and many of the troops under him,
their term expiring, left for their homes. But he fortified Fort Meigs on the Maumee; and when Perry won
his great victory, he cooperated effectively, and succeeded where all others had failed.
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August, 1813, that this young fellow,

who had never seen a naval battle, and had been
born in Rhode Island only twenty-seven years before,
Perry,

squadron on Lake Erie to fight the British. The
working of building the ships was long and tedious;
and all the while the fleet of the enemy was waiting
outside the bar to demolish it. This fleet was commanded by a veteran who had conquered under Nelson Barclay had probably smelled powder before Perry
was born. He had had his headquarters on the northern side of the lake, at Maiden; but on the 10th of
September, finding himself running short of provisions,
he sailed over to dispose of the young American.
Perry was just ready for him; he had received a small
reenforcement of marines from Harrison, and had sucbuilt a

;

ceeded in floating his ships over the bar. At sunrise
he saw his enemy approaching; and they engaged in
Put-in Bay, a little to the northward of the Sandusky
Islands. Barclay's ships were drawn up in close order
Perry, who understood sailing, kept to the windward,
and maneuvered to advance at an acute angle. But the
range of Barclay's guns was so much superior to that
of Perry's that the latter could not get within effective
distance, and his flagship, the Lawrence, was knocked
to pieces, and most of her crew killed or wounded.
When she was no longer serviceable, Perry, instead of
striking his flag, took it with him into a small rowboat, in which he himself embarked, and ordered the
rowers to put him over to the Niagara, the ship of his
fleet next in size to the Lawrence. In the stern of this
little cockleshell he stood erect during the passage,
with his flag floating above him, while every English
ship aimed its guns at him. But Perry, it appeared,
could not be hit by English gunners; and after a trip
which lasted fifteen minutes by the watch, but which
may well have seemed longer to those on board, and
which will never be forgotten in naval annals, he arrived safely at the Niagara, up whose side he climbed,
Then he changed his fighting tactics;
flag in hand.
instead of keeping off to be shot at, he steered straight
for the enemy's line, pierced it, and firing right and
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at short range, was master of the day after a
Barclay, on the
struggle of eight minutes.
Detroit, was the first to haul down his flag; three
others did the same; and two more, which were trying
to sneak away, were pursued and captured. There was
nothing left of the British fleet and its Trafalgar
prestige except a dismal array of battered hulks, covered with the blood of the slain and the melancholy
The Lawrence being still
figures of the survivors.
afloat, Perry returned to her, and there received the
surrender of Barclay; after which he pulled an old
letter out of his pocket, and using the flat top of his
navy cap as a desk, wrote these words "We have met
left

terrific

:

the enemy, and they are ours two ships, two brigs, one
schooner, and one sloop." He addressed it to Harrison, and went about his business, never suspecting that
the nine words in which he compressed the report of
one of the most gallant actions ever fought would enter
into the history and the hearts of his countrymen,
and would be repeated for generations all over the
w6rld as a model of what the dispatch of a hero
should be.
Proctor, the dastard of the River Raisin, had been
waiting at Maiden for news of Barclay's victory; but
when he heard that all was lost, he made haste to save
himself. Perry, however, with the addition of the ships
he had captured, got Harrison's troops over to the
:

Canadian side. They found Fort Maiden dismantled
and the barracks burned; but Harrison started in pursuit of the flying enemy, and came up with him, on
ground chosen by Proctor, on the little River Thames.
Tecumseh and his braves were also drawn up in battle
array. Harrison charged; and the British broke and
fled, Proctor being the first and the swiftest in flight.
Tecumseh and his warriors stood their ground.
Colonel Johnson, a conspicuous figure in the battle,
rode at the great Shawnee chief and shot him down
with his pistol.

"Rumpsey, Dumpsey, Hickory Crumpsey,
Colonel Johnson killed Tecumseh"
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ran the doggerel of the day. This Indian was one of
the most admirable figures among all American red
men; and though probably he, too, was better dead
than alive, we may give him the credit of being an
honorable and worthy foeman. Proctor, on the contrary, never drew rein until sixty miles lay between
him and danger; and he lived to be reprimanded for
cowardice and inhumanity. Indeed, he survived till
the year 1859, dying at last in Liverpool at the age of
Doubtless the massacre of the River
ninety-four.
Raisin was avenged, so far as he was concerned, many
times over during that long, dishonorable lingering-out
of his existence.
It is somewhat remarkable how
many of the men who were concerned, for good or
evili, in our history, lived beyond the ordinary span of

ha man life.
Perry and Harrison recovered what Hull had given
away, and broke up the sinister combination of the
British with the Indians in the Northwest. But there
were other Indians in the South who had also come
under the influence of Tecumseh, and who, after a long
period of peace, yielded once more to their inextinguishable thirst for white men's blood. On the Alabama River, just above the northern boundary of West
Florida, there was a little stronghold called Fort
Mims, not far from the town of Mobile. The surrounding region was occupied by the Creek tribe; and in
August of 1813, they went on the warpath. The
settlers fled to the fort; the Creeks captured it, and
slaughtered four hundred of the five hundred and fifty
fugitives, men, women, and children. It was a terrible
calamity; but it had the effect of bringing into the
foreground one of the strongest and most striking men
of the age, without whose aid and influence America
would have had a different destiny. He was an uneducated man, with rough manners and original ideas
strong and wiry of frame, uncouth and rude of aspect.
The soul of independence and self-reliance was in him
;

;

he had always his

own way

of meeting emergencies

and

solving difficulties; narrow and harsh you might call
him, for he was bred in the backwoods of Carolina and
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Tennessee, but his mind was singularly penetrating,
and able to grasp and control the essential features of
a given situation. He had homely humor, and that
masculine tenderness which sometimes seems to surpass the tenderness of woman. Altogether, he was a
racy, native product, who might have passed his life
as the autocrat of a village inn, but who was called by
circumstances to be the head of the new Western naAndrew Jackson feared nothing, and believed
tion.
himself, not without reason, capable of anything. He
was no Boston aristocrat, with one eye on England and
the other on his own respectability; but a man of the
common people, shrewd, tough, bold, uncompromising,
ingenious. As a soldier he was always victorious in
the field; as a man of public affairs he had his policy
and enforced it, and the marks thereof are still visible
upon the face of our institutions. He had served in the
House and in the Senate before he was thirty years of
age, and was judge of the Supreme Court of Tennessee
before he was forty. When he was present the world
moved, and men appeared each at his true value and on
His narrow, rugged face, with its
his own bottom.

long bony chin and deep-set eyes, which could glow with
a terrible wrath; his high, narrow forehead, crowned
with bristly, upstanding hair; his ungainly but unconquerable figure, all steel and whalebone, gave outward
notice of the man within. He was a match for any man
or anything and when the Minis massacre brought him
flaming from his Tennessee mountains, he was far
enough from the theorizers and hesitators in Washington to have his own way, and to disobey orders as
seemed to him best. The red tape was never made that
could bind those lean, muscular limbs of his; and he
was a man who was not afraid to grow, or slow to
apply the lessons which experience taught him.
Jackson had already marched a body of troops to
the south from Tennessee, and when it turned out that
they were not required, he had marched them five hundred miles back again, instead of leaving them where
they were, to be gobbled up by the national recruiting
sergeants. This was, of course, an act of military in710
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was condoned, very wisely, by
made Jackson immensely popular
with his people. When therefore the cry of the Mims
massacre was heard, Jackson and his men were the
first to respond to it.
They met the savages in north-

subordination; but
the authorities, and

it

ern Alabama, and in several battles routed them with
slaughter. At the battle of the Horseshoe, in the spring
of 1814, the Creek nation was annihilated, and then
surviving chief, Weathersford, a half-breed, after mak
ing a characteristically Indian speech, such as the
novelist Cooper might have written for him, to Jackson,
formally surrendered to him the nothing he had left.
It might repay a curious scholar to make a study of
these Indian utterances, and draw from them a deducThere is
tion as to the nature of the Indian mind.
uniformly an artless, impudent imbecility about them
which leaves one in doubt whether the orator is bluffing or merely in love with the noise of his own voice.

Another man of marked character, whose fame
blazed suddenly up in this war, and then became an
ever-honored memory, was James Lawrence, Captain
of the Hornet and of the Chesapeake.
Commodore
Bainbridge had left him, in February, 1813, to cruise
along the American coast in the former vessel, a
sloop of eighteen guns he fell in with the British brig
Peacock, and after delivering and receiving broadsides
at a distance of a few yards, Lawrence turned and
raked his enemy with such appalling effect as to bring
down her mainmast and sink her; but not before she
had struck her colors an act which custom had now
rendered familiar to English seamen. So quickly did
she go down, that three Americans who had boarded
her accompanied her to the bottom; the whole action
had lasted but a quarter of an hour. Lawrence returned to Brooklyn, and was put in command of the
larger Chesapeake, which, however, had the name of
being as unlucky a ship as the Constitution was the reverse.
In June he was lying in Boston Harbor with
this vessel; he had returned from a cruise; some of
his men had not been paid and were mutinous, and few
of the remainder knew their duties.
But Captain
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Broke, of the British blockading squadron, appeared
off the harbor, and sent a challenge to Lawrence to
come out and fight. Lawrence accepted the challenge
as a matter of course, though no doubt he ought to have
refused it on the basis of reasonable probabilities.
Late on that sunny afternoon he sailed forth, with his
disaffected crew, under the eyes of anxious spectators
along the shore; the action began with thunderous
broadsides. Fortune was against Lawrence from the
start ; a few minutes after the fight opened, his rudder

was

swinging round, was exthe enemy without being able
to make any effective reply.
Lawrence, mortally
wounded, was carried below, with "Don't give up the
ship" on his dying lips. The resistance of the Americans after this was ineffective; the British boarded
and hauled down with their own hands the Stars and
Stripes. A prize crew was put aboard of the Chesapeake, and she and her captor set sail for Halifax,
while the watchers returned mournfully from the shore.
This, the only noteworthy success of the British at sea
during the war, was celebrated with extravagant joy
in England, who had begun to doubt whether she would
ever again be victorious over the lately despised American sailors. It is a mistake to say that Englishmen
do not know when they are beaten no people are more
disabled,

and

posed to the full

his vessel,

fire of

;

keenly and promptly aware of it than they. The survival of the legend shows the power of a phrase ; as may
be seen also in the case of that other often exploded
They love it only
fallacy that they love fair play.
when it means that they shall be left free to take ad-

vantage of their superior strength.

The other sea fights of the war were not of first-class
importance. In August, 1814, the British Argus captured the American Pelican off the English coast ; later,
the British Boxer, with her flag nailed incautiously to
the mast, surrendered to the American Enterprise., both
captains being killed. Then, in the neutral harbor of
Valparaiso, where hostilities were against the law of
nations, British fair play was illustrated by the attack
of two British men-of-war on the American Essex,
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Captain David Porter, on his way home after a cruise
unmixed success in the Pacific. Though outmatched
two to one, Porter made the most desperate fight of
The
the war; but his ship was finally captured.
President, Captain Rodgers, destroyed English commerce in the Newfoundland seas during the year 1814.
Congress showed a fitting appreciation of the splendid
record of our navy during the war, and the commanders of our ships were rewarded with medals and
swords of honor. But the temper of Mr. Quincy and
his fellows may be judged from their refusal to join in
such demonstrations; as, for example, at the time the
Hornet whipped the Peacock, this characteristic resolution was moved by Quiucy in the Massachusetts Senate
Chamber: "Resolved, as the sense of the Senate of
Massachusetts, that, in a war like the present, waged
without a justifiable cause, and prosecuted in a manner that indicates that conquest and ambition are its
real motives, it is not becoming a moral and religious
people to express any approbation of military or naval
exploits which are not immediately connected with the
defense of our sea coast and soil." The self-righteous
spirit of the Pharisee never spoke in more unmistakable tones than in that utterance of the notorious Bostonian.
Fortunately for the credit of New England
and of human nature, it did not express the sentiments
of our people, either West, South, or East.
But though the Bostonian clique thus tried to curry
favor with the enemies of their country, the latter
showed their contempt of them by a strict blockade of
the New England coast; and concurrently Sir George
Cockburn was sent to ravage the southern coast. His
expedition became a scandal even in England; he inflicted no serious injury upon us from the military
point of view; but he disgraced the name of civilized
manhood. His war was made chiefly upon noncombatants; he burned private houses, ravished women, stirred
of

slave insurrections, stole poultry and cattle, and
enacted all the cowardly and brutal atrocities of savage depredators. The war, at the beginning of 1814,
seemed likely to degenerate into a chronic system of
713
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mutual harassment, without decisive result. The Government had endeavored to raise a national army but
had been hampered by the popular preference for State
;

volunteering. Nor can it be denied that State volunteers did most of the effective fighting of the war; although while the war was in its earlier stages they were
a source of weakness. "The volunteers of a free people,''
observed Schouler, "may be the worst material in the
world for taking the initiative against an enemy's
country, but they are the very best for a long and enduring resistance to invaders." Their improvement
became manifest in this year in the North under the
leadership of Jacob Brown and Winfield Scott ; though,
owing to the arrival at Quebec of strong British reeiiforcements, set free by the overthrow of Napoleon, the
character of the war changed, on our part, from offensive to defensive.
At Lundy's Lane, near Niagara
Falls, our soldiers under Brown gained some brilliant
though indecisive victories; but a new sea fighter,
Macdonough, defeated the British fleet on Lake Champlain off Plattsburg, thus scattering Prevost's army
which had collected for the invasion of New York ; and

Chauncey, cooperating with Brown, dominated Lake
Ontario and blockaded Kingston, in its northeast corner. On the other hand, a British force was landed on
the Maine coast and raised the British flag at Eastport
a cruel blow to the feelings of poor Quiucy. Cockburn meanwhile advanced up the Chesapeake to attack
Washington, though there was little to attack there
except a name. General Winder was assigned to the
defense, but he was so obstructed by the orders of the
civilians that he could do little.
Armstrong, the
Secretary of War, must be charitably supposed to have
been merely incompetent; but some of his acts might
have borne a far more sinister construction.
At
Bladensburg the raw and undisciplined troops under
Winder met the enemy, and were immediately defeated, while the President and his suite looked on.
The English General, Ross, entered Washington on the
same evening, August 24. At the instigation of Cockburn and Ross, the British soldiers burned and de714
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stroyed whatever they could lay their hands on, including \he wing of the unfinished Capitol, and the Congressional Library. There is something almost comical
in this English rage against inanimate and inoffensive
objects; but the books, like the Southern poultry yards,
were defenseless, and the valor of Cockburn and Ross
had not the quality of mercy. Having made a waste of
Washington, which they found just emerging from a
wilderness, they set forth for Baltimore but here they
discovered something like resistance.
Ross, on the
march thither, was shot by one of two countrymen, who
had taken refuge in a tree, and could not resist the opportunity to try their aim upon him. Fort McHenry,
protecting Baltimore, was bombarded all night, but
without effect; and when, in the morning, young Mr.
Francis Scott Key, who had visited the British fleet
under a flag of truce to arrange for an exchange of
prisoners, saw the Stars and Stripes still floating over
the ramparts, he was inspired to write the poem which,
under the name of the "Star Spangled Banner," was
destined to become almost as popular among his countrymen as "Yankee Doodle" itself. In literary merit
the two productions are not far apart. Yet there is
something in those words "Our flag was still there"
which touches a patriotic chord in all hearts, and has
perhaps done almost as much as the musical setting to
keep Mr. Key's triflje alive.
The Washington affair caused the extinction of Armstrong, to whose criminal indifference and inopportune
meddling it had largely been due and Monroe took his
place, without relinquishing the temporarily nominal
duties of Secretary of State. The seat of war was now
transferred from the Canadian frontier and the northern Atlantic coast to the Gulf of Mexico ; for the enemy
had developed a fine scheme for the capture of New
Orleans. The preparations were on a large scale; and
fifteen thousand troops, the veterans of Wellington's
armies, were to sail from Ireland for the final conquest
of America. Not one of them had ever heard the name
;

;

of

Andrew Jackson; nor

treated

it

with respect

if

is it likely

they had.
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him would undergo an improvement after the 8th of
January, 1815. But for the moment the outlook was
gloomy, and the disaffected portion of the community,
small though

was, took advantage of the situation to
A majority of Federalists was
elected to both Houses of the Massachusetts Legislature.
The New England banks, having refused to
lend money to the Government, were in a far better
financial condition than those of the other States they
were on a hard money basis, and their specie had increased over fourfold in four years. The Southern and
Western banks suspended specie payments, while those
of New England paid on the nail.
Dallas succeeded
Campbell at the Treasury, and showed intelligence in
the methods he introduced; but he was not able to
create anything like prosperity. Governor Chittenden
of Vermont chose this juncture to recall a garrison
from Burlington, an act which would have left the
country unprotected in that quarter; but the troops,
more patriotic than he, refused to obey his order. A
Massachusetts Remonstrance, as it was called, blamed
the conduct and causes of the war, and closed with a
nauseating piece of Pecksniffism. The hero Lawrence
was refused State honors. A separate peace with England was advocated.
Courts were tampered with.
Decatur, contemplating a sally from the blockaded
port of New London, was prevented by the blue-light
signaling to the British fleet of traitors on shore the
"Blue-Light Federalists" who thus secured a place of
infamy in our annals. Terms of peace suggested by
England that there should be a permanent Indian
Reservation to serve as a buffer between the States and
the English possessions; that we should forever withdraw all armed vessels from the Lakes; and that we
should give up to England a part of Maine these terms

make

it

its final effort.

;

were advocated by New England. Monroe very justly
declined to pay their troops from the National Exchequer; whereupon Massachusetts appropriated a million dollars for the expenses of ten thousand men, and
on the loth of December, 1814, the famous and infamous
Hartford Convention was called. Twenty-six delegates
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all respectable, cultivated

gentlemen, whose

names deserve

to be written on the same page with that
of Arnold. "If the British succeed in their expedition
against New Orleans and if they have tolerable leadwrote
ers, I see no reason to doubt of their success"
Pickering, "I shall consider the Union as severed. This
consequence I deem inevitable. I do not expect to see
a single representative in the next Congress from the
Western States." George Cabot was president of this
convention; Theodore Dwight was its secretary. Its
proceedings were so secret that up to the present day
no full report of them has been obtained. It is known
only that the aim of the convention was to secure disunion, and that armed resistance to the Government
was contemplated. The report given out after the adjournment of the body in January made various demands, and recommended several amendments of the
Constitution. The solicitude of the members to save
themselves from inconvenience produced something in
the nature of a straddle, so far as the wording of
the report was concerned; but the doctrine of State
Rights in its most virulent form was visible between

the lines.

Fortunately, no doubt, before the effect of the report
could make itself felt, it was annulled by an unexpected event. Peace had been declared between England and America by the British and American commissioners meeting at Ghent; the articles had been
signed on the 24th of December; and the news was
published in this country on the llth of February, 1815.
The Hartford Conventionists had nothing but their infamy for their pains. But the action of this small
group of disloyal citizens must not be taken as representative of the attitude of New England at this crisis.
It was denounced by the best and ablest of the Federalists themselves, beginning with stout and honest John
Adams. The people never were its supporters. It was
the final effort of an un-American oligarchy, and served
in the end only to demonstrate the impotence of all un-

American policies in this nation.
The American peace commissioners compared
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ably with those sent by England; they were Gallatin,
John Quincy Adams, Henry Clay, Bayard, and Jonathan Russell. The negotiations were often in a critical
state; but the coolness of Gallatin, and the eloquence
of Clay, with the brilliant parts of Adams, and the
equable mind of Bayard, rescued them from disaster.
Lord Wellington himself stood our friend; for when
appealed to by Lord Castlereagh to support the English contention for surrender of territory, he refused,
saying that England had gained no such successes as
would justify her in such a demand and he declined to
come to America to "make peace or fight." The terms
finally accepted were on the whole just; but the chief
bone of contention the impressment outrage was not
specified in the articles; but it was tacitly understood
that England would never again attempt to impress
our seamen; nor has she ever done so. Certain minor
points were also held over for future discussion. At
this time the battle of -New Orleans had not yet been
fought; it took place fifteen days after the signatures
of the commissioners had been appended to the document. Whether the terms would have otherwise been
agreed to is a question we might have obtained more
or, on the other hand, England's pride might have induced her to postpone all deliberations whatever. The
battle was beyond comparison the largest and the most
decisive of the war.
On the American side, Jackson had got together
about four thousand raw levies, and under a thousand
regulars the British brought into action ten thousand
of the best of Wellington's Peninsular veterans, men
who had never known defeat, commanded by some of
his ablest generals.
The British had a fleet of fifty
:

;

;

;

ships; Jackson had two, one of which was destroyed
early in the proceedings. Upon arriving, the British
army got ashore on low land /west of Lake Borgne and
east of the river; the American lines were between
them and the town of New Orleans on the east bank of
the river; a series of three intrenchments one in the
rear of the other. There was also a redoubt on the
west bank of the river; and the two American vessels,
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the Carolina and the Louisiana, were so disposed as to
be able to fire on the British advance.
Jackson had begun to fight long before the enemy
arrived: he had dominated the town, and enlisted all
His fortiits able citizens in preparing the defense.
fications were as strong as they could be made with the
means at hand; and the men caught the contagion of
Both armies received rehis courage and confidence.
enforcements before the battle began; General Pa kenham getting three thousand troops, and Jackson eight
hundred, which he placed under Morgan as a garrison
Pakenfor the fort on the west shore of the river.
ham's plan was to attack on both sides of the river at
once, his main advance being of course against Jackson. But before he had left his camp on the shore of
Lake Borgne, Jackson attacked him, and the guns of
the Carolina galled his men severely. The Carolina,
however, was presently disabled; but the Louisiana
continued to be troublesome. Pakenham got some guns
in position, but the gunners were picked off by the
Kentucky riflemen, and the guns were dismounted.
On the 8th of January he attacked along the whole line.
Pakenham and Lambert in person led ten thousand
men against the Americans. The west end of Jackson's
line was on the river, strengthened by a redoubt; the
east extremity was on a swamp. There was a ditch in

and eight batteries. The redoubt was taken, but
could not be held, owing to the deadly marksmanship of
the sharpshooters. When the main British advance was
within two hundred yards, the Americans opened fire,
and in a short time two thousand and thirty-six of the
enemy had fallen. The English veterans had never met
such a fire from Napoleon's Grand Army; they were
dismayed; they wavered; Pakenham, and every other
English leader except Lambert, fell; the men turned
and fled. The English Thornton, on the other side of
the river, had meantime driven out the small garrison
of the fort but when he heard of the rout of the main
army, he too fell back in consternation. The Americans did not pursue; it was not necessary; the campaign against New Orleans, on which such pains and
719
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expense had been lavished, was over; the defeat was
absolute.
Jackson, on the 21st of January, marched
into New Orleans in triumph. "Volunteers and backwoodsmen, hastily mustered, showed themselves more
than a match for the best disciplined troops of the
world. The gradual seasoning of a democratic soldiery
partly explains this; the heroic prowess to which men
become accustomed in our pioneer life; but still more
the inspiration, elsewhere in this war so much lacking,
of great leadership. For rude and illiterate though he
was, Jackson at New Orleans showed the five prime
attributes of military genius: decision, energy, foreIn
thought, dispatch, skill in employing resources.
him, democracy at war was fully justified of her children; and to quote Monroe's dispatch, 'history records
no example of so glorious a victory obtained with so
" The total
Jittle bloodshed on the part of the victors.'
American loss had been thirteen men.
The news of peace created joy all over the country,
and the battle of New Orleans inspired in Europe a
respect for our fighting ability on land equal to that
which had long since been accorded to our naval exploits. We were now finally free of Europe there could
;

more transatlantic political affiliations or inAmerica had come of age; and a great gulf
trigues.
seemed already to extend between what we had been
when the Eevolution ended, and what we now were.
be no

And

in the enthusiasm of this emancipation we forgot to take note of the Valley of Shadow which still lay
For
before us, dark with the calamity of slavery.
fifty years we must struggle through it, and
emerge only after a convulsion more terrible and
dangerous than were all which had preceded it com-

nearly

bined.

In 1816 a new National Bank was founded, with a
capital of thirty-five million dollars, Jacob Astor and
Girard being the chief directors. It had branches in all
parts of the Union. Two years after the war closed,
American credit was again sound ; though the management of the bank became chargeable with serious irregularities. The customs duties increased fivefold in.
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a year. Domestic manufactures had an enormous impetus, and took the lead of commerce and agriculture.
The public debt of one hundred and twenty-seven million dollars was paid off during the next twenty years.
A final ray of warlike glory was cast upon Madison's
Administration by Decatur, who put an end to the
aggression of the Barbary powers by an expedition undertaken in the summer of 1815. He captured their
best ships, and they were glad to sign a treaty surrendering all

we demanded, and withdrawing them-

selves henceforth and forever from any interference
with the affairs of the civilized world. Washington
was rebuilt on a larger scale, and the library was reestablished from its ashes.

The men who emerged from the Madison period with
the most solid increase to their public reputations were
Jackson and Monroe. The great reward of the former
was yet in the future ; but Monroe was already the successful candidate for the Presidency; and well did he
deserve the honor. The ticket of Monroe and Tompkins
swept the country, and was even carried in New England, where, under the glimmer of the Blue-Lights, and
in the shadow of the Hartford Convention, the Federalists had disappeared irrevocably as an element of the
national life.
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COMPROMISES AND THE DOCTRINE
gives rapid development to the stronger
traits of a nation, but leaves the subtler qualIt is in domestic affairs
ities in the shade.

WAR

that these appear. Monroe's Administration was the
beginning of that long period of peace for which Jefferson and Madison had hoped, but which they could not
obtain. The eyes of the nation now ceased to look out-

ward, defiantly, against a foreign enemy, and were
turned upon itself. The interior points of difference
or of incompatibility were revealed; they were tested
one against the other, and possibilities of reconciliation or compromise were canvassed.
Fighting is an
exhausting, but comparatively a simple matter; to
fashion symmetrically the complicated proportions of
a vast body corporate is a far more arduous undertaking, so far as human ingenuity and the resources
of political intelligence are concerned. Here was the
opportunity for the highest wisdom of statesmanship:
for temper, patience, and mutual concession. The inherent, brute prosperity so to say of the country
could not be destroyed by any ordinary folly of the
Government; it was a matter of natural resources,
which avouched themselves no matter who sat in the

National Legislature. The sun would shine, the rain
would fall, and the crops would grow, in spite of parties
and caucuses; the mills would grind and the looms
hum, let Southerner and Northerner bicker never so
bitterly; and the beautiful clippers and broad-sailed
merchant ships would sweep across the seas without
reference to the selfish ambitions of rival officeholders.
One is disposed to say that the country would have
been free from broils and perils but for the disputes of
its rulers: but this is less than justice.
There must
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be a brain to govern the members, be they never so
The brain may direct amiss,
vigorous and active.
owing either to inexperience or to disease but a brainless body is unable to coordinate its powers, and is
bound to decay. The Government of the United States
was designed as sagaciously as that of any nation in
history; but it could not be without some flaws, and
conditions might arise that human prudence could not
foresee, which would create difficulties only to be overcome by many trials, and after many mistakes. The
conditions of life on our continent were such that, in
order to secure harmony, one part must yield its will
and even its temporary prosperity to the other. Which
should yield was the question. The predilections of
different regions are hard to abate; a man's own welfare and that of his immediate neighbors seem to him
of paramount importance. The cultivator of rice fields
or tobacco cannot easily enter into the interests of the
shipping merchant or the manufacturer; and if they
clash with his own, he can hardly be expected to think
that it is he that must give way. If the latter points
out that moral as well as material considerations are
involved, he is apt to be answered with a sneer or a
denial; and defiances are exchanged.
Degrees of
latitude are at the bottom of the quarrel; and in our
case they were supplemented by the division of the
country into States, each having lively ideas of its own
separate rights. The exact point at which State rights
ought to give way to national rights was difficult to
fix; and, as the world knows, it cost us hundreds of
thousands of lives and millions of treasure to decide it.
But there was to be a great deal of walking about with
the chip on the shoulder; a great deal of arguing and
compromising before the limit of peaceable negotiation
was reached.
Monroe's election was well received by everyone; it
bade fair to heal all animosities. This was due partly
to his personal popularity. His record was conspicuous
and clear. He was honorable, intelligent, firm, and
just he was the last of the great Revolutionary figures,
and he showed a purpose to conduct the affairs of the
723
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nation on Washingtonian lines.
He was a simple,
sincere, shy man, slow but wise in thought, direct in
speech and dealings, looking you square in the eye,
appealing to your honesty and good will, and inspiring

your confidence. He had had an immense experience,
and he had constantly educated himself by it; he had
reached the summit of human political ambition in this
country, and was genuinely desirous to leave his counHe
try greater and happier than he had found it.
wished to soften partisan animosities; yet he was a
believer in the duties of party ; he would not surrender
important posts to the keeping of those whose policy
was subversive of his own. He was a worshiper of
Washington, who had been the personal friend of his
youth, and he sought so far as might be to carry out
Washington's ideas and observe his methods; but he
could not be above party in the degree that Washington was, because he was not so great a man, and because the times were different. On the other hand,
Federalism had now no special function to perform;
the temperament and ideas which had expressed themselves through it though, being inherent in human
nature, they could not be extirpated would now find
other objects and means. What these should be had
not yet become clear it was probable that there might
be a readjustment all round, and that former opponents would find themselves side by side, and former
There were
friends be arrayed against one another.
no longer in America any French or English sympathizers; there were no longer any reasons why New
England should form a separate community. The wish
of all alike was to create wealth and comfort; and it
did not yet seem impossible that the various parts of
the country should cooperate to this common end each
doing its part, and helping out the deficiencies of one
another.
All were heartily tired of the waste and
miseries of war; and exaggerated, perhaps, the capabilities of peace.
"Here we are at last, free of the rest
of the world ; let us turn to and see what we can make
of ourselves," was the general feeling. The opportunity
had never before offered itself; the sky was cloudless;
724
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was worth while making our hay while the sun shone
so warmly.
We are to picture the new President, after his simple
and yet rather formal inauguration, bethinking himself
that he would journey over the country, as Washington had done, and see the people and let them see him
and judge for himself what this great land was capable
of producing and becoming.
He would wear his undress military uniform the old blue and buff and the
cocked hat and look into the eyes of friend and foe
it

;

and exchange words with them, and prove
whether we were not after all very much one at bottom.
Men are honest and well-meaning, on the whole, and
will listen to reason, when their susceptibilities and
prejudices are not aroused and a President is always a
President.
So it was to the North and East that
Monroe turned his steps, intent to show his fellowcitizens who had been Federalists that a Republican
President was a creature of like qualities and passions
as theirs. He would even spend a quiet afternoon with
the famous Josiah Quincy, and chat amicably with the
Hartford Conventionists, and even with some of the
Blue-Light Federalists, if one could identify those shy
wild fowl; let us all be good Americans together!
There might be some who mistrusted the results of
this journey; but they were mistaken; it was a success, and the cordiality of Monroe's reception increased
as he proceeded. Austere New England turned out to
welcome him and do him honor; and the cordiality
which he met with in Baltimore, Philadelphia, and
New York found a cordial echo in Hartford and Boston, and as far east as Portland, which was the limit
of his tour. He made friends everywhere, and made all
feel that he wished to be their friend. He saw a country stirring with industry, and producing good results.
It was an era of good feeling:
The phrase became
The lamb was not afraid of being eaten,
proverbial.
and the lion turned out to be fond of vegetables. This
first summer was the herald, it seemed, of many happy
alike,

;

years. Monroe was delighted to perceive that the desire for a new national brotherhood was strong in the
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people's hearts. He came home by way of the Lakes,
and down through Ohio, finding the same feeling on all
sides. It was of good augury both at home and abroad.
Taking up the duties of his office, Monroe found
good timber for his Cabinet, and failed not to take
advantage of it. The intention to divide the four chief
offices among the four sections of the Union could not

be fully carried out, because the persons to whom he
offered the places were not always, for reasons satisfactory to themselves, willing to accept them. Clay,
for example, would not be Secretary of War, because
he had wished to be Secretary of State a position
which had been given to John Quincy Adams. Crawford of Georgia consented to be Secretary of the Treasury; but he was consumed with a desire to be the next
President, and spent his time in intriguing against the
man who had too much honored him in asking him to

office.
Calhoun took the War SecretaryWilliam Wirt was a good selection for Attorney
General, and Crowninshield of Massachusetts, after
holding over for a year from the Madison Administration, retired from the navy office in favor of Smith
Thompson, a lawyer of New York. The lesser public
offices were distributed according to probable merit

accept any

ship.

quite as much as in recognition of political services;
the spoils system had not yet been created. Nepotism,
which John Adams had inclined to practice, found no
countenance from Monroe. But the new appointees

were mostly Republicans.
Crawford was a chief center of trouble in the Administration, owing to his selfish and unscrupulous
ambition he was a man of contemptible character and
very moderate intellect; but his appearance and manner were suave and imposing, and he had the smooth,
insinuating cunning, without the brains, of a Fosco.
He lost no opportunity of secretly discrediting the
President, for whom he ostensibly manifested the highest regard; and he sought means of setting possible
rivals at odds with one another, in order that, while
their efforts annulled each other, he could come be;

tween, and, like the fox in the fable, steal
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prey for which the bear and the lion had fought. He
was the only treacherous man in the Cabinet. Clay was
angry with Monroe for having passed him over for the
position he coveted, but he was honorable and loyal.

He

could find in his private grievance ground for discovering errors in the Administration but he fell into
opposition sincerely, and not only in order to make
political capital. He was a man of genius, passion, discernment, and resource ; but he had the imagination of
a poet and the ambition of a politician an incongruous combination. His eloquence was irresistible
in his day, though perhaps it would be less convincing
to modern taste; and the delight of exercising this
power may have sometimes misled him as to the objects
;

which it was exercised. There was something
wanting in Clay; he was like a scimitar there was
more edge and flash than weight and substance in him.
He could not stand foursquare to all the winds that
blew his convictions were rather feminine than masculine.
He sometimes showed wonderful political foresight and insight though, as boxers say, he was not a
good judge of distance; he could foretell the outcome of
events by a sort of intuition, but could not gauge the
rate of progress. He fancied the march of events would
for

;

keep pace with his own impatience; so that, although
he might not be mistaken in principle, his plans would
A singular, fascinating, persuasive man he
fall short.
was, who seemed certain of the Presidency, and yet
missed it, not so much by accident, perhaps, as owing
to a feeling in the country that he would not be a safe
helmsman of the Republic. If he had had less genius,
or if he had had more massiveness, his story would
have been different. Allowing for many differences, he
might be compared in some respects with a smaller man
James G. Elaine. It is hard to say why Blaine did
not reach the White House; and yet few will be found
to declare that they regret his failure.
Clay always
had the good of the country at heart, however and was
never guilty, as was Crawford, of subordinating the
He wanted to
general welfare to his private ends.
of
with
aid
but
it
must
be
the
the
angels, not
conquer ;
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against

them;

and America

will

always

love

his

memory.
Congress was full of men of ability, such as Holmes
Maine, Kuftis King, William Henry Harrison,
Lowndes of South Carolina; but Webster, destined for
so great a career, was at this time practicing law in
the East. Europe recognized our increase of power;
but Spain alone was disingenuous and hostile in her
attitude.
Ferdinand inherited the Spanish hatred of
of

all that was free and civilized in human institutions,
and of America as their foremost representative. But
he was secretly conscious of his impotence to carry out
by overt acts the enmity which consumed him; and
since he could not drive us from the continent, or even
maintain there his own crumbling and ill-managed possessions, he was willing to engage in negotiations to
sell them to us for money.
Spain was indeed in sore
straits all her South American states were in revolt on
both the Atlantic and the Pacific coasts; and those
would-be republics, inspired by our example in declar;

ing their independence, looked hopefully to us for
recognition and even for substantial aid. But though
Monroe favored their political emancipation, he was
far too conservative to run the risk of embroiling this
country in a war with Spain, which would really mean
a war with European states which could do something
more effective than hate and plot; and he contented
himself with acknowledging their belligerency, and admitting them to equal commercial privileges. In this
he followed the policy of his predecessor, Madison,
under whose Administration, indeed, these questions
had come up for consideration. But the great region
now called Texas, and the two Floridas, were geographically so situated with respect to the United States,
and were the field for such troublesome schemes and
enterprises on the part of English, Scotch, and other
adventurers and freebooters, that it was difficult to
maintain a clear course regarding them. The outlaws
were suppressed, and Monroe was careful to observe
entire propriety of conduct toward the pretensions of
Spain, no matter

how absurd they might
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assured that the districts in question would sooner or
later come under our jurisdiction by peaceful means.
Spain had no real hold on the Floridas, as was proved
by her inability to keep order in those provinces; and
Galveston and Amelia Island were finally occupied as
a measure of security. Clay was strongly in favor of
taking a bolder stand regarding these matters; but
other things were to modify the situation.
On the Appalachicola River there was a fort, which
had been built and armed by an Englishman at the end
of the late war, and then left, with its munitions, to
the local Indians and the negroes ; it was known as the
Negro Fort, and was an element of danger to the
border population. This was ordered to be reduced;
and its bombardment resulted in the blowing up of the
magazine, by which two hundred and seventy negroes
and Indians out of a garrison of three hundred, including women and children, were killed. An expedition under Colonel Twigg against some so-called
Seminole Indians, who were in fact chiefly Creeks, with
outlawed fugitives from other tribes, prompted a retaliation, by which a boatload of forty persons were surprised and massacred, the women being scalped and the
children murdered by having their brains dashed out
against the side of the boat. This called for active
measures; and Andrew Jackson, the hero of New
Orleans, was the man for the work, and more than ready

and able to perform it.
The Seminoles whose name means wanderers had
no fixed abode, but their fastness was in the Florida
Everglades and they claimed that the cession of lands
which followed the Creek war was not binding. Of
course their position on the borders of American and
Spanish territory, and their retreat into the latter
when attacked in force, made war against them difficult, if one would avoid all possibility of international
complications; but Jackson was the man of all others
who would decline to be bound by spider-web scruples
of this kind when his fighting blood was up.
It was
not for this reason that he had been selected by Monroe
for the work; but because Monroe admired and trusted
;
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him, and because he was the only soldier in the region
able to command an important expedition. Jackson
had fretted under the incubus of Spanish treachery,
enmity, and intrigue, and saw plainly enough that they
had no business, from a common-sensible and humanitarian point of view, to occupy a province which they
ruled evilly when they ruled it at all. Before he received his orders from the War Department he wrote
a letter to Monroe, in which he proposed that leave
should be given him, unofficially if necessary, to not
only chastise the Seminoles, but to wrest the Floridas
from Spain. This letter reached Monroe when he was
ill
he handed it to Calhoun, who reported it to have relation to the proposed campaign
and Monroe, after
asking whether Jackson's orders had been transmitted
to him, and being told they had, laid the letter aside
;

;

unread and forgot about it. But Jackson supposed
that its contents were known to the President, and
tacitly approved by him; and though his instructions
were explicit in warning him not to commit any act
which could be regarded as hostile to Spain, he concluded that he would be safe in following his own plans.
His campaign was brief in the extreme, and very
moderate in point of bloodshed but it came very near
to involving us in war with England, not to speak of
Spain and its influence on the politics of the United
States was unexpected and curious.
The Seminoles,
upon Jackson's approach with a relatively large army,
fled to the Everglades, and were not seen again; but
Jackson marched straight into Spanish territory, and
demanded and received the surrender of the Spanish
post of St. Marc's, and later of Pensacola, the Spanish
commanders protesting in vain, but attempting no
;

;

But in addition to these irreguthe stern general executed a brace of British
subjects whom he captured, one of whom was a young
English ex-officer named Ambrister, who was convicted
by court-martial of having acted as a spy, and the other
was an elderly trader of Scotch birth who seemed to
have been a plotter with the Seminoles against
America.
Ambrister was shot, and Arbuthnot, the
forcible resistance.
larities,
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was hanged he died declaring that his country
would avenge his death; but in this prophecy he was
The court-martial which condemned Ammistaken.
brister to be shot afterward modified its verdict to a
whipping and imprisonment but Jackson restored the
Jackson
original penalty, and it was carried out.
then marched his army back again, and disbanded it.
This was the Seminole War. The Government, on
trader,

;

;

learning the facts, disavowed the acts of its General,
so far as they transgressed international law; yet it
protected him so far as was possible ; and John Quincy
Adams, Secretary of State, who always stood Jackson's friend, in his dispatches to Spain and England,
defended him with great skill and ardor; and so successfully that Spain, having her posts returned to her,
decided to say no more about the irregularities, and
went on with the negotiations for sale; and England,
though Jackson was denounced as a murderer in London, refused to go to war, preferring to disown the acts
of Ambrister and Arbuthnot, and to regard them as
having forfeited their allegiance before their execution.
But Clay took another view of the matter, and was
instrumental in bringing on the Seminole debate in
Congress, the object being to pass a resolution condemning the General for his acts though England and

Spain had both professed themselves satisfied. Clay
was sincere in his disapproval nevertheless he was undoubtedly moved to his opinion largely by political
;

considerations; he thought Jackson could easily be
suppressed, and quite underrated his popularity in the
country. He made a lifelong enemy of Jackson, and he
felt the fatal effects of it later, when Jackson, contrary

came into power. He made an eloquent speech; Calhoun and Adams spoke for Jackson;
and Congress gave its verdict in favor of the latter.
The common people made the warrior their hero, and
the division of the country in two new parties was foreshadowed by the terms Jacksonites and anti-Jacksonites, or Democrats and Whigs, which began to be heard
at this time. The democratic element in America had
indeed begun to be conscious of itself that lower class
731
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of the population which resented more or less obviously
the pretensions of the wealthier classes to assume the
reins of government. Many of them were recent emigrants, who had' known only the despotic rule of

European governments, and thought that any government must be despotic, and should be resisted and
weakened, or if possible destroyed. Allied with them
was that great substratum of humble citizens who had
hardly thought of taking an active hand in the conduct of affairs, but who saw in Jackson a man like unto
themselves, without known parentage or place of birth,
who had not the less made himself powerful and conspicuous by his unaided talents and original force.
Jackson was of Scotch-Irish blood, and had the Celtic
temperament well developed in temper, principles, and
habits of thought he was thoroughly of the people; he
believed in no friendship that was not personal to
himself, without regard to rights or wrongs of policy;
he wore his heart upon his sleeve, was easily flattered,
;

was rude and headlong

in speech, fiery in temper, and
implacable so long as his self-esteem was touched. Yet
he was less unable than he seemed to exercise a certain
dissimulation and shrewdness, and would enter into
any scheme that was not plainly dishonest to undo an

opponent. His outward bearing and aspect had however been a good deal modified by success and fame,
and he was a much more possible person in polite soHe had the Celtic
ciety than he had originally been.
chivalry toward women, and was a favorite with them
and his unquestionable genius and force of character
made him influential with men who were far above
him in education and social station. It was right and
inevitable that such a man should exist and come to
the front in our country; he represented much that is
vital in us, and will always have its due weight.
The
memory of him can never be eradicated from among us
Jacksonian democracy means as much to-day as it did
He was markedly different from
ninety years ago.
Jefferson, the Democrat of the aristocracy; he was
made of fewer elements and was of almost infinitely
simpler structure ; but his effect in the American world
732
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was hardly

less

Just such another indi-

pronounced.

vidual can never appear again but that which he represented can never die out of our population; it disregards or tramples upon precedent and traditions, sees
the essential point, and grasps it, fears nothing, and
astonishes all orthodox and conventional folks; while
its success, once it sets itself to gain an object, sur;

It has many
all anticipation and record.
but its virtues are immense and for a time it is
the death of humbug and pretense of all kinds.
After his vindication, during the progress of which
he had been a violently interested attendant at Washington, and had nearly got into several duels and
affrays, he started on a sort of triumphal tour of the
country, and was received with popular enthusiasm of
the most unmistakable kind.
The patricians might
slight him, but he had the masses with him, and perceived no deficiency in his welcome; indeed, those who
held themselves aloof were very careful not to do so

passes

faults,

;

openly offensive manner; for it had become evident that Jackson was not a man to be insulted with
impunity. No one at that time, probably, had serious
thoughts of him as a Presidential possibility ; he might
even have laughed at the idea himself for the elegance
and austere correctness of the Washingtonian tradition
still hung about the chief office of the Government ; but
things were beginning to move fast in America, and
opinion was dividing and expanding in a way that already made nothing seem quite impossible. Meanwhile, in 1819, the treaty ceding Florida to the United
States was signed, and the money, five million dollars,
paid to Spain; and common opinion connected the
transaction with Jackson's campaign, and gave him
the credit of it. When a man has once begun to be the
popular idol, whatever happens seems to make his
pedestal a little higher.
The internal affairs of the country had seemed to be
in a most favorable condition but the appearance was
to some extent deceptive, due to ignorance of the. real
causes which were at work. There was a surplus in the
Treasury after setting aside a certain amount for pay733
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ing the interest and an installment of the principal of
Some taxes were repealed rather
the public debt.
prematurely. Commerce was diminished by the great
inrush of foreign commodities; and the policy of protecting infant industries, concerning which we have
heard so much ever since, already was under consideraThe
tion, Clay being prominent among its advocates.
attempt to bring about a reciprocal repeal of discriminating duties with Europe was not very successful.

But

commerce was falling off, agriculture was doing
and manufactures were showing an immense
stimulus, especially in New England, which found here
a recompense for the decline of her maritime prosIn the absence of strongly marked issues, the
perity.
Republican party was subsiding as a distinct phenomenon, not because it had been defeated, but because its
triumph had been so general. It had brought the
nation to a realization of itself and had cut it loose
from Europe; and now, almost every one being a Republican, the time was at hand for them to subdivide
into other things. But what these were to be was still
if

well,

a secret of destiny.
The most remarkable event of 1817 was the beginning of the Erie Canal, which had long been a pet
project of

De Witt

Clinton,

and

is

due to his

persist-

ence and energy it was the most wonderful enterprise
of the kind yet undertaken, and was of immense benefit
in opening the country and creating flourishing towns
in the interior.
Other national improvements were
withheld on account of the doubt as to how they were
to be carried out with due regard to the Constitution;
and discussions on this point led, not to amendments,
but to stretching the letter of the Constitution in order
to make it cover cases which were assumed to accord
with its spirit. This was a dangerous precedent, for
there was no line to be drawn; but it prevailed for
In Massachusetts and in Connecticut
sixty years.
changes of political conditions occurred, tending to
emancipate these States from the influence of the old
regime. The campaign in Connecticut was especially
picturesque, old John Cotton Smith being defeated
734
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after a tremendous contest, with all the antiquated
ways and opinions which he stood for. In this fight
religious heretics joined the Republicans and swept
the State.
Monroe's first term was remarkable for the increase
in colleges which took place during the four years ; the

greatest novelty
founded at Troy,

among them was a female

college

New

York, by Mrs; Willard. Missionary and Bible Societies had already been started;
Lundy's Anti-Slavery Association had existed since
A new departure of a different kind was the
1815.
first crossing of the Atlantic by a steam vessel, the
Savannah, in the year 1819. Four new States were admitted to the Union from 1817 to 1820 inclusive:
Mississippi, Illinois, Alabama, and Maine but thereby
hangs a tale. In the meanwhile the flush of prosperity
had been succeeded by a couple of years of financial
:

panic.

The proximate cause of this wr as the proceedings of
the United States Bank. It was discovered that this
institution had been mismanaged to such a degree
that no one could tell where the bottom of the defalcation would be found. Many of the branches were
joined in the trouble, especially that in Baltimore, a
town which for some years had seemed to rise on the
top wave of financial success. The rumors were followed by wholesale resignations of bank directors and
a Congressional Committee was appointed to make a
thorough investigation.
Spencer, an able young
lawyer, was put at the head of the committee, and he
;

worked with great industry, and without respect of
His report showed a vast mass of
consequences.
iniquities, the result in some cases of ignorance, but
mostly of deliberate dishonesty. The evil spread over
all the States, except those of New England, which had
maintained a specie basis. The question was, whether
to stop the bank, or to remodel it; the latter course
Men of tried integrity and knowledge were
put at the head of the business, and their efforts pres-

was taken.

ently cleared up the' situation, and showed that within
a few years the bank would be on its feet again. Lang-
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don Cheves was made president, and the chief director
was Nicholas Biddle. The investigation had created
many bitter enmities; but it had served as a warning
and an enlightenment to the community, and the mania
for speculation, encouraged by the paper system, was
not likely to be soon repeated.
But the experience had sobered our ideas as to the
solidity of the basis of our welfare, and made the men
in Congress more solicitous as to the future.
When
consequently the question as to the balance of power
between the free and the slave States began to come to
the front, there was evidence that it would lead to
serious opposition of views.
Up to the time of the
admission of the twenty-second State, the equilibrium
had been preserved; eleven of them were slave, eleven
But now arose the question of the admission of
free.
the vast territory then called Missouri, which covered
most of the Louisiana cession. It was proposed to
carve out of it a State extending from the meeting
point of the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers, southward to the present Arkansas. The representatives
from the slave States wished this to be given over to
slavery; but the Northern men, through Tallmadge, a
New Yorker, as their chief spokesman, opposed it
firmly and when Cobb of Georgia declared that a "fire
had been kindled which all the waters of the ocean
cannot put out, and which only seas of blood can ex;

Tallmadge replied, "If civil war, which
gentlemen so much threaten, must come, I can only
If blood is necessary to extinguish
say, let it come.
any fire which I have assisted to kindle, while
I regret the necessity, I shall not hesitate to contribute
my own." The upshot of this first debate on Missouri
was that the bill for admitting it was lost; but the
matter of course came up in the next session.
There had been no debate on slavery since 1808, when
the law prohibiting further importation of slaves from
Africa was put in force. This law had ostensibly been
obeyed but, with the large increase in our population,
which now numbered over ten millions, there was room
in the South for more slaves than the natural increase
736
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of the negroes supplied; and consequently a good deal
surreptitious importation had been going on, much
of it under the shelter of the Spanish and Portuguese
flags, which readily sold themselves to this disgraceful
device. But England had kept up strenuous efforts to
put down the traffic, and the American Government

'of

seconded her; and finally Spain and Portugal themThe more
selves had nominally joined with them.
difficult the trade became the greater were its horrors,
since the cargoes were now crowded into almost impossible space, in order to minimize risks, and captains
did not hesitate to throw the wretched creatures overboard when too closely pursued. The traffic bred a
band of scoundrels as black as any that ever existed;
and the feeling against slavery among the inhabitants
of the States which had no slaves became correspondingly strengthened; while the slaveholders were to
some extent driven to defend what they would otherwise have joined in denouncing. Thus there was sure
to be much animosity in the struggle which could no
longer be deferred: and with a less solid-standing
President than Monroe, might have led the country
further than it did.
The South had altered greatly since 1776 in their
attitude toward slavery. They had at first regarded it
as a lamentable imposition derived from English
tyranny, to be got rid of at the first opportunity. But
after living with it and by it for forty years, they had
insensibly grown to love it. In the first place, it was
the condition of their wealth; for it was thought impossible for white men to labor as slaves did under a
Southern sun. No one, either South or North, would
be willing to beggar himself for the sake of a humanitarian sentiment; or if such an individual could be
found, certainly a State could not. Suggestions had
from time to time been made that there should be
emancipation, with national compensation; but it had
never borne fruit. It had also been attempted to get
the blacks out of the country and settle them in some
remote colony by themselves; and it was a partial
carrying out of this scheme which created the African
737
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colony of Liberia; but it had no appreciable effect in
solving the slave problem. Gradual emancipation had
also failed; and the presence of free blacks in slave
States was found objectionable, and they were required to go elsewhere under penalties ; nor was there
lacking opposition to the settling of free blacks from
the North in slave States, though, as their freedom
made them citizens, and the Constitution allows a
citizen to enjoy equal rights in every State, this prohibition could not lawfully be enforced: but, as a
matter of fact, free blacks had no desire to settle in
States, so this point was theoretical only.
Finally a plan of Jefferson's to let slavery die out by
removing black children from their parents, and taking
them, say to San Domingo, was never seriously con-

slave

templated.
But the most cogent circumstance that bound the
Southerners to slavery was the mode of life and the
personal habits and prejudices which it had engendered. The slaves had inflicted slavery on their masThe latter had insensibly come to confound the
ters.
idea of labor with that of servitude; and thought it as
derogatory for a white man to work with his hands
as to have the overseer's whip laid across his back.
They conceived that to be a gentleman one must have
slaves; they took pride in them as proofs of gentility;
and they acquired those overbearing and despotic manners which are natural to men who exercise irresponsible power over their fellow creatures; nor is it
surprising that such men should wear the same
haughty bearing in their intercourse with the free
white men of the North, in Congress and elsewhere.
The fact that this conception of what belongs to a
gentleman was based on a preposterous fallacy did not
render it less prevalent or emphatic, and, on the other
hand, it did really create a lordly and charming
society, with customs and traditions which endeared
it to itself in an extreme and even passionate degree.
It was an anachronism, especially in America; and it
grew out of a social crime; but, in a sense, no one of
the slaveholding community was to blame for it, and
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darker side was hidden from Southerners, who
either could not or would not discern it.
That they
knew the weight of civilized opinion condemned them
of course made them cling to their peculiar institution more firmly ; we all resent a profession of superior
virtue in our fellows.
Under these circumstances the second Missouri debate began. Pinckney spoke in support of admitting
slavery into Missouri, and Rufus King opposed him.
Pinckney who might be termed, in respect of artful
finish of seemingly extempore oratory, the Pinckney
of perfection
spun a glittering web of subtle sophishe
was
the
ideal of the elderly exquisite; his
tries;
eloquence was of the school later made famous by Edward Everett. King was his counterpart; grave,
its

simple, but poignant, and having wholly the best of
The American Government had purthe argument.
chased Missouri territory with the nation's money; it
had the right to dispose of it as it pleased; and yet
the South was denying it the liberty to decide what
social institutions it should establish there.
If
Pinckney's contention were true, then the Missourians
might have licensed not slavery only, but free love, or
thuggism. But logic does but seldom decide matters
of this kind; circumstances may diminish the weight
As a matter of
of the most impenetrable argument.
or
to
Missouri
was
be
settled,
fact,
settled, by a population derived from slave States, and desirous of
keeping slaves; and if the Government used its Constitutional power to defeat their wishes, there would
probably be resistance and revolt. The way to har-

mony was by compromise.

It

might have been

better,

or as well, to have fought the quarrel out then, instead
of waiting forty years; but the statesmen of 1820 did
not think so.
An attempt was made to get the Missouri bill
through by tacking it on the bill for the admission of
Maine, which was to be made a State by severing it
from Massachusetts; in this way Missouri would have
been admitted without restrictions as to its constitution.
But the scheme failed; and the compromise
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was that slavery, except in Missouri,
30'.
prohibited north of the line 36
Clay's persuasive powers were ardently exerted for
this end, and he may claim such credit as attaches to
bringing about its acceptance. The debate became a
loadstone to fashion, and the halls of Legislature
were so filled, with women that John Eandolph, on one
occasion, true to his custom of improving every chance
for increasing his humorous notoriety, called attention
to their presence, and declared that they would better
be at home at their knitting. But women would have
finally accepted

should, be

way in this country, both then and since.
The Compromise put off the evil day, but only made
its final coming more certain.
For to the south and
west of us there was a great expanse of territory under
the nominal dominion of Spain, which could not fail to
be coveted by Southerners as a field for the increase
of their possessions and power.
The most obvious
possible acquisition was the enormous region called
Texas, to which we had some shadow of claim as being
part of the Louisiana cession. But Monroe perceived
that were Texas admitted, either by cession or conquest, it would precipitate the calamity which the Missouri Compromise had postponed the East could never
permit so large a weight to be thrown into the Souththeir

;

He wished neither party to the conern balance.
troversy to win an overwhelming triumph; as our
possessions in the northwest were augmented, it
might become safe to enlarge our boundaries in the
southwest also; but there was time enough for that.
His decision was that of a wise and impartial statesman.
The new population now began to pour into MisThe constisouri in rather a defiant frame of mind.
tution which they framed contained two objectionable
provisions: That the Legislature should be forbidden
to interfere with slavery, and that free negroes should
be forbidden to settle in the State. The latter article,
being against the stipulation of the Constitution of the
United States that a citizen could live in any of the
The joint
States, was made the ground of attack.
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resolution admitting Missouri had still to pass, and
gave the opening for debate. After much talk another compromise was devised; the clause excluding
free blacks was not to be construed as authorizing any
law abridging the rights of citizens. It was little
better than a verbal quibble; but it served the purpose
of sparing the Missourians' pride; while there was no
real prospect that free blacks would ever wish to make
Missouri their home. In truth all concerned were glad
to get out of the scrape on any decent or plausible
terms; and it was tacitly agreed that slavery should
nevermore be mentioned by either party. There was
worldly wisdom in the agreement but such things are
never final. If slavery were wrong, it could not be
killed by ignoring it. A man might as well expect to
get rid of consumption by schooling himself to take
no notice of its ravages in his lungs. Randolph and a
few of his followers were irreconcilable; but they were
not strong enough to require attention.
National credit was improving but the need of strict
economy was felt, and such projects as coast defense
and exploration in the West were suspended. The appropriations for army and navy were reduced. It was
generally felt that the administration had done well,
and Monroe and Tompkins were reelected for a second
term. Indeed, a safer or more honorable and unselfish
Executive it would be hard to find. Monroe was the
last of the Revolutionary presidential timber, and with
him were to disappear also some of the best qualities
of our earlier rulers. His ideal of the true functions
of his office had grown higher as time went on, so that
he presented the rare spectacle of a politician ending
his career on a loftier plane than he began it on. One
who knew him well said of him that his soul "might
be turned wrong side outward without discovering a
blemish." His successor would be chosen on no party
issue, for there no longer was one in our politics, but
on grounds of personal power and influence, and thus
the way was open for underhand intrigue, which -the
make-up of the Seventeenth Congress favored. There
had never yet been a time when the aims of the mass
741
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men in public life had been more petty and personal
and the transactions of Congress were trifling and
of

;

unimportant.
Nevertheless, there were men of parts among the
Presidential aspirants. Of these, John Quincy Adams,
Calhoun, Clay and Jackson were the most conspicuous
Crawford, the self-seeking intriguer, was also a strong
runner for the goal, but was destined to disappointment, which he well deserved. Another man who made
;

vigorous efforts was De Witt Clinton; but his chances
were never equal to his conviction of his political
merits.
Clay did not at this time make a serious
struggle; he believed that his time would surely come
later.
Calhoun was suddenly attacked by the Presidential ambition, but he was young enough to wait.
He was a singular person, of a certain profundity of

mind, eloquent, fascinating and weighty; and his aims
were, at the outset of his career, broad and generous,

and free from local bias. But it is noticeable that
though he charmed all, and his most intimate friends
spoke highly of his parts, yet he was not deeply trusted
there were hidden depths in him which he never unAmbition was his bane; and as time went on
veiled.
it ate into his heart, and put bitterness and strangeness where there had been gentle and humane feelings.
He had a noble intellect, but his nature was less noble,
and did not stand the test of political life. He became the supporter of heresies which did great harm
to his country. Adams was far from being a lovable
man, but he was entirely trustworthy he had not the
great, hot heart of his father, but he was far more
;

;

impartial and correct in the operations and ideas of his

mind. Dry, cold, repellent and pedagogic in manner,
he made no friends, though no one would deny him
esteem and respect he loved none, and none loved him.
He was not a man to win general popularity, and did
not seem therefore a likely candidate for the Presidency; but his honor and firmness, and his great experience of public life in all its higher walks, rendered
;

him

practically available, and in the compromise of inand with the Legislature to decide finally as

terests,
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between him and others, he might (as in fact he did)
Another circumstance in his favor was the
succeed.
fact that he was a Northern man, and the North had
a right to be represented in the chair of supreme
authority; Virginia had contributed more than her
As for Jackson, he was, in a curious way, a
creature of accident and surprise, as well as a man of
strong and salient character. No calculation of probabilities would have designated him as a possible candidate. But in one way or another he was continually
in the public eye, and in a manner that endeared him
to the people. When it was necessary to select a governor for the new realm of the Floridas, Monroe, somewhat rashly, fixed upon Jackson. Jackson accepted
the appointment, but with some ill humor; his health
was not good, and he had been irritated, though without adequate cause, in the matter of military promotion.
Moreover, he was far from friendly toward the
Spaniards, and when he found some Spanish officers
still holding posts in the country, and indisposed to
surrender them except after the unrolling of much
red tape, his temper rose, and he acted with the
He seized
arbitrary severity of an Oriental sultan.
the unhappy incumbents, threw them into prison, and
appropriated the public documents in their charge;
and he also arrested a judge who issued a writ of
habeas corpus. This was technically all wrong; yet
it was in harmony with the eternal fitness of things,
and pleased our people much more than it did the
It is
officials who had to straighten the matter out.
delicious occasionally to see a strong, honest, rightshare.

feeling man trample upon rules and customs, and
going straight to his point like a cannon ball. He
soon resigned his appointment, and went back to
Tennessee, where his popularity was even greater than
before, and whence, in that era of half men and timid
measures, it spread over the country, not without
artful nursing by the crusty hero's friends. His name
was more than once connected with the Presidency,
and everyone was surprised to see how seriously it was
received, and, in many quarters, with what enthusiasm.
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When

the proper moment arrived, he was nominated
candidate Andrew Jackson, the Soldier, the
The man of the
Statesman, and the Honest Man.

as

a

crowd had got on horseback, and would ride.
The most noticeable change in the aspect of the country at this period was the advance in population and
power of the State of New York, and the decline of
Virginia. New York had now the largest population
in the Union, and her internal improvements, in the
way of roads and other means of communication, had
developed her back counties to a surprising degree.
She was the great maritime center of the country, and
would soon be the second greatest in the world, and
her political affairs were in competent and energetic
hands. In Virginia, on the other hand, there was no
brightness in the prospect, or comfort in the present;
there was nothing but the glory and pride of the past.
Her great men were no more, or were soon to pass

away; the men of the day were insignificant and vain.
She was weighed down with her slaves, who cost her
almost as much as they were worth, even upon a
strictly utilitarian basis; her poor whites were a useless encumbrance, and her planters were a whisky-

drinking, arrogant, degenerating class, though full of
charms and winning traits of a social kind which made
their generous hospitality delightful.
But Virginia
was already a proof of the paralyzing effect upon
human development of the slave system, and she was
totally lacking in the spirit which prompts men to roll
up their sleeves and work for the common good. Her
back counties were lapsing into the dark ages, and,
compared with New York or the Eastern States, she
was still in the last century.
The Erie Canal was not the only public improvement
which had been begun; there was, among the most
prominent enterprises, the Cumberland Eoad. This
was a highway extending westward through the Alleghenies, and was designed to pass onward to the MisIt had
sissippi, and finally to reach the Pacific coast.
been started as a national work; but question had
arisen whether such national works were constitu-
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tional.

The President, after studying the

subject, ar-

conclusion that they were not, and
accordingly he vetoed the bill which had been seconded
by Clay and Adams, and opposed by Jackson. The
veto, however, was directed rather against the principle
than against the small appropriation asked for; the
road had been begun, constitutionally or not, and
should at least be kept in repair, pending further inquiry into constitutional rights, or possible extensions
thereof.
The sober second thought of the country
finally justified the President's course.
The main incident of Monroe's second term was the
enunciation of what is called the Monroe Doctrine.
Europe, alarmed at the unsettled political outlook,
caused by the American and French Revolutions, which
had shaken every throne, and jolted the crowns on
royal brows, cast about to stay the tide of freedom,
and three of the great Powers Austria, Russia and
Prussia formed what is known as the Holy Alliance.
Spain, in a rare burst of impatience with tyranny, had
deposed Ferdinand; France assembled an army of a
hundred thousand men and restored him to his throne.
It was then determined by the Alliance to extinguish
the new South and Central American Republics, and
make them appendages of European monarchies. England disapproved this plan, not from any desire to
promote republican institutions, but in her own interests; and Canning, the English premier, proposed an
alliance to the United States.
Rush, the American
minister in London, replied, on the spur of the moment,
that all necessary ends would be answered if England
would recognize the independence of the South American governments; but this Canning declined to do.
On the other hand, he would not interfere with any
action which America might take. Monroe approved
of Rush's attitude, and consulted with Jefferson and
Madison as to what should be done. Jefferson replied,
"The question is the most momentous that has been
offered to my contemplation since that of Independence.
That made us a nation: this sets our compass and
points the course which we are to steer. And never
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we embark under circumstances more auspicious.
and fundamental maxim should be never to
entangle ourselves in the broils of Europe. Our seccould

Our

first

ond never to suffer Europe to meddle in cis-Atlantic
affairs.
America, north and south, has a set of interests distinct from those of Europe, and peculiarly her
own. She should therefore have a system of her own,
separate and apart from those of Europe. While the
last is laboring to become the domicile of despotism,
our endeavor should surely be to make our hemisphere
that of freedom." His system contemplated "keeping
out of our land all foreign pow ers, and never permitting those of Europe to intermeddle with the affairs
of our nations."
And considering that England
avowed the principles of freedom, he thought that to
accept her moral support in this course would be to
r

maintain, not to depart from, the policy in question,
and to make war impossible. Madison agreed with
Jefferson, but suspected Canning of some ulterior designs.
Monroe, thus supported, wrote his message,
which immediately became and has remained one of the
It stated that
most famous of our state papers.
America would consider any attempt on the part of the
Holy Alliance to extend their system to any portion
of this hemisphere as dangerous to our peace and
safety; and that the American continents, by the free

and independent condition which they have assumed
and maintain, are henceforth not to be considered as
subjects for future colonization by any European
powers.
This was a momentous announcement. It would be
historically foolish to maintain that it was the creation of Monroe's mind, or of that of Jefferson, or of any
other individual. It formulated the feeling that had
been gradually growing up throughout the Union. It
was a statement of our conviction that the Americas
had been set apart by Providence as the home of free
institutions, in which none of the old, exhausted forms
of government could be permitted to remain or to
enter. Monroe had the insight and the courage to be
the spokesman of this conviction.
The warning
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against entangling alliances which Washington had
given was designed as a safeguard against drifting into
a position where, as a return for services rendered us
by some European power, we would be constrained to
allow it privileges which would compromise our
political principles; it did not, and could not, prevent
us from extending the American system, if opportunity
offered, or circumstances demanded, to regions not included within our continental boundaries as at present

America might incorporate Europe; but
Europe must not invade America.
The message caused a sensation in Europe as well as
here; and the Holy Alliance relinquished all hope of
carrying out its designs on this hemisphere. The doctrine which it embodied has been much discussed since
then, but the United States have never receded from
their position; and the attempt of Maximilian to occupy the throne of Mexico was the only example of an
endeavor to thwart our will. Such an experiment is
not likely to be repeated. The message was first read
described.

before the Eighteenth Congress, in December, 1823.

The power of Spain had then been abolished on the
main; after seventy-five years it was extirpated from
the West India Islands, and even from the remote
Pacific.

The Eighteenth Congress contained Hayne, Van
Buren, and Webster as new members, besides Clay
and others who had already made their reputation;
and it contrasted favorably with the former one. In
the debates on internal improvements Clay and Webster drew toward each other; buj; upon a protective
tariff they were opposed, Clay
taking the protective
side.
Webster was of Federalist stock, but was independent; he as well as Clay supported a strong central power in the Government.
In the Presidential
campaign he was against his fellow New Englander,
Adams. He was the head of the Congressional judicial
committee, and fathered the new Crimes Bill, which
became the basis of our criminal jurisprudence. His
greatness was already beginning to be apparent: and
he had as yet done nothing to engender enmities He
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was a man who can hardly be described save in superlatives, and the estimates of his character ring the
changes on terms which sound extravagant, but probably are the only ones fitted to convey a true idea of
him. Those who came under his personal influence
while he was at his best, exhaust the resources of
language to express the impression he produced on
them. He was a demigod in the first third of the
century; to his opponents, later, he was a fallen arch-

Many called him the greatest man that ever
The most recent views of him seem tending to
renew the eulogistic vein which prevailed at his prime.
He was a man of great intellectual powers, well balanced, and thoroughly trained. His nature was rich
and deep, and of a largeness which made him without
effort the first man in every company. He was a man
angel.

lived.

on a continental scale, but without diffuseness or
waste; every faculty was under the dominion of his
He was both synthetic
will, and responsive to need.
and analytic in the quality of his mind; he grasped
the whole, yet

saw

loftiest

the parts. He also had the inwhich gives appreciation of the

all

stinct of sublimity,

and most general relations of things; so that

when he turned his head, the world seemed to turn
with it; and when he raised his arm, he seemed to
His personal appearance the
signal to the stars.
fashion of his head and body were harmonious with
this greatness of his mind and soul so that there was
no discordant note in the complete impression he made
on the beholder. Mentally he stood on a plane so high
that he could find little company; but he was humane
and kind toward others, and willing to enter into
friendly relations with any who could meet him.
But the trouble with a man like Webster is that he
;

cannot form ordinary relations with his fellows; and
he cannot but be aware that nature, in making him
a king of men, has isolated him. Webster could not
but know his power the effect his mere presence
wrought; he knew what his voice and look could do;
and he must have felt, as regarded the ordinary affairs
of life, like a giant in the domain of pigmies nothing
748
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He could not dwell with his
to his scale.
fellows on terms of equality; he was obliged to adapt
himself to them in ways which involved some sacrifice
of spontaneity. There must be, in other words, a certain histrionic quality in this man not that he wished
to act a part, but that he was forced out of his real
The lack of equals with
character despite himself.
whom to associate drove him, in his fullest moments,
to commune with great ideas of government and comprehensive thoughts of human destiny; at other times
he would be indolent, like Hercules, with no labor to
perform ; or would try to diminish himself, as it were,
to the caliber of his companions, because the human
strain in him yearned to meet a mate, and wr ould
rather have inadequate fellowship than be always
And because that vast organization and yilonely.
was made

:

must have some object, some occupation, he
accepted ambition, which first perhaps contemplated
impersonal issues, but insensibly was directed so as to
confound the aimer with the aim: he came to identify
himself with that which he pursued; and he sought
no less unworthy a goal than the leadership of his
country. But to gain that he must contend with the
selfish ends of others, and thus be led to do things
which were unworthy of himself. And after all he
was to be disappointed. But he was constant through
life to the great idea of a united America, and if, at
times, he persuaded himself that means were of less
account than the purpose which employed them, it is
but to say that he was human.
There is nothing edifying in the story of the Presitelligence

dential campaign of this year. Crawford, as the regular candidate, was at first the most prominent in the
field; but the man in that big carcass was too small
to win the prize.
He was nominated by a Congressional caucus ; but in the midst of the struggle he
was stricken with paralysis and threatened with blind-

ness; and though this did not make him withdraw his
pretensions, it made the task of his supporters too
hard. Adams tried to induce Jackson to accept the

second place on his ticket
U.S.

but this shrewd move failed,
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for Jackson

showed

would be second to no man.

Calhoim

sagacity in offering to accept the
Vice Presidency with Jackson as chief. Clay tried to
get Crawford to retire and make over his chances to
him; but Crawford held on. Each State had some
favorite son to recommend; and it soon became evident that there would be no majority among the leaders; the Legislature would have to decide between
them. A national convention had not yet been thought
practicable. Jackson became constantly stronger; the
stars in their courses seemed to fight for him; and a
letter of his which was published by his enemies, in the
political

hope of discrediting him, redounded to his advantage;
it was one of a series which had been written to Monroe eight years before; and Jackson published the
whole batch, which happened to contain numerous
sentiments singularly pertinent to the present crisis,
and he was greatly strengthened in the popular estimation thereby. He received more votes than any of
the other candidates ; but the House chose Adams, with
Calhoun as Vice President. Jackson acquiesced with
ostensible grace, but in private he expressed the belief
that he had been betrayed by Clay; he was ever prone
to fancy that secret enemies were combining against
him.
The most agreeable event of the last year of Monroe's administration
which had been, upon the whole,
one of the least faulty ever known was the visit of
Lafayette to America, after an absence of more than
forty years. During this interval he had seen many
vicissitudes, but had always been the same noble,
simple, and devoted man that offered himself to our
service in the first flush of his youth.
In Europe, as
here, he had fought for liberty, and had suffered in the
cause. There was no speck on his escutcheon
not one.
From first to last he had been brave, honorable, generHe had
ous, and noble; a Frenchman without guile.
spent his fortune and his blood for us; now he was
poor, and still limped a little from the wound he had
received at Brandywine.
He had never received the
benefit of a grant of land which had been made to him
750
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war and the country wished to
A
gratitude even at so late a day.
national vessel was placed at his disposal to bring
him over here; but he modestly declined such an
honor, and sailed on a regular packet ship, reaching
Xew York on the 15th of August- He had expected
to take lodgings, and to be the recipient of social
courtesies from his old companions-in-arms who still
survived; and the reception he met with astonished
him.
It is hard for the American nation to be moved to
an expression of genuine emotion; they are slow to
wear their hearts upon their sleeves; there is a dry
humor about them, a touch of good-humored cynicism
perhaps, which prevents gushing or heroics of any
at the close of the

show him

;

its

kind.
Possibly they were more easily moved ninety
years ago than they are now. But it is as true now as
it was then that when our people are thoroughly convinced of the worth of a given person they are not
The evidence must be clear; but
afraid to show it.
when the fact is established our response is as unmeasured as the sunshine. Lafayette's story was writ
large before the world, and there was none to impugn
it.
Moreover, he was in many ways peculiarly endeared
to us; he had been the dearest friend of our departed
Washington; he had overcome all prejudices of birth
and environment to give his heart and sword to our
need he had won the love and respect of all who knew
him. He now came to us like an embodiment of a
glorious and reverend past returned to assure us that
all was true which we had heard of the achievements
and grandeur of our fathers. Emerging from so deep
and wide an abyss of time, Lafayette was a sort of
gracious miracle and all America rose up to take him
to her heart.
It is of little avail to recount what were the specific
acts of welcome accorded to him.
The words he
uttered at New York, when the sincerity and fervor
of the popular reception were revealed to
him, tell
the story both for him and for us. "It will burst !" he
cried with passion, pressing both his hands over his
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down his aged cheeks. We
were strong, who had been weak; he was old, who had
given us the strength of his youth; and as we, in our
crowded thousands, looked upon his beloved figure;
and as he beheld the vast array of cheering multitudes,
with waving hats, fluttering handkerchiefs, and ardent
faces, sending warm to his heart the sympathy and
affection of their own, the generous soldier who had
never faltered before the enemy, broke down, and had
but that pregnant word to reply. The episode is one
of the loveliest in all history; and the whole sojourn
of Lafayette among us, extending over fourteen months,
is forever memorable and honorable.
What, in a
nation, is so grand as its gratitude? What gift, to the
recipient, is so sweet and glorious ? While he was with
heart, while tears rained

us the ascerbities of party strife, the malice of rival
ambitions, were hushed; in his presence shame was
ashamed to sit. By his side seemed to tower the

august shade of Washington, and in his kindly eyes
shone the spirit of -'76. And he, contemplating the
evidences of mighty prosperity which a generation and
a half had wrought, was happy in his soul that he had
borne a share in creating the conditions from which it
sprang.
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CHAPTER XXVII
EXTREMES

Adams family has the unique distinction of
having furnished a President from two con^
secuti've generations. On the other hand, neither
of them was adapted to the peculiar requirements of
that difficult office. Both had ability enough and to
spare; both were singularly patriotic and honest; but

THE

there their qualifications ended. The elder Adams was
too headstrong, vain, and opinionated; the younger
was too cocksure, too chilly, precise, and unsympathetic. It might be said of him, paradoxically, that he

understood men, but did not fathom human nature;
was no doubt about his familiarity with public
affairs he had been suckled on them. He had no tact
or intuitive insight; he did not know when to bend;
he did not understand the feeling and desires of the
people. A more correct man could not be found; but
as President he was as often wrong as right in specific
acts.
He made enemies by inadvertently wounding
men's vanity or prejudices; and his whole administration was a fight and a wrangle and when he stood for
In the
reelection, he found no effective supporters.
first place, he had been chosen by the House and not
by the people; and this made it his duty to proceed
with circumspection, and to study to reconcile opposition.
He did neither; and the more conscientiously
he labored the more isolated did he become. Many
thwarted him simply because they did not like him
personally; many more because he slighted their projHis very first act was cruelly injudicious. He
ects.
appointed Clay his Secretary of State. Clay might or
might not have been competent to fill the office; the
point was that Clay had practically made him President.
Everybody knew that Clay coveted the State
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portfolio ; and when he so promptly received it, it was
inevitable that there should be accusations of a bar-

Both Clay and Adams denied it, Clay with a
gain.
air
of virtue which was not consonant with his
lofty
attitude and his letters just before the event ; for Clay
really not scrupulous about such things. Adams
probably acted from a feeling of gratitude, mingled
with a conviction that Clay would make a good SecBut this was not enough; he should have
retary.
avoided the appearance of evil; and in spite of his
long and unblemished record he never recovered from
the blow which this gave to his reputation; and in
times of such scurrilous political abuse it was only
to be expected that so effective a weapon would be
used against him by his enemies. To start wrong is
half to lose the battle. The harm suffered by Clay in
accepting the office was hardly less ; though much more
would be forgiven to him than to Adams, because he
was so much more likable a person.
Adams's next move was almost equally clumsy; for
he offered the Treasury and the War secretaryships to
his defeated rivals, Crawford and Jackson respectively.
Crawford, who continued to distil venom in his impotence, refused with a snarl. Jackson was the bitter
enemy of both Adams and Clay ; of the former, because
he had obtained the office, through Clay's help, which
the electoral votes had put within Jackson's grasp;
and Clay, both for this reason, and also because of the
part he had taken in the Seminole debate. To make
him an offer of a place in the Cabinet was therefore,

was

from his point of view, to insult him and Adams was
warned of this in time to save himself the snubbing
which Jackson was prepared to give him. Kush and
Barbour accepted the posts in question; and the aged
Eufus King, at seventy, consented to go to England as
he had done before for Adams's father. But he soon
Adams always meant right, but he blunresigned.
dered. One cannot but respect the firm stand he made,
;

to his loss, against the policy of rotation in office. He
would not turn men out except for cause; nor always
then. "Change or rotation in office/' said he, "would
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make the Government a perpetual and unintermittent
scramble for office. A more pernicious expedient could
hardly have been devised. I determined to renominate
every person against whom there was no complaint
which would have warranted his removal and renominated every person nominated by Monroe and upon
whose nomination the Senate had declined acting."
This stand was right and brave, and was not receded
from. But, as we know, it utterly failed, in our politics, to overcome the principle enunciated by Marcy
that "to the victors belong the spoils."
The coalition against Adams was formed without
delay; it combined the forces of Crawford with those
of Jackson and Calhoun, the Vice President, assisted
;

;

them; though at the cost of having to eat his own
avowed principles in the past. But as Calhoun's purpose was to mold affairs to bring him in as Adams's
successor, the alliance between him and Jackson was of
course insincere and temporary.
Adams had announced as a settled feature of his
policy, disregarding the scruples of Constitutionalists,
that internal improvements would be advocated and
pushed during his administration ; and it seemed likely
In 1825, the Erie Canal,
to be a popular measure.
three hundred and sixty-three miles in length, and
forty feet wide, was opened, and a way thus made
from Buffalo to New York. Cannon, placed at intervals, signaled the completion of the work, traversing
the distance in an hour and a half for the electric

A procession of
telegraph was still unthought of.
boats and barges proceeded from Erie to Albany, and
thence down the Hudson to Sandy Hook; at which
point Clinton, the father of the canal, in the sight of
the multitude, poured the contents of a barrel of Erie
water into the salt tide of the Atlantic. The canal
was received with immense interest and enthusiasm,
and others were planned in all directions; so that had
it not been for the invention of steam coaches, the
country would soon have been intersected with waterways.
But science, which has made the Nineteenth
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Century distinguished, was beginning to make its influfelt ; and there were steamboats everywhere
the
first steamboat explosion on the Mississippi had occurred in 1823. Roads extended over a great part of
the country, and before the railroads were established
one could travel speedily enough for ordinary purposes
by horse and wagon. But the people were already
bitten with the mania for rapid transit; and that disease has by no means run its course yet. It is innate
in our blood, and must have its way.
In 1825 took place the inauguration of the granite
monument at Bunker Hill, with Webster to make the
oration and Lafayette to lay the corner stone. It was
a beautiful day, on the 17th of June, and a vast crowd
witnessed the ceremonies.
Fifty years had passedi
since that hillside had been the theater of a far different scene; and this imposing function was good evidence that the farmers who fought there had not shed
their honest blood in vain.
The mighty voice of
Webster was the fitting instrument of expression for
the deep thoughts and glorious prospects which the
ence

;

occasion must needs call forth.
Meanwhile there was opposition between the House
and the Senate, the latter being hostile to the PresiHis plans for internal improvements were
dent.
delayed, defeated, or pronounced fanciful and impracHe was also subjected to criticism for
ticable.
advocating our acceptance of an invitation to attend
a congress of the Spanish-American republics, to be
held on the Isthmus of Panama. Clay had joined with

Adams

in urging this project; its somewhat sensational and spectacular character seemed in accord
with his temperament rather than with the Executive's.
Adams proposed to recommend to the members of the
congress liberal maritime laws, religious liberty, an
enlargement of the Monroe doctrine, and other things
of less moment.
He named commissioners to attend
in our behalf, asserting his right to do so independently of Congress ; but submitted the proposal to them
as a matter of courtesy.
The Senate hummed and

hawed over

it,

and stated a number
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finally yielded rather than bring on a fight with the
House.
But the whole scheme collapsed from the
simple fact that its management was in SpanishAmerican hands. Even Bolivar, the South American
popular hero, seen at close quarters, turned out not

to be so great as rumor made him. The incident was
useful only as indicating the incapacity of the SpanishAmericans to accomplish anything of value, from governing themselves down; but the lesson is one which
we seem as yet to have mastered but imperfectly. The
connection of the United States with this affair gave the
opposition an opportunity of saying that Clay and
Adams had taken it up in order to distract public
attention from their corrupt bargain with each other.
John Eaudolph, \vith his squeaky voice, in his stage
attire of a dissolute groom, his eyes leering with intoxication, hiccoughed his rambling but occasionally
pungent accusations and revilings; in the course of

which he happened to remark that the political bond
between the President and the Secretary of State was
an alliance between a "Puritan and a blackleg." For
this Clay challenged him to a duel with pistols; and
Clay meant to kill him. Randolph, who had long been
accustomed to regard himself as a licensed buffoon,
was startled at this check; but had not the moral
courage to get out of the scrape, and the men met.
Randolph seems to have been badly rattled; his pistol
went off before the word was given he was undecided
whether he would fire in the air or at Clay; in the
first exchange neither was hit; in the second, after
seeing Clay's bullet strike the ground beside him, he
let off his own weapon in the air, and then shambled
hurriedly forward with outstretched hand and an
Clay accepted the overture, and
ingratiating smile.
But Randolph's conduct had
the Republic was safe.
become so indecorous, and incorrigible that he could
not be reelected to the Senate, though he was returned
to the House some time later.
He has been called
"the image of a great man stamped on base metal."
But there was really nothing incongruous in the man.
He was a low-comedy actor of genius, with a native
;
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wit and readiness which could sting and amuse. By
luck he shambled into politics instead of on to the
stage; his impudence, his irreverence, and his fondness
for slashing right and left without regard to principle
or person, aided his grotesque personal appearance in
ill

making him conspicuous; and

his

sallies

and

his

faculty of calling names relieved the dullness or the
solemnity of debates. His influence, so far as he was
able to exercise any, was first in the direction of
general criticism and then in laying the foundation
of that defense of slavery which consisted in affirming
it to be a private domestic concern of the Southerners,
with which the North must not meddle but at its peril.
This line was taken up later by the far more able Calhoun; and the two together, with Hayne and some
others, supplied the phrases and watchwords which
were so often heard afterward in the field days of later
times. The doctrine of State rights was made to mean
among other things the right of the individual to
manage the affairs of his own household. "The moment the United States shall make the unhallowed
attempt to interfere with the domestic concerns of
Southern States," said Hayne, "those States will conSuch adsider themselves driven out of the Union."
jectives as "unhallowed" and "domestic," used in this
connection, were well calculated to stimulate the sensibilities of a race trained to regard themselves as
subject to no rule higher than their own will.
Georgia had an opportunity to show her temper in
the dispute about the Creek lands in her territory.
The Government policy was to buy the Indians out
whenever they could be induced to sell; but the
Georgians wished to adopt the simpler method of comA treaty was negotiated to
pelling them to vacate.
this end but it was so corruptly managed that Adams
was compelled to interfere. This made the Georgians
angry; and in the subsequent rectification of the
;

;

boundary between Georgia and Alabama they unconstitutionally insisted upon running the line themselves,
and threatened the United States with armed resistance
if interfered with.
A man named Troup was the
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leader in this illegality, and he conducted himself with
unrestrained insolence, until the news came that
United States troops were actually on the march. He
then assured the Government that he had never contemplated armed resistance; and the affair was suffered to blow over Adams behaving with much lenience.
As for the Indians, they were kept moving toward the
west; and it must be admitted that they were fit occupants of no civilized community. Contact with white
men's whisky had deprived them of what small claim
to tolerance they had ever possessed.
Randolph's successor in the Senate may be mentioned, inasmuch as he accidentally became a national
figure afterward; it was John Tyler, a Virginian, who
had the misfortune to be always placed in the position
of having to explain some past action which seemed
inconsistent with his present profession, or of vindicating himself from charges of bad faith. The year
1826 was signalized by the death, on the Fourth of
;

July, of John Adams and Thomas Jefferson; who had
lived, since their retirement, accompanied by honor,
love, obedience, troops of friends ; who had been cordial
personal friends, and who deserved to be associated,
in death as they had been in life, with that great act
of freedom to which their names are subscribed. MonBoth
roe, five years later, had the same distinction.
he and Jefferson died so poor that they barely fell short
of pauperdom; and a subscription was started for
Jefferson on the very day of his death. He remained
a cheerful philosopher to the end ; but Monroe was distressed in mind, and his health suffered from the fact.
In the same year Gallatin, who had exchanged Paris
for the dismal quiet of a Pennsylvania village, was
sent to England to discuss American relations with
Canning. The latter had by this time laid aside his
momentary semblance of friendliness toward this
country, and now shut us out from commerce with the
West Indies on frivolous grounds. There was also a
dispute pending regarding the Canada boundary at

Maine and Oregon. Canning's death, unlamented both
England and in America, came opportunely to heal

in
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dissension; and did more than Gallatin's efforts to
But Conafford prospects of an amiable settlement.
gress, from a wanton desire to embarrass the President,
refused to give him proper assistance in his negotiations. Adams's tendency to centralize power subjected
him to suspicipn and jealousy, and was of ill augury
for the remaining two years of his term.
But the most obvious activity of these two years
was the effort of the friends of Jackson to secure his
election as the next President. Hitherto every President, with the exception of Adams's own father, had
received the compliment of a second term; but Jackson's energy and Adams's unpopularity were to break
the spell once more. He counted upon the support,
not of Crawford for Crawford was incapable of any

but selfish thoughts, and though his mind was affected
by his disease, he still clung with ludicrous obstinacy
to his former hopes but of Crawford's quondam supporters ; and they finally ranged themselves on his side
the first to come over being ,the archpolitical strategist, Martin Van Buren, who was of great use in im;

porting into the canvass

all

the tact, suavity, sagacity,

and knowledge of ways and means that his principal
lacked. Jackson himself could think of no better campaign argument than that of repeating the old cry of
Bargain and Corruption against Adams and Clay;
and though the proof on which he relied failed him
upon trial, he never retracted the charge, and the people accepted it with the heedlessness of democracies.

the other side, Clay rather than Adams appeared
as the defender of the administration and Jackson's
antagonist. But Clay was rowing against the popular
Adams retide, while Jackson was coming with it.
fused the most necessary expedients to better his

On

and he early gave up

all hope of succeeding
Calhoun's defection gave Jackson additional
strength in the South, Pennsylvania was for him, and
the New York democracy, under the control of Van
Buren and Clinton, carried New York. In New England the issue was in some doubt, but the Jackson
forces were better disciplined than those of Adams.
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the Congressional elections of 1827 were over

House as well as the Senate was Jacksonian the
The confirst time such a conjunction had occurred.
sequence was that the National Legislature, instead
of paying attention to the President's recommendation
the

of measures tending to the public weal, occupied itself
almost exclusively with electioneering tactics, and attempts to discredit the Executive for past acts or

omissions.

The only measure of public concern at this session
was what was known as ''the Woolen Bill"; or, otherThe increased duty
wise, a bill to reform the tariff.
on imported woolen goods was from seven to twelve
per cent and iron, hemp and lead were also penalized.
Adams signed the bill, though it was not an Administration measure; he had always abstained from the
;

question out of consideration for the prejudices of the
South. Neither would Jackson admit supporting it,
though it could not have been passed by the votes
of his friends. But it met with great opposition; and
Hayne of South Carolina declared it to be partial,
unjust and unconstitutional. For the produce of the
South had hitherto found its chief market in Europe,
and a high duty would diminish this market, by preventing the manufactured product from finding its
market here. The question split South and North into
two hostile camps at once. The South, except sugar-

She
planting Louisiana, was solid for .free trade.
asked to be let alone to form her own policy; she believed she could prosper by making her own terms with
Europe; she did not need the North; and the suggesof secession was scarcely veiled.
The North
meanwhile from free trade had become protectionist,
being the seat of the manufacturing interest.
Clay resigned his secretaryship on the plea of ill
The candidates were named Adams and
health.
Rush on one side, Jackson and Calhoun on the other.
The campaign w as the most scurrilous thus far in our
history nothing was spared in the way of scandal and
abuse. Adams men took the title of National RepubThe former
licans; Jacksonites that of Democrats.
tion

r

;
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jeered at the illiterate, grogshop affiliations of the
latter; but the latter had the majority in the country.
New England alone was true to Adams ; and from the
first he never had any real chance against his foes.
He gained nothing from the Clay interest. He met
defeat coldly and unflinchingly, and the last months
of his thoroughly conscientious and patriotic administration were dignified and quiet. He had not succeeded
in being a congenial President; but had his recommendations been followed the country would have been
the better. He wished to make the United States expand and become richer and more powerful by availing
itself of the resources of science and of broadly conceived internal improvements; but he had not sufficiently combined general views with particular applications to carry the people with him. The Tariff Bill
alienated the South, under the secret stimulus applied
by Calhoun and the open attacks of Hayne. From
being warm in recommending internal improvements
and a thoroughgoing protectionist, Calhoun, for
reasons best known to himself, faced square about and
supported the opposite principles. Nothing in history
is more mysterious than the willingness of men of

great parts in public life to destroy their reputations
before posterity for the sake of gaining a temporary
advantage over their immediate opponents. "Honesty
"It is better
is the best policy," said Poor Richard.
to be right than to be President," said another cleareyed man. But the men who pledge honor for high
stakes seem to believe that they can hoodwink history
as easily as they can outmaneuver their antagonists
on the field.
With feelings somewhat like those with which the
patricians of ancient Rome witnessed the irruption of
the Goths and Vandals did the conservative element
in the country behold the rough-handed mob swarming
into power, with their "Hurrah for Jackson!" Were
law and order doomed could our institutions survive

was this America? The Republic was stancher, and
the Union stronger, than anybody suspected; and it
was well that they should be tested at every point.
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It is easy to be impartial to Jackson now, more than
eighty years after he strutted his hour upon the public
stage; but during that hour it must have been wellnigh impossible to be neither his partisan nor his foe.
So violent a partisan as he himself was must create,
while he occupied the highest place, a like sentiment
in all who came in contact with him.
There is no
defending Jackson's policy as it related to dismissal
from office in the internal affairs of the country. He
did not care to disguise the fact that he meant to have
his friends in, and his opponents out. In order to be
his friend a man did not have to be decent or honorable; all that was required was that he should be an
uncompromising Jacksonite. Many of the men whom

he appointed to fill places against whose incumbents
no charge would stand were persons more fitted for a
cell in a jail than for public trusts. The principle was
almost as bad as the practice; it made the conduct of
A more serious
affairs a matter of sale or plunder.
charge against Jackson is that he constantly and seemingly wantonly lied to men as to his intentions; he
would assure them that they would not be disturbed,
invite them to take a glass of wine with him in token
of cordial friendship, and then, the moment their backs
were turned, would chop off their heads. There is
much to be said, no doubt, on the plea that an Administration is hampered by hostile incumbents of office;
but that, or anything, is better than that the civil
service should be thrown to the dogs because the dogs
snap and snarl on the side of the Executive.
The fact is that Jackson was one man when his temper was roused, his pride or vanity touched, or his personal feelings in any way engaged, and quite a different
man under other circumstances. He was honest except
when he was angry; when he was angry it was all
chance whether he were honest or not he did not care.
His administration was generally good and sometimes
admirable, apart from his private animosities and
;

grudges. His foreign policy was brisk and stiff, and
yet not offensive; "ask nothing that is not right, and
submit to nothing that is wrong," was his maxim there.
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After the reign of terror among officeholders, and. the
saturnalia among office seekers, had begun to abate a
little, and the main features of his .ideas of government were revealed, there turned out to be little to
which a well-wisher of his country could not subscribe.
He would not tax the people for internal improvements; he wanted the people to have their say and
their way in all matters but on the other hand he, as
the representative of the people, insisted upon absolute
power in the Executive Department; so that he was a
despot in effect, and a democrat in idea; and the people seemed perfectly satisfied. Get the proletariat to
believe that the man on the throne is one of themselves,
thinks their thoughts, and shares their aims, and they
will back him in any exercise of absolutism. It is not
he that is the tyrant, but they; therefore it is not
tyranny, but freedom. Jackson had a certain luck, or
it may have been intuition about the people, which constantly gave him the upper hand in his dealings with
opponents in and out of Congress. He relied on the
people to back him against Congress, and the success
of his vetoes shows he guessed right. His prestige became so formidable that Congress feared him, as schoolboys fear the master. He was much more a man, much
franker and more fearless, and much more often right
and unselfish in purpose, than the majority of the
Senate or House; and therefore they dreaded a contest with him, in which the motives actuating them
might be revealed. Besides, Jackson so easily got
angry, and when angry, he hit so hard, and was so
unrelenting! The man that would openly antagonize
him must be desperately in earnest and unusually
strong; and even the odds were all with Jackson.
His refusal to advocate improvements did not surprise anyone; and what was really needed in that line
could be otherwise provided for.
But he startled
everyone when he showed fight to the United States
Bank. This institution had become strong and prosperous under Biddle's management, and was a great
power too great, Jackson may have believed but that
was not the reason why he fought it; the reason was
;

:

;
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A
personal; Biddle had questioned his authority.
hectoring person named Mason was manager of the
Plymouth, N. H., branch of the bank, and complaints
were made of him; Biddle investigated, found nothing
wrong, and indorsed the man in the face of the suspicions of Ingham, the Secretary of the Treasury; at
the same time, in his overweening confidence, writing
the following foolish defiance: "I deem it my duty to
state to you, in a manner perfectly respectful to your
official and personal character, yet so clear as to leave
no possibility of misconception, that the board of directors of the Bank of the United States, and the boards
of directors of the branches of the Bank of the United
States, acknowledge not the slightest responsibility of
any description whatsover to the Secretary of the
Treasury touching the political opinions and conduct
of their officers." Of course not but the letter is very
amusing, in showing of what abject imbecility a clever
financier, who thinks that money is everything, and
pulls down his waistcoat with an air, is capable,
Biddle wrote as he might have written to a clerk who
wanted his salary raised. The idea of a conflict between a Biddle and a Jackson and that Jackson a
President is almost pathetic. "By the Eternal, I'll
take the strut out of this Biddle !" Jackson remarked
and it was not long before floods of light broke upon the
unhappy man of money, too late to do him any good.
His disgraceful end, many years afterward, doubtless
brought a grim smile to Jackson's face as he reflected
that, in striking Mm, he had not struck amiss.
But before the bank quarrel could be settled, several
other things were to happen. The general aspect of
affairs was smiling.
Washington Irving was sent as
Minister to England ; and by way of balancing this excellent appointment, John Randolph was given the mission to Russia. Randolph was a man whose ideas of
conduct suited to a gentleman, and to a representative
of his country, were peculiar, like all else about him.
He had a number of debts, which he had contracted
:

:

without much hope of paying them; this office would
him the means of doing so. On the other hand, he
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was averse from the labor which that or any

office

might entail; so after accepting the appointment, and
spending a week or so at his post, he set out for
London, where he amused himself for several years, and
then drew his salary, amounting to over twenty thousand dollars. It belonged to him no more than it did to
the slave overseer on his farm but he drew it without
compunction, liquidated some of his personal liabilities
with it, and returned gayly home. It was one of this
statesman's practical jokes; and like other jokes has
been often repeated in our politics. Clay went home
and took to farming again, but he was not to remain
there long Webster returned to Congress. Hayne was
also there; and Calhoun sat, as before, pale and impenetrable, in the chair of the Senate Chamber. The
champions of the great debates that were to be were
assembled; but as yet unconscious of what they were
to do.
The country was free and easy, and looked
forward to good times. There was some uneasiness regarding the tariff, to be sure; and Jackson's message
was slightly ambiguous in respect of it; but it seemed
probable that a reasonable course would be pursued.
South Carolina, at all events, was quite sure that she
knew what she needed better than the official tariffmongers. A convention, of which much was hoped, met
in Virginia under distinguished auspices, and presented an amended constitution but the result was not
considered entirely satisfactory. The opportunity to
pass a resolution for the gradual abolition of slavery
in the State was not improved; and thus an example
which might have been followed by other States was
lost.
The improved facilities of transport and communication had made it possible for free labor to take
the place of slavery, or at least to compete favorably
with it; but the Southerners were wedded to their
idols.
The public debt would soon be paid off, and
when that was done, the surplus might be applied in
ways that would increase the welfare of the country.
In the Southwest there was again trouble with the
Indians, this time the Cherokees, who, to the number
;

;

;

of fifteen thousand,

had a settlement in Georgia, and
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had made some advances

in civilization.

They wished

made a separate

State; the
was
case
a
test
made,
naturally
objected;
Georgians
and appealed to the Supreme Court, which decided
favorably to the Indians, but were powerless, without
the aid of the President, to enforce their ruling, which
Georgia disregarded. The President declined tc ase
the army to secure red men in the rights they claimed,
however legally; it was impossible they could live
under such conditions. He advised them to cross the
Mississippi and avoid trouble but the dispute was the
old original one between white and red men, never to be
Indians have some rights
settled in strict equity.
which white men are bound to respect; but they claim
some others which can never be accorded, unless we
give up the continent to them.
Jackson began his career as a vetoer with some bills
for appropriations for roads. He saw jobbery in them,
and that the pickings and stealings of the promoters
would exceed the expenditures for the public good. If
the States were once encouraged to lay the cost of their
internal improvements on the National Government,
there would ensue a carnival of political thimblerigging all over the land. Jackson did good work in
scotching this boa constrictor promptly and resolutely.
But though the morning of the Administration thus
flattered the mountain tops with sovereign eye, there
were clouds on the horizon, gathering in an unexpected
quarter. Jackson had been indebted to South Carolina
for her vote she had supposed that he would favor her
tariff views.
Other States had voted for him as a
Here was a discrepancy which would
protectionist.
come to judgment sooner or later. He could not be on
both sides of the fence; which would he choose? Calhoun thought the time good to test the matter and he
also thought that Jackson would easily be induced to
take South Carolina's view. Being kept from the floor
himself, he used Hayne as his mouthpiece.
Hayne
however was anything but a puppet, moving only when
another pulled his strings; he was an able, versatile
and charming man, eloquent, winning, graceful, har767
to have their settlement

;

;

;

monious, nimble in the dance, entertaining at the table,

and persuasive and impressive in the Senate. Ordinarily he might have had everything his way; but
there was Webster in the field, and one Webster was
more than a match for six other champions, be they
who they might. The debate was one of the historic
ones of Congress. Hayne was the most refined type of
the Southern gentleman and man of honor; Webster
was Webster.
The discussion began with a suggestion from an
Eastern Senator to limit the sale of public lands.

This

was taken by Southerners as a check to their development; and Hayne attacked New England on that
ground. Webster, replying, so demolished his argument as to mortify his self-esteem, and he prepared an
elaborate speech, in the course of which he arraigned
New England for her disloyalty in the late war with
England, denouncing her for the very insistence upon
State rights which Were the basis of the Southern
doctrine of nullification, to which what might be called
official expression was now for the first time given.
It
involved the right of a State to nullify a law which
should appear to be clearly unconstitutional within
that State's own borders and for her own protection;
the present application being to the tariff. Hayne's
speech lasted two days, for he was a verbose as well
as a graceful speaker; and it was held by his friends
and feared by his opponents to be unmatchable. But it
suited Webster well; for he had given thought to the
subject long before, and knew what course to take. He
needed but an evening to prepare himself for what
turned out to be one of the greatest speeches ever made,
and perhaps the greatest of his career. "There is
Hayne's whole speech," he answered an anxious inquirer, who wished to know whether he had taken full
notes ; and he showed him a bit of paper as big as an
envelope with a few pencil marks on it. A large and
excited audience had assembled to hear him. He entered the Chamber with the port of Jove, majestic and
composed; obviously able not to conquer only, but to
conquer easily. What should graceful panthers like
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Hayne do when this royal lion came on the arena?
Hayne had spoken well, but from a narrow standpoint
the special pleader for local interests, the sophist and
Webster stood majestic and
skilled manipulator.
broad-shouldered, the human embodiment of the nation,
the Union and the Constitution. He shaped his ideas
in imposing masses, towering with pinnacles of golden
eloquence, but based on immutable foundations of
When he had spoken there was no
granite truth.
voice to answer him ; there was nothing to answer. His

words went forth to the nation, North and South, and
were convincing and final. Even the stout and ambiguous Benton, who had been a Nullifier, was converted thenceforth to Unionism.
Hayne had his
quietus; his mentor, Calhoun, could find no other
shield or sword for him, to replace those which had
been that day destroyed. There is no other instance of
a single speech having so completely annihilated a political doctrine, and at the same time furnished every
requisite defense of a sublime principle against attack.
The South, indeed, might nullify, it might declare
State rights, it might secede; but it could never refute
Webster's arguments, or claim any constitutional sanction for its acts.
As regarded the attack on New England, Webster
refused to restrict her defense to the vindication of the
knot of malcontents who dallied with England and attended the Hartford Convention. He went beyond and
above them to New England herself, who had remonstrated with James, and had resisted George; to the
free and unconquerable people who had passed equal
laws, stood firm for human rights, and fought at
Bunker Hill. The cause of liberty would always be
safe with this people, and they were loyal to the Union
which they had sacrificed and suffered so much to
attain.
The Union was a decree of no State legislature, district or clique, but was the realized will of
the people at large, who thereby became a nation. Only
by means of it could liberty be assured to prosperity;
it could not be riven asunder
by the whim or petulance
of selfish minorities, by any State or combination of
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States; no partial considerations could avail to disrupt it ; no plea for liberty without Union could avail
but there must be "liberty and Union, now and forever,
one and inseparable." The words will never be forgotten; they were the rallying cry that brought the
loyal States together under the flag when rebellion was
declared; they are the expression of the true America.
And the principle which they assert ruled Webster's
;

whole career.
Calhoun made one attempt to draw Jackson over to
his side in the controversy; he caused a dinner to be
given at Washington by the anti-tariff party, to which
he and the President should be invited. Jackson came;
but those reckoned ill who fancied that the old soldier
was to be entrapped into any indiscretion; more than
that, he utterly turned the tables on them. For when
he was asked for a toast, he arose and said with
emphasis: "Our Federal Union it must be preserved !" It was vain, after that, for Calhoun to get up
and suavely talk about Union being the next most dear
to liberty the game was up, and it was so understood.
Nor did it answer to try to make out Jefferson as having been the father of the nullification idea he had
devised the thing to meet the special occasion of the
Alien and Sedition laws, but had never attempted or
desired to push it further. It was Calhoun who was
responsible for erecting it into a political principle,
and making it the cover for designs which Jefferson
had during his Presidency explicitly and constantly
opposed. And Calhoun must bear the credit or the
blame of his achievement.
But though Jackson could defeat British regulars
at New Orleans, dominate his Cabinet and overpower
Congress, there was one thing he was not strong enough
to do, and that was to make fine ladies behave with
human charity toward a woman. Their malice is as
impalpable as a mephitic vapor, which is nevertheless
fatal.
There was in Washington an innkeeper by the
name of O'Neil, who had a pretty and lively daughter,
Peggy. She was a clever, alert, jolly little personage,
who drew company to her father's resort by her wit
;

;
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She would laugh and toss jests
lively manners.
back and forth with the gentlemen who came there to
drink and smoke their pipes, and who, in the enthusi-

asm

of the moment, would occasionally, perhaps, catch
her and give her a kiss, and get a buffet on the ear in
return. This was the extent of the indictment against
her; all the rest was inference and surmise; and who
shall escape calumny?
She married a purser in the
navy, who died, and afterward became the wife of
Major Eaton, who was Jackson's Secretary of War, and.
had long been an admirer of Peggy's. That he should
have made her the guardian of his honor should have
been enough to silence scandal; but the white doves of
rank and fashion are more bloodthirsty and merciless
than harpies when a chance offers to destroy one of
their own sex. The manners of the age were free, and
its morals none too strict; but it is at least as probable that Peggy was chaste as that her accusers were so.
The latter, however, clubbed together to insult and
trample on her; they would not attend receptions to
which she was invited, or sit at dinner with her, or
in any way admit that she was of the same flesh and
blood as they.
Jackson, who had felt that wrong
which rumor does to women, when the good name of
his own blameless wife had been assailed in the campaign, was highly indignant, and undertook to be Mrs.
Eaton's champion. He issued invitations, he singled
out Mrs. Eaton for attentions, he brought the whole
pressure that the ruler of the nation and the head of
Washington society could exercise to bear upon recalcitrants: but how are you to compel a woman to
attend a given reception, or to forbear to switch her
skirt aside when a certain person passes, or to return
a salute, or to stay in a room when she chooses to march
out ? You may manage a man easily enough you can
call him out and shoot him if he is unreasonable but
woman is unassailable, and profits by that fact. Jackson went so far as to threaten to dismiss his whole
Cabinet if their wives did not behave themselves; the
unhappy gentlemen feared their wives more than they
did Jackson, or the destruction of their public careers,
771
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and were obliged to tell him that much as they personally liked and believed in Peggy Bellona, she came to
be called, for she was a plucky woman herself, as well
as the stirrer-up of war they dared not encounter
curtain lectures, and were absolutely impotent to convert or constrain the deliverers of them. Well, an impenetrable body had encountered an irresistible impact; and what was to happen? For a time it seemed
likely that Washington society would cease to exist;
but the futility of the struggle finally became apparent
to the old soldier. Nothing was to be gained, even for

Mrs. Eaton, by prolonging it. He gradually dropped
the matter; but it had the singular effect of bringing
his Cabinet councils to an end, and for the present he
took counsel only with Martin Van Buren, with whom

was impossible for anyone to quarrel, and with certain other henchmen of his own, who identified themselves with him, and were ready to indorse anything he

it

perform any order he might issue. Van Buren
was the greatest political manager ever known in
American public life up to that time; and under his
training New York was so thoroughly organized as to
be a model. Indeed, Van Buren w as so busy being a
politician that he had no leisure left to be a statesman,
though in the fullness of time he did become a President. But he knew how to wait and calculate chances,
and was satisfied that Jackson was good for a second
term. His own real rival, as he foresaw, was likely to
be Calhoun; but by accepting the second place on
Jackson's ticket, Van Buren was able to postpone the
issue, and avail himself of the aid of time. Meanwhile
Calhoun was fatally injured with Jackson for two
reasons: first, because he had been prominent in putting down Bellona; and secondly, because Crawford,
languishing in retirement, andx wishing to do all the
harm he could, communicated the information that
Calhoun had recommended the punishment of Jackson
for the Seminole affair of 1818.
Jackson demanded
an explanation from Calhoun, who answered in a
long, argumentative, but not conclusive letter; upon
which Jackson told him that their friendship was at
did, or

r
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au end. It had been Calhoun's ambition to succeed
Jackson as an ostensible friend of his Administration
he had not realized that it was impossible to carry the
country on the nullification or State's rights issue he
knew nothing of the North, and fancied that there was
;

;

a strong feeling against centralization. In this impression he was encouraged by his Southern supporters.
But his quarrel with Jackson was, in truth, the end of
his hopes.
Meanwhile it was used by Jackson as a
pretext for dissolving his Cabinet and selecting a new
one an unprecedented act in Executive annals. By a
shrewd bit of strategy he began the substitution not
with Calhoun's friends, but with his own Eaton being
more than ready to leave on account of the embarrassment which the fight for Bellona had brought him;
Van Buren from a clear comprehension of the situation
and foresight of the future. These two having gone,
Jackson intimated to the others that it would be necessary to make a complete change; and they were relieved of their positions without unnecessary violence,
as the hotel bouncers say. Jackson thus prepared to
fight Calhoun to a finish, with the advantage on his
side; and to fortify himself with the country by dint
of his new Cabinet; for his new appointments were
popular, and the ensemble was abler than the previous
one; while at the same time the President was easily
;

able to control them all. Throughout his wr hole Administration, Jackson profited greatly by his policy of
addressing the people through newspapers run in his
interests; and the American press thus gained a prominence in politics which led, soon after, to the establishment of journals like the "Sun," "Herald," and
"Tribune," which were the foundation of the independent journalism of our day. While thus intrenching
himself at home, the old General won victories abroad
obtaining from England, by some harmless concessions
of form, the trade with the West Indies which Adams
had lost, and securing the payment of the French
claims, which had been owing since Napoleon's day.
Such a President could not be beaten; and he had the
fight with the United States Bank, which was made to
;
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appear as a conflict with the moneyed aristocracy and
with political jobbery, in reserve. What had Calhoun
So far as he
to bring into action against all this?
personally was concerned, the only thing that was done
was to take an opportunity, at a banquet tendered to
him in the South, to deliver a philosophic argument in
favor of the right of nullification. Should it be denied,
he asserted that the Federal Government would become
He
consolidated, and our liberties would be forfeit.
was put in nomination for the Presidency on this platform but the country at large perceived dangers from
an adoption of his theories greater than those against
which he warned; and with Jackson and Webster to
vindicate Union, the outlook for the South Carolinian
;

was not bright.
The Twenty-second Congress, which met in December, 1831, was full of men of the first ability, and had
an exciting career. Benton was the chief defender of
the Executive; there were Webster and Clay, JRufus
Choate and Everett, Thomas Corwin of Ohio, and many
others of prowess. Clay was chosen to lead the struggle
against Jackson. Jackson assumed a composed and
peaceful demeanor in his message, waiting for the other
side to attack; which, under Clay, they
in doing.
The opposition was divided

were not slow

among

itself,

but united against President Jackson. Clay was himself in nomination for the Presidency, and was now a
stronger candidate than Calhoun.
Acting on Clay's advice, the first question brought
up was that of the recharter of the bank. Jackson
would perhaps have preferred to have that matter go
over until after the next election; but this was the
more a reason for Clay to press it now; he hoped to
destroy the Executive by a deadly alternative. There
was a number of Democrats who favored the recharter
it was most likely that
Congress, in both branches,
would vote for it and then it would lie with Jackson
either to veto or to accept the measure. If he vetoed
it, he would divide his party and be subject to dangerous criticism, even if the bill did not pass over the
veto ; and if he signed it, he would appear as timorous
774
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In either case the issue would imperil his
Webster, though siding with Jackson
against Calhoun, was with Clay on this question and
McLane, the new Secretary of the Treasury, had already
declared the bank to be indispensable. Moreover, the
bank was apparently in a most prosperous position,
and firmly rooted in the scheme of things. Nicholas
Biddle did not believe he could be beaten.
The outlook for the bank was certainly good on the
Its weak points were, first, that Nicholas
surface.
Biddle was a rascal and secretly guilty of all manner
of dishonesty, and that the bank itself, consequently,

and weak.

reelection.

;

which was practically under his exclusive control,
was rotten to the core and secondly, that Jackson was
a fighter, that he hated and distrusted the bank, and
would stick at nothing to destroy it. And neither
Clay nor Biddle had any adequate conception of Jack;

son's strength with the country, or the trust it placed
in his statements and acts. The battle was long and

savagely fought on both sides; but the upshot was
never really in doubt.
Biddle bribed right and left, concealed all sinister
facts either by direct lying or by covering up traces
;

and Clay and

his followers,

many

of

whom

sincerely
believed that the bank was as honest and valuable as
Biddle declared it to be, deployed their eloquence in
Congress. Benton and the rest of the Jackson men
met them with a vast array of charges, some of which
were guesswork, but none of which surpassed the facts
when the latter came to be known; they hammered
everything in sight indiscriminately, and spared noth-

ing and no one; and though they did not prevent the
recharter from passing the Senate and House, the conviction aroused in the public mind was that so much
smoke must portend some fire. When, therefore, Jackson, upon receiving the amended bill, sent it back with
its veto, the country was prepared for it; and Congress failed to pass it over the veto by the necessary
two-thirds vote. The sympathy, after this first round
of the fight, was with Jackson, and against the financial octopus which he affirmed and believed to be
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squeezing the independence and virtue out of the community. Jackson believed this because he wanted to
believe it; because he hated Biddle and had been
offended by the bank's defiance. It was his good luck
that the facts happened to justify his suspicions; but
it can hardly be doubted that he would have hated the
bank and its manager just as much had they been as
pure as driven snow. To some extent he was fighting
in the dark, and might, for aught he knew, have been
trying to kill an angel of light instead of a demon of
darkness.
The time for the present charter of the bank to expire was still five years off, and the war was therefore
far from being decided yet but Jackson had the best
of it so far.
Meanwhile the tariff came up for discussion. This was a problem whose true solution still
seems as far off as ever, and it is not to be expected
that in the early age of which we are writing it could
be handled in a conclusive manner. Too many things
had to be considered, and instead of the conclusions
of experience, there was little or nothing but theories
to go upon. Free trade must always be the theoretical
ideal, but protection is the practical necessity, unless
all nations are united on the question.
In America, at
this juncture, various States wanted high duties on
some articles and low ones or none at all on others.
We had shown that we could be prosperous under a
high tariff; but it seemed evident that we must lose
by a policy which would open our ports without causing those of Europe to open in return. Clay favored
protection the American system, as he called it but
with the reservation that it should be modified. South
Carolina, through Hayne as its spokesman, adopted an
independent attitude, defying all the other States, and
answering every argument with a threat of secession.
;

Hayne declared, and Calhoun supported him in saying,
that protection was unconstitutional.
Calhoun had
marked the desertion of South Carolina by commerce,
and chose to believe that the stagnation of his State
was due not to the effects of slavery upon its white inhabitants, but to the tariff. It is probable, too, that
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South Carolina painted the evils of its plight blacker
than they were, in order to urge the remedy of nullification, which had become the pet project of the leaders
of the State. Clay was willing to lessen certain duties,
but was firm for establishing the principle of protection; and the bill which was submitted to the President in July, 1832, reduced the revenue some eight
million dollars, but maintained the right of the government to protect. It was a most moderate measure; yet
it was the signal for South Carolina to take a step
which was as unjustifiable as it was futile.
Before that could happen, however, Congress adjourned, and the election contest was begun in earnest.
Clay and Jackson were the only antagonists to be considered. Clay led the banking people and the aristocracy; Jackson had the rest of the nation. The bank
was the main issue. But Clay obscured this by various
charges against Jackson. His corrupt changes in the
civil services were denounced, his expensive foreign
embassies, his undermining of the authority of the

,

Supreme Bench, and his Indian policy. Clay demanded
a firmer bond of union, an extension of internal improvements, and the supremacy of law. His followers
were, in turn, accused of being beneficiaries of the
bank. The two armies joined issue as National Republicans arid as Jackson Democrats. It was, in fact,
the classes against the masses. A side issue was introduced by a crusade against the Freemasons, brought
on by the alleged killing of William Morgan by members
of the order, for having revealed Masonic secrets. There
was great excitement over this, and the whole principle of secret societies

i

was denounced

as un-American

;

but the charges were never proved, and were probably
untrue ; though Morgan certainly disappeared, and has
never been heard of since. Anti-Masonic candidates
took the field, but were overwhelmingly defeated by
both the regular tickets.
John Sergeant was Clay's companion on the Republican ticket; Martin Van Bureu was the Democratic
Vice President. Van Bureu had been sent as Minister
to London; but Clay and Calhouu thought it a good
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diplomatic stroke to get him recalled as if in disgrace,
and thus cut short his public career. "It will kill him,
sir, kill him dead," Calhoun remarked in Benton's
hearing: "He will never kick, sir, never kick." But
this was a mistake.
The country sympathized with
Van Buren, and penetrated the selfish motives which
had put this slight upon him; his own behavior in
meeting the situation was of course irreproachable;
and when Jackson, as a vindication, invited him to
stand with him, the people showed their appreciation
by giving him a rousing vote. "You have broken a
Minister and elected a Vice President," remarked Ben-

ton to Clay.
Nearly one and a quarter million votes were cast in
this election; Jackson's majority over Clay was over
one hundred and fifty thousand, a gain of nineteen
thousand over the vote for his first term. He had two
hundred and nineteen electoral votes Clay only forty;

nine. Van
he lost the

Buren was scarcely

less

triumphant, though

Pennsylvania vote for special reasons.
South Carolina took no part in this campaign, further than to cast her votes for John Floyd of Virginia
for President, and for Henry Lee of Massachusetts for
Vice President, they being the one a States-rights man,
and the other a free trader. Calhoun wrote that he believed "that the cause of South Carolina is the cause
of the Constitution, of liberty, and of the Union. Our
Government is tending toward consolidation; and on
consolidation corruption, oppression, and finally mon
archy must closely press." And be announced thai
"the reserved rights of the States" was the only remedy. This was all the result of pique the country had
modified the grounds of South Carolina's complaints:
and she was threatening rebellion, not because of any
new grievance, but because an old one, which she hac
already acquiesced in, was not reduced quite so much
as she had desired. Be that as it may, Nullification
dominated in her Legislature, a State convention was
summoned, which declared the tariff acts of 1828 and
1832 null and void; the Legislature called out the
militia ; and appeal to the Supreme Court was forbidden.
;
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To the United States was given the option of withdrawing its own law, or losing South Carolina.
Jackson was ready for the emergency. He ordered
Winfield Scott to Charleston, and held troops in readiness; a war vessel was stationed in the harbor, and a
proclamation called upon the people of South Carolina
to mind what they were about. The country at large
warmly approved these steps, and though South Carolina fiercely defied the nation, there was a strong party

own

citizens who declared their national loyalty.
this matter was still seething in the caldron,
the President issued his regular message, in which he
recommended still further reduction of duties, the

of her

While

public debt being now nearly paid off. He considered
that the election had showed that the people had had
enough of protection. This took more ground from
under the feet of the Nullifiers; but they were apparently bound to rebel in any case. Hayne, who had been
made Governor of the State, prepared .to resist the
Union Government by force. Calhoun, elected Senator,
took his place in the Chamber. He privately stated
that South Carolina merely intended to resist civil
process without bloodshed. But when Jackson asked
Congress for enlarged powers to deal with the situation, Calhoun began to feel frightened for his personal
safety; it looked as if he might end his career on the
gallows. He sent word to his constituents to be more
cautious in their treasonable demonstrations, and
meanwhile he started a debate on the abstract right of
nullification. But here he was met, as Hayne had been,
by Webster, and with a similar result. The poison
with which he had meant to inoculate the veins of the
country was antidoted by the expositions of the great
New Englauder. South Carolina stood alone among the
States as a Nullifier; only Virginia tried to mediate
between her and Jackson, with the result of humiliat-

ing herself.
The "Force Bill," as it was termed, supported by
Webster, passed the Senate, only John Tyler opposing
Beit, while Clay, Benton and Calhoun did not vote.
fore it could be decided on by the House, Clay, who
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being of Southern birth

with Northern

affiliations,

commanded

confidence, proposed in the general interest
a compromise measure. His plan was to scale down the
duties periodically for ten years.
Calhoun eagerly
welcomed this way out of the serious scrape he had
bill was before the House recommending
got into.
a reduction of duties; a Congressman rose and moved
that Clay's bill be substituted for it.
The House
agreed, the bill thus doctored was referred back to the

A

Senate, which passed it, together with the Force Bill;
being done by a soit of surprise. South Carolina
showed her "spirit" by passing an act repealing Nullification, and then another, nullifying the Force Bill
(which, of course, had been enacted only in order to
put down Nullification), as a man might stick his
tongue in his cheek after he had been thrashed.
Webster had not been a party to this compromise,
and had not approved of it. Jackson had accepted it
reluctantly, rather than appear bent on bloodshed.
But it was a penny- wise pound-foolish policy at best;
it would have been better to crush South Carolina then
and there, instead of allowing her, on the pretext of
& semivictory, to disseminate her heresies among the
other Southern States.
Clay himself practically admitted that the success of his measure could be but
temporary but he was ambitious to appear as a pacifiCalhoun retired into
cator, and to check Jackson.
he
was
distrusted
the
himself;
by
majority as a conall

;

but was constantly supported by his own
and
State;
during his long senatorial career he never
ceased to plot the destruction of the Union by his own
peculiar methods; cold, quietly argumentative, self-

spirator,

He was a bloodless intellect;
contained, relentless.
there is no more remarkable figure in our public life.
He had missed the supreme place of outward power
which he had coveted, but in revenge he exercised a far
deeper and wider power over the opinion and policy
of the South. To him, more than to any other, is due
the Civil War; and the South, who idolized Calhoun,
owes to him the disastrous consequences which his
doctrines induced her to incur.
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GREAT MEN AND SMALL DEEDS

new

re"gime, which was a continuation of the
began pleasantly, and with strong men in
abundance. In addition to Jackson, Clay, and
Webster The Preserver of the Union, The Great
Pacificator, and The Defender of the Constitution, as
they were respectively nicknamed there were still
Chief Justice Marshall, though this was his last appearance at an inauguration; John Quincy Adams, the
ex-President, and of future Presidents, Van Buren,
Polk, Millard Fillmore, Tyler, Buchanan, and Franklin
Pierce; besides such men of mettle as Choate, Everett,
Horace Binney, Wise, Corwin, and Dave Crockett.
Calhoun, "the weird specter of an idea," as Schouler

THE

old,

was in his place in the Senate, and altoso
far
as ability was concerned, Congress never
gether,
showed to better advantage. The difficulty was that
the ability was so distributed that it got in its own
way; there was a plentiful lack of harmony and cooperation. The debates were sure to be interesting, but
the action would be small; the attempt to accomplish
anything was likely to have no better success than
attended the efforts of the man who tried to lift himself
calls him,

by his own waistband.
Jackson, however, thought he could do something;
and now that his policy had received so emphatic an
indorsement at the polls, he believed that he could
come near dispensing with Congress. He made three
changes in his Cabinet, sending Livingstone to France
and filling his place in the State secretaryship with
McLane, who was succeeded by Duane as Treasury
Secretary. Duane was the son of a former henchman
of Jackson's, and the latter believed that he could use
him for his grand, secret purpose of eviscerating the
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Duane turned out a disappointment in this regard; but the President, as we shall see, had another
card up his sleeve.
Meanwhile, by way of demonstrating the extent of his
popularity, he undertook a tour to the Eastern States,
which, in spite of certain accidents and mishaps, some
of them of a comical character, produced an immense
enthusiasm among the masses ; but it came to a sudden
termination at Concord, New Hampshire, where the
President turned short about, and was back in Washington in three days. The reason put forward was that
his health would not stand the strain of so much
hospitality; but a stronger reason was doubtless his
wish to get his campaign against the Bank in working
order betimes. Congress being now scattered, he had
a free hand, and it presently became known that he
meant to withdraw from the Bank the Government deposits, amounting to more than half of the whole and,
what was quite as serious for the Bank, he would
accompany this act by giving his reasons for it which
were, in brief, that he did not consider the money safe
there; he believed it was being used to corrupt the
country and Congress ; and he would not be a party to
nourishing the parasite which was absorbing the vital
forces of the nation. Of course, if this were credited,
the Bank would be discredited in proportion, and would
be obliged to wind up its affairs forthwith.
Jackson took but few into his confidence but one of
these had to be Duane, because only the Secretary of
the Treasury had the legal right to withdraw the deAfter much hesitation and anguish of mind,
posits.
Duane declined to do it; and Jackson thereupon dismissed him (he refusing to resign) and put in his place
a gentleman by the name of Taney, who was a thoroughgoing advocate of anti-bank principles. Taney did his
duty ; not actually drawing out the whole nine millions
in one lump, but providing for its removal at a rate
altogether too rapid to be comfortable for Mr. Biddle.
Biddle, however, had had some warning, which he had
utilized to the utmost of his power by contracting his
loans ; and this of course had an effect on the country ;
782
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money became dear and wages low. The distress was
more in the anticipation of evil than in the actuality
of it; for the money taken out of the bank was deposited in State banks throughout the land, and only
Biddle
time seemed needed to reassure business.
issued a protest which was intended to have a humorous and defiant twang to it; but this was another of
Biddle's mistakes; his recognition of the fact that
Jackson was not a man to be jested with was strangely
delayed.
Clay,

Bank

who had made himself the champion of the
was now to make the next move;

in Congress,

but he could do little more than move a censure of the
President ; for it was impossible to return the deposits
to the Bank. The Great Pacificator was likewise disgruntled by Jackson's treatment of a land bill which
he had introduced in the last days of the previous session, which proposed to distribute the receipts from
the sale of the public lands among the States pro rata.
Benton had a plan to throw the lands open to what
was practically free settlement; and to allow those
States in which the unoccupied lands were situated to
have control of them. Jackson had kept Clay's bill,
on the ground that it had come in too late for him to
decide upon it; he now sent it to Congress with his
veto.
The veto was justifiable, though Jackson's
grounds for imposing it may have been questionable;
it was a job by which Clay had hoped to influence
votes, and the gift of so much money to the States
could not but have a demoralizing effect. It would
encourage speculation, if nothing more. The dispute
about this bill was but a preparatory skirmish to the
main attack on the President's bank policy, which now
began; and the contest lasted long after Jackson had

White House for good.
The advocates of the Bank in the Senate and House
made the most of the business alarm in the country,
and did whatever eloquence could to inflame it. Their
success was great monster petitions were sent to Jackson asking him to reverse his policy, and painting the
left the

;

approaching destruction of the financial interests in
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lurid colors; and the petitions were supplemented by
swarms of anxious persons delegated to remonstrate
by word of mouth. The friends of Jackson began to
fear that the pressure would be too strong, but he
himself was immovable; he did not believe there was
any real distress; it was only the stockjobbers and
moneyed cormorants who were in trouble, and the more
of such trouble the better. The arguments of Webster,
the impassioned appeals of Clay, had as little effect.
The latter, addressing Van Buren in his place, entreated him to go to the President and bid him "pause
and reflect that there is a point beyond which human
endurance cannot go ; and let him not drive this brave,
generous, and patriotic people to despair." Van Buren
listened with attention and gravity but then, as if to
indicate that though the heavens fall,
was no
tjhere
reason why sensible men on the inside should not continue to exist and be comfortable, he walked down the
aisle and begged the panting orator for a pinch of
snuff; after which he walked back and resumed his
;

chair.

At the expense of much breath on both sides, the
Senate finally passed a resolution directing the return
of the deposits to the Bank. But the House reversed
this ruling by a large majority, reporting that the
State banks ought to retain the custody of the funds
in question. The Senate, however, passed Clay's resolution censuring the President; but Benton rose and
moved for its removal from the records, and announced
that he should repeat the motion from time to time

was adopted. There was great dispute over
Jackson's nominations, Taney being rejected for the
Treasury, and Stevenson for England; upon which
Jackson left the latter post vacant for two years ; when
another Congress confirmed Stevenson. At the end of
this "panic session" which had talked so much and
done so little, the death of Lafayette was announced,
and the members went home with crape on their arms.
But in April the Bank campaign had been continued
by a committee appointed to investigate the Bank's
books.
The Bank squirmed out of this ordeal, and
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during the following winter obtained the appointment
of a Senatorial committee for the same purpose, which,
for reasons best known to itself, sent in a very favorBut the suspicions of the people were
able report.
confirmed, and their verdict went the other way.
The foes of the Bank were somewhat embarrassed to
find a substitute for it; the swarm of State banks had
obstructed the stream of finance with a vast quantity
of small paper currency, which was discounted till no
one could tell what his money was really worth. Jackson finally attempted to stop the issue of paper below
five dollars in face value; at the same time causing
gold and silver to be coined; which had a temporary

good effect. But he understood little about finance,
and had no doubt been rash in tearing down one
system before any preparation had been made for a
substitute. He was attacked in many quarters; and,
on the other hand, the resistance of the poor to the rich
which he had seemed to encourage found expression in

In
riots, by which much property was destroyed.
January, 1835, Lawrence, a young English house
painter out of a job, fired two pistols at Jackson as he
was leaving the Capitol both shots missed Lawrence
was knocked down, locked up, and finally put in an
insane asylum. This affair had no effect upon Jackson's course; and the fall elections were on the whole
favorable to him. The deposits were not returned to
the Bank, and for the present the opposition seemed to
have no stomach for further fighting. At about this
time, moreover, the last installment of the national
debt was paid off, and Jackson's Administration got
His star was still full high adthe credit of it.
;

;

vanced.

But his success in defeating the aims of those arrayed against him had the result of uniting them in a

new party, professing to derive from the old Whigs
of 1776, and adopting their designation.
The idea
took over the country, and the Whigs seemed to
crystallize almost at once into a homogeneous body.
Both South and North contributed to its elements.
On the other hand, a socialistic wing of the Jaeksonian
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Democracy was organized under the nickname of Locobestowed on account of their having relighted

focos,

with locofoco matches the gas which the Tammany
Democrats had turned out in the hall where both had
assembled. Of the two great parties the Whigs, as
has been remarked, had the better men, though the
Democrats had the better principles; but the latter
were handicapped, as regarded their personnel, by the
system of rotation in office, which made political ser-

The
vices instead of merit the condition of tenure.
Whigs resembled the Federalists in their leanings to
wealth and education, but had learned to give more
consideration to the mass of the people and they soon
showed some measure of success. They gained support
in several hitherto Democratic States.
But Pennsylvania could not be won over; and the young William
H. Seward was defeated for the governorship of New
York. This attitude of the two great States finished
the Bank, all except the ultimate ceremonies. But the
new party felt in itself the promise of future power,
and organized for future triumphs. Several Presidential candidates were named by it in different States
Webster in Massachusetts, McLean in Ohio, White in
;

;

Georgia, Harrison in Indiana and* Ohio ; and in favor
Webster withdrew his name, Clay also
The Democrats nominated Van
supporting him.
Buren, who was Jackson's choice. During the interval
before the election there was a singular outburst of
disorder all over the country, expressing itself in riots,
lynchings, strikes, and all manner of riotous disturbances ; partly due no doubt to the young country "feeling its oats," and discovering by experience the
difference between liberty and license; partly to the
half-comprehended effect upon ignorant minds of the
of the latter

Democratic ideas, which seemed to deny rights to any
except the common people. There was also a hostile
feeling against the Papacy, of which many terrible
things were prophesied; and finally there was the far
more lasting element of trouble originating in the collisions between slave sympathizers and their opponents.
The new abolition doctrines, of which William Lloyd
786
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Garrison was the ablest and most unrelenting exponent, were to be a firebrand for more than twenty years
to come. The Abolitionists demanded instant extinction of slavery because it was morally wrong; and
since the Constitution allowed the system, they would
do away with the Constitution, so far as it commanded
.union; and were quite as insistent as the Southerners
themselves in their demand for separation. The weight
of opinion at the North was not in sympathy with the
logical extremists; and the negro himself was almost
as much restricted in northern communities as he,
would have been in the South. The lines of caste were

as sharply drawn.

Garrison's paper, the "Liberator,"

was as uncompromising and unflattering as he could
make it; and his powers were anything but contempHis fierce arraignment of the Constitution set
the majority in the North, as well as the whole South,
His importation of a British antiagainst him.
slavery speaker to address American audiences (England having just emancipated the Jamaican negroes)
made things worse; there were furious popular outbreaks against Abolitionists, their meetings and their
works and the slave seemed not to be profiting by his
tible.

;

champions. In October, 1835, Garrison was mobbed
in Boston, and came near being hanged by the populace; but he only set up his press elsewhere, and continued his attacks. Sentiment was inflamed to a degree hardly credible in these less ardent times. Garrison's friends were quite as passionate as his foes. A
negro uprising in Virginia was ascribed to the instigation of emancipation societies and certainly the pamphlets which were circulated in the South were
calculated to inspire negro rebellions. The Abolitionists offered no plan for freeing slaves and at the same
time compensating their owners; they declared the
owners to be criminals who deserved nothing but ruin.
All this was very impractical; but it had its good
effect for had it not been for Garrison and his followers, and the rage they aroused on both sides, the collision between South and North might have been
indefinitely staved off, and with it our national relief
787
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from an incubus from which South and North alike
are to-day glad to be free.
But if the Abolitionists were extremists, the Southern
slaveholders were no less so.
Their attitude was
haughty in the last degree; they worked the constitutional lash for all it was worth. They cracked their
whips and demanded that Abolitionists should be sent
south to be hanged; and they introduced a gag law
into Congress, forbidding any petitions on the subject
of slavery to be so much as considered. This stirred
up the venerable John Quincy Adams in defense of
the right of petition. He had none of the obsequiousness which characterized too many of the public men
at the North in their attitude toward Southern arrogance ; he did not favor the Abolitionists, but he would
countenance no infringement of liberty. "I hold the
resolution a direct violation of the Constitution of the
United States, of the rules of this House, and of the
rights of my constituents"; and thenceforward he
fought it until it was repealed. There was no stronger
or braver man in Congress, and none of honesty so
unimpeachable. The Southerners feared to bring in a
vote of censure against him; though at one time he
stood in peril of personal violence. In reply to the
dogma that Congress had no right to interfere with
slavery in the States, he declared that under the war
power in cases of civil disorder the Government might
interfere and control
this assertion that

it.

the

And

it was upon the basis of
Government did interfere

twenty-five years later.
The debt of the nation being paid, Clay contrived to
use the surplus to accomplish the principle of his landIt was agreed
distribution bill already referred to.
that the surplus remaining in the Treasury should be

deposited in the State banks, ostensibly on terms
similar to those in which the regular deposits had been
transferred to them but as a matter of fact, the money
thus distributed remained the property of the States
another proof that a surplus is not so good a thing as
a moderate national debt. Still this method of disposing of the surplus was better than to yield it to
;

;
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open speculation, which was the growing vice of the
time.

Arkansas was admitted as the twenty-fifth State in
the Union, open to slavery, and Michigan followed on
the free side. The election now coming on, Van Buren
was found to have a majority of forty-nine electoral
votes; the Vice President, chosen by the Legislature

from several competitors, was Richard M. Johnson.
Webster got Massachusetts' fourteen votes, and South
Carolina again cast her votes for complimentary purposes only. Van Buren was pledged to continue the
policy of his predecessor ; and, contrary to expectation,
the antislavery agitation had no influence on this contest.
There could be no doubt that, despite its faults,
Jackson's Administration was approved by the country.
He had been successful at home and abroad. The
French claims had been paid, not without belligerent
demonstrations on both sides; but Louis Philippe was
too insecure on his throne to risk a war, especially in
defense of a violated promise to pay. Other European
nations settled their claims with us, or entered into
friendly business relations, and commerce increased.
Treaties were made with the Spanish-American republics, though great distrust was felt as to the stability
of these little states, and the temptation to extend our
boundaries was perceptible. For Jackson, indeed, it
had been a temptation and something more. The Texas
affair, whose first chapters date back fifteen years or
more before this time, affords the first illustration of
an annexation policy. The South had wished the
region to be incorporated as a slave State ; but Monroe
had wisely prevented it. It was now a province of
Mexico.
Mexico herself was too feeble a State to
secure respect.
But the eastern boundary between
Texas and the United States had been fixed at the
Sabine River by a treaty negotiated by Clay in 1831.
It was Jackson's purpose to keep freedom and slavery
balanced. In 1835 he proposed to Mexico to sell not
only Texas, but California but Santa Anna, the Mexican President, refused. Meanwhile a large number of
American colonists were settled in Texa&i and had in;
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timated their desire for annexation to the United
States ; this was regarded in the North as a plot to add
slaveholding States to the Union. On the other hand,
the Mexican Government adopted measures which exasperated the American settlers and under the leadership of Sam Houston, they established a government
at Austin, and received material aid from Southern
slaveholders. In the battle of San Jacinto, following
the massacre of the Alamo, Santa Anna was defeated
and taken prisoner. Jackson took a favorable view of
all this, and sent United States troops to keep order.
To avoid the appearance of forcing an infraction of
the treaty, a number of old spoliation claims were revived, in settlement of which Texas might be seized.
A rupture with the Mexican Government was thus
brought about, and all made ready for the next step;
which, however, had to be left for Van Buren to make,
since Jackson's tenure of power was now at its end.
It is impossible not to admit that the conduct of this
affair does not reflect credit upon Jackson's reputation
for candor. The instinct for conquest of the soldier
overcame the scruples which should have controlled
;

'

the civil magistrate.
The finances of the country were left in a muddle
which Jackson himself could neither comprehend nor
control. The State banks were multiplied, and speculation, especially in western lands, was unrestrained.
Cities were laid out on paper, and land worth little or
nothing per acre was sold at a good price per front

Large importations of foreign goods were paid
for in bullion, which was thus sent out of the country ;
and a circular issued by Jackson shortly before the
end of his term to pay for public lands in hard money
caused the gold and silver remaining to find its way
into the Treasury.
panic and failures were inevitable ; eight States failed, property lost value, and trade
was arrested. Van Buren inherited this legacy of disaster, and bore the brunt of it ; for it had not declared
itself at the time Jackson withdrew.
Jackson was an extraordinary man ; but his fortune
was at least as extraordinary as he; no dreamer of

foot.

A
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romances would have trusted his imagination to invent
such a man ruling in such a way over free America.
He was as absolute as any despot; yet he was a champion of the Constitution and a true patriot an illiterate man in the conventional sense; and yet with as
able an intellect, and as keen an insight into many
;

millstones, as men of far higher culture.
made a mistake with the people; what he did
they liked, and what he liked they supported. It did
not seem to make much difference what views he held;
political

He

neve?

they were certain to be indorsed by the public, if for
no better reason because Jackson held them. His
work was often good; but the influence of his example
in our politics cannot be commended.
He made
sycophancy an institution, because his subordinates
feared him
he encouraged the lower elements of
society, because he hated too narrowly the pretensions
of wealth and society. He would not admit that there
could be two sides to a question; there was but one
He made everything
side, and he was always on it.
personal; and in this way he stamped his own personality so deeply upon history that the impression can
never be effaced; and yet, so singular was he, that few
of his biographers claim fully to understand him. He
was frank and blunt, passionate and trenchant; and
yet some of the men who were nearest him declare
that he was an actor, politic, and crafty. It is certain
that he could dissimulate; he would not have been so
successful a soldier had he not possessed the faculty
of strategy. But, like all men of great caliber, he had
two men in him, one or the other of which predominated at different times, without any deliberate purpose of duplicity. So strong a man did not need to
be a dissimulator, save as it were on the inspiration
of the moment, when he might be partly moved by a
grim sense of humor. That narrow brain of his was
also deep, and he enjoyed outmaneuvering his antag.

;

No one who has
onists as well as crushing them.
looked into the intricacies of public life can have
failed to observe how almost impossible it often is for
the man in ostensible authority to force his purpose
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through the myriad obstacles and "pressures" which
conflicting and plotting interests supply; but Jackson
came as near doing it as any ruler of whom there is
record, even though he were a despot in his own right
instead of only the chief magistrate of a free people.
Van Buren inaugurated an epoch of smaller men,
not to be broken until Lincoln entered the White

House. He was, apparently, a sincere hero worshiper ;
and Jackson was the god of his idolatry, and the
acknowledged model whose example it was his best
ambition humbly to imitate. A more independent or
less politic man might have been offended at the
pains Jackson took to smooth the way for him; but
Van Buren expressed only gratitude; as if a puppet
should praise the hand which pulled its strings.
The first thing which Fate brought to pass upon the
new President's amiable Administration was that panic
In this
of 1837 to which we have already alluded.
calamity every element which could render it complete
seemed to combine; there was nothing to redeem the
situation far or near; the failure of the crops made it
The connecessary even to purchase grain abroad.
dition of finance was such that the mind shudders to
contemplate it; legislatures were forced to pass acts
legalizing suspension; not a bank in the country paid
bullion. The pet banks which had received the national
deposits fared no better than the rest. There seemed
to be no money left in the world; notes might be paid
for debts, and the next day the bank issuing them
might fail. On the other hand, Congress and the President received their salaries in gold, which was not
calculated to improve their popularity in the country.
Van Buren was compelled to call an extra session to
take counsel on the predicament.
To Congress, after reciting the condition of things,
he proposed the measure which is his chief title to
fame, though its effect upon himself was to defeat his
political aspirations. He pointed out the evils inseparable from an alliance of any sort between banks and
the Government, and advocated abolishing such alliance altogether. In place of it he would create an
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independent treasury, or, as it has come to be called,
a subtreasury, where the funds of the Government
could find a safe and convenient asylum.
It was a
good plan, as experience has proved; but it was new
to those before whom it
stinct was to distrust it.

was

and their first inwould give the Government too much power, and would lock up in vaults
bullion which ought to be circulating in the country.
Moreover, the plan seemed incomplete; it was one end
laid,

It

of a remedy, with the other left to conjecture. What
should be done to secure a sound national currency?
Further, it was suspected that the plan might be a
disguised attack upon all banks, and that the proposed

would renew the paper troubles
The real difficulty in this and
of Van Buren's Administration was the

issue of treasury notes

under another form.

other affairs
lack of confidence in its political integrity a distrust
which was quite as unjustifiable, to say the least, as
it would have been if directed toward his predecessor.
Van Buren was so artful a manager that it was hard
to believe he would draw the line this side of unscrupulousness. The fact was that Van Buren meant to be
Jackson without Jackson's faults; but it would seem
that Jackson's faults had been half the secret of his
success; and when those were eliminated, the spell of

Jacksonian Democracy lost its power.
This subtreasury scheme, and the necessary retention of the next installment of the surplus promised
to the banks, gave the new Whigs a desirable grievance
on which to appeal to the people. The party was
started with great enthusiasm, though they were
obliged to restrict themselves to criticism rather than
to suggest remedies. All the nice, clean, respectable
folks belonged to it, with monopolies and protection
in their train ; it had friends in the South, and its advocacy of a national government was agreeable. Besides, it had the benefit of the distaste for the hardhanded Democracy which was beginning to be felt by
natural reaction.
good issue was all that was
needed to carry the country. On the other hand, Calhoun created a surprise by, abandoning his hollow

A
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alliance with Clay, and advocating "unbanking the
banks"; he called the connection of Government with
banks an "unholy alliance." Clay and Webster arraigned the subtreasury plan as a first step toward
an Executive bank, with tyranny as its aim. But the
corrupt collapse of Biddle's United States Bank, which
was now accomplishing, showed that Jackson and Van
Buren were right in the stand they had taken against
it, and was a practical reply to the eloquence of the
orators on the other side.
But it was the slavery question which, in spite of all
efforts to down it, persisted in raising its threatening
front in Congress and the country. The Abolitionists
had made the conscience of the North uneasy, and
divided their councils, while antagonizing the South
to an intense degree. The Democrats were controlled
by the South; the Whigs were opposed to slavery extension or to the domination of the slavery cause, but
could not go the length of the Abolitionists, who were
ready to surrender the Constitution on abstract moral
grounds. Abstract right was all very well; but did a
man owe nothing to the Constitution and to the Union
which it demanded? Was one man justified in requiring another to conform to his own moral principles or
The Abolitionists troubled themselves
prejudices?
little about arguments; slavery must be abolished,
Union or no Union. There was a discrimination to be
observed here; we are not yet far enough advanced in
human brotherhood to be able to interfere in the affairs
of foreign nations, with a view to improving them,
unless, as happened in Cuba, we find a decadent and
barbarous nation inflicting savage cruelties upon a
people struggling for freedom at our very doors. But
a nation has a right to regulate, within limits, the
conduct of its own citizens, when it plainly outrages
morality and threatens the common weal. For the
nation is a homogeneous body, in which the sickness
of one part affects all. If slavery was in itself an evil
and a menace, the United States had a right to restrain
or extirpate it; and it was only because the United
States was composed of separate States that this right
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was obscured.

The Southern States took the ground

of separate nations, and based their claims thereon.
But whatever political hairsplitting might pretend,
the effect upon our free States of slavery in our
was utterly different from what
States
slave
would be upon us the effect of slavery in a nation
Our Congress was composed of repreally foreign.

States; and as it was eviradical divergences in
points of national policy, either Government must
be carried on by a system of compromises, with
all the dangers and obstructions which that involves;
or one party must finally overcome and dominate the
other; or the two must part. At present, we were
trying the compromise alternative: for the rest, although it was possible for the North to dominate the
South, the contrary was not possible, since the physical
conditions at the North did not admit of slave labor
being used there, all questions of morality aside;
whereas in the South free labor might succeed. The
alternative of separation remained; but that must be
by common agreement of all parties;, that agreement
wanting, it might be accomplished by force, provided
the force available were sufficient for the purpose* It
turned out not to be sufficient when the experiment
was tried. But was the South justified in trying the
resentatives

from

dent that slavery

all

produced

The answer, on general principles, must
be in the affirmative. She had a fair chance of success,
and no further justification has ever been deemed
necessary when one body of people wished to divide
itself from another.
The Constitution could not stand
in the way; treaties and paper compacts of all kinds
are outgrown and cast aside every day; they are valid
so long as they are useful, and no longer. Our Constitution has lasted because its provisions are farseeing and sensible, and because it admits of remodeling as circumstances may require. But the right, of
the South to secede if it could was confused with a
question quite distinct from it: the question whether
she had a right to secede in order to continue
slavery.
Admitting slavery to be wrong, however convenient; is
795
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any people justified in bringing on a devastating war
for the sake of supporting a wrong? The answer, on
moral grounds, must be in the negative. But should
the South therefore be condemned? How often, in the
history of the world, has a nation molded its national
policy against its interests, out of respect for the moral
law? Besides, the South had been brought to believe
that slavery was not wrong; they quoted Holy Writ
in its support, and were furnished by Calhoun and
The
others with many special reasons in addition.
very fact that it was assailed blinded them to its
faults. They would fight for it not only as a matter of
as for a beloved thing
right, but of affection also
which had been attacked. Upon the whole, we may
relieve ourselves of the apprehension that several
million inhabitants of this country were any worse
than the other millions because they rebelled. They
were subjects of human nature and creatures of circumstance, like all other sons of Adam; and Providence used them in its own ways for purposes greater
than either they or we could know.
As for the Abolitionists, they cannot be praised for
political sagacity; but they did not covet that sort of
They deserve the name of martyrs to their
praise.
moral convictions; some of them, like Lovejoy, were
called upon to shed their lifeblood literally in defense
of their opinions; others, like Jonathan Cilley, were
shot on the "field of honor" because they ventured to
though Cilley was not an
any rabid sense of the term; he was
No doubt the
simply not an advocate of slavery.
Abolitionists exasperated the South exceedingly. But,
on the other hand, the Southerners were altogether too
haughty and touchy, and too incautious in their expressions of scorn and contempt for the Northerners.
They were intolerant to an almost incredible degree;
and the patience the Northerners often showed is only
less remarkable.
They would not permit the subject
criticize

Southern views

Abolitionist in

of slavery to be alluded to or hinted at in their presence.
It was something holy, sacred
or perhaps it
was a raw sore. This sensitiveness is almost unique in
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political records, and could be accounted for in various
ways. Its origin is probably to be found in the moral

men quarreled about it just as they
do about religious creeds; and nobody not engaged in
the discussion can understand why they so quickly
question involved

;

lose their tempers.

Another attempt to annex the Free State of Texas
it now called itself) failed to gain Government support but arrangements were made for a board of arbitration to decide upon the American claims against
A decision was also wanted regarding the
Mexico.
precise location of our Maine boundary line; and
quarrels on this point were complicated by a petty
rebellion in Canada, which led some hasty spirits to
imagine, quite erroneously, that Canada wished to join
our Union. In the South, Osceola, after a spiritedresistance to our prolonged effort to put down the
Seminoles, was captured, and soon after died in prison
but the war lingered along several years more. The
war was never popular and cost more than it was
worth; and Van Buren, as usual, got all the blame.
The subtreasury bill finally passed on the 30th of
June, 1840, and was artfully approved by the President on the Fourth of July but the financial and business condition was still gloomy. But the most important occurrence of the time had been the Whig
Convention which assembled in December, 1839, at
Harrisburg in Pennsylvania, with Barbour in the chair.
Whom would they nominate for the Presidency? Clay
was the most prominent candidate; but he had been
engaged in so many battles that it seemed doubtful if
he could carry the election. Harrison and Winfield
Scott were the alternative men; for Webster had no
(as

;

;

;

sure following except in his own section. After three
days' voting, Harrison was chosen, and Tyler, the
friend of Clay, was given the second place, more out
of compliment to the latter than on his own account;
and also to please Southern delegates. Clay had told
his friends to sacrifice him if the good of the party
demanded it; but he was bitterly disappointed, neverSeward was accused
theless, to be taken at his word.
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of having aided in defeating him, in combination with
his allies

Horace Greeley and Thurlow Weed, who were

at the convention; but in truth it was the common
sense of the majority of the convention; and there
probably never had been a moment in his whole career
when Clay could have reasonably counted on the
united support of the country. He could see that it
was better to be right than to be President ; but it was
possible to be too brilliant to be President, and, certainly, to be too fertile in compromises. Large defections from the Democrats increased the strength of the
party, till in spite of the advantage of position
possessed by the Democrats, and the prestige of past
success, the Whigs seemed to have the people.
The Democrats of course nominated Van Buren;

they had no one

else,

and no one could have served

The campaign 'had no very sharp
their turn better.
issues ; the best issue for the Whigs seemed to be that
they were new and enthusiastic; but the ardor of the
combatants has never been surpassed, and there was
hardly a voter in the land who did not cast his vote.
The unique spectacle was presented of vast open-air
political gatherings where not the voters only, but
their wives and children, congregated to see, hear and
shout. Enormous processions moved to and fro; they
carried emblems of their cause, and mottoes, and they
shouted refrains ; all the fine young fellows in America
seemed to be Whigs, and all confident of victory.
They were tired of the autocrat; they wanted a strong
but quiet and law-abiding man, who had a good temper
and could recognize other elements in the Government
besides the Executive. The rare assortment of famous
orators which the country possessed at this time was
turned loose upon the crowds, and made them tenfold
more enthusiastic and confident than ever. The nation
may be said to have enjoyed this campaign; and for
many a year afterward one might hear veterans recalling to one another, with chuckles, the glorious excitement of those days, when their throats were hoarse
with shouting "Tippecanoe and Tyler too !" And what
.lakes of hard cider were drunk out of
pure patriotism.
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and what

cities of log cabins overspread the landscape !
caricatures also, in which the hard-handed Democrats found themselves figured by little Matty Van
Bnren, in kid gloves and a gilded coach, while the
leader of the supposed aristocracy was a plain soldierfarmer, who worked with his hands and lived poor
and simple. But the fact was that the sentiment of
the nation was wholly against aristocracy, and any
intimation of an opposite feeling always involved the
party betraying it in disaster. The Whigs, so far from
suffering for lack of an issue, actually made capital
out of their deficiency; they had the more leisure for
hooting down their adversaries. The final result of it
all was a stupendous victory for the Whigs, who beat
the Democrats by two hundred and thirty-four votes
third party, called the Liberty Party,
against sixty.
also polled a few votes here and there for itself; it
was supposed to be constituted of the moral reformers

What

A

who were becoming singularly numerous about this
time; every ism having its followers, from Transcendentalism down. The Liberty Party was to be heard
from again later.
Van Buren took his defeat with his usual steadiness,
and his next message was the best and boldest he ever
wrote. He warned against renewing the public debt,
a large part of which would be held by foreign investors; and the State debts were already threatened
in some places with repudiation.
He renewed the
argument against the National Bank; and as if to
accent his words, that sinister institution, with Biddle
at its head, found in its lowest deep a lower deep
to fall into; its final collapse, followed by the revelation of more than its worst enemies had charged of
Biddle
rascality and rottenness, took place in 1841.
lingered three years longer and then died of mortification rather than shame; for he was too callous in
iniquity to feel the latter.
Van Buren began life as the son of a poor farmer,
and reached the Presidency. He was not the creature
of chance, but of hard work and great sagacity; he
had a wonderful brain, and many great virtues ; and if
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he had vices, they were not of such a character as to
be known. He had been trained in early life by Aaron
Burr, and there were no arts of management with
which he was not familiar; he probably designed to
lift himself to the top by such arts, and by the help
of greater men, such as Jackson; and he succeeded.
But if, as was also probable, he meant, on attaining
the supreme place, to lay aside all his tricks of fence
and intrigue, and show himself as a man of independent convictions and sincere character, he failed; because the reputation of a lifetime could not be dissipated in four years; and his evil inheritance from
Jackson was too much to carry off. Another handicap
from which he suffered was his small stature and plump
figure, which made it impossible to take him seriously ;
he may have been no shorter and no plumper than the
great Napoleon ; but he did not produce the same effect
on beholders. He was too polite, soft-spoken, and too
deft a steersman. Such men are very useful in politics,
and when they are reasonably honest, as Van Buren

Van
certainly was, they may be something more.
Buren's subtreasury scheme was sound statesmanship,
separating as it did private from public finance. But
he had contrived to avoid personal quarrels all his life ;
he had been friendly to everybody; and finally no one
believed he was the friend of anybody, and none stood
his friend at the critical hour.
And what good he
accomplished was not credited to him, and was not
recognized during his tenure of power. His defeat on
the occasion of this first appeal for reelection was
emphasized by the refusal of the people to reinstate
him on the other two occasions when he was nominated
for the Presidency; their "sober second thought" had
no reversal for him. But he lived to be eighty years
old, and doubtless reconciled himself to a fate which
after all was not so bad for a poor farmer's boy
Besides the steam engine and the steamboat, science
added to the breadth of life by the daguerreotype and
the electric telegraph, at this period; for though
Morse's first telegraph line was not opened till 1844,
his patent was granted in 1837.
Exploration was car.
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on chiefly by the Wilkes expedition, which sailed
nearly ninety thousand miles and investigated tropic
islands and polar snows. Literature was beginning to
be an appreciable quantity among us, in spite of the
competition of pirated books from England; Emerson
had published his earlier essays, which are still as
much read as ever, and better understood ; Bryant and
Longfellow had proved that Americans could be poets.
Irving's reputation was already of long standing;
Cooper was our only great novelist so far; though a
young man named Nathaniel Hawthorne had became
known to a few as showing promise in some short tales
ried

and sketches. Bennett had founded his newspaper,
and Hoe, the inventor of steam presses, was led thereto
by the wearisomeness of working the press of his little
Meanwhile honest and
sheet, "The Sun," by hand.
doctrinaire Horace Greeley had set the "Tribune"
going; and American journalism was an accomplished
fact, though little witting of what it was to become.
In short, the gate of modern times was swinging ajar.
This is a country of contrasts but there had been no
;

greater contrast between successive Presidents than
Van
that between Harrison and his predecessor.
Buren had spent his life amid policies, stratagems and
intrigues, seeing the seamy side of human nature, and
deprived of all possibility of keeping in touch with
natural impulses and sincere feelings. He had climbed
upward by art and interest, by cunning compromises
and concessions; he had regarded men as instruments
and life as a calculation. But Harrison was a country-

man a

soldier of proved quality, but only accidentally
incidentally, because circumstance compelled it.
was transparent and honest, with a warm heart
;

and

He

and a tender conscience; endowed with manly dignity
and strength of will and self-respect which could call
to order even the impatient audacity of Clay; but
approachable by all, kindly, friendly; desirous only
to do good to his country and leave a spotless record
behind him. His gray hair and clear eyes gave his
aspect a certain distinction which was fully carried
out by the quality of his mind and character; he had
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a strength and ability which old politicians like Clay
and Webster hardly gave him credit for, finding him
below the mark in certain superficial attributes of the
public man. But after all we can but surmise what
Harrison might have accomplished; he had barely
grasped the wand of office when he fell.
He had lacked but two years of fulfilling the allotted
span of man when he came to Washington ; nor would
he have survived so long but for his temperate outdoor
life in his Ohio home; for his constitution had never
been robust. His campaign, as we have seen, had been
unusually exciting, and he had several times addressed
the people. He made the journey to Washington at an
inclement season, with the accompaniments of public
demonstrations along the way, to which he responded
heartily, as his nature prompted. When he reached the
capital, the pressure on his. strength was increased
instead of being relaxed the day of inauguration was
cold and gloomy, and he spoke in the open air for an
hour. His address was friendly and conciliating in tone,
and gave promise of purity and independence in administration he would abate abuse of patronage, would
not invade Southern susceptibilities, would not advoIn the manner
cate a currency exclusively metallic.
and general tone rather than, in special phrases he
made it evident that he intended to do good and dispense justice to all. Even his opponents trusted him
and honored him.
Immediately began the scramble for place, in which
;

;

Whigs showed themselves full as active as the
Democrats had been, though during the campaign they
had been noisy in denouncing the spoils system. But
it might be argued that after a spoils system has been
once begun it can never end ; for if a man gets an office,
not for merit but for service done, he should be ousted
at the first opportunity which would of course be
when the next change of party occurred. But inasmuch as his successor is no better than he, the vicious
routine can never end. As -a matter of fact, it is a
the

constant surprise, not that our civil service is so bad,
,but that it is no worse; the men who clamor for office
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(and no others get it) being uniformly the least fitted
There must be a great deal of latent
to receive it.
virtue in the body corporate.
Harrison offered the portfolio of State to Clay, who
declined it, but recommended two of his friends for
Harrison then gave Webster
places in the Cabinet.
the option of being either State or Treasury secretary,
and he took the former. Webster and Clay were already
rivals for that which neither would ever attain. But
they had combined to put Harrison in the saddle, and
perhaps in acknowledgment of their service,
he,
pledged himself in his inaugural not to seek a second
He might have spared himself that
nomination.
trouble. The other men in the Cabinet, though respectable, possessed no marked
fairly competent to their duties.

ability;

they were

From

sunrise till midnight the President was kept
busy tossing the morsels of patronage to the roaring
pack of wild animals who surged round him. There
were more offices than ever before and more applicants
for each office; and every Congressman had his group
of friends to recommend.
Harrison worked along
systematically and intelligently, doing the best he
On the 17th of March he convened an extra
could.
session for the last of May ; but about the first of April

he caught a chill from careless exposure, which his
frame lacked vitality to resist.
It developed into
pneumonia, and he died on the 4th of the month.
"Sir," said he, addressing some imaginary interlocutor
as he lay on the brink of the next world, "I wish you
to understand the true principles of the Government;
I wish them carried out; I ask no more."
His death startled and saddened the nation. He was
the first President who had died with his term uncompleted; and he was the object of a more widespread
All that
personal affection than most public men.
could be done was to give him a great funeral; thousands followed in the train; there was complaining of
bugles and trample of muffled drums, and a black, open
car, with white horses and heaps of mounded flowers.
In the hearse lay the body of a poor country gentle803
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whom a nation had trusted, whom they had lifted
to the highest place in their gift, and for whom they
He was buried in the cemetery of
heartily grieved.
Congress; but afterward, at his friends' request, his
body was removed to his home at North Bend on the
Ohio, a more fitting resting place for a President who
man,

was so

little of a" politician.

those who followed the procession was John
former Vice President, now President by the
the
Tyler,
grace of God. He had come posthaste from Virginia
on learning the news which elevated him to the unhoped-for dignity. He continued the Cabinet in their
places, and his address seemed to pledge him to carry
out the dead man's policy. He promised that there
should be no further war between the Government and
the currency. In short, his attitude was just what it
ought to have been, and the nation felt relieved from a
momentary anxiety. Tyler was Harrison over again,

Among

mutato nomine. But gentlemen in Congress, who knew
him better, may have suspended their full confidence
until further developments.

In fact, however, no one at this time knew Tyler; he
did not know himself. He found himself suddenly in
the place of power, and was at first subdued by the
shock; his nature was susceptible of fine impressions,
and he may have told himself that this was a great
opportunity vouchsafed by Providence, of which he
would make the highest use he could. His record
showed him to be a man who had taken no decided or
irrevocable line on prominent questions; either from
caution or from lack of conviction he had kept a
middle course, though not without occasional reproach
of bad faith, which he had zealously sought to repel.
But he was now called upon to fill one of the most
conspicuous positions in the world, where he must
avouch himself one thing or the other; a position to

which he had not been elected, and which he entered
under unique circumstances. His first instinct, natural
to one of his temperament, was to deprecate criticism
and conciliate public opinion; afterward he would review his situation more coolly and map out his plans.
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Tyler was a

tall, slight, fair man, with delicate
which he wore rather long he was of good
family, and always showed high breeding in his manners, which were also affable and attractive, especially
to women.
He thought well of himself physically,
mentally, and morally, and believed that he had a
very sensitive conscience. His mind ran to fine discriminations, to hair-splitting; and this quality he
found useful in accounting to himself for his own conduct and squaring it with his rule of right and honor.
He could, so to say, argue one thing into another, and
thus establish an apparent consistency between acts
which a more straightforward moralist would have
Thus far in life he had been
called irreconcilable.
free from grave responsibilities, and his views of public
matters had been colored by circumstances, and by his
own chance predilections; he saw some things in
Democracy that he liked and accepted other things
which belonged to the Whig policy. He was independent there was no reason why he should not be so
until the time should come when his further political
career depended upon his allying himself finally with
one side or the other. When that time should come, he
would still have the option of remaining independent
.

brown

hair,

;

;

and keeping out of responsibilities; or of accepting
and respecting allegiance to party.
In accepting the office of Vice President he had not
felt that this epoch of final choice had arrived.
He
belonged to that wing of the Whig party which was
nearest to the moderate wing of the Democratic party
it was of no consequence because the office itself carried no weight.
He might have been a Democratic
Vice President almost as well as a Whig one. But he
was now President, and there could be no half measures.
If he felt that he could not be a true Whig, it
was his duty to resign. If he was not willing to carry
out the policy of Harrison, and to act in harmony with
the Whig majority in the Legislature, he had no business in the White House.
But it was easy for a hair-splitter like Tyler to persuade himself that the alternative was not so sharp
responsibilities

;

*
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as this; and if he hesitated himself, there was no lack
of advisers to strengthen his resolution. A little knot
of Virginians, to whom Clay gave the name of the
corporal's guard, soon attached itself to him, and
helped him to make up his mind and to gloss over his
this group, Wise and Beverly Tucker
Under their ministrations his first
He was after all a
timidity gradually gave way.
Southerner and a slaveholder; that was in his nature;
and when a conflict between the nature and the mental

scruples.

were the

Of

ablest.

conclusion occurs, nature prevails and the mind proceeds to confirm its action. Nature, in this case, was
also on the side of self-interest and of personal feeling.
Tyler suddenly realized that he was in a position of
supreme power, if he chose to make the most of it ; and
he at the same time conceived the ambition to be reelected at the end of his term, on his own merits, and
thus do away with the stigma of having been only an
accidental President.
The ambition was in itself
legitimate; although he had vehemently declared
against the principle of a second term, before it occurred to him that he might get it.
Tyler could also reflect that there was nothing wrong
in being moderate; and between moderation and
treason, in a party man, the line is not always easily
drawn. But a still stronger temptation to abandon the
Whigs was found in the rivalry between Tyler and
Henry Clay, who arrogated to himself, not without
good reason, the real leadership of the party, and who
obviously expected Tyler to carry out his commands.
Tyler and Clay had been friends for twenty years but
when Clay called upon Tyler, a month after Harrison's
death, and refused to support Tyler's scheme of a district bank, they quarreled, and were thenceforth enemies. Tyler knew that Clay was the next candidate
for President in 1844; and he resolved that he would
defeat him for the prize. He was sure that he could
count upon the support of the South, and he believed
that he could win more in the North than Clay could.
He could harmonize the parties, or he could make a
party of his own and lead it to victory. Thus, partly
;
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by accident, partly by selfish ambition and private
pique, and partly by the urgency of others, Tyler was
forced into an attitude which history has failed to
approve. He betrayed the party by which he had been
placed in power, and his Administration was a continual battle between Congress and himself, in which
neither achieved any decisive victory.
As a dramatic episode, this Administration is full of
human interest; for on either side of Tyler were contending Clay and Webster. Webster's course is not
readily reconciled with unselfish desire for the public
welfare; and his behavior was less frank than Clay's,

who never disguised that the Presidency was his goal.
Webster was Tyler's Secretary of State, and he defended his financial policy and took his part against
Clay after all the rest of the Cabinet had resigned, he
;

remained, ostensibly in order to conclude delicate
negotiations with England, with whom we were on the
brink of war over the questions of the northeast boundary and the right of search in the slave trade. Edward
Everett was our representative in England, and Lord
Ashburton, son of Baring the banker, came to Washington with full powers to settle the difficulty or to
declare a settlement impossible.
It was finally arranged creditably to both sides, but Webster still
lingered in the Cabinet. He hoped to improve opportunities to defeat Clay; but events were not to be
controlled. Tyler's main fight with Congress was over
the financial problem; expedients to supply the place
of the defunct United States Bank were suggested and
defeated. Clay had one plan, Tyler another Congress
went far toward meeting Tyler's views, on the promise,
given by him, that he would immediately sign the
amended bill; but he broke his pledge and vetoed it.
His vetoes were numerous, and the necessary twothirds majority to pass bills over his veto could not be
secured, in the peculiar state of parties. At length he
was formally read out of his party; he tried to form
another by inviting men from both sides; but neither
the Democrats nor the Whigs would accept his overtures. In March, 1842, Clay bade farewell to Congress
807
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in a farewell speech, it being his intention never again
to sit in the body; though in fact he returned seven
years later under Fillmore. He was deeply moved, and

he moved others; the Senate adjourned till the next
day, and Calhoun, Clay's former friend, who had been
estranged from him for five years, met him as he left
the Chamber, with outstretched hands, and the two
great men embraced each other with a common imIt is seldom in public affairs that the great
pulse.
men of the country are on the same side ; they oppose
one another, and thus defeat one another's power for
In the Colonial and Revolutionary days, the
good.
hostility of England banded our leaders all together in
one cause, and we have seen the results, even against
the greatest odds; but now, when the Republic was
established, and the country developed and capable of
the highest prosperity, we see its possibilities hampered
by the feuds of those who were most highly endowed
Their mutual jealousies and personal
to benefit it.
ambitions made them forget their duty. History must
take note of these men, and ignore to a great extent
the mass of the population, who knew little of their
disputes, successes, and failures, and lived from day to
day busied with their private concerns. Attempts have
indeed been made to write the history of the people,
and of other peoples besides the American; but it is
found impossible to make the story clear without the
annals of the Presidents and the monarchs, their doings and vicissitudes. For through them alone does
the story advance, and the sequence of cause and effect
appear. The people, for whose sake the rulers exist,
and by whom they are created, serve but as the side
scenes and background of the tale.
can depict
them in broad lines; we can note the changes of costume and manners from generation to generation; we

We

can brighten the scene with anecdotes and apologues;
but these do but serve, in the end, to give substance
and firmness to our understanding of the dominant and
guiding few. To however great a degree we extend our
canvas and multiply our figures, the result is the same.
We cannot but feel some resentment at the restriction,
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remembering how much more agreeable or not less enthralling would be many a tale of private experience
which never can reach history's page. But, in truth,
history must body forth the state and make of it the
semblance of a living entity and discipline her pen to
mark only those features which concern the state's
character and acts. The novelist holds the other field,
and the future student of mankind will perhaps not
assign him the second place.
Tyler was misunderstood even by his corporal's
guard they thought him easier to manage than he was.
His facile manner did not prevent him from manifesting a stubborn fiber of determination upon his own
plane, and in his own depth, he would do as he pleased.
He had an emotional but shallow nature tending to the
use of strong adjectives in public and private utterances, but his tears and smiles came from no great
depth, and were soon forgotten. His heart may have
amused him, but it never troubled him, and it never
controlled his policy. But it is the heart which gives
insight; and this is what Tyler lacked. He saw reasons and distinctions in abundance; but he did not
understand the temper or desires of the nation, nor
comprehend their opinion of him. He was most disposed to believe what pleased his self-esteem most; he
was active, skillful, resourceful, and airily cheerful, and
became constantly less scrupulous about the means he
employed to prevail. He thought to use Webster to
help him crush Clay; but he meant to get rid of Webster himself as soon as he had served his turn. What
precisely was his relation to Calhoun cannot be certainly known; but it is probable that the great South
Carolinian furnished him with whatever distinct policy
he had. The true character of his designs was not
fully fathomed until the Texas question reappeared;
it then became evident that Tyler intended to back its
admission as a slave territory, and the North finally
turned its back on him. It was a curious result after
the generous enthusiasm of the Tippecanoe-and-Tyler;

;

;

too campaign.
The revision of the tariff
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which were dear to the Whigs, but Tyler vetoed two of
their bills, and the compromise bill which received his
signature favored the Nullification party. The compromise tariff bill which Clay had devised years before
had been of benefit to manufacturers and to the whole
country; and in the South the value of the cotton
crop had so increased that the saying "Cotton is
King" passed into a proverb. But Clay's bill had provided that the scaling down of duties should be suddenly accelerated at the end of the term; which of
course cut off the revenue abruptly. In order to secure
our credit, it was necessary to change the law. The
Whigs wanted to make revenue the end and protection
only incidental to it. Such an act was passed for the
emergency, but when its time limit expired there were
difficulties again. Fresh action had to be taken. After
Tyler had vetoed a provisional and a regular tariff
bill, Congress emitted a protest charging him with
misusing the veto power, and debated whether to adjourn and leave him without a revenue. But it was
finally agreed to omit from the bill the features to
which Tyler had objected, and the latter had his
Another cause of
triumph over Clay once more.
mortification, to us was the State debts, which were
due to the speculation which preceded the panic of
1837 they were owing chiefly in Europe, which desired
to make the National Government responsible for them.
Mississippi threatened to repudiate her debt in 1841;
but the other States, led by Pennsylvania, refused to
follow her example. It was at this time that Dickens
visited America, and his criticisms stung the more for
the basis of truth that was in them. But slavery, even
more than finance, gave point to his pen; for Tyler
was bringing this trouble toward its climax. The South
was growing constantly more arrogant, and the North
;

was

to

some degree intimidated.

younger but not

less valiant

Adams and

the

Giddings of Ohio alone

them in Congress, and issue was joined for the
present on the fugitive slave law. Finally, in 1842, the
Supreme Court handed down a decision making the
slaveholder independent of extradition laws which

defied
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might hinder him in recapturing his runaways ; but the
free States often disobeyed this ruling.
The mid-term elections distracted public attention

from other things. Clay's retirement from Congress
had not, of course, prejudiced his claim to the Presidency; he was nominated, and it seemed hardly posWebster's position was
a
member of the Cabinet,
peculiar.
and he made a speech in Faneuil Hall commending
Tyler, though not in very hearty terms. He had hoped
to rally the Northern Whigs, believing that they would
nominate him instead of Tyler; but the only effect of
his speech was to discourage them; and the open attitude of Clay won him the Whig preference over both
Tyler and Webster.
But Webster could not yet reach such a pitch of
magnanimity as to support Clay; he preferred to get
out of the country and forget politics for a time. An
attempt was made to get the English mission for him
by inducing Everett to go to China, but it failed; and
Webster, without cause assigned, resigned his place
in the Cabinet, Tyler promptly though politely accepting his* resignation. There was danger of Webster's
final extinction at this juncture but it happened that
Bunker Hill Monument had just been completed, and
he was asked to deliver the oration, as he had done
at the laying of the corner stone. His speech on this
occasion was so impressive that it revived his popularity, and the Whigs opened their arms to him once
more, though it was too late for any question of the
Presidency. It was now that the reconciliation with
Clay, perfunctory or not, was effected but meanwhile
the mid-term elections had favored the Democrats, and
Clay was not so sure of success as he had been. Moreover, in the Texas annexation question Tyler had the
sible

he could be defeated.

now

He was

still

;

;

means

of dividing Whig councils.
Texas, after the defeat of the Spanish at San Jacinto,
had posed as an independent republic, and had been
acknowledged as such by America and also in Europe.
But Mexico, with the blind stubbornness which marks
the Spanish character, and resembles that of their own
811
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cattle, would acknowledge nothing, and kept up a
Sain Houston,
dribbling warfare on the borders.
President of the republic, wished it to be annexed to
this country ; but Tyler had feared hitherto to consent
lest he be deserted by the Northern States.
But now

he was no longer withheld by this consideration, and
he made overtures, which Houston, after some hesitation on his side, due to doubts whether the country
would support the President, accepted. Mexico meantime had announced that she would consider annexation an act of war.
Her attitude was more foolish
than wrong; and she had begun paying our claims
against her in hard money, though she stripped her
people to do it. Texas at this time meant the whole
southwest country which now includes the States of
New Mexico, Arizona, California, and the Lone Star
State itself. With slavery and the cotton crop established there, the South would gain a decisive preponderance in the Union.
Houston had stipulated that he should be protected
by United States troops against invasion by Mexico.
Tyler accordingly stationed troops on the border;
Commodore Jones had before been dispatched with a
squadron to the Pacific, where he took temporary possession of Monterey. All this time the country, Congress, and even Webster, had been kept in ignorance of
what was going forward.

Upshur and Gilmer, members of the Cabinet, were
While the negotiations were at
an interesting stage they were both killed, together
Tyler's confederates.

with other distinguished persons, while witnessing experiments with a new big gun, which exploded, Tyler
himself narrowly escaping. Calhoun was selected to
fill Upshur's
place. He afterward claimed that Texas
annexation was his work but Tyler never conceded it.
Rumors of the plot now got abroad, and South divided
against North upon Texan admission. At the national
conventions both Clay and Van Buren, who was the
leading Democratic candidate, declared against annexation. The Tyler convention, which was not regarded
as regular, made immediate annexation the leading
812
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plank in its platform. But the Van Buren Democrats
were divided on the question, and Cass was advocated
by the Virginia delegates <as their candidate. After
some balloting, James K. Polk of Tennessee was unexpectedly nominated, and was pledged to annexation.
Eeoccupation of Oregon was also a leading principle
with the Democrats; the whole Pacific slope had
gradually been settled by streams of emigrants from
the East. Meanwhile the Senate voted against admitting Texas, except with the concurrence of Mexico.
Each branch of the Government was obstructing the
other.
of 1844 seemed bound to terminate in
he was certainly one of the best known
and most popular men in the country. Polk was hardly
known at all, and had always taken subordinate positions; but he was "safe and simple." Jackson advo-

The campaign

favor of Clay

;

him ; and finally Tyler, perceiving the hopelessness
of his canvass, retired in his favor. "The Democracy
of the North are the natural allies of the South," said a

cated

Kichmond paper. Both Clay and Polk being slaveholders, it was suggested that the best man to win with
would be the least risky one, who was Polk. There
were outside complications: no-popery riots, and the
appearance of the Liberal party with Birney as their
nominee. The antislavery society agitated, under the
lead of Garrison and Wendell Phillips, for the dissolution of the Union.
Adams, Seward, and Giddings
backed Clay as an antiannexationist. But Clay was
being denounced as an abolitionist in the South, while
in the North he was arraigned as slavery's friend. His
instinct to run with the hare and hunt with the hounds
was doing him an ill turn at this crisis of his destiny.
He even allowed an expression to escape him which
was quoted as making him favor Texas annexation.
In the end it was New York which decided the election,
as it has done more than once since. It went for Polk
by only five thousand majority; but for the Liberty
party it would have given twice as many for Clay.
Massachusetts did not vote till after the result was
assured; then, under the stimulus of Webster at
813
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Faneuil Hall, it gave its whole vote to the defeated
candidate. It was pleasant to see a great man thus
true to the cause of his rival though it may have been
that Webster was not wholly cast down by Clay's
;

defeat.

The Texas Annexation Bill now came before Congress with the current in its favor ; a pretext of British
intervention was set up, which would make it an independent and nonslaveholding State; after an intricate debate, the bill passed both Houses, under the
lead of Benton.
Yet the act might have been still
longer delayed had not a revolution in Mexico overthrown Santa Anna, its President, and put Herrera in
his place. On the first of March, 1845, Tyler signed
the bill. Texas was a part of the Union; four States
might be formed out of her ; in those below the Missouri
Compromise line, slavery would be optional; those
above it should be free. The matter of the war with
Mexico was left for Polk to deal with.
The annexation of Texas is the only noteworthy incident of Tyler's Administration ; for the Patroon war
in New York and Dorr's rebellion in Rhode Island
had no special significance except as showing the
growth, irregular but inevitable, of the freedom of the
individual in the State. But Texas must have become
incorporate with us sooner or later, the rights of the
question were complicated with the slavery dispute,
and the claims of Mexico ; but there could be only one
issue, and those who have condemned our conduct are
Passion and accident combined with
hypercritical.
manifest destiny to bring about the result; but men
are human, and in blood and money we paid a fair price
for our acquisition. Whatever obloquy attaches to the
transaction we may safely ascribe to the "renegade
President."
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